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Headmaster's address
Valedictory Speech by Mr Reeler
Figure it out yourself
Figure it out for yourself, my lad,
You've all that the greatest of men have had,
Two arms, two hands, two legs, two eyes,
And a brain to use if you would be wise.
With this equipment they all began,
So start for the top and say “I can.”

Look them over, the wise and great,
They take their food from a common plate
And similar knives and forks they use,
With similar laces they tie their shoes,
The world considers them brave and smart.
But you've all they had when they made their start.

You can triumph and come to skill,
You can be great if only you will,
You're well equipped for what fight you choose,
You have legs and arms and a brain to use,
And the man who has risen, great deeds to do
Began his life with no more than you.

You are the handicap you must face,
You are the one who must choose your place,
You must say where you want to go.
How much you will study the truth to know,
God has equipped you for life, but He
Lets you decide what you want to be.

Courage must come from the soul within,
The man must furnish the will to win,
So figure it out for yourself, my lad,
You were born with all that the great have had,
With your equipment they all began.
Get hold of yourself, and say: “I can.”

My brief address to you tonight, is inspired by the 
words of this poem by Edgar Guest, an American 
poet who died in 1959. In these five stanzas he tries 
to inspire young people to reach their potential, a 
theme very close to my heart.

The accident of our birth placed us on this planet 
and into whatever circumstances were lying in 
wait for us. Some of us were born into tremendous 
privilege which we must always acknowledge. Some 
of us have had to overcome great challenges, many of 
them not of our making. Either way, you have come 
this far and stand now at the end of the life-phase 
of childhood, about to take the step into adulthood 
and all that it represents. Thousands of boys like 
you at this school have taken that step. I remember 
being excited yet nervous. Adulthood only really hit 
me when I became financially independent of my 
parents and had to work out what medical aid was, 
how to afford my first car, pay income tax and all 
the things that we never really noticed or perhaps 
understood as children. 

And so you will start on the first step of adulthood 
– not quite paying tax and so on, but certainly more 
independent than you currently are. You will be 
responsible for more and take more control of your 
life and you will succeed or fail. Either will be good 
for you, as long as you learn lessons along the way. 

But the reason I chose this poem is that is speaks 
of something simple – opportunity. No matter what 
your past or your background, people like you have 
succeeded before and it really is now up to you as 
to whether you will be successful or not. Yes, some 
may get more opportunities than others, but your 
destiny will be largely in your own hands.

Justin Cross, the 2019 Head Prefect, receives the PBHS Old Boys’ Prize from  
Mr Eddie Penzhorn

The Headmaster, Mr Tony Reeler, addresses the leaving 
group, their parents and the teaching staff
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brain and having the equipment you need to succeed. 
That equipment is in the form of the lessons you have 
been taught and learned and the skills you have 
developed thus far. He talks of the wise and the great 
taking “their food from the common plate”, using 
the same cutlery and tying the same shoe-laces. No 
matter how successful any person has been, most 
started from the same position that you are in now. 
And some succeeded and some not – why?
I think the answer lies in the fourth stanza:
“God has equipped you for life, but He
Lets you decide what you want to be.”

I emphasise the word “you” because that speaks 
of the choices you will make on your road to success. 
If those are good or bad choices they are choices 
nonetheless, and you will be making them. Know 
that every choice you make: whether to study for 
the test or not, hand in an assignment on time or not, 
arrive at work early or not, use free time to learn more 
about yourself and empower yourself or not, these 
choices will determine your success. You have, as the 
poet says, been equipped for life, some more so, some 
less so but all of you have a start. Your choices will be 
what determine how well that life turns out.

It is easy to use good choices with successful 
outcomes as a tool for learning but I feel we learn 
more from failure. We learn more from bumping our 
heads and making mistakes – provided we actually 
do learn from these. And again, this speaks of choice 
– you can choose how you accept success or deal 
with failure. The last stanza is, to me, the key to all 
of this and I quote these lines:
“Courage must come from the soul within,
The man must furnish the will to win,

So figure it out for yourself, my lad,
You were born with all that the great have had,
With your equipment they all began.
Get hold of yourself, and say: “I can.”

Five years ago I welcomed you and your parents 
to the school. I asked parents to have faith in us 
and quoted Martin Luther King who said “Faith is 
taking the first step even when you don’t see the 
whole staircase.”

Now that you have seen the “staircase” that was 
Boys High, I hope we have justified my asking you 
to trust us and you have seen growth in your son. I 
warn you though, that this next “staircase” will be 
harder still as you let go completely. But I also ask 
that you encourage your son to make the most of 
chances that come his way and encourage him to 
learn from the choices he will make. 

Our world is filled with people who make excuses 
for failure and who don’t accept that failure is part 
of growth. Don’t be one of those who constantly 
externalise failure. But also note that success most 
certainly does not mean perfection. Being successful 
includes living with mistakes but learning from them.

And so I conclude by thanking you all for the 
contribution you have made to our school and 
exhorting you to take life on with the tools each of 
you already possesses to be the best you can be. I 
close with the words of John Wooden who had this 
to say about success:

“Success is peace of mind which comes from knowing 
you did your best to become the best you are capable of 
becoming.”

Mr AD Reeler
Headmaster

Christiaan Holm and Brendon de Beer performing one of the musical items The Second Master, Mr John Illsley, announces  
the prize winners
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The Headmaster, Mr Tony Reeler, the staff and boys 
of this fine school, the parents, including what I know 
from my own experience, proud grandparents, and all 
guests present here today, it is certainly a great honour 
to have been invited to speak at this 2019 Matric 
Valediction ceremony. It is certainly a great honour.

To the boys I would like to say, it is also a great 
pleasure addressing a group of young men from a 
high school which has over and over again, in the 
many years of its existence, produced some of the 
greatest compatriots our country has encountered.

Since its establishment, we count among the 
alumni of this fine institution, two of the world's 
Nobel Prize Laureates. In my own professional field, 
we count some of the earliest and most cherished 
and respected judicial officers, including those of 
the Supreme Court and the Constitutional Court 
from whose pronouncements our own democracy 
has benefitted abundantly and the legal systems of 
many nation states have been positively influenced. 
I believe we owe much of their courage to innovate 
and their capacity for hard work to a culture instilled 
early on at this, their alma mater.

To the graduating boys of this evening, you have 
probably heard accounts of this history of the success 
of Boys High repeated as many times as you have 
had guest speakers here. In my view, that historical 
account of the contribution of this institution to the 

respect South Africa enjoys among her peers is worth 
repeating. It is knowledge that you must internalise, 
no matter what fine cloth you may have been woven 
from. Some day in the future, self-doubt can set in. It 
can set in when you are faced with life's challenges 
generally and in particular when you experience 
challenges relating to aspects of your career. In those 
circumstances, the knowledge that you come from 
the same culture of courage and hard work that 
those who have come before you did, and that they 
made such a difference in our world, will stand you 
in good stead. It should prompt you to gather your 
courage, unleash your potential, overcome your self-
doubt and work even harder to achieve your goals.

Against a Pretoria Boys High background, I 
would be surprised if by now, so shortly before you 
sit for your Grade 12 exams, you do not already 
have relatively well structured plans for your future 
careers, even if they might still be somewhat fuzzy.

During my time, considering the opportunities I 
did not have, I can say with confidence that I did the 
best I could with what I had at the time. With only 
enough to cover registration fees in my pocket, an 
amount I had obtained from the Kimberley Rotary 
Club as a scholarship, together with a one-way third 
class train ticket, I could not miss what would turn 
out to be the opportunity of a life-time. I embarked 
on the two-day slow train journey from Kimberley 

The stage party for Valediction: (L–R) Mr Tony Reeler (Headmaster, PBHS), Justice Yvonne Mokgoro (Guest Speaker), Mr Wayne 
Forrester (SGB Chairman) and Mr Eddie Penzhorn
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my planned university studies which turned out be 
the start of a life-long learning experience.

Having been the first of the first generation in my 
family to graduate from high school and the first to 
experience tertiary studies, if you think I had no idea 
what to expect from university studies, wait until I 
tell you that neither of my parents had the foggiest 
idea what I was talking about when I told them that 
I was leaving for “varsity”. All I knew was that I 
was going to study to become a university graduate 
teacher, just like the Dominican nuns who taught us 
at the time. My thinking was that, as soon as I arrived 
at varsity, I would find the necessary information 
and I would apply for a study scholarship, which 
during those years was made available widely by 
the private sector on the spot. As an alternative, my 
thoughts were, I would apply for a state loan to pay 
for my tuition fees, hopefully before the fee payment 
fell due. Here too, Mom and Dad and those around 
me, had no idea what I was on about and I was on 
my own. But once I arrived on campus I started to 
put my study plans in place.

Amidst the constant university unrests at the 
time, I eventually obtained the various degrees that 
were required to serve, first as a Public Prosecutor, 
then a university lecturer of law, later becoming 
an Associate Professor, a specialist Human Rights 

Researcher, and finally a Judge of the Constitutional 
Court of South Africa.

Determination, which I believe you have in 
abundance, otherwise you would not have come so 
far, can indeed take you far.

Now if you think of it, with all the technology that 
makes information and knowledge accessible at the 
press of a button, the skills, resources, support and 
guidance you enjoy from your families as a whole, 
the teachers and staff, not forgetting your peers, 
it suffices to say I would have given anything to 
have been in your shoes. In your future, you will 
be exploring a new world and continuing with 
your educational experience. I imagine that your 
experience will be so much more smooth-sailing.

However, that is not to say the higher education 
landscape in South Africa today is not without its 
challenges. For example:

What with an ailing economy which has resulted 
in increasing reductions in the education budget, 
thus escalating the costs of higher education and 
making it unaffordable for the average student and 
thus making the rise of the #feesmustfall movement 
justifiable; as student enrollments continue to 
increase, campus boarding and lodging have equally 
become more and more unavailable, resulting in the 
growing privatisation of student accommodation, 
with parents having to buy or rent property to 

The academic procession of teaching staff enters the hall: Mr Paul Ewart-Phipps and Mr Henno Pretorius in the foreground and Mr Ryan 
O’Donoghue and Mr Laurence Stewart in the background on the right
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Guest Speaker
provide safe accommodation for their children in 
an environment of an alarming unemployment 
statistic. Further, think about the core fundamental 
role of higher education institutions as fountains of 
divergent views and intellectual debate continuing 
to wane; consider the violence, generally, and in 
particular, the continuous debilitating sexual and 
gender-based violence which, although it represents 
a microcosm of our broader society, continues to 
boggle the mind and remain difficult to resolve.

The greater difficulty will however be that 
you have not yet prepared yourselves for these 
challenging realities. Unless you do so, these 

challenges will become obstacles that could prevent 
you from enjoying a rounded, balanced, fulfilling 
and meaningful campus life during higher education 
or occupational training experience, whether you 
have chosen the path of the university, the technikon 
or the private or FET college.

Furthermore, remember that whatever education 
and training path you opt for after Boys High, it 
must offer you more than just a formal qualification. 
Your option has to equip you with the knowledge 
and information that will, in future, have much 
application, not only in your professional life, but 
also in your personal life and as a member of society. 

1. Justice Yvonne Mokgoro was the guest speaker at Valediction
2. Justice Mokgoro addresses those attending Valediction

PRETORIA 
BOYS HIGH SCHOOL

VALEDICTION 
CEREMONY

20191.

2.
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Indeed, what use will an education be if it does not 
equip you with life skills that will enable you to live 
a balanced and fulfilling life so that you, too, can 
positively contribute to the society you are part of.

As you embark on your chosen profession or 
occupation, it is important that you stay the course 
of critical, innovative, independent and creative 
thinking. In South Africa, indeed the world over, it 
has become utterly essential that ethical professional 
training becomes the mainstay of education and 
occupational training. South Africa has had its fair 
share of what seems to have become a culture of 
corruption and unethical conduct which have arisen 
within both the public and private sectors. If we do 
not confront the scourge urgently, the societal impact 
will be dire and we should expect future generations 
to judge us harshly.

Having said that, I trust you have your ducks in 
a row for any plans you have set for yourself after 
Pretoria Boys High, whatever they might be. Ensure, 
however, that any learning experience inside the 
formal educational structures is accompanied by 
sufficient learning outside the lecture halls. Don't 
permit your special personal interests, in particular 
those you are passionate about, to fall by the 
wayside. Remember it is that personal touch and 
passion which will set you apart from your peers. 
If your future education and training plans include 
doing what you are passionate about, it could 
optimise the contribution you could make in your 
future profession or occupation and in the service 
you will provide to society.

In conclusion, I trust that what you have learned 
in the classrooms, the corridors, the debating halls, 
the interactions with your friends and other peers, 
your teachers and all the staff at Boys High, and very 
importantly your family and your communities, 
will always be the foundation of what you will ever 
learn in future.

Your education and training may take you places, 
the world having become but a global village. 
Whether we like it or not, you will pursue an 
education and may seek opportunities to serve other 
nations and societies outside our country, giving 
them a taste of South African culture, wisdom and 
skillfulness. If you should ever feel the need to travel 
the world in search of greener pastures, as you have 
a right to do, whatever the case may be, my personal 
wish is that you will always have a place in your 
heart for South Africa and the people of our country, 
so that whenever and wherever we encounter each 
other again, our interconnectedness as compatriots 
will always be there to bind us.

I wish you well in your upcoming exams and in 
all your future endeavours.
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1. The Form V Dux Scholar for 2019 is Joshua Meise
2. Justin Cross and Alvin Drabile receiving the Gail Bloemink Award
3.  Mr Wayne Forrester presenting a gift to Justice Mokgoro by way of 

thanks for her attendance

1.

2.

3.
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Matthew Van Der Walt
For outstanding all round creativity in the field  
of art.
ALEXIS PRELLER AWARD
Werner Bronkhorst
The most promising painting student.
BAKKER AND DU TOIT ART THEORY AWARD
Alexander Paulsen
For the pupil who achieves the best consistent 
results for Art Theory in his career at Pretoria Boys 
High School.
BEST SPEAKER’S AWARD
Thando Zungu
This award is made to the best public speaker in 
Form V, an honour merited both in his form and in 
a public arena.
THE TERENCE ASHTON MEMORIAL PRIZE
Samuel Eichhorn
Presented to a Form V boy who excelled in the study 
of literature and who demonstrates most clearly 
a delight in words, in memory of Terence Ashton, 
Boys High English master extraordinary for 24 years 
(1955–1978), renowned for his urbanity and wit in 
all situations and for his astute understanding of 
character in literature and the characters in his classes.
JUSTINE ARMSTRONG AWARD
Brendon De Beer and Christiaan Holm
The most significant contribution in the field of music.
TREBOT BARRY AWARD
Alvin Drabile
This award is made to the boy who has done the most 
to promote cross-cultural respect, understanding 
and dialogue and has helped make Boys High a 
school where people of all cultures feel at home.
THE GAIL BLOEMINK AWARD FOR SERVICE
Alvin Drabile and Justin Cross
Awarded to the pupil who in the opinion of his peers 
has made a significant contribution serving both the 
school and the wider community.
MICHAEL LEEMHUIS AWARD
Kyle Kapnias
This is awarded to a boy who displayed great 
fortitude and determination in achieving a 
worthwhile endeavour
THE CLIFF SAUNDERS CULTURAL AWARD
Atlegang Modibela
Awarded to the pupil who has shown a keen interest 
in a variety of cultural activities, who has pursued 
these interests with passion and diligence and who 
has excelled in one or more of these fields
JONATHAN D JANSEN AWARD
Werner Bronkhorst
Awarded to the pupil who has displayed the finest 
combination of commitment, creativity and compassion 
during his time at Pretoria Boys High School
MARGARET THEILER AWARD
Matthew Forrester
This is awarded to the scholar showing the best 
all round prowess in sport, who participated 
meaningfully in the sporting sense and who has also 

contributed to the life of the school.
GERTRUD THEILER AWARD
Dylan Talbot
This is awarded to a pupil showing the most 
diligence, who is not necessarily brilliant or 
academically successful but rather a good all-
rounder who has contributed meaningfully to the 
life of the school.
ULRICH RISSIK PRIZE
Matthew Otto
He shall have an average academic achievement 
during his career at the school. He shall be judged 
to have given of his best both in his studies and in 
his extramural activities. He shall be judged to have 
made the best contributions towards upholding the 
ideals, traditions and history of the school.
ELWYN DAVIES AWARD
Daniël Driescher
Awarded annually to a leaver from Pretoria 
Boys High School who, though not necessarily 
distinguished for his academic or athletic abilities 
or for his powers of leadership – there being other 
forms of recognition and awards for such boys – 
has set the finest example to his fellows of sincerity, 
integrity, loyalty and reliability in his relationships 
with those about him at the school.
MALCOLM ARMSTRONG RENAISSANCE 
MAN AWARD
Daniël Cloete
This award serves to recognise and encourage those 
of this school whose use of their talents has earned 
them recognition in the three spheres of endeavour 
at Pretoria Boys High School – academic, cultural 
and sporting. The chosen candidate should possess 
a human compassion that promises that his talents 
will not be directed inwards towards self-satisfaction 
but outwards to service.
HEADMASTER’S AWARDS
The Headmaster’s Awards are given to those boys 
who are eligible by virtue of having achieved 
excellence in at least two activities, be they academic, 
sporting, cultural or in a position of leadership. 
Their service to the school and their fellow man is 
an example to all. Their dedication and devotion to 
the school’s values and ideals is unquestioned and 
we honour them for their contribution
Ketan Behari  Hofmeyr House
This recipient is a School prefect and Head of House, 
roles he has performed with humility, dedication and 
distinction. He does not seek the limelight and has 
gone out of his way to make those in his House feel 
special and welcome though his warm and friendly 
nature. In addition, he has served as a member of 
the RCL since Form I. He is a highly accomplished 
sportsman and holds the highest award possible, 
namely Honours, for his chosen sport of basketball.
Thomas Calenborne  School House
This recipient performed all his duties as a School 
and House prefect reliably and responsibly and 
fully justified the faith placed in him. He is a well-
balanced, extremely loyal and well-rounded young 
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possesses an exceptional work ethic. He motivates 
his peers and the juniors and is an excellent role 
model. He shows compassion for his fellow man, 
is always respectful, has very high morals and the 
courage of his convictions. He holds Full Colours 
for service, Full Colours for water polo and Half 
Colours for rugby.
Luke Cavaleiro Matheson House
Utterly reliable and dependable, this next recipient 
epitomises the kind of young man we strive to 
develop. He excelled as a leader with his quiet 
example of servant leadership as a School prefect and 
Head of House which was admired by all, but it was 
his total commitment to the whole school experience 
that people noticed. Whenever someone was needed, 
he was there. In addition to his leadership positions, he 
also holds Academic Honours – the highest academic 
award we can make. 
Mel Janse van Rensburg  Rissik House
For one who has achieved so much on an international 
stage, this young man remains extremely humble and 
connected to his friends and the world around him. 
He goes out of his way to help others at all times. He 
has been a House prefect and holds Full Colours for 
both Music and Academic Achievement, but it is in 
sport where he has quietly become one of the top in 
his field in the country. He has received Honours for 
climbing for three years in a row since Form III.
Josh Meise School House
A House prefect and holder of Academic Honours, 
this recipient performed all his duties reliably and 
responsibly and fully justified the faith placed in 
him. He has re-defined the role of a House prefect 
and made it clear to all that if you are consistent in 
your habits, routines and behaviour, success will 
follow. He has very high morals, the courage of his 
convictions and wisdom beyond his years. He is a 
true ambassador for the school and, at no time, have 
his honesty and integrity ever been questioned. 
Kopano (Bobo) Moumakoe  Town House
This young man both epitomises and lives out the 
values of Boys High. Despite not actively seeking 
the limelight, he was chosen as a School prefect 
because of his strong leadership qualities and 
ability. As Deputy-Head of House, he was reliable 

and enthusiastic, an enthusiasm that never waned 
despite various personal commitments. He has 
Academic Half Colours and Half Colours for soccer 
and is the kind of young man who energises those 
around him with his positive attitude. His infectious 
good nature and genuine love for his fellow man 
make him a worthy recipient.
Grant Petzer Rissik House
As a School prefect, this young man has been humble 
yet assertive, responsible and always willing to 
assist. His sincerity has made him a wonderful 
example to the younger boys in the school as well as 
his peers. An extremely talented sportsman, he had 
to deal with serious injuries and health problems at 
critical times during his high school career. At no 
stage, however, did he ever consider throwing in the 
towel and against all odds, managed to represent 
both the 1st rugby and cricket teams of the school. 
He has a remarkable ability to deal with adversity. 
In addition, he holds Full Academic Colours and 
remains an inspiration to those around him.
Christian Pretorius Solomon House
The final recipient is an exceptionally intelligent 
and hard-working young man with extraordinary 
analytical and scientific abilities. It is no surprise 
that he is the holder of Academic Honours. 
Extramurally he played for the 5th Rugby Team 
and for the 3rd Water Polo Team. Culturally, he is an 
enthusiastic member of the Ballroom Dancing Club. 
His excellent leadership qualities were recognised 
by the school and he was appointed as a School 
prefect and Head of House, a role he filled with 
dignity, maturity and diligence. He shows an innate 
sensitivity towards his fellow man and the juniors in 
the school. He is even-tempered, sensible, controlled 
and has the courage to back his convictions. He is 
held in the highest regard by all his teachers and is 
an outstanding ambassador for the school and an 
exceptionally loyal Boys High boy.
OLD BOYS’ PRIZE
Justin Cross
The Association’s Prize goes to that pupil of the 
school considered by the Old Boys to have shown 
the most outstanding qualities of application and 
endeavour, sportsmanship and manliness, loyalty 
and integrity, example and leadership.

Form V Prize Giving: Subject prizes
Afrikaans 1st Additional Language Hilary Smit
French 2nd Additional Language   
 Mel Janse van Rensburg 
Mathematical Literacy   Aiden Price
History Declan Humphries 
Geography Halloran Stratford
Engineering Graphics and Design Nikeil Singh 
Information Technology Massimo Bruzzaniti
Music Brendon de Beer
Business Studies Thai Nguyen
Visual Arts Werner Bronkhorst 

German 2nd Additional Language Werner Bronkhorst 
Physical Sciences Mbano Sibande
Sepedi 1st Additional Language Mbano Sibande
Mathematics Daniël Cloete
Advanced Programme Mathematics Daniël Cloete
Life Sciences Keaton Urquhart
Life Orientation Keaton Urquhart
Form V Associate Dux Scholar 2018 Keaton Urquhart
Accounting Joshua Meise 
English Home Language Joshua Meise
Form V Dux Scholar for 2019 Joshua Meise
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Adams, Paul Michael
Adamson, Kean'u*
Aitken, Nicholas Douglas* (Afrikaans FAL)
Ajay, Tino Osahon*
Alimohammadi, Ashkan* (Life Orientation)
Anderson, Bruce Harry* (Life Orientation)
Anderson, William Anthony*
Arnison, Matthew Graham
Arrikum, Cameron Jordan*
Avvakoumides, Gregory George*
Baisley, Ryley Theodore
Balshaw, Gregory Luke*
Behari, Ketan* (Life Orientation)
Bernardi, Luciano Carlo* (Life Orientation)
Bila, Siyalibonga Nathan* (Business Studies)
Binns, Duncan Xavier*
Bogopane, Tshimollo Botshelo*  

(Life Orientation)
Botes, Ocran Ty*
Botsheleng, Refemetswe Kago*
Bristow, Aidan Ridgeway Philip*  

(Life Orientation, Physical Sciences)
Broemer, Ryan* (Information Technology)
Bronkhorst, Werner Johannes Samuel* 

(English HL, Afrikaans FAL, German SAL, 
Physical Sciences, Visual Arts)

Bruzzaniti, Massimo* (Afrikaans FAL, 
Mathematics, Life Orientation, Information 
Technology, Life Sciences, Physical Sciences)

Caldwell, Matthew Alan* (Afrikaans FAL)
Calenborne, Thomas* 
Cavaleiro, Luke Delgado* (English HL, 

Afrikaans FAL, Mathematics, Life 
Orientation, Information Technology, Life 
Sciences, Physical Sciences)

Chetty, Adrian
Cloete, Daniël Willem Hendrik* (English HL, 

Afrikaans FAL, Mathematics, Life Orientation, 
Life Sciences, Music, Physical Sciences)

Coenraad, Matthew Craig
Coetzee, Garrett Riley* 
Cokayne, Adam* (Afrikaans FAL, Life 

Orientation, Physical Sciences)
Cross, Justin Charles* (Afrikaans FAL, 

Mathematics, Life Orientation, Life Sciences, 
Physical Sciences)

Dachs, Samuel Liam* (Information Technology)
de Beer, Brendon* (Afrikaans FAL, 

Mathematics, Life Orientation, Life Sciences, 
Music, Physical Sciences)

de Bruyn, Willem Basson
De Nobrega, Daniel da Silva*  

(Life Orientation)
De Oliveira, Miguel Jeré da Silva* (Afrikaans 

FAL, Life Orientation, Engineering Graphics 
and Design, Life Sciences)

de Ponte, Gabriel* (Life Orientation,  
Business Studies)

de Villiers, Aaron David* 
Dijana, Tokollo Sandile* (Life Orientation)
Dlula, Ungakuthi
Downing, Aiden Paisley*
Dowra, Nikhil*
Drabile, Alvin Grace Nyango* (English HL, 

Afrikaans FAL, Mathematics, Life Orientation, 
History, Life Sciences, Physical Sciences)

Dreyer, Ruben (Afrikaans FAL)

Dreyer, Wilhelmus Johannes* (Afrikaans FAL)
Driescher, Daniël Albertus* (Afrikaans FAL)
Du Plessis, Michael Daniël* (Information 

Technology)
Du Plooy, Daemon Tyler
Du Preez, Ruan André* (Afrikaans FAL)
Edwards, Mikhail David* (Afrikaans FAL)
Eichhorn, Samuel Bernard* (English HL, Life 

Orientation, Life Sciences)
Engelbrecht, Roché* (English HL, Afrikaans 

FAL, French SAL)
Essi, Colin* (Life Orientation)
Exter, Oliver Cragg*
Fatsilidis, Constandinos*
Finbow, Rory Dominic* (Information 

Technology, Music)
Finlayson, Grant* (Life Orientation, History)
Fitzpatrick, Connor Brian
Fogwill, Nathan Daniel* (Afrikaans FAL, 

Mathematics, Information Technology)
Forbes, Sasha*
Forrester, Antony William* (Afrikaans FAL)
Forrester, Matthew John Donald* (English 

HL, Life Orientation)
Fourie, Juan Adriaan* (English HL, Afrikaans 

FAL, Mathematics, Accounting, Information 
Technology, Physical Sciences)

Fourie, Louhan* (Afrikaans FAL, Physical 
Sciences)

Fourie, Michael* (Afrikaans FAL)
Geerthsen, Ethan Oliver Trevor*
Gilson, Connor James
Gilson, Ryan Ivor
Gomes Serraõ, Roberto Luis Oliveira*
Grobler, Willem Jacobus
Hansmeyer, Lloyd* (Afrikaans FAL, German 

SAL, Life Orientation, History, Physical 
Sciences)

Harrison, Matthew* 
Hartig, Liam* (Afrikaans FAL)
Heeralal, Rahul Jotham* 
Hialunga, Valentin da Costa*  

(Life Orientation)
Hind, Liam* (Life Orientation)
Holliday, Simon Jerzy Carl* (Life Orientation)
Holm, Christiaan Erik* (Afrikaans FAL, Life 

Orientation, Music)
Howes, Keaton Scott*
Hudson, Scott William*
Hugo, Marcus Louis (Afrikaans FAL)
Humphries, Declan Michael* (English 

HL, Afrikaans FAL, Mathematics, Life 
Orientation, Accounting, History, Physical 
Sciences)

Igbozuwike, Onyekachi* (History,  
Physical Sciences)

Immelman, Christian Michael* (Mathematics, 
Information Tecnology)

Irims, Preye*
Isebeck, Thomas Klaus Alexander*  

(Afrikaans FAL, German SAL, Information 
Technology)

Ismail Wazar, Mohamed Zakir* (History)
Jammine, Nathan Francois*
Janos, Gabriel Simeon*
Janse van Rensburg, Brandon Adriaan 

Malan* (Physical Sciences)
Janse van Rensburg, Mel* (Afrikaans FAL, 

French SAL, Mathematics, Life Orientation, 

Music, Physical Sciences)
Jardim, Keanu Teixeira* (English HL, 

Afrikaans FAL, Life Orientation, Geography, 
Life Sciences, Physical Sciences)

Jenkings, Jonathan Reynold*
Jones, Dylan Henry* (Life Orientation, 

Business Studies, Engineering Graphics and 
Design, Physical Sciences)

Jones, Edward Charlton* (Afrikaans FAL, Life 
Orientation, Accounting, Physical Sciences)

Julies, Aidon Ryan
Kacar, Sükrü Memet Can* (English HL, 

Afrikaans FAL, Mathematics, Life 
Orientation, Geography, Life Sciences, 
Physical Sciences)

Kamp, Auram Peter*
Kapnias, Kyle Layton* (Life Orientation, 

Information Technology)
Karp, Tyler Adam*
Katsikis, Anastasis*
Kekana, Lesedi* (Information Technology)
Kemsley, Owen Crawford
Keogh, Shane
Khalaf, Kareem Abdelbaset* (Life Orientation, 

History, Physical Sciences)
Kim, Bo Seok* (Mathematics, Information 

Technology, Music, Physical Sciences)
Kohlmeyer, Christian Martin*  

(Afrikaans FAL)
Kotze, Reuben* (Afrikaans FAL, French SAL, 

Life Orientation)
Koumoutsaris, George*
Labuschagne, Dylan
Labuschagne, Tristan* (Afrikaans FAL)
Lastrucci, Richard Paul* (Life Orientation, 

Accounting, Information Technology)
le Roux, Dylan Mark
le Roux, Jason*
le Roux, Theodor Julius* (Afrikaans FAL, 

Information Technology)
Legodi, Tokollo Carl* (Life Orientation)
Lobo Tabora, Daniel André* (Music)
Loutfie, Justin Cecil
Lunt, Tristan* (Life Orientation)
Mabena, Muziwakhe Mabote*  

(Life Orientation, History)
Madodonke, Wandile*
Magagane, Thato*
Maia Azevedo, Ricardo Miguel
Makhafola, Omphile* (Life Orientation)
Makombe, Tashinga Bernard*
Malan, Adrian Matthew*
Malan, Timothy John*
Malefane, Kitso*
Maloma, Lesego Mokadi* (Life Orientation)
Marais, Shane
Markides, Anthony*
Marques, Ricardo Santos* (Life Orientation)
Martin, Justin*
Marx, Anton* (Afrikaans FAL, History)
Masemola, Boikanyo (Life Orientation)
Masoek, Sydney Tokelo* (Life Orientation)
Matchett, Mark Kristian* (Music)
Mathey, Brandon Russell*
Matlawe, Kano Setlhabi
Matloga, Mogale Nestor* (Life Orientation)
McGillewie, Adrian Ross
McIntyre, Jady Douglas
Mdlalose, Bandile Sinqobile*
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Meise, Joshua Michael (English HL, Afrikaans 
FAL, Life Orientation, Accounting, Life 
Sciences, Physical Sciences)

Menemene, Ntokozo*
Meyer, Riley Thomas* (Mathematical Literacy, 

Life Orientation)
Miles, Michael David
Minnaar, Liam Mathlener* (Life Orientation)
Mishev, Lyubomir Radoslavov* (History)
Mngomezulu, Sibusiso* (Life Orientation)
Modibela, Tlotlanang Atlegang*
Modzuka, Jeremiah Naledzi*  

(Life Orientation, Life Sciences)
Mohlomi, Katleho Neo (Life Orientation)
Mokone, Paballo Moruti
Molai, Mooketsi Lwazi* (Mathematics,  

Life Orientation)
Molokomme, Moeketsi Montell Jan
Mon, Michael Richard Lan
Monaledi, Mohau
Moodley, Declan* (Life Orientation)
Moraladi, Itumeleng Andile*  

(Business Studies)
Moreira, Leandro Joaquim Pereira* 

(Information Technology)
Mothupi, Othupile Ketlodirela Chris*
Moumakoe, Kopano* (Life Orientation, 

Geography, Physical Sciences)
Mtshali, Samkelo Olwethu*
Müller, Karl Heinz
Munjeri, Lebogang Itai*
Murray, Aidan Malcolm Ruthven*
Musanhu, Tinashe Cuthbert*  

(Life Orientation)
Mushwana, Wisani Rinono Andy*  

(Life Orientation)
Ncube, Ndabezinhle Makhosini* 

(Mathematics, Life Orientation, Accounting, 
Physical Sciences)

Ndjeka, Jesse*
Nel, Dean Marais* (Life Orientation)
Nel, Dylan Reece* (Afrikaans FAL, 

Mathematics, Life Orientation, Accounting, 
Information Technology, Physical Sciences)

Nel, Reinhardt* (Afrikaans FAL)
Neser, Matthew John* 
Netshituka, Masase* (Mathematics, Life 

Orientation, Information Technology)
Nguyen, Dinh Thai* (Mathematics, Life 

Orientation, Business Studies, Life Sciences, 
Physical Sciences)

Nhlapo, Thokozani* (Life Orientation)
Nortjé, Jamie Connor* (Afrikaans FAL,  

Life Orientation)
Ntuli, Tshepiso Bongane* 
Nyangintsimbi, Okuhle Thamsanqa*  

(Life Orientation, Geography,  
Physical Sciences)

Nyl, Devon Whalend* (Afrikaans FAL, French 
SAL, Life Orientation)

Odendaal, Cobie Gerrit* (Afrikaans FAL, 
German SAL)

Oertel, Adrian Shaun
Ogunbanjo, Oluseyi Oluseun Okimasi*  

(Life Orientation, Visual Arts)
Olivier, Luka Ethan (Life Orientation)
Orban, Kgomotso Emanuel Moabelo*
Osiname, Oluwaseun Emmanuel*
Otto, Matthew Johannes Christiaan* 

(Afrikaans FAL)
Paul, Jared* (Life Orientation)
Paulsen, Alexander Quinn* (Afrikaans FAL, 

Life Orientation, Physical Sciences,  
Visual Arts)

Perring, Ronan* (Afrikaans FAL, Life 
Orientation, Engineering Graphics and 
Design, Physical Sciences)

Petzer, Grant Matthew* (Afrikaans FAL, 
Accounting, Physical Sciences)

Phillips, Byron
Phukubye, Noko Sekolo* (Afrikaans FAL, 

French SAL, Mathematics, Life Orientation, 
Geography, Physical Sciences)

Pillay, Kyle Craig*
Polson, Zander Latief* (English HL, Afrikaans 

FAL, Mathematics, Life Orientation, 
Information Technology, Physical Sciences)

Preece, Chad Ryan* (Life Orientation)
Pretorius, Christian Harm* (English 

HL, Afrikaans FAL, Mathematics, Life 
Orientation, Accounting, Information 
Technology, Physical Sciences)

Price, Aiden William* (Mathematical Literacy)
Ramatsoma, Tshepang Matladi*  

(Life Orientation, Information Technology)
Ramokone, Kopano* (Life Orientation, 

Accounting)
Ramonyane, Bohlale Bokang Matjhaha* 
Ranamane, Kganya Graham*  

(Life Orientation)
Ratshisevhe, Mpho Phathutshedzo
Repko, Logan* (Afrikaans FAL, Life 

Orientation, History)
Reynders, Kyle David* (Life Sciences,  

Physical Sciences)
Rincon, Enrique*
Robbertze, Kyle Jaryd* (Life Orientation)
Robinson, Max William* (Music)
Rodrigues, Dario Daniel* (Mathematical 

Literacy, History)
Roeloffze, Rialdo* (Afrikaans FAL, 

Mathematics, Life Orientation, Accounting, 
Information Technology)

Rubin, Dominic Aran*
Saliwe, Tshepang* (Life Orientation)
Sapsford, Cody
Schmulian, Michael*
Schoeman, Juan* (Afrikaans FAL)
Schoeman, Matthew* (Life Sciences)
Schutte, Anré* (Afrikaans FAL)
Segooa, Onkabetse Olerato
Sekoto, Mohau Gerard* (Life Orientation, 

Information Tecnology)
Sepeng, Keoagile Mmuso*
Shamshoodeen, Tyriq
Shipalana Mixo
Sibande Mbano Musawenkosi* (French SAL, 

Mathematics, Life Orientation, Life Sciences, 
Physical Sciences)

Signorelli Gianpierro*
Sim, Mark Edward* (History)
Sim-Booyens, Aden Luke
Simitopoulos, Athanasios
Simov, Stoyan Simov*
Singh, Nikeil* (Life Orientation, Engineering 

Graphics and Design)
Siyengo, Owethu
Skosana, Morekolodi* (Life Orientation, 

Information Technology)
Smit, Berno Gerhard*
Smit, Hilary Aidan* (Afrikaans FAL, 

Mathematics, Life Orientation, Business 
Studies, History, Physical Sciences)

Snaman, Lelam* (Life Orientation)
Snyders, Dylan Blaine*
Speight, Dylan Matthew
Stephen, Mbulelo
Storm, Liam
Stratford, Halloran* (English HL, Afrikaans 

FAL, Mathematics, Life Orientation, 
Accounting, Geography, Physical Sciences)

Struwig, Christian Karl* (Afrikaans FAL, 
Information Technology, Physical Sciences)

Stubbs, Ross Jeremy* (Afrikaans FAL)
Swanepoel, Andrian* (Afrikaans FAL)
Swarts, Jarred Austyn Yonic*
Tabei, Kenji*
Tacoulas, Lyzander Jotam*
Talbot, Dylan William* (Afrikaans FAL)
Theron, Jean-Christiaan* (History)
Tifflin, Quinlan Frank
Tran, Minh Quan
Trathen, Kian* (Afrikaans FAL, Mathematics, 

Life Orientation, Accounting, Life Sciences, 
Physical Sciences)

Treadwell, William James* (Afrikaans FAL, 
Business Studies, Life Sciences)

Truter, Wald* (Afrikaans FAL, Life Orientation)
Urquhart, Keaton Henry* (English HL, 

Afrikaans FAL, Mathematics, Life 
Orientation, History, Life Sciences, Physical 
Sciences)

Uys, Divan James
Valle, Alessandro Leo*
van der Merwe, Daniël* (Afrikaans FAL)
van der Merwe, Pieter Barend*  

(Afrikaans FAL)
van der Walt, Matthew* (Visual Arts)
van der Westhuizen, Reinard*  

(Afrikaans FAL)
van Dyk, Jarryn Rylan*
van Graan, Ettienne Lourens* (Afrikaans FAL)
van Rooyen, Ruan (Afrikaans FAL)
van Schalkwyk, Bernhardt* (Afrikaans FAL, 

Life Orientation)
van Straaten, Jaryd (Life Orientation)
van Zyl, Chris*
Venn, Connor Hannis* (Afrikaans FAL,  

Life Orientation)
Venter, Keegan James* (Life Orientation)
Vernes, Sean Trevor*
Viljoen, Hanu* (Afrikaans FAL)
von Brandis-Martini, Reinhardt* (Afrikaans 

FAL, Mathematics, Life Orientation, 
Information Technology, Physical Sciences)

Wang, Yidong
Ward, Ian Jason* (Engineering Graphics and 

Design, Physical Sciences)
Wardlaw, Connor James*
Webb, Ethan Steyn* (Afrikaans FAL,  

Life Orientation)
Weintraud, Cole
Winterstein, Ulrich*
Wisniewski, Jonathan Tadeusz*
Wolter, Mark Dale*
Zotwane, Themba*
Zungu, Thandolwethu Bongumusa*
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Prefects and Academic Colours
M

A
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S

Seated L–R: C Pretorius, L Hansmeyer, M Neser, K Behari, J Cross (Head Prefect), A Drabile (Deputy Head Prefect), A Bristow,  
M Otto, M Forrester

First Row L–R: W Mushwana, B Ramonyane, K Moumakoe, K Jardim, T Dijana, L Cavaleiro, R Meyer, N Menemene,  
M Netshituka, M Skosana.

Second Row L–R: G du Ponte, P van der Merwe, M Mabena, T Lunct, B Anderson, S Holliday, T Ajay, W Bronkhorst.
Third Row L–R: K Urquhart, H Stratford, G Finlayson, W Truter, D Cloete, G Petzer, A Marx, T Calenborne.

School Prefects

Academic Colours

Seated L–R: D Humphries, C Pretorius, J Meise, K Urquhart, L Cavaleiro. 
First Row L–R: R Kim, J Viljoen, W Bronkhorst, A Drabile, R von Brandis-Martini, E van den Boogaard, M Bruzzaniti, N Phukubye. 

Second Row L–R: M Sibande, H Stratford, G Petzer, Z Polson, K Trathen, J Fourie, M Janse van Rensburg.
Third Row L–R: D Cloete, C Comins, D Nel, B de Beer, E John, S Kacar.
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SForm I Subject Awards

Sepedi 1st Additional Language  Bohlale Masemola
Life Orientation  Lamine Jeppie
Economic And Management Sciences  
 Maurice De Sousa
History Iloke Alusala
Afrikaans 1st Additional Language Daniel Obermeyer
German 2nd Additional Language  Daniel Obermeyer
Music Daniel Obermeyer
Mathematics Nicholas Pieterse

Geography Nicholas Pieterse
Natural Sciences  Nicholas Pieterse
Technology Nicholas Pieterse
Form I Associate Dux Scholar 2018  Barend Steenekamp
English Home Language  Joshua Bonham 
Creative Arts  Joshua Bonham
French 2nd Additional Language  Joshua Bonham

Form I Dux Scholar 2018  Joshua Bonham

Form II Subject Awards
English Home Language  Ebraheem Cassim
German 2nd Additional Language   Dyllan Condes
Sepedi 1st Additional Language  Lucky Moshupja 
Advanced Programme Mathematics Robert Snedden
Mathematics Johann Kok
Technology Liam Gilleson
Creative Arts Crouse Louw
Life Orientation Edwin Arndt

Afrikaans 1st Additional Language Arno de Bruin
French 2nd Additional Language Arno de Bruin
Economic And Management Sciences Arno de Bruin
History Arno de Bruin
Natural Sciences  Arno de Bruin
Music Arno de Bruin
Geography Arno de Bruin
Form II Dux Scholar 2018 Arno de Bruin

Form III Subject Awards
English Home Language André le Roux
Afrikaans 1st Additional Language Cornel Watson 
German 2nd Additional Language   Felix Erken
Sepedi 1st Additional Language  Keletso Poto
Accounting Josua Viljoen
Business Studies  Gregory Macaskill 
History Brandon Robertson
Life Orientation  Pierre van Hoven
Mathematical Literacy   Timothy Buys Katopulis 
Visual Arts  Benjamin Anthony
Information Technology Alexandros Theodorou

Music Christof Joubert
Geography   Ryan Symons
Engineering Graphics And Design Ryan Symons
Mathematics Emile John
Advanced Programme Mathematics Emile John
Physical Sciences Emile John
Form III Associate Dux Scholar 2018 
 Emile Van Den Boogaard
French 2nd Additional Language Junhyeop Kim 
Life Sciences Junhyeop Kim 
Form III Dux Scholar 2018  Junhyeop Kim

Form IV Subject Awards
Sepedi 1st Additional Language  Muzi Mabena 
French 2nd Additional Language  
 Mel Janse van Rensburg
Business Studies  Thai Nguyen 
Life Orientation Sükrü (Can) Kacar 
Mathematical Literacy   Riley Meyer 
Geography Halloran Stratford
Information Technology Luke Cavaleiro
Music Brendon de Beer
Engineering Graphics And Design Ronan Perring
German 2nd Additional Language  Werner Bronkhorst 
Visual Arts   Werner Bronkhorst 

History Keaton Urquhart 
Life Science Keaton Urquhart 
Advanced Programme Mathematics Daniël Cloete
Physical Sciences  Daniël Cloete
Mathematics Daniël Cloete
Afrikaans 1st Additional Language Christian Pretorius
Form IV Associate Dux Scholar 2018
 Christian Pretorius
English Home Language   Joshua Meise 
Accounting  Joshua Meise 
Form IV Dux Scholar 2018 Joshua Meise
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Half Colours (80–84% Average)
New Award
Aidan Allison Benjamin Anthony
Calvin Botha De Bruyn, André
Janco Jonker André le Roux
Ryan Symons Alexandros Theodorou
Tseke Tladi Pierre van Hoven
Matthew Wepener

Full Colours (85–89% Average)
New Award
Calvin Comins Kewan Holman
Emile John Junhyeop Kim
Emile van den Boogaard Josua Viljoen

Honours (90% Average and above)
No Award

Form IV Colour Awards
Half Colours (80–84% Average)
New Award
Massimo Bruzzaniti Nathan Fogwill
Lloyd Hansmeyer Rialdo Roeloffze
Hilary Smit
Re-Award
Werner Bronkhorst Justin Cross
Keanu Jardim Kopano Moumakoe
Alexander Paulsen

Full Colours (85–89% Average)
New Award
Alvin Drabile Can Kacar 
Grant Petzer Noko Phukubye

Zander Polsen Mbano Sibande
Kian Trathen Reinhardt von Brandis-Martini
Re-award
Brendon de Beer Luke Cavaleiro
Daniël Cloete Juan Fourie
Declan Humphries Mel Janse van Rensburg
Dylan Nel Halloran Stratford

Honours (90% Average and above)
New Award 
Christian Pretorius
Re-award 
Keaton Urquhart  Joshua Meise

Form V Colour Awards
Half Colours (80% Average)
New Award
Dylan Jones Miguel de Oliveira
Re-award
Alvin Drabile Grant Petzer
Muziwakhe Mabena Lloyd Hansmeyer
Keanu Jardim Alexander Paulsen
Hilary Smit Justin Cross

Full Colours (85% Average)
New Award
Massimo Bruzzaniti Werner Bronkhorst

Re-award
Mbano Sibande Daniël Cloete
Juan Fourie Mel Janse van Rensburg
Dylan Nel Keaton Urquhart
Halloran Stratford Noko Phukubye
Sükrü (Can) Kacar Kian Trathen
Zander Polson Brendon de Beer
Reinhardt von Brandis-Martini
Honours (90% Average and above)
New Award
Luke Cavaleiro Declan Humphries
Re-award
Joshua Meise Christian Pretorius
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Staff notes and Governors

ST
A

FFIn Term 1 we congratulated Mr Illsley on 
obtaining his Masters in History (Cum Laude). 
We congratulated our clothing shop manager, Ms 

Tiziana Giacinti (now Lazarides) on her marriage in 
January. We welcomed a new addition to the Boys 
High family, a son, Jesiah, born in March to Mr and 
Mrs Barend Engelbrecht. 

We said goodbye to Mr Brad Burrow and wished 
him well for the future. Dr Janice Robertson was 
appointed in a permanent position to fill Mr Burrow’s 
place.

In Term 2 we congratulated our resident Counsellor, 
Mrs Donné Barnard, on obtaining her Masters in 
Educational Psychology (With Distinction). She will 
be fully qualified as an Educational Psychologist 
upon the completion of her internship at the end of 
the year. We welcomed Ms Yvette Welthagen into the 
English Department and said goodbye to Ms Olivia 
Edwards, who was in the English Department for 
six months. Ms Suzette van Wyk filled her position 
at the start of Term 3. We also said goodbye to Ms 
Bella Divine and thanked her for standing in for 
Dr Matthew Lombard, who joined us in the Music 
Department.

We welcomed Ms Roxy Meaker at the start of Term 
3 as an Afrikaans teacher replacing Mrs Gower. We 
wish her a long and happy stay with us. We also 
welcomed Mr Ferdi Louw (who is an Old Boy) to our 
sports staff as our new Director of Water Polo. We 

know he is going to have a positive impact on this 
sport and the boys and wish him well.

Congratulations to Ms Suzette Van Wyk who was 
married in August and is now Mrs Suzette Hayward, 
and to Mr and Mrs Rob Fourie who welcomed their 
baby girl, Isla, on 8 August.

In Term 4 there were another two additions to the 
Boys High family with the birth of Rose, a second 
daughter for Mr and Mrs James Orr and a second son, 
Hayden, to Mr and Mrs Rust. Congratulations to Mr 
Romeo Matsolo on his engagement.

We bade farewell to two staff members. Mrs 
Yvonne Reyburn retired after 21 years in the Music 
Department. She was a remarkable asset to our 
school. Calm, dignified, professional, loving and 
supportive, she was the ultimate teacher for our boys 
and we thank her for her care and compassion for so 
long. She has agreed to assist the Music Department 
in a part-time capacity during 2020.

Our psychologist, Mr Herman de Jong, left the 
school to enter private practice. Mr de Jong has had a 
significant impact on our school and helped hundreds 
of boys and their families over the nine years he was 
at PBHS. His calm, professional and unflustered 
approach, which combined good professional 
practices with common sense, will be sorely missed. 

Katrina Dodds
Headmaster’s Secretary

Headmaster: Mr Tony Reeler
Parent Members:
Chairman : Mr Wayne Forrester 
Vice Chairman/
Discipline Mr Gerhard Dreyer
Treasurer : Mr Erhardt Bahlmann
Secretary/Legal/Risk Mr Tiaan Smuts
IT/Boarding: Mr Wade Calenborne
Estate: Mr Elbert de Kock
Staff/HR:	 Mrs Stephanie Rogers
Wellness: Mr Dietmar Holm
Diversity & Transformation: 
 Dr Corinne Oosthuizen
PR/Marketing: Mr Brandon Topham

Health & Safety: Mr Pierre Wessels
Educator Members: Mr John Illsley
 Mrs Joanna Holliday
 Mr Mervin Moodley
Non-Educator Member: Mr Peter Mabunda
Co-opted Members: 
 Mr Wade Calenborne (IT/Boarding)
 Mr Elbert de Kock (Estates)
 Mrs Lungile Madlala
 Mr Julian Cook (Business Manager) 
 Ms Katrina Dodds (Minuting Secretary)
Pupil Members: Justin Cross (Head Prefect)
 Alvin Drabile (Deputy Head Prefect)
 Mbulelo Stephen (RCL Chairman) 

Governing Body
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2019 Staff
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Executive
Reeler, A BSc, HDE, ACE Headmaster
Illsley, J MA, HED Second Master
McBride, C BSc (Agric), HED Deputy Headmaster
Smuts, M BSc, HED Deputy Headmaster
Holliday, Mrs J MSc, HED Deputy Headmaster
Cook, J BCompt CIA Business Manager

Co-Opted Executive  
van Wyk, A HED Head of Studies
Housdon, M  Head of Sport

Heads of Subjects
Albers, Mrs D  BSc (Hons), HED Physical Science
Bopape, Miss R HED, BEd (Hons), CID  Sepedi
Bouwer, Mrs S BSc Chem, PGCE, BEd (Hons) Mathematics
Cloete, Ms D BA (Fine Arts) (Hons) Visual Art
Coetzee, Mrs H BA (Hons), HED French
De Meillon, Mrs J BEd (FET) Accounting
Franken, P BA, HED Geography
Kelly, J BComm, PGCE Business Studies
Krugel, Mrs A BA (Hons), PGCE Afrikaans
Maartens, Mrs C Bed, FET German
Müller, Mrs E BSc, BEd, HDE Life Sciences
Roode, Mrs D MSc (Maths Stats) Information Technology
Smith, Mrs L BA, HED History
Van der Watt, Dr G BA Ed (Music), BMus (Hon), M Mus, D Mus Music
Venter, J PGCE, NatDip Sport Life Orientation
Vlag, Mrs P BA, HED English
Wright, D HDE Engineering Graphics & Design

Administrative/Technical
Barnard, Mrs D BSocSc (Psychology) Hons, B Ed (Hons), MEd (Educational Psychology)  
  Counsellor 
Brett, NA  Estate Admin
Cameron, Mrs C  Admissions Secretary 
Chapman, Mrs H  Academic Secretary
Chokwe, Ms P  Media Assistant
De Jong, H BSocSc, (Psychology), BEd (Hons), Med (Educational Psychology)   
  Educational Psychologist
Durgapersad, Mrs D  Creditors Clerk
Dodds, Ms KA  Headmaster’s Secretary
Ehlers, Mrs D  Debtors Clerk
Fisher, Ms J BCom Fin Management PRO/Communications
Geertsema, R  Maintenance Manager
Lazarides, Mrs T BCom Clothing Retail Mgm Clothing Shop Manager
Housdon, Mrs T Dip HDE Senior Matron
Janse van Rensburg, Mrs C  Procurement Officer
Louw, Mrs C  Pollock Secretary
Lourens, Ms L BCom (Marketing)  Bookkeeper
Mansell, Mrs L BCur and Diploma in Nursing Education Nursing Sister
Mashifane, S  Printer
Mathabela, W  Computer Technician
Osborne, Mr P  Archivist
Sewelana, Mrs A  Laboratory Assistant
Smit, Mrs MJE BCom (Financial Accounting) Accountant
Sithole, B  Driver
Stephens, Mrs C BCur and BCur IetA at Admin Nursing Sister
van der Horst, E  Computer Technician
Van der Linden, Ms L MSc (Biotechnology), PGCE Laboratory Assistant
Vermeulen, PN  Estate Manager
Wallace, Mrs G  Reception 
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Professional Coaches
Anthony, P  Rugby
Stoffberg, G  Tennis
Jefferson, D  Cricket
Stewart, L MTech (Sport Sciences) Conditioning coach/Academic
Anderson, R BEd Senior Phase (ongoing) Hockey/Academic
Rubushu, L and Louw, F  Water Polo

Academic Staff
Adendorff, N BEd, FET
Anderson, R BEd Senior Phase 
Armstrong, M BA, HED
Boerstra, Mrs B BA, Higher Dip Ed
Bolduc, Ms A BEd, BA
Botha, Mrs K BA, HED
Botha, G BEd (FET)
Davies, C BSc, PGCE
De Kock, A BA (Ed)
Dowra, C BA (Ed), BPaed
Dumas, JP BEd (Hons), BA (Bus Man), PGCE
Engelbrecht, B B Com, PGCE
Ewart-Phipps, P FDE, HED, FDE (Tech), BEd (Hons)
Ferreira, F BEd (Hons)
Fincham, Mrs D BEd
Fourie, R BCom PPE, PGCE, BEd (Hons)
Fratini, Ms E BA General, BTech, PGCE
Geldenhuys, W BA Sport Science, PGCE
Georgiades, Mrs L BA, HED
“Hayward, Ms S
(nee Van Wyk)” BA (Hons), PGCE
Hudson, G BCom (Hons), PGCE
Jones, Mrs J BA (Hons) Psych/Fine Art
Jordaan, A MMus, UTLM, UPLM
Keeton, L BA, HED
Kock, Miss N BEd (Intermediate)
Kowlaser, N BSc, PGCE
Kriel, Mrs L Nat Dip Language Prac/B.Tech
Lombard, Dr M B Mus, M Mus, D Mus
Loots, P M Mus
MacDonald, Mrs M BA, HDE
Matsolo, R BEd FET
Meaker, Miss R BA (Hons), PGCE
Mentz, Mrs C BA, BEd, M Ed
Mongatane, C BSc 
Moodley, D HED
Nel, Mrs B BSc (Hons), PGCE

Nell, Ms J BEd, FET
Nixon, A BCom, PGCE
O’Donoghue, R BEd, FET
Ogunbade, P BSc (Hons), Dip Ed, MSc (Physics)
Oldnall, C BEd
Orr, J BEd (SP) Natural Sciences
Petrou, Mrs M BA (Hons), HED
Pieterse, Mrs V BA, PGCE
Pretorius, H BA, PGCE, FET
Prinsen, Mrs M BA, HED
Prinsloo, Ms J BA (Hons), PGCE
Rajnund, Mrs Y BEd (Hons), BSc, PGCE
Reyburn, Mrs Y BMus, UTLM, TTLD
Robertson, Dr J PhD (LLL), D Litt; B Mus, BA (Hons)
Ronga, Mrs T BA, BSocSc (Hons), HED
Rust, H BCom, PGCE
Rust, Mrs M BA, PGCE
Schuld, F BEd, FET
Segaar, Mrs T NH Dip, BTech 
Singh, Mrs S BEd, BPaed, Dip in Remedial Ed 
Stephens, C BSc, BEd (Hons), PGCE
Stewart, L MTech (Sport Sciences), PGCE
Stolp, Dr M B Mus, M Mus, PhD
Tenga, W BCom (Hons), BSc (Hons), PGCE
Thompson, Mrs T Bed FET
Tucker, Mrs I BA, HED
Tucker, J BCom (Hons), PGCE
Van Greunen, S BSc, PGCE
Van Straten, Mrs J BSc, HDE
Van Sulichem, D BEd, HED, Dip.Datametrics
Van Wyk, Mrs S BA, HDE, FDE
Van Zyl, Mrs E BA Ed
Viljoen, Ms S Bcom, PGCE
Welthagen, Ms Y Bed
Wilson, K BEd
Wroth, Ms G MA, HED
Zambara, N BEd (Hons), M Dev & Man, ACE, Dip Ed
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Yvonne Reyburn
Over the last few months, since it became a reality 
that you would officially retire from PBHS, I have 
made many speeches in my head. Some of these 
were better than today’s attempt. But these attempts 
have taught me something: it is so difficult do this.

While chastising myself for this admission of 
feebleness and weakness, I also realised that nobody 
would be able to do justice to this moment and, full 
circle, I am probably the best person to attempt to do 
so. And you did ask me …

I speak not only on my behalf, but also that of 
hundreds of boys whom you taught and to some 
degree, on behalf of many, if not most of the people 
here.

Boys High was lucky that you came to work 
here 22 years ago. We did not know how lucky we 
were. But let me tell you, we are so thankful that 
you came. You were preceded by your son, Murray 
so you must have had some idea of what you were 
letting yourself in for. Murray was not a music pupil 
but he was in the Dixie Band with me and so I got 
to know you as a parent and not only as a teacher. 
Duncan followed and was a music pupil in over-
drive. He matriculated with three distinctions for 
three different music subjects, and then pursued a 
career in art and design. Do you remember all those 
great performances with Duncan: Poulenc Sonata, 
the Bolling Suite? Those were fun times! And then 
there was Heather, who was at Girls High, but was 
also an auxiliary member of the Boys High Music 
Department. I mention the children because you 
are always a mother first. And that, I believe, is the 
secret of your success as a teacher. 

Yvonne is the mother of the Music Department. 
She is the one who feeds the boys’ imaginations 
(and their stomachs on occasion). She is the one who 
nurtures their talents (and their frail egos at times). 
She is the one who mops up the errors (and the 
tears when they come). She is the one who fires up 
their musical performances (and calms them down 
afterwards).

Just as she has done with her own children, 
every boy under her care has had the privilege of 
her kind heart, firm hand and wonderful sense of 
fun. So Yvonne, for being the mother of the Music 
Department, we thank you!

But, Yvonne is also a friend. That so many of you 
are here at this farewell function bears testimony 
to this. She is a loyal friend, a scarce commodity in 
the modern world. She has old friends and young 
friends, many of whom are boys she taught 20 years 
ago. There are countless ones who visit her and 
Lindsay at home for tea or supper. She has also been 
a most loyal and dear friend to me. Luckily Lindsay 
has also become a friend, in fact we have worked 

together on several music projects: I am the voice of 
Africa, Wet none Ones, Brothers Let us Rise! Thanks 
Yvonne, for also sharing Lindsay with me. Thank 
you, Lindsay, for proofreading so many documents 
and whipping them into shape. You probably should 
have done the same to this speech.

Yvonne also happens to be music teacher. She 
can teach anything in the broad discipline of music. 
Apart from that, she knows when to teach what – 
sometimes there is a very small window in which a 
boy will learn and the perceptive teacher will wait for 
exactly that moment and then teach, with vengeance 
or reticence, exactly what is needed. Yvonne is 
expert at this. This is why she recently gathered the 
2019 matric class together, luring them with food 
and then cracking open their skulls in a final attempt 
to allow learning to take place. It works! I have seen 
the results at the national marking centre, year after 
year.

But what Yvonne enjoys the most, and does just 
as well as everything else (in spite of the occasional 
protestations), is to play the piano. That is why she 
ended her farewell assembly address playing the 
piano. Yvonne, I cannot thank you enough for this, 
because the words “thank you” are inadequate. So, 
I am going to say nothing about it. You just keep 
playing the piano! This is what keeps you in great 
shape – physically, mentally and emotionally – so 
just keep going, Ma’am! Your reward is in heaven 
and the results speak for themselves.

We are not losing you completely but we want you 
to know that what you have meant to us as a mother, 
a friend, a music teacher and an accompanist, is 
embedded in our hearts and minds and will stay 
there. Long may it all continue!

Dr Niel van der Watt
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Jeannine Short
After working in the corporate environment for 
most of her working life, Jeannine was convinced 
to join the school’s Finance and Administration 
Department by an SGB governor in 2008 and spent 
the following eleven years as a key member of the 
school’s administrative support structure.

Her technical ability as an accountant is impeccable 
and I have always had the greatest respect for her 
resolve in often challenging our historic accounting 
policies and principles. Knowing Jeannine as I do, 
she will interpret this as a backhanded compliment. 
However, nothing could be further from the truth. Our 
frequent discussions on the technical aspects of our 
finance processes forced us to continuously reassess 
our points of view which ultimately steered us on 
an ever-increasing curve of process improvement. 
Jeannine was a key contributor to years of procedural 
and policy improvement which has led to us to 
become a yardstick for public schools when it comes 
to financial processes and administration.

Jeannine was the first point of contact for many 
new staff arrivals at the school and her willingness 
to help and assist is just one of her qualities that has 
left a lasting impression on most people with whom 
she interacted. From a personal point of view, her 
friendship and understanding during the first five 
years of my time here, with my family living in Cape 
Town, were invaluable and cannot be repaid.

Hardworking and a natural inclination to “step 
up to the plate” are synonymous with Jeannine. 
Nothing illustrates this more than the difficult 

period that the School endured with the sad and 
untimely passing of the school’s business manager 
early in 2010. However daunting it may have been, 
Jeannine truly “stepped up” and took control of the 
school’s Finance and Administration Department 
while the school went through the lengthy and 
difficult process of replacing Neil. This is an aspect 
of Jeannine’s time here for which she probably never 
got the appropriate credit. I want to re-acknowledge 
that credit now, as without that stability and 
continuity, I don’t believe we would have had the 
platform to properly embark on the required process 
improvement strategy mentioned previously.

Being a deeply religious person, Jeannine has 
always believed in God’s 
plan, a path which ultimately 
led her to deciding to leave 
us during 2019 to return to 
the corporate world. She 
has left behind a footprint 
of vast improvements 
professionally, and a richness 
in the lives of those who had 
the privilege of working 
with her. We wish Jeannine 
good fortune and personal 
fulfilment in the next phase 
of her career.

Julian Cook
Business Manager

Herman de Jong
Mr de Jong joined us in January 2011 as the first 
counsellor of our new support structure for the boys 
and very quickly made his mark on our school. His 
calm, no-nonsense approach quickly became known 
amongst boys and staff as they started to trust him 
and his judgement in some often very difficult cases. 
His willingness to help, combined with his real 
understanding of teenage boys made him a very 
valuable asset to our school.

Mr de Jong experienced much change in his 
time at Boys High. On a personal level, he married 
Debbie and then became the father of two children. 
On a professional note, he obtained his Masters’ 
degree, qualifying as a fully-fledged educational 
psychologist. He started reading for his Doctorate 
at the time he left us to run his own private practice 
on a full-time basis. 

He worked with a number of counsellors in 
his time and acted as their colleague and mentor, 
effectively leading the counselling department at 

the school. I always valued our weekly meetings 
where he shared valuable advice about potentially 
tricky situations. His often alternative approach to 
an issue led to the best solution being found. He 
accompanied a number of camps, notably the annual 
Prefect Camp. He shared his wisdom on leadership 
qualities with the boys, along 
with his advice to them that 
they were allowed to make 
mistakes along the way.

We thank Mr de Jong for 
his excellent service to our 
boys for the past nine years 
and wish him all the best for 
his new and exciting career. 
His impact on our school 
will long be remembered. 

Mr AD Reeler
Headmaster
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Abernethy House
Senior Housemaster: Ms D Cloete 
Tutors: Form I: Mrs B Nel 
 Form II: Ms T Thompson
 Form III: Mrs S Bouwer
 Form IV: Mr N Kowlaser
 Form V: Mr J Venter
Head of House: Dylan Nel 
Deputy: Alvin Drabile 
Prefects: Matthew Caldwell 
 Brendon de Beer 
 Sibusiso Mngomezulu 
 Matthew Schoeman
 Mohau Sekoto
 Lyzander Tacoulas 

''These 5 years will be the best of your life and will 
pass by in the blink of an eye!'' are words we had often 
heard, but never taken to heart. This statement proved 
to be as true as any. The challenge of having to display 
an example as the new Form V group was met with 
enthusiasm and excitement. The task of introducing 
the new Form Is to the ethos and mannerisms of the 
Abernethy Lion promised much. The sounds of them 
chanting “Lions roar like” was combined with the 
electrifying voices of the rest of the House to create one 
gigantic roar and was enough to fuel our spirits with the 
fight needed to succeed this year, and the energy for the 
year to come. The prefects soon saw the great potential 
possessed by the new group and we eagerly anticipated 
their progress in their new home. 

The incredible efforts at the famous Inter-
House Gala, the high participation House Run rate 
building up to the annual Cross Country, the jovial 
atmosphere during our assemblies and our great 
success in Inter-House Chess claiming gold, all 
contributed the essential mortar needed to build 
our House of success. It has been special to see 
numerous Abernethy brothers take up important 
positions in the school, such as playing first team 
sports as well as Alvin Drabile being a superb 
role model as deputy head boy of this fine school. 

A special mention to Lyzander Tacoulas and Mr 
Kowlazer for constructing and organising the House 
Play which was full of promise and talent. The result 
was somewhat disappointing, but the thrilling 
experience, memories and lessons learnt by the boys 
were the total opposite.

The year wasn't one with a goal of striving to 
bring back as many trophies as possible, but rather 
one with a goal of leading the rest of the House 
and encouraging every boy to achieve what he 
is truly capable of and becoming involved to the 
utmost, possibly realising what it truly means to 
wear the shirt of Black and Grey. During my time 
in Abernethy, I have had the opportunity to work 
with numerous teachers and I can confidently say 
they are the backbone of our House. They provide 
the support, guidance and motivation which aid 
in the smooth running of the House. A thank you 
goes to Mrs Nel who eased the nerves and confusion 
present amongst new Form Is back in 2015. To Mr 
Venter, our tutor since Form III, a special thanks for 
tackling the challenging task of dealing with our 
group. You managed to transform a bunch of boys 
into promising young men. A final thanks goes to 
Ms Cloete for always being understanding and 
helpful to the entire House and being the mother we 
can all learn from. 

This year was set on a solid foundation thanks 
to the matric group of 2018 and I believe the Form 
V group managed to build onto that as well as 
strengthen the camaraderie within our “pride of 
lions”. Abernethy gave me a sense of belonging and 
my heart sinks to have to leave it all behind. The 
House is in the hands of the ambitious group of 2020 
and I have no doubt that Abernethy will continue 
to grow and flourish. May our mighty roar continue 
to define our brotherhood as well as continue to be 
heard throughout the jungle of Boys High.

Dylan Nel
Head Prefect

Mr Kowlaser and his team of Form IV braai masters at the RCL market day Luke Larkin, Daniel Wolfhaardt, Shane Topham and Kyle Young 
holding down the fort
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Seated L–R: L Tacoulas, M Caldwell, B de Beer, A Drabile, D R Nel (Head of House), M Schoeman, S Mngomezulu, M G Sekoto.
First Row L–R: R J Heeralal, D du Plooy, K Tabei, E Rincon, D Moodley, T C Legodi, M Mon, P Mokone, T Magagane.

Second Row L–R: T Karp, C Jones, G Balshaw, B Smit, M Schmulian, A Swanepoel, C Struwig, K Howes.
Third Row L–R: Ms D Cloete (Housemaster), B Janse van Rensburg, O Exter, L Minnaar, T Le Roux, D Labuschagne, Mr J Venter (Tutor).

Absent: B Mdlalose, L Storm, K Pillay, J Wisniewski.

Form V Group

1.  Form Is ready and revving for their first cross country race.
2.  Sibusiso Mngomezulu (foreground), loving every minute
3.  Matthew Schoeman braving the icy waters at the Form V mid-

winter penguin swim

4. Senior Inter-House Hockey star players
5.  A fun Form III tutor outing with a surprise visit from Abernethy’s 

2017 Head of House, Chesney Drabile

1.

2.

3.

4. 5.
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Arcadia House
Senior Housemaster: Mr N Adendorff
Tutors: Form I: Mr R Anderson 
 Form II: Ms S Viljoen
 Form III: Mr C Dowra 
 Form IV: Mr S van Greunen
 Form V: Mr JP Dumas 
Head of House: Matthew Neser 
Deputy:  Mark Wolter 
Prefects:  Daniel de Nobrega 
 Juan Fourie 
 Declan Humphries 
 Ntokoso Menemene 
 Chad Preece 
 Dylan Speight 

I was lucky to lead this great House this year. We have 
had our ups and downs like any other House, but there 
was a difference. The House came together to fight for 
goals that were set at the beginning of the year.

We started the year off with a bang by winning 
the Inter-House Gala. Every single boy gave 
everything with a “never say die” attitude, in and 
out of the pool. The Arcadian stand was lit with the 
smiles and excitement of 170 “blue brothers”. It was 
incredible. Sadly, it was our only Inter-House win 
this year. Although, we in Arcadia House are taught 
to look at the bigger picture, we focus on the small 
things that are normally overlooked, which make 
huge differences. We pride ourselves on respect, 
behaviour and neatness. We acknowledge diversity 
and are able to adapt to change. Allowing boys to 

evolve into men, and focusing on diverse aspects 
of life, was an enormous theme for us this year. 
We made sure that in everything we did, we kept 
a balance between sport, culture and academics. 
We were able to extinguish the hierarchy system 
somewhat, allowing boys of all ages to fully express 
themselves. The House has really become its own 
school within the school. 

My time has come, my five years are over. It has 
been hard trying to say goodbye, but I know the 
House is in good hands. A huge thank you must be 
said to our Housemaster, Mr Adendorff, for leading 
this House, even through two knee surgeries which 
kept him away for some time. He is able to get the 
best out of anyone through his motivation while 
keeping a “cool head” and always making people 
smile. I have full faith in his decisions, knowing that 
under his supervision, Arcadia House will always 
strive for the best within each boy.

Thanks to all the Arcadian staff. The roles that 
you play in each boy’s life will never be forgotten. 
You are a true part of each one’s success.

I wish the boys luck for the rest of their school 
careers and lives. I might never see some of you 
again, but I know your actions will be noticed in the 
world as you remember that you were one of the 
lucky few to spend five years in the blue and white 
House of Pretoria Boys High School.

Matthew Neser
Head Prefect

Seated L–R: D Humphries, C Preece, D Speight, M Neser (Head of House), M Wolter, D de Nobrega, J Fourie, N Menemene.
First Row L–R: Mr J P Dumas (Tutor), S Bila, C Essi, T Nhlapo, K Reynders, S Eichhorn, E Geerthsen, Mr N Adendorff (Housemaster).

Second Row L–R: D Le Roux, A Sim-Booyens, A Chetty, J McIntyre, A Cokayne, A McGillewie, R van der Westhuizen, T Saliwe.
Third Row L–R: M Fourie, W Grobler, D van der Merwe, K Khalaf, A Forrester, G Koumoutsaris, C Kohlmeyer.

Absent: W Anderson, C Immelman, A Murray, C Weintraud.

Form V Group
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1.  The Arcadian machine cheered with passion from start to "Trophy!”
2.  Sello Mgayiya takes one final look at the goal that lies ahead
3. Dylan Speight locked, loaded and ready
4.  Ethan Geerthsen dazzles with some fancy footwork during the 

Inter-House touch rugby competition
5. Euphoria!
6.  Goal achieved! Matthew Neser and Mr Adendorff couldn’t be 

happier after winning the Inter-House Swimming Gala trophy
7.  Colin Essi looks on during the Inter-House basketball

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Armstrong House
Senior Housemaster: Mr R Fourie 
Tutors: Form I: Mrs A Bolduc
 Form II: Mrs J Jones 
 Form III: Mrs C Maartens 
 Form IV: Mr A de Kock 
 Form V: Mrs A Krugel
Head of House: Lloyd Hansmeyer 
Deputy: Halloran Stratford 
Prefects: Gabriel de Ponte 
 Grant Finlayson
 Adrian Malan 
 Karl Műler 
 Muzi Mabena
 Okuhle Nyangintsimbi 

2019 was a year of hard work, dedication, sacrifice, 
good times and bad times. In the end, it all paid off 
and resulted in glory and smiles all round. After the 
appointment of the new House Prefects, we made it 
our mission to lead Armstrong to a second year of 
success. Robert F Kennedy once said, “Few will have 
the greatness to bend history itself, but each of us can 
work to change a small portion of events.” This quote 
is a simple yet perfect summary of the moral basis 
upon which each Armstrong boy lived his life in 2019.

At the end of 2018 our first task, as matrics of the 
House, was running Inter-House Water Polo. We 
made our presence known as we had compulsory 
support and the Armstrong boys on the stands 
sang with passion and enthusiasm. We ended up 
coming fourth but our mark had been imprinted 
on the memory of the school. As our term of office 
progressed, our efficiency increased and improved to 
the point where each boy was doing his job without 
even realising it.

Our next goal was to live up to the standards set 
by the 2018 group and win the Inter-House Gala for a 
second year in a row. We prepared exceptionally well 
under the leadership of our swimming captain, Rialdo 
Roelofse, and sang with heart under the leadership of 
our cheerleaders which included the notorious Karl 
Műller. Our tight loss to Arcadia was a quick wake-
up call to the fact that we needed to work twice as 
hard as the other Houses if we wanted to come out on 
top for a second year in a row.

In the cultural sphere we maintained our history 
of excellence and as a result of the hard work and 
dedication of Mrs Jones, as well as all the actors 
who participated in the Inter-House Play Festival, 
we were able to come first. This year we stressed the 
importance of Armstrong becoming a unit through 
the analogy that each Form represents a finger on a 
hand and only together will we form an Armstrong 
fist that would create a turquoise wave that would 
spread throughout the school. One of the ways in 

which we were successfully able to do this was by 
allowing each Form to take a House Assembly. This 
gave the boys insight into what the future holds for 
them and hopefully inspired them to maintain the 
Armstrong mentality of greatness. 

Armstrong has not been a House for 5 years, but 
rather a home for me and all my fellow matrics. We 
have learned so much that we could never have 
learned anywhere else. Unbreakable bonds have 
been formed and this House has played a large role 
in moulding us into the men we have become.

I would like to give thanks and extend my 
appreciation to all the tutors who play such a vital 
role in the success of our House and especially to 
our tutor, Mrs Krugel who has been with us since 
Form 2 and who saw the potential in our group long 
before we saw it ourselves. The dedication and love 
shown by Mrs Krugel sets the bar for all the tutors in 
the rest of the school. We could never have achieved 
what we did without the influence of Mrs Krugel and 
for that I am extremely grateful. I would also like to 
thank Mr Fourie for leading us in the right direction 
and always pushing us to be the best to achieve the 
greatest results. Our long sought after dream was 
finally achieved when I walked on stage during final 
assembly and shook Mr Reeler’s hand when we 
received the House Cup for 2019. This could not have 
been achieved without the help of the House Prefects, 
my fellow matriculant brothers and every boy in 
Armstrong House, the best House in the school. 
Armstrong, this year we lived.

Lloyd Hansmeyer
Head Prefect

Mrs Bolduc and some of her Form I’s after having completed the 
Obstacle Course
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Seated L–R: K Müller, A Malan, G Finlayson, H Stratford, Mrs A Krugel (Tutor), L Hansmeyer (Head of House), M Mabena,  
G de Ponte, O Nyangintsimbi.

First Row L–R: T Nguyen, K Malefane, D L Tabora, M Matloga, Mr R Fourie (Housemaster), T Masoek, B Bogopane, D Nyl,  
S Simov, T Marques. 

Second Row L–R: B van Schalkwyk, R Lastrucci, K Trathen, J Martin, R van Rooyen, Z I Wazar, R Roeloffze, K Ramokone, S Wang. 
Third Row L–R: R Engelbrecht, R Finbow, A Alimohammadi, M Arnison, L Bernardi, O Botes, M du Plessis, S Mtshali.

Absent: K Kapnias.

Form V Group

1.  The rather muddied and dirty Armstrong 2019 Form I group after having successfully 
completed the Obstacle Course on the Form I Camp

2.  The cast and staff of the winning 2019 Inter-House Play – Armstrong House
3.  The Junior Inter-House Hockey team who came in sixth
4.  The Senior Inter-House Basketball team who came a respectable fourth

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Hofmeyr House
Senior Housemaster:  Mr D van Suilichem
Tutors Form I: Mrs V Pieterse 
 Form II: Mrs D Fincham 
 Form III: Mr K Wilson
 Form IV: Mr C Mongatane 
 Form V: Mr H Pretorius
Head of House: Ketan Behari 
Deputy: Simon Holliday 
Prefects: Miguel de Oliveira 
 Lelam Snaman 
 Wald Truter 
 Pieter van der Merwe 
 Matthew van der Walt 
 Jason Ward 

It was a good year, and a busy one! If performance 
for the Piet Moerdyk trophy is considered a measure 
of the House's success, then fourth place concludes 
we had a successful year.
We focused on the following themes for the year:
• Making everyone feel part of the House
• Not being concerned about the competition, but 

about how we were performing
• Social responsibility and caring for your fellow man
Forms I and II maintained the Hofmeyr tradition and 
collected 48 and 49 Christmas boxes respectively, far 
ahead of any other House, demonstrating the focus 
on social responsibility.

Regrettably, we ended in eighth position as far as 
sport goes. In the very first sporting event held at 
the Form I camp, Reagile Langa won the race and 
became the first Man of the Week for 2019.

The year started off well with us achieving 
third place in the Inter-House Gala, an event that 
brought the House together and ignited passion. 
The senior basketball did well to end second, but 
in too many events, we ended up in positions 5 to 
10. Unquestionably, the sporting highlight was the 
outstanding performance by the junior soccer team. 
Their skill level and determination saw them achieve 
first place. The final against School House was a tense 
affair, and although we outplayed them, the short 
format of the game ended goalless. In a “sudden 
death” penalty shootout, School House missed and a 
calmly taken penalty saw Hofmeyr through.
Positions in the individual events were as follows:
• Athletics – tenth 
• Swimming gala – third 
• Tennis – ninth 
• Cross Country – Juniors and seniors came eighth 
• Basketball – Juniors fifth and seniors second 
• Hockey – Juniors ninth and seniors seventh
• Rugby – Juniors fifth and seniors sixth
• Water Polo – Juniors fifth and seniors ninth
• Soccer – Juniors first and seniors sixth

Although we performed poorly in the athletics, 
we were the envy of all the other houses on the 
day. Whilst most boys were queuing hungrily for 
a chance to order food at the tuck shop, the annual 
Hofmeyr braai saw our boys enjoying boerewors 

rolls and cool drinks. We will certainly be doing this 
again in 2020.

The Inter-House Play was another highlight of the 
year. The play “Just An Ordinary Detention” was 
about four boys with conflicting personalities who 
are sent to detention for fighting. In this detention, the 
teacher almost dies several times and the boys must 
save him. Through their forced co-operation, they 
learn to accept each other and themselves. Our play 
came second, but we scooped the following awards: 
• Best actor – Pedran Wessels
• Best director/s: Lebogang Munjeri and Thando 

Zungu.
Mid-year saw Mr Pretorius leave the House to go 

to Solomon House. As a tutor, he will be remembered 
for his passion, dedication and for his many ideas on 
making Hofmeyr stronger. He knew every boy well 
and always pointed out the positive character traits 
of individuals. We thank him for his service to the 
House and we know that there will always be a part 
of him that will remain a “Hofmeyr” man.

It was with pleasure that we also welcomed to 
the House two new tutors: Mr Zambara joined us 
from Solomon House and quickly set about making 
Hofmeyr his new home. Mrs Hayward had joined 
the school staff and Hofmeyr House and was 
immediately required to take over Mrs Pieterse's 
position as Form I tutor. Unfortunately, three of 
the Hofmeyr staff also faced significant challenges 
related to their health: Mrs Pieterse, Mrs Prinsen and 
Mr Ewart-Phipps and thanks must go to the staff 
who filled in for them when needed.

The matric farewell assembly took its usual format 
of Mr van Suilichem roasting the Form Vs. Mrs 
Fincham prepared a slide show with photographs of 
all the Form Vs with each boy's Form I photograph, as 
well as a matric photograph, and their plans for 2020. 
The highlight of the ceremony was undoubtedly the 
fact that it was also attended by Mr Noonan who 
had been their Form I tutor, Mr Smuts who had been 
their housemaster and Mr Pretorius who had been 
their tutor in Forms IV and V. All three guests spoke 
and reminisced about their time with the boys. We 
wish the Form Vs all the best for the years to come. 
As a group, they led the House with distinction.

Thanks must go to the House Prefects who ably led 
the House. Who will ever forget the wise comments 
by Pieter at the end of each House assembly or 
Ketan, looking as if he was about to go under for 
most of the Inter-House water polo? The matrics are 
thanked for their leadership, without which 2019 
would not have been as successful.

A new group of prefects took office in Term 4 and 
there are many ideas for making 2020 an even more 
successful year.

“Success is not final; failure is not fatal: it is the 
courage to continue that counts.” Winston Churchill

Dave van Suilichem
Senior Housemaster
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Seated L–R: J Ward, M van der Walt, M de Oliveira, S Holliday, Mr D van Suilichem (Housemaster), K Behari (Head of House), W Truter, P van 
der Merwe, L Snaman.

First Row L–R: G Signorelli, K Botsheleng, T Zungu, Mr H Pretorius (Tutor), L Munjeri, K Sepeng, S Osiname, A Modibela.
Second Row L–R: J Theron, N Ncube, P Adams, C Arrikum, L Mishev, R von Brandis-Martini, S Keogh, O Kemsley.

Third Row L–R: O Segooa, H Smit, C Kacar, M Sim, A Paulsen, H Viljoen.

Form V Group

1. One handed – Pieter van der Merwe
2. Watching the ball – Ketan Behari and Jandré Minny
3. Calvin Comins taking out the opposition
4. Marnus Linde ahead of the opposition
5. Winners of the Junior Inter-House soccer
6. "In Sync” at the gala

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6.
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Matheson House
Senior Housemaster: Mr W Geldenhuys
Tutors: Form I: Mrs L Kriel
 Form II: Mrs J De Meillon
 Form III: Mrs T Segaar 
 Form IV: Mr W Tenga 
 Form V: Ms J Nell
Head of House: Luke Cavaleiro 
Deputy: Werner Bronkhorst 
Prefects: Ruan du Preez 
 Louhan Fourie 
 Liam Hartig
 Marcus Hugo
 Oluseyi Ogunbanjo
 Ronan Perring

It has been a fruitful year for the Matheson soldiers. 
The welcoming of the 2019 Form 1s into Matheson 
House went well and I believe they have great 
potential and will add much value to the House in 
the future. 

From the beginning of the year, the boys were 
prepared to work hard for the goals set, which was 
evident in the efficient planning of the Inter-House 
events’ rosters. Matheson displayed consistent results 
in the sporting events with some of our best results 
in basketball, hockey, soccer, water polo and squash. 
This proved we were a force to be reckoned with.

Our all-round prowess extended into the cultural 
sphere with Matheson, once again, displaying grand 
master chess skills and finishing in the top two 
positions. We finished in seventh place overall and 
this has left Matheson and its leaders hungry for 
success in 2020.

I can rest comfortably knowing that there is 
room for growth in our multi-dimensional House, 
particularly in the area of academics and in the Inter-
House plays. This all rests upon the boys’ shoulders 
and we will undoubtedly see an improvement as 
Matheson progresses. 

Matheson House assemblies have become a good 
outlet for the boys to share a message with the 
House and I encourage the continuation of Form-
led House assemblies in the future. The ice breakers 
were a playful way to ignite the boys’ competitive 
spirit and yielded many a laugh from a friend if the 

challenge proved too much for the individual. 
Much of Matheson’s smooth running and 

efficiency is owed to the tutors. These valuable 
members of staff share a deep fondness and care 
for the Form under their supervision. Their actions 
and dedication are recognised and appreciated by 
the boys of Matheson House. Mr Geldenhuys has 
led with a steady hand and has the experience and 
ability to guide Matheson on the path to success. 
His humorous nature, coupled with the ability to 
command respect, allows him to relate to the boys 
and results in a unified House. 

The matrics can look back over the years and 
witness the development of Matheson. Our gradual 
steps closer to greatness have me in awe of how we 
have matured over the years. The Form 5s have left 
a mark on the House with the fine example they set 
for the rest of the Forms.

Matheson holds a special place in my heart. I 
know that we have the capacity to be great, and I can 
say with confidence that the current 2020 matrics 
and House Prefects will only improve on what has 
been achieved in 2019.

From Form 1, my passion for Matheson House 
has flourished. This passion was instilled in me by 
one of my From 1 prefects, Gregory Da Encarnacao, 
in 2015. I have discovered that all it takes is just one 
person to inspire another and success will follow. I 
have one request: I need the 2020 matrics to chase 
glory and outshine the successes of 2019. 

I am grateful to the House Prefects for performing 
their duties diligently, which facilitated the smooth 
organisation and management of the House this year. 
I would like to thank Werner Bronkhorst, my deputy, 
for his support. He is a wise leader and has excellent 
conflict resolution skills and a caring nature.

Matheson is a passionate House which was 
consistently displayed by the boys during Inter-
House events will always be remembered. Cheering 
on our brothers in maroon as they fought for a top 
position will remain in my memory forever. The 
unforgettable maroon will always be a part of me. 

Luke Cavaleiro
Head Prefect

The “Maroon Army” united in song! Proud Senior Inter-House Touch Rugby Team that finished in the Top 4
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Seated L–R: O Ogunbanjo, L Fourie, R Perring, L Cavaleiro (Head of House), W Bronkhorst (Deputy Head of House), M Hugo,  
R du Preez, L Hartig.

First Row L–R: Mr W Geldenhuys (Housemaster), R Azeveda, U Dlula, R Gilson, O Makhafola, C Gilson, O Mothupi, M Molai,  
Ms J Nell (Tutor). 

Second Row L–R: N Phukubye, U Winterstein, J le Roux, A Simitopoulos, A Markides, S Marais, R Broemer, K Matlawe.
Third Row L–R: N Dowra, W Dreyer, Q Tifflin, B Mathey, R Baisley, C G Odendaal, N Aitken, A Julies, B Masemola.

Form V Group

1.  Mihle Noziqgwaba 
and Oluseyi 
Ogunbanjo 
looking for the 
rebound

2.  Rigardt Müller 
looking to make an 
impact

3.  Kyle Hezlett 
turning on the 
afterburners

4.  On stage we 
have Ethan van 
Heerden, Werner 
Bronkhorst and 
Adam Vorster 
during a scene 
from “Bloody 
Mary”

5.  Oleratho Thabetha giving one last sprint to the finish line during Inter-House Cross Country Competition
6.  Cameron Ras on the run during the 3rd and 4th play-off against Solomon
7.  Mr Geldenhuys being loud and proud at the Inter-House Athletics Competition

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

6. 7.
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Rissik House
Senior Housemaster: Mr E Rust
Tutors: Form I: Mr G Botha 
 Form II: Mr E Shine
 Form III: Mr L Haynes
 Form IV: Mr L Stewart
 Form V: Mr B Engelbrecht 
Head of House: Tokollo Dijana
Deputy: Keanu Jardim
Prefects: Bruce Anderson
 Tristan Lunt
 Anton Marx
 Naledzi Modzuka
 Grant Petzer
 Dylan Talbot

It’s not about how you start, but rather about how 
you finish. Our mediocre start was soon surpassed 
by our monumental ending.

Our position in the Inter-House Gala and Inter-
House Cross Country didn’t cause us to drop our 
heads in hopelessness and make excuses, but like true 
Rissik men, we stood tall and worked even harder to 
improve ourselves for the other Inter-House events. 
Our Inter-House endeavours in other activities were 
outstanding, which is evidence that Rissik is a force 
to be reckoned with. We won both Inter-House 
senior and junior basketball. Our senior hockey boys 
managed to clinch first place for the third year in a 
row and our senior water polo players also ended 
first. The heart and passion shown by every boy in 
Rissik House is the reason why this House is still 

and will always remain on top. Determination is a 
common character trait that all Rissik House men 
share, whether they’re on the field or supporting 
on the stands. We at Rissik House understand that 
determination enables us to march fearlessly in the 
face of difficulty.

There are a several extraordinary boys who 
represented their provinces in sport such as 
waterpolo, climbing and cricket. Mel Janse van 
Rensburg and Josh Mitchell both represented South 
Africa in climbing and basketball respectively. Well 
done. We’re glad that all your hard work has paid off. 

Rissik’s achievements in 2019 are a clear testament 
to the hard work put in by our Housemaster, Mr 
Rust. I would like to thank him for the long hours 
he put in to ensure that Rissik House is always 
victorious. I would also like to take this opportunity 
to acknowledge our tutor, Mr Engelbrecht, for 
always being there for all of us and for ensuring that 
we led this house in a respectful way.

Expectations were high for the class of 2019 
but we didn’t let that scare us. We soared past our 
expectations and made the Rissik family proud. 

Brave men we are and brave men we stand in 
the toughest of times to let the legacy of our House 
steady our resolve and silently guide us.

The class of 2020 will be amazing.

Tokollo Dijana
Head Prefect

1.  Naledzani Ndwambi, Michael Tullis and Brendan Chennells setting 
up for the Form 4 Mexican-themed Cultural Dinner

2.  Rissik House making sure their voices are heard at the Inter-House 
athletics

3.  Tristan Labuschagne and his mentee, Ryan Howard, posing proudly 
at the inaugural Rissik House Tie Ceremony

4.  The Rissik brothers pose for a last photo at the old braai area before a 
major refurbishment project by the PA

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Seated L–R: B Anderson, A Marx, G Petzer, K Jardim, T Dijana (Head of House), T Lunt, D Talbot, N Modzuka. 
First Row L–R: Mr B Engelbrecht (Tutor), T Ntuli, K Venter, M Machett, W Treadwell, Mr E Rust (Senior Housemaster). 

Second Row L–R: C van Zyl, G Coetzee, M Shipalana, D Rodrigues, T Labuschagne, M Robinson.

Form V Group

1.  The 2020 House Prefects at Camp Discovery for their training
2.  The Rissik matrics enjoying some refreshments after their Final 

House Assembly

3.  The Rissik House juniors showing their support at the  
Inter-House athletics

4.  Rissik Form 1s planting a tree as a new tradition begins

1. 2.

3. 4.
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School House
Senior Housemaster: Mr C Oldnall
Tutors: Form I: Mr G Hudson 
 Form II: Mr J Kelly
 Form III: Mr R Matsolo 
 Form IV: Mr F Schuld 
 Form V: Mr C Stephens
Head of House: Aidan Bristow 
Deputy: Wisani Mushwana 
Prefects: Thomas Calenborne
 Justin Cross
 Dylan Jones
 Joshua Meise
 Jamie Nortje
 More Skosana 
 Ethan Webb

What a year! This has definitely been the busiest 
and most memorable year in the House we call 
home. The year started with great excitement as 
we welcomed our new Form Is as well as our new 
Senior Housemaster, Mr Oldnall.

Mr Oldnall is a fine example to the boys and he 
has had a very positive influence on the House, 
bringing about many positive changes throughout 
the year. He is always available to the boys and I 
would like to extend a big thank you to him for all 
he has done in his first year at School House. I’m 
sure he’ll continue to do many great things for the 
House in years to come.

Throughout the year it has been a privilege to 
work with a strong group of House Prefects and 
an exceptional matric group. As a matric group, we 
have gone through many ups and downs through 
our years at School House and because of this we 
have become extremely close as a “dorm”. It is sad 
to think that we will go our separate ways now. But 
there will always be comfort in knowing that there 
will always be a bond of brotherhood between us in 
the memories and love that we have for one another. 

It has also been special to see how the School House 
matric group has taken up various leadership roles in 
the school: we had many senior players, captains of 
various 1st Teams and five school prefects, including 
the head prefect of Pretoria Boys High School for 
2019, Justin Cross.

On the whole, it has been a very successful year 
for the House, with numerous Inter-House victories 
in the following:
Cross Country –first for seniors, second for juniors.
Rugby –first for seniors, second for juniors.
Athletics –first overall for the 9th year in a row and I 
am confident that the boys will claim the decade year.

We also achieved well in the Inter-House Plays, 
coming third overall.

One of the achievements that I would like 
to make special mention of is the School House 
academic record. For the last five years we were 
placed in the bottom three of the ten Houses and 
it was a goal this year to improve on that. This is 
what we did by being placed 4th in 2019. This is an 
excellent improvement. Many hours were spent 
preparing for all these events and it is always 
incredible to see the commitment and passion 
shown by the boys in preparation for and during 
these events.

School House is a very special place and it has 
become a second home for all of us. We have a motto 
that is unique to School House and we repeat this 
every night: “Boys we came, men we leave.” I have 
every confidence in the fine men that are leaving 
the House. I know that you will flourish on your 
journeys to come. I am just as confident in the boys 
that are left behind. I wish you all the best for the 
rest of your journey in this fine establishment that 
we call home.

Aidan Bristow
Head Prefect

David Diemont, Risuna Mashele and 
Ian Dougal performing duties at the 

School House farm

A typical Friday night at School 
House: braaing and playing soccer 

on Clover

Ethan Webb and Aidan Bristow 
representing School House at Inter-

House tennis

School House Form 
IV dorm waiting for 

morning roll call
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Seated L–R: W Mushwana, E Webb, J Cross, D Jones, J Meise, T Calenborne, J Nortjé, M Skosana.
First Row L–R: Mr C Oldnall (Senior Housemaster), P Irims, O Siyengo, K Adamson, I Moraladi, Mr C Stephens (Tutor).

Second Row L–R: W Madodonke, T Zotwane, S Forbes, W De Bruyn.
Inset: A Bristow (Head of House).

Form V Group

1.  James Bader, Andre Le Roux, Thomas Pearse, Timothy Glatthaar, 
Johan Le Roux and Chane Bode standing as one after being 
announced House Prefects for 2020. Ye Ye!

2.  Andre Le Roux, Thomas Pearse, James Bader, Timothy Glatthaar, 
Johan Le Roux and Chane Bode looking powerful after attending 

their leadership training camp
3.  The boys celebrating their success at the end of Inter-House 

athletics. Nine years in a row. Ye Ye! 
4.  Welcome to the greatest boarding house

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Solomon House
Senior Housemaster:  Mr R O’Donoghue
Tutors:  Form I: Mr J Orr 
 Form II: Mr M Pickering
 Form III: Mr N Landsberg 
 Form IV: Mr A Nixon 
 Form V: Mr H Pretorius 
Head of House: Christian Pretorius 
Deputy: Bohlale Ramonyane 
Prefects: Tino Ajay 
 Daniël Cloete 
 Aidan Downing 
 Riley Meyer 

In all honesty, from the start, it felt as if our beloved 
castle had been turned upside down in 2019.

Our Form 5 group consisted of 13 young men, 
which is significantly small. This made leading the 
House very daunting. To make matters worse, the 
group decreased in size as the year progressed. In 
spite of this, I do not think that the House has been 
in a better place than it is in now. It was not only our 
House that faced many challenges, but boarders as 
a whole. Many traditions and old systems were lost 
and changed but this was definitely for the better. As 
a House we lost many talented boys, but the boys 
who remained raised their heads and marched on, 
regardless. Special mention must go to our junior 
group who managed to come first in Inter-House 
cross country and rugby, two incredible victories 
that speak very positively of the House’s future. 
Despite our best efforts, we were unable to claim all 
the victories we wanted to and very often fell short 
because we had a small senior group. However, our 
sporting victories do not define us. 

The House managed to top the other boarding 

Houses in the academic sphere and overall claimed 
third place for the “House of the year” award. These 
are certainly not the best results that the House has 
produced, but if one considers the problems faced, 
it is exceptional. Throughout the year the boys 
adopted a positive attitude and an immense amount 
of determination. A good example is the training 
for Inter-House soccer. They were up at half past 
five every week, often twice a week, to train and to 
prepare for the competition. Sadly, the effort did not 
pay off and we were not able to claim the victories 
we had hoped for, but the determination within the 
boys did not dissipate in the slightest.

Next year the boys will have the same attitude 
and determination and the year after that they 
will improve even more. The boys of Solomon 
will continue to work hard, because that is what 
Solomon boys do. We work hard even if we face 
disappointment time and time again. With the 
arrival of our new Form Is, I made it clear that 
Solomon does not measure its success on the 
individual achievements of boys or even the 
achievements of the House as a whole. Instead, the 
“castle” measures its success by the values it instills 
in the boys who are lucky enough to experience 
this incredible place. When boys leave Solomon 
and they walk over the lawn for the last time, they 
leave the House with the humility of a servant but 
with the heart of a Knight.

I wish all the future leaders the best. I am certain 
they will continue to uphold the values of our 
House. All the best, Knights. Take care of our castle.

Christian Pretorius
Head Prefect

“Up and over!” Thembalethu Ndlovu shows off his unusual high 
jump technique

“One last time!” The matrics of 2019 gather before their final Inter-House 
cross-country event
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Seated L–R: D Cloete, R Meyer, B Ramonyane, C Pretorius (Head of House), A Downing, T Ajay. 
First Row L–R: Mr R O’Donoghue (Senior Housemaster), V Hialunga, B Phillips, A Valle, D Nel, C Wardlaw, Mr H Pretorius.

Form V Group

1.  “O Captain! My Captain!” Christian Pretorius addressing the rest 
of the house

2.  Obriel Mpofu applying some hard defence during the Inter-House 
basketball competition

3.  Connor Wardlaw playing the space during the Senior Inter-House 

hockey competition while Michael Dunlop looks on
4.  “Who’s the boss?” The Form 1s enjoying a rare opportunity to sit 

on the front stairs
5.  Aiden Downing giving everything during the Inter-House athletics

1. 2. 3.

4. 5.
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Sunnyside House
Housemaster: Mr M Moodley
Tutors: Form I: Ms N Kock 
 Form II: Mrs D Roode
 Form III: Mrs A van Straaten
 Form IV: Mrs I Tucker 
 Form V: Mr F Ferreria 
Head of House: Matthew Otto 
Deputy: Keaton Urquhart 
Prefects: Duncan Binns
 Daniél Driescher
 Mikhail Edwards
 Masase Netshituka
 Logan Repko
 Connor Venn

“It’s not whether you get knocked down; it’s whether you 
get up.” [Vince Lombardi]

I will start by saying that 2019 has been a 
challenging year for Sunnyside House, with us 
having finished at the foot of the table. However, 
there have been many highlights and, despite our 
disappointment, Sunnysiders have enjoyed an 
exceptional year on a number of fronts. This was all 
due to the staff and the boys. 

2019 has shown us that even the most successful 
House, such as Sunnyside in the past, has areas on 
which to work. After much introspection, we have 
identified weaknesses and we intend to rectify 
the current situation in 2020. As always, there are 

things to be done and improvements to be made. 
However, I am confident that the 2020 matric group 
of Sunnyside House is in very good shape to handle 
and deal with the needs of the House. 

In keeping with the tradition in 2019, Sunnyside 
boys represented the House with the same 
flamboyant spirit and passion as in past years. The 
2019 leaving group has shown that sportsmanship 
and enthusiasm are more important than winning 
and they made memories to cherish for the rest of 
their lives. 

As always, 2019 was a year of unyielding grind 
for Sunnyside House. Between Inter-House events 
and examinations, the Sunnyside boys have shown 
an unwavering resilience and managed to keep a 
balance between academic work and sport. 

I would like to mention that I am extremely 
blessed to have had an amazing group of boys to 
work with. Thank you to Matthew Otto and the 
Form V group who made this year enjoyable, and 
thank you for all that we have learnt along the way. 

In conclusion, I would like to thank the dedicated 
tutors of Sunnyside for their loyal support and 
outstanding efforts. Their passion for the House is 
evident in their actions and it is a privilege to be part 
of such an amazing team. 

Mervin Moodley
Senior Housemaster

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Seated L–R: L Repko, D Binns, K Urquhart, Mr D Moodley (Housemaster), M Otto (Head of House), D Driescher, C Venn, M Netshituka. 
First Row L–R: T Ramatsoma, T Makombe, R Gomes Serrao, D Uys, T Malan, D Rubin, B Kim, J Swarts, M Harrison.

Second Row L–R: L Moreira, T Musanhu, J Paul, L Kekana, J Loutfie, A Price, T Shamshoodeen.
Third Row L–R: S Mbulelo, A Oertel, M Molokomme, E van Graan, O Igbozuwike, A Schutte, N Fogwill.

Absent: Mr F Ferreira (Tutor).

Form V Group

1.  William Scott, Scott Hudson, Logan Repko and Colby Paxinos in 
high spirits after winning the Inter-House Tennis Competition

2.  Matthew Harrison, Kieran Good, Allan Mundaphuza and Keanu 
Peterson representing Sunnyside at the 24 Hour MTB Relay

3.  Nothing beats playing with water and foam at the Sunnyside fun 
water day

4.  Sunnyside Master Chefs with the winning meal at the RCL Market 
Day

5.  2020 Form I brothers-in-arms supporting each other at Form I 
Camp

6.  Mbulelo Stephens showing the other houses how to complete a 
100m hurdles race

7.  Raphael Sissou, being congratulated on winning the Inter-Tutor 
Rubik Cube Competition

8.  Logan Repko winning the Boys High Tennis Championship in style
9.  The Senior Hockey Team on their way to victory at the Inter-House 

Hockey Tournament

5. 6. 7. 8.

9.
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Town House
Senior Housemaster: Mr J Tucker
Tutors: Form I: Mrs G Gowar and  
 Ms R Meaker 
 Form II: Mr Ogunbade 
 Form III: Mr Davies 
 Form IV: Ms van Zyl 
 Form V: Ms Prinsloo 
Head of House: Matthew Forrester
Deputy: Bobo Moumakoe
Prefects: Christiaan Holm
 Nathan Jammine
 Alex Paulsen
 Kganya Ranamane
 Mbano Sibande
 Jared van Straaten

“Growth is a necessary part of life, but one that can 
only be obtained when we actively seek it.”

In Town House, this has been a year of progress. 
Our House assemblies have become more colourful 
and we have included more cultural items to enhance 
their appeal. This is also the year in which Town 
House has 6 School Prefects, even more than some 
of the boarding Houses. We won Senior Inter-House 
soccer and Junior Inter-House hockey and ended sixth 
overall. All of these were excellent achievements. 
However, the abovementioned achievements were 
not the only highlights of the year. There were many 
moments that made 2019 a year to remember. 

It all started on the first weekend of the year with 
the arrival of the Form 1s and them attending their 
Form 1 orientation camp. The matrics gathered on 
the same weekend for their planning and training 
session. During this session, they were trained to act 
as mentors to the Form 1s, a task that most Form 1s 
feel they did with great enthusiasm and success. After 
the training session, which set the tone for the year, 
all activities at school started in earnest. The first was 
the annual Inter-House Gala and the second was the 
Inter-House Cross Country race. Although we did not 
win either of these events, Town House had a good 
showing as Matthew Forrester, our Head of House, 
won the Cross Country race for the fourth year in row.

As mentioned above, our House assemblies became 
more colourful, including having an Inter-Tutor 
group push-up competition, a talent competition 
and our first annual music assembly in the school 
hall. Having these different assemblies did not only 
provide entertainment, but they also established a 
new atmosphere of unity within the House, which is 
definitely a step in the right direction.

During the year, Matthew and his team of prefects 
worked hard in order to ensure the House runs 
smoothly. Town House was well represented at all 
Inter-House events. I would like to thank everyone 
for their contributions and wish them well in the next 

phase of their lives.
Everyone has a part to play in the successful 

running of a House, but the Town House staff as 
mentioned above, are amazing. Each and every one 
has the well-being of every boy at heart. This year just 
showed again how much they care and love each boy. 
I would like to thank them because the success of a 
House is measured on how happy each boy is and the 
feeling of belonging he experiences. The Town House 
staff have mastered the ability of giving every boy the 
attention he needs.

It’s with great sadness that we have to say goodbye 
to Ms Fratini, our pastoral-care tutor who is leaving 
us in order to concentrate on all the cultural activities 
at the school. Mrs Gowar sadly left us earlier this year 
in order to continue her teaching career in China, but 
we were very fortunate to welcome Ms Meaker as 
Form 1 Tutor to Town House.
As the new prefects were appointed a few goals 
were set, including:
• Greater Inter-Tutor group interaction
• Town House 6-a-side soccer tournament
• Better war cries and each assembly ending with a 

war cry
• The continuation of new tradition of “special” 

assemblies
Considering the good start the 2020 group has had 
for their forthcoming term in office, I am very hopeful 
that the abovementioned ideas will add great value to 
Town House in the future. Watch this space… 

Finally – thank you to each and every Town House 
boy who made 2019 a year to remember. I wish you all 
the best for 2020.

Jocelyn Tucker
Housemaster
(Introduction by Ms J Prinsloo)

RCL members for 2019: (L to R) Marinus Louw (F1), Liam Gillison (F3), 
Kostantinos Katsikis (F2), Thomes Isebeck (F5) and Benjamin Anthony (F4)
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Seated L–R: N Jammine, A Paulsen, C Holm, M Forrester (Head of House), Mrs J Prinsloo (Tutor), K Moumakoe, K Ranamane,  
J van Straaten, M Sibande. 

First Row L–R: K Mohlomi, M Miles, J Schoeman, R Dreyer, S Dachs, C Fatsilidis, N Singh, T Isebeck, K Orban, Mr J Tucker (Housemaster).  
Second Row L–R: A de Villiers, M Ratshisevhe, A Katsikis, J van Dyk, K Robbertze, C Fitzpatrick.
Third Row L–R: J Jenkings, A Kamp, M Monaledi, D Snyders, J Ndjeka, R Nel, L Hind, R Kotze.

Absent: G Avvakoumides, C Sapsford, M Tran.

Form V Group

1.  Inter-House Touch Rugby supporters: (L to R) Matthew Loubser, 
Rawlins Langton, Shavasan Chetty and Benjamin Anthony 

2.  Town House boys enjoying each other’s company
3.  Town House listening to the Last Post during warm-up for the 

Inter-House Gala

4.  The Junior Soccer Team under the leadership of Aku Malia (in the 
middle with the school tracksuit top)

5.  Final House Assembly for matrics; (L to R) Samuel Dachs, Costa 
Avvakoumides, Matthew Forrester and Bobo Maumaku

6.  Kyle Meadows (F4) and Olwethu Mthethwa (F1)

1. 2. 3.

4.

5. 6.
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1.  The “Boys Highlights” editorial team at their display stand
2.  Headmaster, Mr Tony Reeler, applauds the efforts of the new Form I 

group after their performance of “Five Hundred Faces” 
3.  Mrs Lizet Smith and Brendon de Beer perform during the 

Commencement Ceremony
4.  Members of the Pipe Band perform at the displays that precede the 

Commencement Ceremony
5.  Dr Niel van der Watt conducts the Form I group in the singing of the 

traditional new boys’ song “Five Hundred Faces”

1. 2. 3.

4.

5.
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programme to Eton College in England. This 

school was founded in 1440 by King Henry VI and 
possibly has the richest history of any school in the 
world, having been attended by members of the 
royal family and having such a distinctive uniform. 
Eton really is like nothing else.

It is a cricket exchange but cricket makes up a 
relatively small part of the experience. I played one 
inter-house match, formally known as “Senior Ties”, 
which is a 15-over match between 2 of the very 
competitive 25 boarding houses. We won the game 
by 70 runs. I was also very privileged to play a match 
for the Free Foresters against Malvern College (one 
of the top cricketing schools in the UK). Although I 
was able to score 54 runs, we lost by 5 wickets. The 
whole experience is still surreal.

I attended many different classes at Eton, namely 
Geography, Physics, Mathematics, Politics, German, 
Design and Art – far more than the 3 subjects I had 
been asked to choose. I tried to experience as many 
of the circulars offered by the school as possible. 
All their facilities, both academic and sporting, are 
world class.

I formed many great friendships with the boys 
from Villiers House. Although our backgrounds 
were very different, they were just boys at the end 
of the day and we enjoyed some good old fashioned 
fun (which I don’t think I’m allowed to mention).

This experience was truly eye-opening and is one 
of the best things that Boys High has to offer. I would 
like to thank Mr Illsley, Mr Housdon, Mr Reeler and 
Dr Warnes for giving me this opportunity and for 
trusting me to represent Boys High and all that this 
great school stands for.

Brandon Fourie

Eton College Exchange

One of the beautifully manicured cricket fields of Eton

Brandon Fourie with two of his friends from Villiers House, the 
boarding house that traditionally hosts our exchange scholar

Brandon Fourie, the 2019 Eton exchange scholar, in the famous 
courtyard with the statue of King Henry VI who founded the school in 

1440
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Freedom Day Assembly

Good morning, Headmaster, Deputy-
Headmasters, teachers, guests and boys.

I am African. I am Free. I am not Black.
Do not identify me merely by the colour of my 

skin, the accent of my speech, or the traditions of my 
culture and beliefs. I am free to speak, think and do 
as I please. I am a human, just like every one of you 
sitting before me. I am a part of the first generation in 
my family that did not live during the apartheid era. I 
am born free and I choose to live as such. I urge you not 
to make use of racial identification, but reciprocated 
appreciation. I am not black, I am Mbulelo.

We are the 21st century generation granted the 
gift of being born into a society that is free of the 
racial oppression suffered by our predecessors. 
Unfortunately our beautifully diverse and multi-
cultural country is not completely liberated from 
issues concerning various discriminations.

The term “black” is a generalising term often used 
to describe someone with eumelanin skin, or a lesser 
intellectual, or someone who pronounces the letter 
‘r’ at the back of their throat or someone who “loves” 
chicken. A wise man once said, “Don’t generalise, 
individualise!” In my opinion, the casual use of the 
term “black” should be phased out by society, as it 
has been tainted with too many negative ambiguities 
and has given rise to many racial issue relapses.

I am proud to be Xhosa and value the traditions 
of my culture, but there is no need to identify me 

by my physical attributes. Ultimately, we are one 
and are stronger united than separated. Let us learn 
to neglect the complacent attitude of accepting the 
current state of our society. We are the future of 
this country and have not been subjected to carry 
forward the baggage suffered by those before us. 
Let us unite under the common banner we can all 
identify by: humanity.

Our country has evolved from the old South 
Africa (pre-1994) and has learnt to embrace the 
renowned spirit of Ubuntu, which states “Umuntu 
ngumuntu ngabantu!” Roughly translated it means 
“I am because we are.” This African proverb promotes 
unity, empathy, humanity and equality in order that 
we may better the well-being of those around us.

We all face struggles that are different. Struggles 
such as deciding what to eat for lunch, what to wear 
for RCL civvies days or how to impress the girl we’re 
interested in before rest of the school discovers her. 
These are the new, minor struggles that represent 
the choices that come with freedom and privilege.

Freedom is all we know and we are fortunate 
not to have experienced anything less to compare 
it to. I believe that freedom comes from within. Let 
us choose to rewrite a better future for ourselves; 
choose not to be confined by the standards formed 
by our society; choose to set a new identity as vastly 
diverse, yet united, individuals.

I am an African. I choose to be free.

Speech by Mbulelo Stephen

Keanu Jardim Mbulelo Stephen
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Nelson Mandela once said that to be free is not 
merely to cast off one's chains, but to live in 

a way that respects and enhances the freedom of 
others.

27 April commemorates the day in 1994 when the 
first democratic election was held in South Africa. 
Freedom Day marks the liberation of our country 
and its people from a long period of colonialism and 
white-minority domination. This is a time to reflect 
on the strides we have made in achieving a better 
life for all. Undoubtedly much has changed since 
1994 and there has been progress, but we are aware 
that more must still be done.

Growing up as a “coloured” boy in South Africa, I 
cannot say directly that I have been beaten for sitting 
on the wrong bench or been thrown into jail for not 
carrying a pass. I come from a family of privilege; 
privilege that came with not worrying when the 
next meal is, not worrying where will we stay, where 
I will attend school and whether we can afford to 
buy things for entertainment such as an XBox or 
PlayStation. I have received all these things and 
more. The only thing I can say, like many of us, is that 
we have encountered some form of racism whether 
it be on holiday or in the work place. Some of us, 
in some rare cases, have been physically mistreated 
due to the colour of our skin. We, as a nation, take it 
even further bringing racism within our own race, 
known as “colorism”, where we believe that certain 
skin tones within the same classification of race are 
superior or better than others.

This then breathes life into some questions such 
as: “Why is Freedom Day so special if the things that 
political leaders fought for so many years ago are 
still here today?” “What has changed?” If we think 
about it, how would it have been today if none of 
those political leaders fought for our freedom? They 
had no way of knowing that what they were fighting 
for could last, or even have an impact 25 years later. 
All they knew was that something had to change for 
the country of South Africa. Those political leaders 
were united and had one vision. If you look around 
you, you will see a rainbow nation. We here at 
Pretoria Boys High are living, breathing testimonies 
that what they fought for, worked. For we are in a 
school filled with diversity and opportunities that 
some long ago would only have dreamed about. 
We live in a country that allows us to speak out 
against any form of discrimination without any dire 
consequences.

It is ironic that during the past weekend some of 
us celebrated Easter, either in the form of an egg hunt 
in the garden or the understanding of the ultimate 
sacrifice by Jesus. Now this week we are celebrating 
Freedom Day. Although these things are from 
different sides of the spectrum, they do share some 
similarities. They both require a form of sacrifice 
by an individual or group, for the present and the 
future. Both of these, although in many ways they 
cannot be compared to each other, have one agenda, 
that is to free the people, in one case from sin, and 
in the other free them, no matter their race, belief, 
financial position or background.

Freedom Day is more than just someone fighting 
for equal rights. It is the understanding of the 
sacrifice that those political leaders made, fighting 
for something bigger than themselves.

 So the next time we criticise how this country has 
not changed or throw out claims that apartheid is 
coming back or that it is already here, look around, 
see all the people of colour, see the beautiful 
interracial families, see the change. This country 
was once all about the white light that shone over 
the rest, but now through a medium, has diffracted 
into a rainbow nation of colours, shining side by 
side due to the fight and struggle of the ones who 
came before us. If I can leave you with one message, 
it is: be that medium that takes the light of racism, 
discrimination, negativity and inequality and 
diffract it into the colours of the rainbow, shining the 
light of love, kindness, acceptance and liberty. Wave 
a banner for Freedom Day.

I end with a quote from one of the main movers 
for freedom in South Africa, Nelson Mandela: “It is 
in our hands to create a better world for all who live 
in it.”
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Speech by Lyzander Tacoulas 

Some members of the school choir whose performance made up part of 
the programme
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Freedom Day Assembly
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Europeans as a method of categorisation. 
They based their method of categorisation on the 
amount of melanin that people had within their skin 
cells and then decided that this was a suitable basis to 
discriminate against them. From this categorisation, 
came “racism”, an appalling form of prejudice with 
no justifiable reasoning; a form of prejudice that was 
accepted in our nation until 1994 when these actions 
were then rightfully looked down upon. However, 
people are still judged today based on this.

Good morning members of staff, guests and boys. 
When I thin treated like this. The truth is that not one 
of tmly believe that we will do great things for our 
home in the years to come.

Let us change our method of judgement of others. 
Instead of judging people based on their physical 
characteristics, let's just judge them on character. 
Because character is what we truly see in a person. 
It is the action expressed by one's soul. The Oxford 
Dictionary defines character as “the particular 
combination of qualities in a person that makes him/
her different from others”. So let's right our wrongs of 
the past and use character to categorise people because 
that's the only true way to find meaningful differences 
in one another. As a fitting example, leaders like Nelson 
Mandela were not idolised based on their charismatic 
smiles or any other physical traits, they were idolised 
because of their admirable characters. Mandela's 
character was one of humility and a willingness to 
sacrifice for the good of others and his unassailable 
belief in equality is what made him so popular among 
the people, not his smile. This aspiration to create 
equality is what led to the first democratic election 
which we will be celebrating tomorrow.

I'm proud to be a part of our nation because we 
have matured and become accepting of so much 
more. However, racism is still prevalent in our 
everyday lives, including within the walls of our 
school which can often be viewed as a microcosm 
of the outside world. I'm not going to sugarcoat it 
because the same issues of corruption, racism and 
prejudice that occur in the outside world do occur 
on these grounds – but to a far lesser degree. So let's 
deal with these issues here because if we do, our 
rightful actions will disperse beyond the walls of 
this school and into the outside world.

The easiest way to do this is by looking at the 
being in people, instead of the human that you see, 
because one’s appearance is written by the DNA 
in one’s cells, whereas the story of who they truly 
are is written within their souls. So look within 
the souls of others before judging them. People do 
not choose their appearance, but they choose the 
way they act, which means character is a matter 
of choice and a means upon which one can judge 
others. Although we have come a long way, there 
is always room for improvement and there's no 
better place for this improvement to start than 
here. If the actions of one man named Nelson 
Mandela had the power to spark an uprising 
which freed a nation, the actions of 1500 have the 
power to change the world.

I would like to end with a quote by Rev. Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jnr that sparked the idea of this 
address, “I have a dream that my four little children 
will one day live in a nation where they will not be 
judged by the color of their skin, but by the content 
of their character.” I implore you to heed his dream 
and help make it a reality.

Speech by Keanu Jardim

The school’s gumboot dancers perform during the assembly
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On 20 September 2019 the matrics had a Bond-
themed Matric Dance – “Casino Royale”, a beautiful 
red, gold and black, poker-chipped and feather 
decorated function.

The décor was superb and fitted in well with 
creating a James Bond feel. The matrics danced 
the night away with the music of the DJ who was 
an Old Boy who read the crowd and catered to 
their demands. The matrics and their partners 
were beautifully dressed and this added flair to 
the evening. The dance floor was opened by the 
Headmaster and his beautiful wife who were then 
joined by the head boy, Justin Cross and partner as 
well as his deputy head Alvin Drabile and partner.

The Form 4 waiters worked hard before and until 
late to make sure that the matrics had their magical 
night. Chartwells did a wonderful job with the 
catering and made sure everyone had more than 
enough to eat.

 I would like to thank the waiters who worked 
so hard and were just amazing. They were willing 
to do whatever it took to make this night possible. 
Thank you to all the teachers who helped with the 
invitations and on the night. We would not have 
been able to pull it off without you. Every year I feel 

we will not be able to top the previous year – and 
every year I stand in awe of what was achieved by 
everyone involved. 

I know we will have to step up our game to ensure 
that the matrics of 2020 have the same, if not a more 
magical night.

Veronica Pieterse
Master in Charge
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Matric Final Assembly
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You may have been ready months or years 
ago. Either way, the inevitable has happened and 
that day is upon us now. 

Your final message from me is here and so I beg 
your indulgence one last time for a few thoughts 
as you leave the sheltered world of school for life 
thereafter. I am no different from most school Heads 
who wish to leave parting messages and inspire 
their pupils on the road ahead. 

Almost from birth we are given “scorecards” 
that tell us how we are doing and these scorecards 
continue in different formats throughout life. But 
they change in nature and content as they go.

Our clinic card is probably our first scorecard as 
a baby. It records our weight, height and other data 
against statistical norms and also our vaccination 
record. Our parents stress about how we are doing 
relative to other babies and many an hour is spent 
comparing these pieces of information with other 
parents. Then it’s off to school and the first scorecard 
that starts coming home is the school report. In 
the beginning it’s a record of your basic ability in 
literacy and numeracy with the odd comment about 
your social skills such as “Alvin plays nicely with 
the other children.” But then the report card takes 
on a new life – that of scorekeeper, but scorekeeper 
relative to others. Your progress is reduced to 
numbers for separate components and those 

numbers are also shown as comparisons with the 
class or grade averages. Comments usually refer to 
behaviour and attitude to the subject matter.

The next report card after school at university is 
a similar one that is even more bland as there is no 
reference to averages and certainly no comment – 
just a mark as you strive for the magic of 50%! And 
so these reports continue. But along the way so, too, 
do you develop a report, slightly different yet also 
similar. You build your curriculum vitae – a document 
of your own making in which you choose how to 
represent yourself to the world. You choose what to 
put in and what to leave out. And so you dutifully 
record on your CV the scores you got for the various 
stages in your life and the awards and achievements 
you earned. You send it off to prospective employers 
in the hope that they will see something they like. 

The process of scoring is not quite over, as 
performance targets and appraisals form a large part 
of most people’s working environment and we are 
judged relative to benchmarks and graphs.

But then life goes on. We retire. We realise that the 
end is approaching and one day we will leave this 
world and people will gather to speak about us and 
deliver our final report card – our eulogy. This report 
card is so different from all others and that brings 
me to the point I wish to make. Our earlier reports 
talk largely about the “what” as the record: what we 
have done and our achievements – particularly the 
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CV. Yet when I hear eulogies or deliver them myself, 
the focus changes– subtly but definitely from the 
“what” to the “how” as people speak about what 
kind of person they are paying tribute to, their effect 
on others, their kindness, their achievements as a 
measure of influence, not as something just to be 
done. They speak of the kind of person as opposed 
to the lists of achievements normally on a CV.

So, in this my final message to you, I ask that 
you remember that you are preparing two lists, not 
one. You are preparing your CV but you are also 
preparing your eulogy. I then ask you to think how 
different your eulogy will be from your CV and to 
make sure that your life is not just about collecting 
scores and achievements, but also about how you 
influence others for the good and how you do things 
that will never appear on a CV but which most 
certainly will be shared at your passing. 

And here’s the scary thought – we don’t know 
when that will be! In the “normal” course of life, 
a significant period of time passes between us 
requiring a CV and having someone deliver a eulogy. 
But what if that process is cut short? What if we are 
so busy chasing things for a CV that we forget to do 
those things spoken about in a eulogy? 

You leave a part of yourself behind now and I 
thank you for that. I thank you for the influence you 
have had on others and the school and I wish you all 
the very best as you leave us now.

You may think that you were not in a position to 
influence. You may think in future that you will not 
be. And yet Scott Adams said, “You don’t have to be 
a ‘person of influence’ to be influential. In fact, the most 
influential people in my life are probably not even aware 
of the things they’ve taught me.” 

In the adventure of your lives these next few years 
as you prepare for the world of work, home-making 
and possibly the raising of families, think deeply 
about the impact you will have on those around you. 
Make sure that you influence others, not in terms of 
achievements, but in terms of actions – the “how” 
rather than the “what”.

Mr AD Reeler
Headmaster
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Today, at the eleventh hour of the eleventh day 
of the eleventh month, 101 years ago, is when 
the Armistice came into effect which signalled 

the point where guns fell silent and the First World 
War ended.

This day, variously known as Armistice Day, 
Remembrance Day, or Poppy Day is not a public 
holiday, but rather a day to remember those 
members of the armed forces who fought and died 
in the line of duty.

Allow me to read to you from an article written 
by Allan Sinclair in 2015:

“In 1918, at the eleventh hour of the eleventh day 
of the eleventh month, the guns fell silent to end 
the First World War (1914–1918), the largest global 
man-made catastrophe known until that time. It 
was called the “war to end all wars” as it cost the 
lives of more than eight-and-a-half-million solders 
(8 634 300). Twenty years later, the Second World 
War (1939–1945) saw the loss of more than twenty-
four-and-a-half-million soldiers (24 517 000). In 
addition to these statistics, millions of civilians also 
died during both conflicts.

As a comparatively young country which 
permitted only a small segment of its population 
to bear arms, South Africa nevertheless made 
significant contributions to the Allied causes in both 
World Wars and in the Korean War (1950–1953).

In the First World War, 245 419 South Africans of 
all races volunteered for military service. During the 
Second World War, 342 692 South African men and 
women of all races came forward. In the Korean War, 
826 men saw service with No. 2 Squadron, South 

African Air Force, while 10 officers of the South African 
Armoured Corps served with the British Army.

Pretoria Boys High School also played its part 
in the First World War with some 207 Old Boys 
or masters volunteering and participating in 
campaigns in South West Africa (63), East Africa 
(57) and in Europe (115). The Second World War saw 
an even greater number of staff, boys and Old Boys 
volunteering. South African Forces played a leading 
role in many battles which include the Battle of El 
Alamein as well as the Italian Campaign. Of all who 
volunteered, a total of 28 in the First World War and 
a total of 95 in the Second World War – Old Boys, 
staff and boys – made the ultimate sacrifice totalling 
123 men. Their names are fully recorded in the 
school’s Roll of Honour.

I wonder how many South Africans are aware 
that the implementation of the “Two-Minute Silence” 
traditionally held throughout the British Empire (now 
the Commonwealth of Nations), has its roots in South 
Africa. Following the end of the First World War, 
various people around the world felt that an official 
period of silent remembrance would be appropriate. 
However, it was the proposal by Sir Percy Fitzpatrick, 
a well-known author and politician, which was 
acted upon. Fitzpatrick had been deeply affected 
by the loss of his son, in France in December 1917. 
In commemoration of the Armistice, he appealed to 
King George V for a two-minute pause to be observed 
annually throughout the Empire at the eleventh hour 
of the eleventh day of the eleventh month: one minute 
in remembrance for the fallen in war and one minute 
in gratitude for those who survived. Fitzpatrick had 

Address delivered by Captain Andrew Souma, S.A. Navy

Remembrance Day
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Captain Souma during the  
wreath-laying

Representatives of the arms of service of the SANDF during the  
singing of the national anthem
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access to the King, who was moved by the idea. The 
official call of the King was published in the Sunday 
Times on 7 November 1919.

As South Africans unite as one nation, we should 
use the eleventh of November to remember the 
12 452 South African casualties suffered in the First 
World War, the 38 208 casualties suffered in the 
Second World War, as well as the 34 pilots killed in 
the Korean War.

Being a Naval Officer, I would like to use this 
opportunity to remember the greatest wartime 
maritime disaster ever suffered by South Africa. It 
occurred when the SS Mendi was sunk during the 
First World War in 1917.

Britain had requested that the South African 
Native Labour Contingent provide 10 000 men to 
work behind the front lines in France. The SS Mendi 
sailed from Cape Town, transporting 823 members 
of the 5th Battalion South African Native Labour 
Corps to serve duty in France. Most of these soldiers 
had never seen the sea before this voyage and very 
few were able to swim. At 5am on 21 February 1917, 
in thick fog, about 10 nautical miles off the Isle of 
Wight, the Royal Mail Steam Packet Company Cargo 
Ship SS Darro accidently rammed the SS Mendi in the 
starboard quarter, breaching her forward hold. SS 

Darro, a much larger ship than SS Mendi, survived 
the collision but the SS Mendi sank, taking with her 
616 South African soldiers (607 of them black troops) 
and 30 of her own crew.

Some of the men were killed outright in the 
collision. Others were trapped below decks with 
the soldiers gathered on the SS Mendi’s deck as she 
listed and sank beneath the waves. It is recorded that 
as the SS Mendi sank, the soldiers chose to die with 
dignity and honour. An interpreter, Isaac Dyobha, 
is reported to have calmed the panicked men by 
raising arms aloft and crying out in a loud voice, 
“Be quiet and calm, my countrymen, for what is taking 
place is exactly what you came to do. You are going to die. 
Brothers, we are drilling the death drill. I, as Xhosa say 
you are my brothers, Swazis, Pondos, Basutos, we die like 
brothers. We are the sons of Africa. Raise your war cries, 
brothers, for though they made us leave our assegais in the 
kraal, our voices are left with our bodies.”

SS Darro’s Master was later found guilty of 
“having travelled at a dangerously high speed in 
thick fog, and of having failed to ensure that his ship 
emitted the necessary fog sound signals.” The South 
African Navy has since named two of her vessels in 
memory of this tragedy: a Fast Attack Craft Missile 
boat, SAS Isaac Dyobha presently in service as an Off 
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The school assembled in front of the main building for the Remembrance Day ceremony
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Remembrance Day
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Shore Patrol Vessel and the SAS Mendi, the latest of 
one of four Meko Valour Class Frigates.

Two years ago the South African Navy 
participated in the 100 year Centenary of the sinking 
of the SS Mendi by sending a Meko Valour Class 
Frigate to host a ceremony over the position where 
the SS Mendi had reportedly sunk.

Closer to home, we remember the many South 
Africans who died in conflicts on our borders and in 
the Liberation Struggle of the 1960s, 70s and 80s. To 
date, there are no reliable figures for these casualties, 
but what is important is that they all contributed to 
building our country as we know it today. Let us 
then remember and salute those individuals who 
have fallen together in these conflicts, and what 
better tribute can there be than for each one of us 
as South Africans, to commit to the quest for a non-
racial, equal and inclusive society, free from the 
horrors of conflict or oppression.

The observance of the 11th of November is not about 
celebrating any victory, nor about boasting about our 
achievements in conflict. It is about showing respect 
for those who were willing to serve their country and, 
if need be, to make the ultimate sacrifice so that we 
who are here now can have the life that we know.
WE SHALL REMEMBER THEM 

1.  The reading of the school’s roll of honour and the playing of the Last Post are the most 
sombre reminders of why the ceremony is held

2.  Captain Souma addresses the school. To the right are the Headmaster and the 
Chairman of the Old Boys’ Association, Mr Jason Webber

3. The guest speaker was Captain Andrew Souma of the SA Navy
4. The World War 1 PBHS War Memorial with the roll of honour and eternal flames
5. The poppy is the traditional symbol of the sacrifice in the two World Wars
6. A number of military veterans at the annual commemoration
7. Some of the wreaths placed on the main building’s steps during the ceremony

1.

2. 3.
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60 Year on Reunion
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considerable thought to the careers 
you wish to pursue once you leave this 

school. Given the quality of education you have 
received here and your ability to access information 
on the internet, I am sure that, if I asked you the 
question, “What is the single most important of 
all occupations?” I would get some well reasoned 
answers. These are likely to include professions 
such as medicine, nursing, genetics, engineering, IT 
and the like. 

If you were to ask the same question of me, my 
answer would unquestionably be that the most 
important of all is the profession of teaching, in 
particular at primary and secondary level. It is 
under the guidance of these professionals that such 
important foundations for the success of your future 
careers are being laid.

Yet, despite its critical importance, the profession 
of teaching is not accorded the recognition that it 
so thoroughly deserves. I have often pondered the 
reasons and ask that you allow me to give you my 
analysis.

When we were boys at this school, we had as you 
have, a wonderful staff of men and women, well 
qualified and dedicated to the task at hand. But one 
had the feeling that they were rather inhibited by 
rigid curricula which they repeated year after year 
with little change. What distinguished one teacher 
from another was the quality of delivery and the 
extent to which they supplemented their lectures 
with added items of interest.

They had their frustrations. Can you imagine 
what induced a teacher to write on a boy’s report, 
“If ignorance is bliss, this young man is likely to 
experience a lifetime of undiluted happiness.”

They also had extra-curricular responsibilities. I 
suppose it was seen to be a risk-free, predictable 
profession, with little requirement for change and 
teachers enjoyed attractive hours and holidays. 
If one were to apply the old economic maxim of 
risk and reward, teachers’ rewards were structured 
accordingly. In retrospect this assessment was 
unfair.

Does this situation still prevail? Most certainly 
not! With the invention of the micro chip and its 
impact on technology, virtually all professions have 
had to re-invent themselves, not the least of which 
has been the teaching profession.

In the 1980s a statistic was bandied about to the 
effect that from year dot to 1960, man’s accumulated 
knowledge was “X”. In the 20 years that followed, 
man’s knowledge had doubled to “2X”. Continuing 
on that growth curve, one can hardly imagine the 
extent of human knowledge today.

This has of course impacted on the teaching 
profession. Subjects are growing in content and 
complexity and teachers have continually to devise 
means of how to capture appropriate material 
without leaving pupils behind. 

The standard forms of delivery that we 
experienced have changed, which has required 
teachers to become well-versed in technological 
presentation. These changes are ongoing and require 
great effort to ensure that content and delivery meet 
modern requirements.

The extra-curricular activities of old, which 
generally involved sport and a couple of clubs, have 
expanded in number and in range and require a far 
larger slice of a teacher’s time than they did in the 
past. More and more time is also needed to attend to 
the administrative requirements of teaching.

It has thus become a dynamic and ever-changing 
profession demanding enormous dedication to 
achieve the levels of excellence required. Huge 
responsibility lies on the shoulders of these 
professionals as they fulfil their critical function of 
educating the youth of our country. It can in no way 
be described as a risk-free profession.

What of the role of the head, in our case, a 
headmaster? Time does not allow for a full analysis 
of his role, but suffice it to say that I cannot conceive 
of a CEO or MD of any major corporation in this 
country who is required to be closer to his market, 
have a broader range of skills and carry a wider 
range of responsibilities than the head of a school 
such as this.

And there is a new and significant entry into the 
equation.

Economies travel in cycles which are generally of 
relatively short duration. However, in a period from 
about 1998 to 2008 there was a prolonged economic 
upturn, during which time – fuelled by the impact of 
hi tech stocks – enormous wealth was created. It was 
relatively easy to make money – you needed only to 
be invested in the stock exchange and own property. 
Stockbrokers and financial advisers started to believe 
that they were not only geniuses but were infallible 

Address by Tiny Barnetson to the school on the occasion of the 60th Reunion  
of the class of 1959
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found themselves extremely wealthy.

Business executives who had not capitalised on 
the opportunity were seemingly influenced by the 
newfound wealth of friends and acquaintances. 
They started considering their personal capabilities 
warranted financial rewards far higher than their 
actual worth and we saw the birth of outrageous 
financial packages, exacerbating the wealth gap and 
causing huge resentment.

Let me make one thing perfectly clear. I do not 
begrudge an entrepreneur a single cent that he or she 
has made. They have, after all, conceived of an idea, 
worked exceptionally hard to develop and promote 
the product, risked their own capital, experienced 
many of what Clem Sunter refers to as the “Dark 
night of the entrepreneur” and, most importantly, 
created employment.

But I have the greatest disdain for those 
employed by large organisations that they never 
created, fulfilling bureaucratic functions and being 
in positions of influence, rewarding themselves 
excessively without having ever risked their own 
capital. To add to the aggravation, their rewards 
seem to continue even when they fail.

You may ask “What has this to do with education?” 
It seems to have bred a new category of parent 

who, having tasted wealth and the power that goes 
with it, assumes that all problems can be solved with 
money. They seem to believe that they can outsource 
the raising of their children to schools, and if the 
results are not what they want, they resort to legal 
means to achieve their desired outcomes.

They are inclined to lavish their children 
with all of the latest technological and sporting 
equipment and designer social occasion clothing, 
leaving the teachers to deal with the psychological 
distress of children whose parents cannot afford 
to compete.

Whilst not great in numbers, these parents tend to 
be influential, demanding, aggressive and arrogant. 
We have seen cases of parents taking teachers and 
schools to court after punishment has been imposed 
on an errant schoolchild. Such punishment would, 
in the normal course, have been deemed perfectly 
acceptable.

Teachers are not trained nor do they expect to 
render their services under threat of litigation and 
it is not in any of our interests for them to have 

1.  The Headmaster welcomes the Sixty-Year-On Reunion group to 
the school from the steps of Solomon House. Mr Tiny Barnetson, 
convenor of the reunion, is on the left

2.  The Headmaster addresses Old Boys at School House, one of the 
stops on the tour of the grounds

3.  Members of the Sixty-Year-On Reunion group go down memory 
lane in the school museum

1.

2.

3.
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to operate in such climates. But it does add to the 
pressures of the profession.

And so we can be extremely grateful that with all 
the pressures on them, the profession has continued to 
attract teachers of the calibre that we have here, every 
one of whom could have chosen another, perhaps 
more lucrative, occupation. But, they have clearly 
understood the vital role they are playing and have 
responded to the call. They are far more important to 
us than any of the other professions. They are, indeed, 
the cause of the other professions’ successes.

In closing then, I have three requests.
Firstly, as you find yourselves moving into 

positions of influence which you undoubtedly will, 
use that influence to elevate the recognition of the 
importance of the teaching profession at every 
possible opportunity and ensure that teachers 
receive their just rewards. We simply cannot allow 
quality education to falter.

Secondly, as you re-enter these portals with your 
offspring in tow – or those of other schools they 

may wish to attend – understand that the teacher 
cannot achieve his or her objectives without the full 
and active support of the parents, or those standing 
in loco parentis. The raising of children cannot be 
outsourced to the teacher and the school.

Finally, for the remainder of your time here, 
cherish these extraordinary men and women sitting 
in various parts of this hall who are sacrificing so 
much to ensure that you are given the best possible 
foundations on which to build your futures. Reward 
them in the manner that means so much to them by 
performing at the highest level of your abilities in 
everything that you tackle.

In this way you will ensure their continuing 
motivation which is so vital to the perpetuation of 
pockets of excellence of which this school is such a 
shining example and which are, in turn, so vital to 
the future of this country and indeed, the world.

We, the class of 1959, wish you well on the journey 
that lies ahead of you and request you to remember 
at all times, from whence you came.

The Reunion group at the Pollock Campus entrance
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On 7 June 2019, a book launch for the autobiography 
of Mr Bill Schroder was held at the school. This 
well-attended function allowed many past pupils 
and staff to gain insights into the background and 
writing of this book.

1.  The book launch started with an interview of Mr Schroder by Mr 
Eugene Ashton, CEO of Jonathan Ball Publishers and an Old Boy 
of PBHS

2.  Andries and Sheri van Wyk, who both worked on the staff under Mr 
Schroder, with their signed copies of the book

3.  Liam Gillesen, Form III, with his copy of the book, “A 
Headmaster’s Story”

4.  Mr Schroder signs 
copies of his book in 
the school library

5.  Mr Bill Schroder, 
past headmaster 
of Boys High 
(1990–2009) with 
Mr Tony Reeler, the 
present headmaster 
at the book launch

6.  The atrium was 
used as the venue 
for the book launch, 
appropriately at the 
entrance to the Bill 
Schroder Centre1. 2.

3. 4. 5.

6.
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1.  Abernethy Hall was the main venue for the conference
2.  One of the social functions was an open air cocktail 

party held in the Memorial Courtyard
3.  Mr Mark Blew, previously on the PBHS staff, was one 

of the guest speakers during a “breakaway” session
4.  The use and abuse of social media was one of several 

pertinent topics addressed at the conference
5.  The Headmaster of PBHS, Mr Tony Reeler, opens the 

2019 IBSC Conference, hosted by the school
6.  The gala dinner was a lavish affair in the Central 

Dining Room

1.

2.

3.

4. 5.

6.
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Cycling Relay
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more successful. From receiving 252 entries in 2018, we surpassed our own 
expectations and ended up with 412 entries for 2019. The race has become a 
very popular event with a 65% increase in entries and is now a permanent 
fixture on everybody’s calendar. 

Once again the 24-hour race started on the Saturday morning at 10h00 
and went through the night until the Sunday morning. This was the 
main and most popular event. We also had a 6-hour race on the Saturday 
afternoon from 14h00 till 20h00 in the evening. That afforded the 6-hour 
riders the opportunity to also experience the novelty of cycling at night 
within the safe environment of our 40 hectares estate.

A big thank you to all those that helped make the event the success 
that it was. We are looking forward to surpassing the 500 entries mark 
at our next race.

Mike Smuts

PBHS 24hour MTB Relay Challenge 2019
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Boys Highlights
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year for the Boys Highlights. We have had our ups and 
downs but came out stronger and better than ever at 
creating a newspaper for the boys, by the boys. 

Our first issue of the year went through a bumpy 
process. We were confident after the successful 
issue at the end of 2018, but did not concentrate 
on this 2019 issue as best we could. Some of our 
writers fell short but we all worked hard in the end 
to put together a good four-pager that the boys 
really enjoyed. It challenged their minds with some 
unpopular opinions and was, overall, a fun read.

Our second issue was a massive success. The 
newspaper explored such a variety of topics and 
was entertaining all the way through. We learnt a lot 
from our earlier mistakes and were able to create a 
newspaper that covered current topics in and outside 
the school and touched on some serious topics based 
on issues we experienced during this time. The 
editing process was also so much fun as we played 
around more with images, cartoons and other forms 
of entertainment to improve the newspaper and 
make it even more palatable for the boys. We all truly 
agreed that this was our best newspaper yet. 

Our third and final issue of the year was one that 
we used to comment on the troublesome issues our 
country faced of violence against women and children 
and the xenophobic attacks that had taken place. We 
dedicated the newspaper not only to these issues but 

also the topic of “What is a man in the year 2019?” 
and the concept of toxic masculinity and whether, in 
an environment of 1550 boys, we are plagued by it. 

In Term 4 we also took some time to visit the 
company that prints our newspaper, Minute Print. 
It was a very educational trip as we learnt not only 
about the process in terms of what they do as soon 
as we submit a newspaper for printing, but also 
what they, as a company, do: who they also print for 
and how far printing has evolved and the many cool 
things one can do with the large number of different 
printing machines they have. 

This has, overall, been such a fun year for Boys 
Highlights, letting the boys’ creativity run wild and 
addressing the issues we face as teenagers growing 
up in this very noisy world. This year truly was a 
success and we look forward to making next year 
count. We will start stronger than we did this year.

We also attended a graphic design and webpage 
design workshop in Johannesburg at Mediapark. It 
was an inspirational workshop and the behind-the-
scenes tour of how a daily newspaper operates was 
very interesting. It is really mindblowing to see how 
they produce newspapers on a daily basis.

Boys Highlights is a wonderful club to belong to 
and an amazing creative learning experience.

Junior Gcabashe
Editor

Members of the Boys Highlights visit a large daily newspaper in the 
form of Rapport.

Seated L–R: T Dijana, M Skosana (Head Cheerleader), T Ajay (Deputy Head 
Cheerleader), R Meyer.

First Row L–R: W Madodonke, C Venn, D Speight, O Siyengo.

Cheerleaders
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First Aid Society. The year began with the Form 1 
camp in early January when both juniors and seniors 
undertook their duties. The camp provided the First 
Aiders the opportunity to refresh their memories 
and get back into the swing of things. The First Aid 
Society is thankful for being under the leadership of 
the passionate and dedicated Sisters, Louise Mansell 
and Carina Mari Stephens, as well as the chairman 
(Keaton Urquhart) and deputy chairman (More 
Skosana) for 2019. 

For the society exhibition in January, the society 
members entertained the new Form 1s with live, 
practical demonstrations, which were enjoyed by 
all. The annual First Aid Course was held in April 
and attended by many, all of whom received their 
level 1 and 2 First Aid skills certificates. There were 
numerous workshops throughout the year that 
played a vital role in educating the members and 
sparking their interest in the medical field. 

Term 1 flew by for the members as they spent 
their Saturdays doing First Aid for basketball and 
water polo fixtures. These duties provided new 

members with the perfect opportunity to practise so 
as to develop their skills before the winter term that 
would be crammed with hockey and rugby fixtures. 
There were a few cold, wet Saturdays. Despite the 
weather being miserable, the First Aiders were 
always on duty and eager to assist the injured. 
Although they worked hard, there was always time 
for fun and laughs.

It is with a very sad heart that we to say goodbye 
to the matrics of 2019 and thank them for the vital 
role they played in assisting the society. The year 
came to a very speedy end and we celebrated it with 
a successful end-of-year function. The afternoon 
was enjoyed by all, with delicious food and fun 
with friends at RocoMamas. We really look forward 
to our new intake next year and hope to continue 
attracting many dedicated boys into the society. The 
chairman for 2020, will be Ebraheem Cassim and 
we look forward to seeing the society grow to even 
greater heights under his leadership.

Keaton Urquhart
Chairman

1.  Culture Award: Sr Carina-Mari Stephens, Keaton Urquhart and Sr Louise Mansell
2.  The First Aid Society exhibition at Commencement. 

L–R: Dylan Carlson, James Dawson, Keaton Urquhart, More Skosana
3.  Year-end function. L–R: Keaton Urquhart, Christian van Rooyen, Ebraheem Cassim
4.  Asthma talk, left to right: Presenter, Sr Marietjie Swart, Michael van Jaarsveld, Karabo Semenya, Keaton Urquhart, Dylan Carlson, Yongama 

Bini, Andrew Cross, James Dawson, Valentin Hialunga

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Seated L–R: L Cavaleiro, KUrquhart, C M Stephens, L Mansell, N Phukubye, G de Kock.
First Row L–R: M van Jaarsveld, K Semenya, M Chauke, J Dawson, T Shonhiwa.

The First Aid Society exhibition at Commencement. 
Back L–R: Sr Carina-Mari Stephens, Keaton Urquhart, More Skosana 

Middle row L–R: Max Robinson, Dylan Carlson, Zakir Wazar, Andrew Cross
Front row L–R: James Dawson, Yongama Bini, Luke Cavaleiro, Valentin Hialunga, Noko Phukubye
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E The Junior City Council of Pretoria is a non-profit 
youth organisation aimed at uniting and empowering 
the youth of Pretoria while raising money for its 
chosen beneficiaries. It thrives by serving the local 
community while continually spreading its message 
of serving the wider community of Pretoria. The 
Junior City Council of Pretoria has had an extremely 
successful year with Mbano Sibande, Vuyo 
Tswago and Connor Magill serving in its ranks as 
representatives of Pretoria Boys’ High School. The 
achievements of its councillors, most notably Vuyo 
Tswago and Connor Magill, are to be rightfully 
acknowledged. Vuyo Tswago was elected as the 
new Junior Deputy Mayor and will be serving until 
the end of his term halfway into 2020 and Connor 
Magill was elected as the Secretary of the Grade 
10 Committee, which essentially serves as the 
leadership of the Grade 10 group. 

All the events hosted by the Council and its 
bursars have been successful this year, causing it to 
gain a tremendous amount of support. 

The events held in 2019 were the Mr and Miss JCC 
pageant, Soccer Day, General Knowledge Quiz, Arts 
in the Market, LOBSTER Day, Youth Ball, Golf Day 
and the Junior Mayor’s Function, with the last event 
being the outreach at the Gracia Child and Youth 
Care Centre. The beneficiaries of the 2018/2019 
term were Gracia Child and Youth Care Centre 
and the Hanna Charity, whilst the beneficiaries of 
the 2019/2020 term are the Gracia Child and Youth 
Care Centre and the CHOC Childhood Cancer 
Foundation of South Africa.

The events held were extremely enticing with 
a performance from “Die Heuwels Fantasties” 
highlighting the Junior Mayor’s Function and our 
very own Gumboot Dancers leaving the audience in 

awe as the performers of the night. The Golf Day was 
a day of wine and swinging clubs with many staff 
and other stellar golfers from all over our beautiful 
city. The Arts in the Market event was no less than 
jaw-dropping with artworks from many Pretoria high 
school pupils – showing once again that individuals 
from different backgrounds can all be gifted.

The General Knowledge Quiz was an exceptional 
event with our very own Boys’ High team winning 
the event and proving once again why we are “The 
School on Top of the World!” The Youth Ball and the 
Council’s first ever Poster Party and Night Market 
were amusing for all and those involved could not 
describe the events as anything but spectacular 
as they spent these nights singing, dancing and 
enjoying delicious cuisine. 

The Soccer Day was a success with its fair share 
of Messi and Ronaldo impersonators having a fun-
filled day in the sun. The Lobster Day was enjoyed 
by many schools across Pretoria who, like many 
of us, want as many “civvies” days as possible to 
humour ourselves with endless banter based on our 
outfits, which are either the typical “Boer” outfit 
or the boy who tries his best to wear socks with 
flipflops to annoy the patrolling teacher.

Being involved in the Junior City Council of 
Pretoria and its events is not only fulfilling, but also 
enlightening. Not only are the events tailored to 
entertain and benefit the extremely diverse citizens 
of our great city, but they promote joy, love, peace 
and acceptance. The JCC is a family that supports 
its members and treats all those who decide to aid 
it in its endeavours to improve the lives of others, 
as one of its own. No one is the same, yet the social 
atmosphere can turn one’s gloomy day to one of 
elation. The differences in culture, race, religious 

Vuyo Tswago being sworn in as Deputy Mayor
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First Row L–R: C Magill, M Sibande, Ms E van Zyl (MIC), V Tswago (Junior 
City Council Deputy Mayor).

affiliation and upbringing all contribute to the world 
many are hoping to see – one free from prejudice 
and discrimination arising from when, where and 
how someone was born. 

The JCC is not about status, but about expanding 
one’s worldview and bringing about positive 
change while building and nurturing the leaders 
of tomorrow. Hope is something that seems to be 
diminishing amongst the youth of our generation. 
The Council not only wants to restore this hope 
and happiness, but also to strengthen that which 
is already present – altruism and potential. 
Priscilla Chan said it best when she said, “We – the 

current generation – have a moral responsibility 
to make the world better for future generations.” 
Being able to bring smiles and laughter to those 
who lack what we take for granted daily has been 
the highlight of my past 3 years in the Council. 
Anyone can be a catalyst for positive change. 
All one must do is ignite the desire within and 
the opportunity shall avail itself. If that cannot 
bring meaning and purpose to life, then nothing 
worthwhile ever will.

Mbano Sibande
Chairman 

PBHS wins the General Knowledge Quiz

JCC hosting the General Knowledge Quiz Junior City Council Inauguration 
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Library Prefects

As 2019 draws to a conclusion, we may think back 
to earlier times with fondness and nostalgia. For 
the better part of these times at Pretoria Boys High 
School, I have been a part of the Library. From the 
time of the old building, through to the building and 
occupancy of the new one, it has definitely been an 
enriching experience and one that I will cherish for 
a long time to come. 

My fellow library prefects and I have learnt a 
great number of skills and valuable life lessons 
from Mrs. Botha, Miss Chokwe and Mrs. Mahlangu 
(Miss Chokwe’s predecessor). My fondest memories 
of being part of this team are definitely the weekly 
meetings we have when we always end up laughing 
more than discussing matters at hand; the time when 
we were tasked to unpack books on a Saturday to be 
in time for the opening the following week; and most 
definitely the reunions, as the interactions with Old 
Boys from decades ago give one another perspective 
of the school and a renewed appreciation of it. 

This year started out as any other for us: the 
preparation for the Commencement Clubs and 
Societies Display and thereafter receiving an 
overwhelming display of interest from the Form 
1s. A great deal of training followed shortly after. 
The higher Forms train the Form 1s and 2s on all 
the Media Centre has to offer. It is vital that a media 
monitor/prefect knows what he is doing, or as Mrs. 
Botha says, “We are providing a service, therefore it 
must be done to the best of our abilities.” 

During Book Week we had our annual “R5 
Book Sale”, and it was a resounding success as it 
always is. We have done countless informative 
and thought-provoking displays this year, coupled 
with a competition – an opportunity to win a bar 
of chocolate. This was most enjoyable for everyone 
to try their luck. More and more puzzles and board 
games are being ordered for enjoyment. Especially 
this year, the collection of fun board games and 

puzzles has grown exponentially. 
We had a book signing at our Library when a 

previous headmaster launched his book in the atrium. 
It drew a lot of attention from Old Boys and the public. 

The Media Centre also engaged in charity work. We 
internally donated books to the Boys High Pipe Band 
for them to sell at their annual Highland Gathering. 

This year we took a trip to explore a new kind 
of library. After Mrs. Botha met some ladies at a 
conference she attended earlier this year, we had 
the offer to explore the newly established and 
progressive Library of Steyn City School. The 
media centre is like no other. It includes a futuristic 
space complete with virtual and augmented reality 
systems, holographic systems, artificial intelligence 
systems and a more than impressive robotics space. 

Although we were impressed with Steyn City 
School’s modern setup, we were more than content 
with our more traditional setup back home. If you 
have never spent time there before, try it – the 
experience promises to be exceptional. 

As we are one of the few schools which has a 
“maker space”, we are seeing more boys utilizing this 
space. Of course Mr de Kock loves the puzzles but 
the boys are also playing board games during breaks. 

To end, I would to thank a host of people, most 
being all the library prefects and monitors who 
selflessly work to ensure that they help Mrs. Botha 
and Miss Chokwe run the library like clockwork. 
Last, but not least, a special thanks to the ladies in 
charge. Mrs Botha and Miss Chokwe truly are the 
heart of the library and the space would be rather 
dull without them. Let it be known that their efforts 
to ensure that the library is functional and that every 
single one is helped and catered for does not go 
unnoticed – thank you both.

Devon Nyl 
Head Library Prefect

Seated L–R: A Nyangintsimbi, K 
Nagessar, J Gcabashe (Deputy Head 
Media Prefect), Ms P Chokwe, Mrs 
K Botha (MIC), D Nyl (Head Media 
Prefect), J Reddy, T Makombe.
First Row L–R: C Steenkamp, C Louw, 
C Naledzani, L Masenya, M Guswani, 
H Languza, N Jele.
Second Row L–R: T Cruywagen, K 
Mdima, A Moyo, T Raffieyudeen, K 
Thobejane, S Mjoli.
Third Row L–R: A de Bruyn, A 
McKay, V Peters, J Ferreira.
Absent: A Ogubie, A Hobson, M 
Moatshe, I Kolombo.
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staff and boys.
 I would like to begin with a quote from Ralph 

Waldo Emerson, an American writer.
“Nothing great was ever achieved without 

enthusiasm” and this leads me to express my 
thoughts on the RCL.

What does RCL stand for? Yes, as we all know 
it is the Representative Council of Learners but 
what do these words signify? It means that the 
representatives whom you vote for are your voice 
on the council and in the school. Putting it simply, if 
you have a concern, or if you are very happy about 
something in school life, you express this to your 
RCL representative who in turn conveys it to the 
council which meets fortnightly and the chairman 
and I discuss it with Mr Reeler at our own meeting 
every second week. In this way you can see that the 
avenues of communication are open to you. This is 
the primary role of the RCL and having said this, I 
want to urge you to think carefully and to be a little 
more eclectic in your choice of a “rep” as, in some 
ways, they are more important than the prefects.

However, RCL stands for something bigger. R 
symbolizes respect, C – care, L – love, for those in 
need. Usually at this time of year, I feel quite satisfied 
and content that the RCL has done its best and we 
have achieved our goals. However, this year I feel 
that the age-old disease of apathy has shown its face 
at Boys High. It has been a difficult year in that reps 
have been reluctant to help and boys have not been 
willing to participate in RCL events. We hold only 4 
events per year and help has not been forthcoming. 
When we started the Fun Run six or so years ago, we 
had 800 participants. This year we had 350. There is 
no longer that enthusiasm of “Let’s go do our thing, 
pay our R40, give an hour of our time and a little 
sweat and help someone in need!” There is no longer 
that enthusiasm among dorm buddies of “Hey, let’s 
get the whole dorm to run and do something for 
others!” Sadly, apathy has crept in and it is always 
the same handful of boys who do everything.

I do not want to dwell too much on this, but my 
greatest wish for 2020 would be for Boys High to 
contract the disease of FOMO to adopt the motto: 
“Be there!” and the belief that nothing great was 
ever achieved without enthusiasm.

 Nevertheless, we have raised enough to respect, 
care and show love to those less fortunate than 
ourselves. It is still more important to give a little 

piece of ourselves though, of our enthusiasm, of our 
own gratitude for all that we have.

We have been able to help CHOC with a washing 
machine and a high pressure cleaner and I now invite 
Ina to tell you a little more about this organisation.

 We have donated linen and bedding to the South 
African National Council of the Blind. Eugene, 
would you like to inform us about the work of the 
Council?

Once again we will be sponsoring a guide dog in 
2020.

Last year, we donated school bags to all the 
learners at the Transoranje School, and this year we 
will be supplying each child with a pencil bag. Alta 
will tell us more about the school and then their 
choir will entertain us.

The RCL is joining hands with Childvision and 
we are sponsoring two children for a year. These 
are children suffering the full onslaught of poverty, 
either because they have been orphaned, abandoned, 
disabled, abused, or neglected due to being HIV 
positive. They will be provided with a spiritual 
meal of hope and one meal of greens, protein and 
carbohydrates every day for one year.

The RCL has also donated R30 000 to our Matric 
Dance Fund. We will also be providing a Christmas 
meal for the street children cared for by AW Harvest.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mr 
Reeler for his unwavering support; the staff and boys 
for their help with market days; the administration 
and finance department for their help with money 
matters; the Photographic Society for their help at 
our functions; the ground staff for their labours at 
the race and Form 4 Ball; Mbulelo, our chairman, 
for being present and helping at every single event; 
Adam, for your help; Miguel for taking the minutes 
diligently at every meeting and Dylan for your 
creativity over the last 5 years and for the exquisite 
posters produced for each event – and also for 
coming up with the best-seller at our market for the 
last three years: Oreo milkshakes!

I end with some wise words from Barack Obama: 
“The best way to not feel hopeless is to get up and 
do something. Don’t wait for good things to happen 
to you. If you go out and make some good things 
happen, you will fill the world with hope, you will 
fill yourself with hope.”

Marina Petrou
Master in Charge
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It is written in the Bible that there is more happiness 
in giving than in receiving (Acts 20:35). Having being 
raised in a strict Christian home, this was a lesson I 
adopted from my parents at a young age and it has 
influenced the man I am today. The act of sacrificial 
giving and serving others has become a personal 
value and constant practice in my life. Whether or not 
you have adopted religion as a beacon in your life, the 
concept of helping others is universally distinguished. 
Martin Luther King Jnr said, “Somewhere along the 
way, we must learn that there is nothing greater than 
to do something for others.”

The role of RCL chairman has allowed me to 
continue my love of serving others, not only at 
church, but in my school environment as well. I have 
cherished the opportunity of representing each and 
every one of you by having served as your voice.

 In 2019, the RCL endured change, change that 
allowed for the boys to adopt a much more influential 
role within the school. The RCL has developed into 
an even more crucial part within the Boys High 
community. This council has been involved in a 
number of major decisions throughout the course 
of the year and, having served as your chairman, I 
can confidently assure you that the school values the 
contributions and concerns of each and every one 
of you. Indeed your voice is heard and contributes 
significantly to the decision-making process of 
matters that affect us.

This council represents the boys of Boys High, 
all your concerns, complaints and contributions. 
When I ran for election as chairman at the 
beginning of the year, I was not aware of the 
gravity of such a position at the time. Fortunately, 
with the firm guidance of a phenomenal woman, 
Mrs Petrou, I quickly grew accustomed to that 
which was expected of me. I have personally 
witnessed the influence of the RCL within the 
school community and urge each and every one 
of you to acknowledge and utilise the power you 
have through this council. In order to effectively 
influence the change you long to see within this 
great establishment, you need to make use of 
the right channel. This council, together with the 
school's executive committee, works in order to 
make this school a home for us all.

 The RCL prospers because of the hard work and 

dedication of the people who are willing to sacrifice 
themselves for a greater good. Without them, this 
council would not be what it is today, and so I would 
like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and 
show my appreciation to those who contributed to 
this success.

To all the members of the RCL, I thank you for 
granting me the opportunity of leading you this 
year, for devoting yourselves towards representing 
the boys of Pretoria Boys High School and for the 
extra hours sacrificed in service of your school. 
It is your love and passion for helping others that 
enables the RCL to thrive and vastly impact the lives 
of others.

Dylan Talbot, for your 5 years of service as 
advertising officer, I thank you for your amazing 
work ethic and for managing your portfolio 
competently. To Miguel de Oliveira, the secretary, 
I am grateful to have served with you by my side, 
someone I can wholly trust and rely on. I would 
also like to extend a special thank you to our vice-
chairman, Adam Vorster and the Vorster family for 
your continuous assistance. We truly appreciate 
your contributions.

Mrs Petrou, your generous and gentle heart is 
evident. You are steadfast in your commitment to 
the RCL and have an obvious passion for charity 
work. You are indeed the cornerstone of this council. 
Your integrity and humility have inspired those 
who've come to know you. Thank you for heading 
the RCL with excellence and being a great example 
to everyone around you.

Mr Reeler, it was an honour to work with you 
throughout this year. I will forever be grateful for 
the professional exposure and lessons learnt from 
you at this stage in my life. Obtaining this position 
and working with you has taught me skills that I am 
certain will be fundamental and advantageous after 
high school.

I am honoured to have attained such a prestigious 
role during my career at Pretoria Boys High School 
and am proud to have served my fellow brothers 
'with a youthful fire and vigour'. Indeed, it is here 
that I have learnt to live!

Mbulelo Stephens
Chairman
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Despite difficult economic times in which everyone 
has had to be more careful with their budgets, the 
Boys High community has continued to give to 
the various initiatives which the school runs. The 
generosity of the parents has made it possible for us 
to provide significant assistance to the organisations 
that we support.

The organisations that we regularly support are 
the Mohau Centre, an AIDS orphanage based at 
Kalafong hospital; Kingdom Life Children’s home 
in Atteridgeville; Bramley Children’s Home in 
Groenkloof; Sunnyside Shelter, an afternoon care 
centre for refugee children; Kameelfontein After-
Care Centre under the auspices of Dynamic Women 
and Children, and the soup kitchen in Sunnyside.

The four initiatives that we run are the stationery 
drive in Term 1, the blanket and clothing drive in 
Term 2, the canned food drive in Term 3 and Santa’s 

Christmas boxes in Term 4. Each outreach has been 
supported very generously by the parents and the 
contributions have been greatly appreciated by each 
of the organisations.

The Santa’s Christmas box initiative has, once 
again, exceeded expectations. We collected 480 
boxes and have been able to make 480 children in the 
various children’s homes very happy. Apart from 
Bramley Children’s Home, Mohau Centre, Kingdom 
Life and Kameelfontein, we have also given gifts to 
Huis President Kruger and to children in foster care 
in Atteridgeville.

Once again, my sincere thanks go to the many 
parents who donate so generously. None of this is 
possible without your generosity.

Penny Vlag
Master in Charge

Social Outreach Initiatives

RCL

Seated L–R: B Ntike, J Marais, M de Oliveira, M Stephen (Chairman), Mrs M Petrou (MIC), A Vorster, D Talbot, Q Magwevana, N Phukubye.
First Row L–R: G Legodi, S Mathe, M van Jaarsveld, V Mabobo, M Soobramaniyen,A Isherwood, H Ringane, T Mukiwa,  

J Anderson, V Vukomanovic.
Second Row L–R: N van Schalkwyk, G Dimitrov, N Dlamini, R Mahabeer, K Katsikis, D Dirkse van Schalkwyk, M Dunlop, L Cavaleiro. 

Third Row L–R: T Mabanga, J Visser, D Elcombe, P Wessels, L Gillesen, J Neser, M Meisie, G Balshaw, T Saliwe, S Mtshali.
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of 2019 Form 2 boys nervously disembarked from 
the bus at the Kamoka Bush School gate. They 
were greeted by a field covered in cow “patties”, a 
few sparse bushes and a dusty road heading west. 
As they dragged and hauled their luggage down 
that road to camp, I wondered how many of the 
boys gave it a thought that the journey they were 
embarking on would have a lasting impact on their 
lives and that they would be different people when 
they walked that road again after twenty-one days.

This is how some of the boys described their personal 
journeys in the report-back at the end of camp.

“Living and learning to survive in the wild, with 
and without fellow dorm mates; learning valuable 
life lessons such as friendship, loyalty, courage and 
team work, but most importantly, learning to respect 
and love nature, even if it means learning to love an 
annoying fly or mosquito.” Hyukjoo Kim.

“The Bush School Experience has had an overall 
positive effect on me both physically and more 
importantly, mentally. I have become more fit which 
has improved my confidence. I have learned to be more 
positive and see the brighter side of life. Bush School 
has made me a more humble, respectful, appreciative 
and happier person.” Neil van Schalkwyk.

“The Bush School Experience has taught me a 
lot of independence, to always push myself as far 
as possible and to always raise the bar and to live 
without regrets.” Temoho Mokoatle.

“Bush School has been my opportunity to mature 
from a boy into a man. Bush School has taught me 
that life can be tough, easy, fun or unfair… but when 
times are tough and unfair I should just persevere 
and carry on. When times are easy and fun we 
should enjoy it while it lasts.” Lamine Jeppie.

“The Bush School Experience was an amazing 
‛sculptor’. I have learned a lot about the way I 
behave through solitaries and through observing 
the boys around me. I also got to speak with some 
of them to better understand their situation and 
to improve the manner in which I form opinions.” 
Barend Steenekamp.

“I have truly enjoyed the experience and have 
taught myself not to only worry but be prepared to fix 
the problem. I have a better vision of where I want to 
go in my career and life as well as the kind of person 
I am and the goals I want to achieve.” Fritz Potgieter.

“Bush School has made me believe that as 
long as I fight and persevere, I can do anything.” 
Ofentse Sekano.

“Bush School has meant connecting with oneself, 
nature and friends. It pushes fake friends apart 
and pulls real ones closer. We experience the man 

behind the mask instead of the mask alone. During 
the solitaries we were able to connect with our true 
selves and reflect on our past so that we may better 
plan for the future.” Ethan Crous.

The Bush School programme is designed to create 
new experiences for the boys that not only push them 
out of their comfort zones but also afford them the 
opportunity to push themselves to see what they are 
capable of achieving. The boys who grabbed these 
opportunities with both hands were the ones who 
grew the most as individuals. Sadly, there were a 
handful of individuals who did not want to embrace 
the experience and they left Kamoka having not 
realised their potential nor allowed themselves the 
opportunity for growth. 

This year the amount of firewood the boys 
brought back during the Wood Carry Challenge was 
used to determine how much money each group 
received to buy food with for Dollar-a-day. Some 
groups benefitted by bringing in more than the 
required amount and gained an advantage, while 
the majority learned valuable lessons in group 
work, especially when hunger kicked in on Day 2. 
The number of individuals who decided not to bring 
any wood was disturbing. Not only were they happy 
not to make any contribution to the group’s food 
but they showed no resilience at all. Collectively the 
boys this year brought in 6,1 tons of firewood with 
Zipho Igbozuwike (Camp 6) bringing in the most, 
namely 46,5 kg.

The effects of climate change were experienced 
first hand. The heavy rains during the bush week 
on Camp 2 resulted on the 30-hour solitary being 
postponed till the last week. Extremely hot, dry and 
windy weather characterised Camps 5 and 6. The 
low levels of the dams meant that the Polar Bear 
swims became Polar Bear walks. Due to the greater 
number of boys carrying sports injuries and new 
boys joining the school during the year, the last two 
camps were larger than usual and we ran seven 
groups instead of the usual six.

At the end of June, Mr Khumalo left Kamoka and 
was replaced by Mr Molekoa. Korporaal’s energy 
and cries of “Cleaning Duty” will be missed. A fire 
at the end of 2018 meant that the grasslands around 
the camp were burnt. The resulting fresh green grass 
that sprouted with the first rains attracted large 
herds of grazers so game-viewing at the beginning 
of the year was spectacular.

A total of 149 boys attempted the Tough One 
Challenge with Team Alpha in Camp 6 posting 
the fastest time of 3 hours and 27 minutes. James 
Banyard in Camp 5 recorded the quickest Ostrich 
Run in a time of 14 minutes and 52 seconds. The 
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1.  Shelter-building at Fourie Dam by Camp 3 boys
2.  The Eland group on Camp 5 research material for their  

exploration project
3. Ross Labuschagne about to savour a mopani worm
4.  Camp 2 boys showing off their soccer skills

5.  Early morning at Perring Dam for Myles van Wyk and Sebastian 
Papaikonomou

6. Naffi Chauke and Terence Jenkings successfully summit Mount Pita
7. Camp 1 boys getting ready to prepare lunch during Dollar-a-day
8. Stare down at the zebra crossing during the Camp 3 hike

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

7. 8.
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by the Duiker group in Camp 6, namely 48 minutes 
and 44 seconds. 

Only 12 boys this year managed to conquer all 
the challenges and in so doing, achieved Challenge 
100. This number is half of what has been the norm 
in the past seven years. Sadly nobody qualified in 
Camps 1 and 4. Congratulations to the following for 
showing true resilience and perseverance: In Camp 
2: James Maherry and Liam Brown. In Camp 3: 
Adrian Parrott and Pieter Pretorius. In Camp 5: Scott 
Allen, James Banyard, Owethu Mahan and Fritz 
Potgieter. In Camp 6: Sam Howard, Josh Le Roux, 
Ross Labuschagne and Manfred Spiwak .

The Spirit of Kamoka Award is voted for by 
the boys to recognise traits in their peers such 
as integrity, perseverance, friendliness, honesty, 
positive attitude, support of peers and the 
willingness to give everything a go. Congratulations 
to the following for achieving the ultimate accolade: 
Liam Elkington (Camp 1), James Maherry (Camp 
2), Terence Jenkings (Camp 3), Christiaan Driescher 
(Camp 4), James Banyard (Camp 5) and Josh le 
Roux (Camp 6).

The criteria for the 100% Attendance Challenge 
have been expanded. All that it requires is that the 
boys participate in all the activities, even though 
they are not successful in achieving the end result. 
Needless to say, it is very disappointing that less 
than 30% of the boys attending Bush School this 
year managed to complete this challenge. 

During the Dollar-a-day experience, the boys 
are challenged to look critically at the world we 
live in and consider what their ideal would be. The 
following is a poem penned by Owethu Mahan to 
express his thoughts on the topic.

1.  Camp 4 boys taking a break during the three-day hike.
2.  Writing letters during the night solitary
3.  Alex van den Boogaard relaxes during his 30-hour solitary
4.  Watching Bush TV and networking with friends is always a 

highlight
5.  Matthew Malan determined to bring in the most firewood

1. 5.

4.

3.

2.
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If and only If
Our country, our nation, our continent, our world.
If all were sound and sane, if all were equally the 
same
If all were earned and not stolen, if all were built and 
not broken
If all were given away, if nobody had to save the day
If all people received their bread, if no harm was 
done by words one said
If no one had to cry, if fate was not to die
If all protests would cease, if capital counts increased
If all people, places, animals, races, genders, 
sexualities, and those in need would realise that it 
is red we bleed
Then our perfect nation would not be a myth
If and only if.

Owethu Mahan (Camp 5)

The success of the Bush School Experience would not 
be possible without the hard work, dedication and 
sacrifice of a large number of individuals. A massive 
thank you to Mr and Mrs Baytopp, Mr Majoni, Mr 
Gama, Mr Mothapisi, Mr Smith, Ms Mogoboya, 
Mr Sibiya, Mr Molekoa and Ms Mothapisi from 
Team Kamoka who provided the infrastructure and 
assisted me with running the programme. A massive 
thanks to the Boys High staff for their contribution: 
the Maths teachers for bringing out the boys’ letters, 
Mrs Wallace and Ms Fisher for sorting out the post, 
especially for the boarders, and Mrs Stoltz for taking 
the photos and cutting discs for the boys.

I am looking forward to an enormously successful 
2020.

Malcolm Armstrong
Bush School Co-ordinator
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1.  The Reedbuck group of Camp 2 show their stretcher-building skills
2. Jarrod Cousins and Declan Hohls work together to collect firewood
3. Potjiekos on the menu for the Camp 5 boys
4.  The Kudu group on Camp 5 prepare for their Master Chef challenge

5. Camp 6 boys take stick-bread making very seriously
6. Camp 4 boys taking a break during the three-day hike.
7. Mr Baytopp demonstrates fire-making to the Camp 3 boys

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6. 7.
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1.  Winner of this year’s “Push your infant’s pram while jogging!” 
competition. (Mr Chris Oldnall heads past the main buildings with 
his first-born)

2.  “The rose among the (very muddy) thorns!” (Mrs Alex Bolduc with 
Form I Armstrong House boys during the Form I camp)

3.  “Happiness in an umbrella!” #1 (Mr Paul Anthony with his 
grandchild keeps an eye on the rugby)

4.  “Show a leg, boys!” (The Boys High cheerleaders at the Inter-High 
gala at Hillcrest)

5.  “When life gets too much, take a relaxing bath!” (Daniel da Silva, 
at Bush School, takes a rest in a feeding trough)

6.  “Happiness is an umbrella!” #2 (Some creature comforts come in 
handy during the Form II Bush School experience)

1.

2.
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The matric class of 2018 produced an excellent 
set of results, obtaining a class average of 85.2%, 
the highest for a class with more than 10 pupils in 
Gauteng. Three boys obtained above 90%, namely 
Christopher Gous (94%), Alex Jacobs (92%) and 
Adrian Rae (92%). The other boys who obtained 
Distinctions were: Arjen van Renssen, Brendan 

Pretorius, Gofu Garegae, Nicholas Holtzhausen, 
Dylan Whiteford, Jonathan Nordengen and 
Joshua Malan. Three boys obtained above 77% 
for music: Darshan Pillay, Jared Hanekom, 
Lucca Swart. Congratulations on these fine 
achievements and well done on setting the tone 
for 2019.

Staff matters
2019 brought some changes in the staff of the Music 
Department. Dr Mareli Stolp joined the department 
as a full time accompanist with additional duties 
of teaching Music Comprehension. Mrs Bella 
Devine handled the saxophone teaching for the 
first six months. Dr Matthew Lombard returned to 
PBHS, after an absence of three-and-a-half years, 
as the permanent and full time saxophone teacher. 
He has in the time away acquired a doctorate in 
performance at UCLA in America. Thank you to 
Mrs Devine and welcome to the two new full-time 
teachers.

The other significant change is the imminent 
retirement of Mrs Yvonne Reyburn. She actually 
retired from the GDE quietly at the end of May but 
was asked by the school to remain until the end 
of the year. (We hope to extend this “remaining at 
PBHS” for a very long time, albeit in a part-time 
capacity). There will be a separate article about Mrs 
Reyburn elsewhere in this magazine, but it is not out 

of place to recognise her immense contribution over 
a period of 22 years in this report as well. She will be 
remembered as the mother of the Music Department 
at PBHS by hundreds of music boys, choir boys and 
staff. Thank you, Ma’am!

The majority of staff remains unchanged: Dr 
Niel van der Watt, Mr Philip Loots, and Mr Abri 
Jordaan as full-time members, and Ms Lorett van 
Zyl, Marike Prins, Handri Loots, Lizet Smith, Katia 
Sokolova, Judith Klins, William Bishop, Shannon 
Armer, Hendy Krog, Denise Sutton, Ailyn Nienaber 
as part-time music teachers. Mr Jeff Cole who has 
been the part-time trumpet teacher since 2002 and 
who has reached retirement age, will also leave the 
service of PBHS. Thank you to Mr Cole for training 
countless boys to play the trumpet. He has played 
a significant role in preparing the boys to play the 
“Last Post”. Mr Cole has also conducted and trained 
the Wind Band for a short period of time. Thank you 
for your hard work and dedication!

The "Salon Boys” ensemble performing at the Waterkloof  
Retirement Village

Christiaan Holm and Atlegang Modibela having a musical 
conversation
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A group of dedicated orchestral players was, once 
again, part of the regional youth orchestra, “Sinfonia 
Jeventi”, under the baton of Eddie Clayton. These 
boys were Brendon de Beer (soloist), Christiaan 
Holm, Christof Joubert, Jonathan Wisniewski, 
Brandon Robertson, Jurie Kemp van der Watt, 
Kehan Taljaard and Markus Taljaard.

As far as Royal Schools Practical Examinations 
were concerned, 33 boys played a practical 
examination of which 9 were at the Grade 8 level 
and one was an Advanced Certificate. The boys 
who have achieved the Grade 8 level are: Daniel 
Lobo Tabora (guitar), Julian Anderson-Webbstock 
(clarinet, with Distinction), Marcus Hugo (double 
bass), Henry Zhang (piano, with Merit), Unjoo Kim 
(violin, with Merit), André de Bruyn (guitar, with 
Merit), James Bahlmann (trumpet), Janco Jonker 
(clarinet), Brandon Robertson (violin with Merit). 
Christof Joubert’s achievement, however, stands 
out. He achieved 48 marks out of a possible 50 
for the Advanced Certificate, the next grade level 

beyond Grade 8. Congratulations!
The boys who achieved Full Colours for music 

in 2019 are: Daniel Lobo Tabora, Unjoo Kim, Julian 
Webbstock-Anderson, Hendry Zhang, André de 
Bruyn, James Bahlmann, Janco Jonker, Brandon 
Robertson and Jonathan Wisniewski. In addition, 
Christof Joubert and Marcus Hugo were awarded 
Honours. Receiving Colours for music is a serious 
achievement as each boy must have obtained a 
Grade 8 certificate and rendered loyal service over 
three years in two different music activities such as 
Choir, Orchestra, Big Band, Dixie Band, to name but 
a few.

The “Clarinet Ensemble”, having participated for 
a few years in the SAMTA’s Ensemble competition, 
won the first prize in the senior category this year. 
Our boys also made a clean sweep, more or less, 
of the Il Vento competition where Brendon de Beer 
was the overall senior winner, with Christof Joubert 
in the second place and Marcus Taljaard the junior 
winner. Congratulations to all these boys!

1.  Simon Holliday, Graeme de Kock, Atlegang Modibela and Jarred 
van der Westhuizen

2. Atlegang Modibela playing a solo with the Big Band

3. Lhente-Mari Pitout and the choir at the Café Concert
4. Electronic Candle in the Wind

1. 2.

3. 4.
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There were a number of musical events this year 
with the main focus on the Café Concert in March 
and the Four Schools’ Concert in September. The 
programmes for both these events are published 
in full within this report. The Choir’s rendition of 
an extract from Les Miserables including various 
solos, was certainly a highlight. The soloists with 
the Orchestra this year were Jonathan Jenkings who 
sang Anthem for Chess and Brendon de Beer who 
played Barndance by Leo Weiner. The Four Schools’ 
Concert was presented by AHS and was a great 
musical success. The PBHS Choir paid tribute to 
Johnny Clegg by singing The Crossing to the great 
entertainment of the audience and the Orchestra 
played the Andante section from the First Movement 
of Tchaikovsky’s Symphony No. 6.

There were also smaller events, for instance 

the joint concert with DSG. This is the second 
exchange held at DSG this year and featuring their 
and our orchestras and choirs. Judging from the 
joyous interaction after the concert, this event will 
soon become a tradition. There were two musical 
exchanges alongside the sports exchanges to Hilton 
College and Maritzburg College. At Hilton the Big 
Band and Trombone Quartet represented the PBHS 
Music Department and at Maritzburg, the Jazz 
Ensemble, the String Quartet and the Dixie Band 
performed. The Jazz Ensemble consisted of Brendon 
de Beer (clarinet), Christof Joubert (piano), James 
Plant (double bass) and Alex Moniodis (drums) 
and they performed the exciting Clarinet Concerto 
by Artie Shaw. Mr Paul Anthony, who attended the 
concert, remarked that it was the best bit of Boys 
High music that he had ever listened to.

Boere Band

Seated: D Radloff, Mr P Loots, J Jonker, F Erken. 

Senior Saxophone Quartet

First Row L–R: D Bender, J Anderson-Webbstock, R Finbow,  
F Erken.

The choir shuffle
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Seated L–R: L Ehlers, M Janse van Rensburg, Mr P Loots, T Isebeck.
First Row L–R: J Anderson-Webbstock, M Hugo, F Erken, H Kim.

Trombone Quartet

Seated L– R: O Mokoma, M Reagon, A Modibela, J van der Westhuizen.
First Row L–R: Mr W Bishop.

Dixie Band
The Dixie Band had a busy year which culminated 
in a recording on 30 September. We are in the process 
of editing and mastering and hope to print a limited 
number of CDs and to have them electronically 
available. The recording became a necessity as we 
are losing four very good musicians, two of whom 
have been in the band for 5 years. Many new pieces 
were played during this time and it made sense to 
record these before the boys left. The matrics are 
Brendon de Beer, Christiaan Holm, Rory Finbow 
and Atlegang Modibela. Thank you for all the fun 
we had together. You will 
be sorely missed.

The Dixie Band 
performances include the 
usual in-house events with 
the addition of the IBSC 
conference which was 
held at PBHS in March 
2019. The band entertained 
the guests at the opening 
cocktail function which 
was held in the Memorial 
Quadrangle. Another 
additional performance 
was at the Old Boys 
Club Market in April. A 
third, and very special, 
performance was held 
at the “Mooibly Concert 
Venue” on Dietmar 
and Katrien Holm’s 
farm overlooking the 

Hartebeespoort Dam – a truly memorable occasion.
The band’s performance of a charitable nature 

included performances at retirement facilities 
including Jaffa House, Upper Waterkloof and 
Oostvallei. There was also a memorable performance 
at the U3A Mandela-Day celebration. This occasion 
co-incided with the funeral of Justine Armstrong, 
benefactor of the Justine Armstrong Music Prize (at 
Valediction) and the performance was dedicated to 
her memory.

Seated L–R: C Holm, B de Beer, Dr N van der Watt, R Finbow, A Modibela.
First Row: AJ Plant, J van der Westhuizen, M Jacobsz, A de Bruin, A Moniodis, R Snedden, J Anderson-Webbstock.
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Seated L–R: D Lobo, I Wisniewski, C Brink, M Robinson.

1. Waiters playing chess at the Café Concert
2. The Dixie Band with Alex Moniodis focussing
3. School orchestra at the Café Concert
4. Bring out that melody, cellos!
5. Christiaan Holm – leader of the orchestra
6. String Quartet : Christiaan Holm, Unjoo Kim, Brandon Robertson and Christof Joubert

1. 2.

3.
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The many and varied ensembles are acknowledged 
by means of photographs which are part of this report. 
The Big Band (under the guidance of Mr William 
Bishop) was very active again and the highlight must 
have been the performance at the hundredth Old 
Boys Dinner held early in June. The Salon Boys and 
Pipe Band also performed and congratulations and 
compliments rolled in after the dinner. The Salon Boys 
and “Boere” Band (under the guidance of Mr Philip 
Loots) performed extensively in and around Pretoria. 
There were again a number of memorable matric 
ensembles which performed at Friday assembly and 
further afield. Some of these highlights were: Concerto 

for Clarinet (Artie Shaw) performed by Brendon de 
Beer; the Duet from the Pearlfishers (George Bizet) 
sung by Jonathan Jenkings, Daniel Lobo Tabora and 
accompanied by Jonathan Wisniewski on the piano 
and the super-relaxed performance by Christiaan 
Holm and Brendon de Beer of Tin Roof Blues (Leon 
Roppolo) assisted by Mrs Yvonne Reyburn, James 
Plant and Alex Moniodis. Late in Term 4 the Cello 
Ensemble made an appearance and a new piano-trio 
consisting of Kehan Taljaard and Marcus Hugo (cello 
and violin) and Daniel Obermeyer (piano) performed 
a movement from Bohm’s Trio with remarkable 
accomplishment.

Orchestra
The leader of the orchestra in 2019 was Christiaan 
Holm, a member of the orchestra (and Dixie 
Band) for 5 years – a remarkable achievement. His 
dedication and musicianship will be remembered 
for a long time. Thank you, Christiaan.

The other equally amazing matrics in the orchestra 
were: Daniël Cloete, Rory Finbow, 

Markus Hugo, Mel Janse van Rensburg, Mark 
Matchett, Daniel Lobo Tabora, Atlegang Modibela, 

Jonathan Wisniewski and last, our “soloist” in 2019, 
Brendon de Beer. The departure of these legends will 
leave a huge hole in the heart of the orchestra.

The orchestra performed at Friday assembly, the 
Café Concert, the DSG Concert, the Lunch Hour 
Concert at the Musaion, the Fifty-Year-On Assembly 
and the Four Schools’ Concert. Auditions were held 
in October and the new orchestra for 2020 has had 
five rehearsals with their new music. Viva la musica!

4. 5.

6.
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The choir had an uncharacteristically quiet year 
in 2018. This is largely because many of our boys 
were involved in the annual production, Pirates 
of Penzance. Despite this, we still enjoyed many 
performances including the annual Café Concert 
and the Four Schools Concert which was hosted by 
Pretoria High School for Girls in the Abernethy Hall.

The year started off with the annual choir “camp” 
which was hosted on the school grounds. This camp 
is always a good time for the boys to bond and, more 
importantly, to learn the repertoire for the year. We 
then performed for the children at the Mohau Child 
and Youth Care Center, and the boys brought some 
gifts along for the children. Ms Pitout has made this 
charity performance an annual event and the boys 
love sharing the gift of music with those who are 
less fortunate. 

Some of the highlights of the year were the choir 
festivals with the University of Pretoria Youth Choir 
(UPYC) held in the Musaion during the Second Term. 
Our choir performed at three different UPYC festivals 
and was privileged to watch and share the stage with 
choirs from Belgium and Canada. Some of our boys 
are also members of UPYC and took part in the World 
Choir Games which was hosted by the City of Tshwane, 
and had PBHS as one of the many performance venues 
around Pretoria. Notably, this year we incorporated 
gumboot dancing into some of our performances. 
This brought an interesting and exciting South African 
flavour to our repertoire and was enjoyed by the 
visiting choirs and audience members from Belgium 
and Canada. 

In the Third Term we hosted our annual gala concert 
in the Abernethy Hall to bid farewell to the matrics. 
All parents, family members, friends and old choir 
members were present and they were entertained by 
the choir’s exciting repertoire as well as some individual 
performances by the matrics. 

I would like to extend a sincere thank you to all the 
choir members for their enthusiasm and dedication to 
the choir this year. In particular, I would like to thank the 
matrics for their contribution. Special mention must go 
to the leaving committee, led by Jared Hanekom (Head) 
and Callum Maloy (Deputy Head), who did a superb 
job of leading the choir and setting fine examples for 
the younger members. I would also like to extend a 
very warm thank you to Ms Lhente-Mari Pitout for all 
her hard work and dedication in making the choir the 
success it was this year. It is no easy task managing a 
choir the size of ours and she has done it with an ever-
positive and enthusiastic attitude. This is a testament 
of her passion for choral music and dedication to 
developing our boys. Lastly, I would like to thank Mrs 
Yvonne Reyburn who has been at every performance 
without fail to flawlessly accompany our boys on the 
piano. Her dedication towards the choir for many years 
does not go unnoticed. 

I have no doubt the choir will go from strength to 
strength and reach new heights next year. I wish the 
incoming committee every success as they lead our 
exceptionally talented choir in 2019.

Gareth Hudson
Master in Charge

String Quartet

Seated L–R: C Holm, U Kim, B Robertson, C Joubert.
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Seated L– R: S Holliday, M Robinson, A Modibela, R Finbow, Mr W Bishop, Dr M Lombard, D Cloete, Z Polson, M Hugo.
First Row L–R: J Bahlmann, U Kim, C Joubert, N Minnie, D Radloff, L Zondagh, O Mokoma.

Second Row L–R: R Snedden, N Hoffmann, I Alusala, A Bester, G de Kock, J Polson, J van der Westhuizen.
Third Row L–R: M van der Merwe, A de Bruin, J Anderson-Webbstock, D Bender, F Erken, M Reagon, A Grundlingh.

Seated L– R: M Hugo, A Modibela, R Finbow, S Holliday, J Wisniewski, B de Beer, Dr N van der Watt, C Holm, D Cloete, C G Odendaal,  
M Janse van Rensburg, M Matchett, D Lobo.

First Row L– R: O Loate, L Malope, N Botes, R Gibberd, U Kim, T Skele, C Milne, D Hohls, H Kim, L Masenya, W Mvakali.
Second Row L–R: O Mokomo, M Taljaard, L Zondagh, J Bahlmann, E Plint, L Ehlers, R Snedden, D Radloff, R Nako, M Dunlop,  

C Joubert, A Bellis.
Third Row L–R: A Bester, D Obermeyer, J Plant, J Anderson-Webbstock, B Robertson, C Behrens, K Taljaard, G de Kock.

Fourth Row L–R: F Erken, J K van der Watt, E Hollamby, M Jacobsz, M Reagon, M van der Merwe, B Nortier.

Orchestra
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Brass Choir

Seated L–R: A G Modibela, S Holliday, J Wisniewski, Mr P Loots, D Cloete, C Holm, K Matlawe.
First Row L–R: R Snedden, J Bahlman, M Reagon, K van der Watt, J Kok, G de Kock, U Kim.

Clarinet Choir

Seated L–R: M Machett, B de Beer, M Janse van Rensburg. 
First Row L–R: J Anderson-Webbstock, M Jacobsz, J Jonker, J Pretorius. 

The cello-section led by Christof Joubert
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Seated L– R: C Immelman, S Talbot, B de Beer, D Cloete, V Ajay, Mrs Y Reyburn (Accompanist), Mrs L M Pitout (Conductor), Mr G Hudson (M-I-C),  
J Jenkings, W Madodonke, M Stephen, C Venn, L Bernadi, M de Oliviera.

First Row L– R: R Marques, N Modzuka, A Modibela, R Kotze, M Otto, A Drabile, G Finlayson, L Kekana, L Tacoulas, U Dlula, D Lobo, T Ramatsoma,  
U Nyangaintsimbi.

Second Row L–R: O Loate, R Moors, H Uys, L Masenya, M K Orban, S Osiname, M Sibande, T Zotwane, K Matlawe, M Guswani, M Grobler, L Nkoana,  
G de Kock, M Damana.

Third Row L–R: S Idowu, O Sibanyoni, B Exter, N Dlamini, G MacDonald, R Kekana, U Kim, G Söding, L Housdon, H Zhang, A Roussot, K Bokaba, A Grundlingh.
Fourth Row L–R: B Robertson, N Minnie, K van Loggerenberg, T October, C Bode, K Tlape, P Twala, S Maphosa, M Dunlop, O Mokoma, M Kingsley, L Gray.

Fifth Row L–R: C Kok, T Skele, K Newman, J Russell, G Mebold, C Behrens, A Bester, P Ntlaleng, L Zondagh, C Joubert, A van Rooyen.
Sixth Row L–R: P Wessels, A de Bruin, L Gillesen, R de Beer, S Krugel, J Kok, X Ehlers, D Yazbek, M Matchett, M Meyer.
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We finally managed to acquire a new grand piano 
for the Hall. This has been a dream for the new 
Abernethy Hall since its completion. The immense 
cost of a decent sized piano has delayed this process 
but the Music Department’s luck changed in 2019. 
Some accumulated funds in our fundraising account, 
coupled with a very generous donation to the Music 
Department from Steven de Beer (father of Brendon 
de Beer), suddenly gave us some bargaining power 
with the Headmaster and Mr Julian Cook, the 
Business Manager. We negotiated very favourable 
terms with Mr Kevin Modina from Musica who 
actually had the Kawai Grand Piano specially built 
for the school at the factory in Japan. Mr Paul Ewart-
Phipps kindly agreed to build a storage box on stage 
and the piano was delivered quietly during the 
October holidays.

The piano was used for the first time, appropriately, 
at the Valediction Service where Brendon de Beer 
played the clarinet, with accompaniment on this 
magnificent instrument. A formal inauguration 
followed on 11th October when our star-pianist, 
Christof Joubert, played the 24th Prelude and Fugue 
in D-minor by Dmitri Shostakovich. Seldom have 
I seen the fully assembled school so quiet and 

attentive for a musical performance at a Friday 
assembly. Thanks to all who have helped to make 
this dream come true. If we look after it, this piano 
could last 100 years!

And so, with many happy moments and some 
sad ones, 2019 comes to an end. Viva la Musica!

Dr Niel van der Watt
Head of Department

Choir

David Bender and a row of saxophones
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1.  Phillip Loots and the Brass 
Choir in Tyrolean hats

2.  Amusement – Brendon 
de Beer and Niel van der 
Watt

3.  A blue-letter day at 
Meisies Hoër for the Dixie 
Band

4.  Big Band at Friday 
assembly, William Bishop 
conducting

5.  “Salon Boys” Ensemble at 
the Café Concert

6.  Niel van der Watt and 
Brendon de Beer in action

7.  Katia Sokolova and the 
Cello Ensemble at the Café 
Concert

8.  Big Band in action at the 
Café Concert

9.  The Boereorkes performing 
at the Brooklyn Reformed 
Church Biltong Festival 
(L–R) Daniel Radloff, 
Felix Erken, Janco Jonker, 
Maarten van der Merwe

10.  Clarinet Ensemble and 
Maarten van der Merwe

1.

2. 3.

4.
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7. 8.

9. 10.
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Where to start with what turned out to be a wonderful 
production? This was the first production that I have 
had the privilege of directing and I was nervous 
and excited to take on the challenge. Our previous 
director, Amanda van Zyl, left big shoes to fill. Mr 
Reeler asked that I find a character-driven play that 
our high school boys could relate to. I read countless 
scripts and finally decided on “Almost an Eagle” by 
Michael Kimberley. This hilarious Broadway play is a 
coming-of-age story about a seventeen-year-old scout 
troop leader and an old scoutmaster who are trying 
to hold their troop together. There are only four boys 
left in the troop and they would rather be off drinking 
beer than listening to their “Colonel” rattle on about 
the values exemplified in the Boy Scout Code. 
“Almost an Eagle” takes place on the nights before – 
and immediately after – the annual Memorial Day 
Ceremony, which is a disaster for the troop. 

What a lovely surprise I had when auditions 
started! As a Fringe Production is a smaller cast play 
focused on acting, many boys who shy away from 
auditioning for the musical productions started 
crawling out of the woodwork to audition. Over 
thirty boys auditioned, making it a pleasure but also 
a daunting task as only five could be cast. 

This was an extremely difficult play for the chosen 
cast to pull off. Only they were on stage and for 
an hour-and-a-half they had to keep the audience 
spellbound, all the while talking in American accents. 
I cast Liam Grey as “Colonel Walter Baldwin”. At first 
Liam struggled “to channel” this character who was by 
far the most difficult to play. Walter Baldwin was in his 
fifties and was struggling with the loss of a child, the 

end of a marriage, and a drinking problem. There were 
many rehearsals where I stressed that Liam might not 
ever truly get into this character, but I could not have 
been more wrong. I am so happy that what I saw in 
the audition came out on stage on opening night. Liam 
kept our audiences captivated and managed to make 
them believe that he was a fifty-year-old man. 

The rest of the cast included: Smanga Ntuli as 
the slightly nerdy seventeen-year-old troop leader; 
Marciano de Oliveira as seventeen-year-old handsome 
bully Shawn Haley; Adam Prinsloo as the endearing 
and innocent, albeit dirty and poor, Terry Mathews. 
Last but not least, Michael Tabane was the overweight 
and self-conscious Mark Lillard. Although the play 
is a comedy-drama, the characters in the script are 
troubled. We were true to Michael Kimberley’s script 
which was sometimes emotionally draining for the 
cast, especially as the characters shared similar stories 
with so many boys at our school; stories of acceptance, 
bullying, grief, peer pressure, body image and anxiety. 
What drew me to this script though, was the telling 
of these stories interspersed with laugh-out-loud 
moments. I saw this cast week after week, not merely 
acting the part, but becoming the characters. 

As the saying goes, productions like this “take a 
village” and there are a few thank yous that I must 
make. Donne Fincham, my “right-hand-woman”, who 
runs the PBHS House Play Festival, was our stage and 
costume manager. Donne went above and beyond to 
ensure that our actors had genuine scout paraphernalia 
and costumes. What a pleasure to have worked on a set 
that was so meticulous in all its little details, down to 
the “vomit stains in Lillard’s uniform”! Another thank 

“ALMOST AN EAGLE” 
By Michael Kimberley

CAST (in order of appearance) 
Terry Mathews – Adam Prinsloo 
Mark Lillard – Michael Tabane 
Shawn Haley – Marciano de Oliveira 
Billy Spencer – Smanga Ntuli 
Walter Baldwin (Colonel) – Liam Grey

CREW 
Director: Joni Jones 
Costumes and props manager: Donne Fincham 
Student stage manager: Pedran Wessels 
Stage-hand: Liam Gillesen 
Set painting and stage-hand: Quinten Teuling 
Make-up: Anli van Straten and Corli Maartens 
Front of House: Elena Fratini 
Sound and Lighting: Henno Pretorius, KG, Kyle 
Solomons and Christian Shandu 
Marketing and ticket sales: Jamie-Lee Fischer
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1.  Adam Prinsloo (Form I) as “Terry”
2.  Liam Grey (Form IV) as troop master, Colonel Baldwin
3.  The five boy cast of “Almost an Eagle”
4.  Smanga Ntuli (Form IV) as “Billy” and Michael Tabane (Form I) 

as “Mark”, try to remember the scout code
5.  The troop coming up with a plan to outwit the marching band
6.  Smanga Ntuli (Form IV) as “Billy”

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. 6.
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Almost an Eagle
you must go to our stage-hands: Pedran Wessels, 
Liam Gillesen and Quinten Teuling. They often stood 
in for actors, prompted them, and on occasion, even 
took notes for them – this is over and above all their 
costume, props and set-painting duties. A big thank 
you also to the wonderful Mesdames Maartens and 
van Straten who made up our boys each night. To Ms 
Fratini who did front of house and to the technical 
support team who put in hours of work behind the 
scenes, I am most grateful. 

Then, just like that, it was all over. Michael 
Tabane found himself sitting outside the school 
hall on a Sunday (one of our rehearsal days) with 
his script. We had had our final curtain call and 
the production was over, but he found he simply 
could not let it go. This little cast and crew had 
become a family and we all felt that there was a 
huge void in our lives once it was over. So my last 
and biggest thank you must be to the cast: Liam, 
Smanga, Marciano, Adam and Michael. Boys, your 
professional behaviour throughout the rehearsal 
period and your outstanding performances every 
night spoke of a very mature group. I will cherish 
the (often hysterical) memories of putting together 
this production with you for years to come. This will 
always be my first production and you will always 
be my first super star cast and crew. Thank you. 

Joni Jones
Director

1.  Marciano de Olivera (Form IV) as “Sean” and Adam Prinsloo 
(Form I) as “Terry”, having an argument over the Colonel

2.  The scoutmaster and his troop reciting the Pledge of Allegiance.
3.  The troop prepares for the “big march” to the Memorial day 

celebrations
4.  Smanga Ntuli (Form IV) as “Billy“ and Michael Tabane (Form I) 

as “Mark” rehearse for the “big march”
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2.
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House Play Awards 

Thank you to the Technical Support Team:
TK Dijana
Naledzani Ndwambi
Dylan Jones
Brenden Chennels
“Special mention” is made of Christian Shandu. He 
was there every single day of rehearsals and of Mrs 
Anli van Straaten for doing all the make up for all 
the plays.
Best Actress (a special mention)
Liam Tiley as Mrs Pearce (Sunnyside)
Best Actress Runner-up
Reuben Kotze as Sarah (Town)
Best Actress
Kgomotso Orban as Miss Annie (Town)
Best Actor (a special mention)
Jason Maracha-Bond (Abernethy)
Best Actor Runner-up
Christiaan Immelman (Arcadia)
Best Actor
Pedran Wessels as Petrus (Hofmeyr)
Best Original Script – a special mention
“The Red Zone” (Abernethy)
Best Original script
“59th Precinct” (School House)
Best Directors
Lebo Munjeri and Thando Zungu (Hofmeyr)
Best Cameo Runner-up 
Michael Tabane – “The Janitor” (Solomon)

Best Cameo
Junior Gcabashe – “Delta” (Abernethy)
Best Set Runner-up
“Tis a sad day to be undead” (Town)
Best Set
“The red Zone” (Abernethy)
Production Results
1st:  Armstrong
2nd: Hofmeyr
3rd:  School
4th:  Rissik
5th:  Solomon
6th:  TIE – Sunnyside and Town
8th:  Arcadia
9th:  Abernethy
10th:  Matheson

Donné Fincham
Master in Charge

We would like to thank...

MIC
Front of House
Ticket sales and PR
Poster Design
Photography
Videographer
MC's
Catering
Music
 
Ushers
Sykes Fouche
Joshua Bakker
Owethu Mda
Tumelo Sehume
James Pletschke
Edumisa DlulemnyangoObriel Mpofu
Michael Dunlop
KK Nkoane
 
Technical Support
Tokollo Dijana
Christian Shandu
Brendan Chennells
 
Make Up
 
 

Mrs. D. Fincham
Ms. E. Fratini
Ms. J. Fisher
Ms. D. Cloete
Sachin du Plooy-NaranJunior Gcabashe
Justin Cross & Alvin DrabileChartwells
Our thanks to the Music Department 
 
Luka Stanisavljevic
Justin Meintjes
Enzo Beukes
Nkosinathi Mnguni
William Olivier
Siyanda Mjoli
Lutho Jara
Lucky Moshupja
Mufaro Malungisa
 
 
Dylan Jones
Naledzani Ndwambi
 
 
Ms A Van Straaten and team
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Inter-House Play Festival

THE 2019
INTER-HOUSE
PLAY
FESTIVAL

Pretoria Boys High School presents

23 - 24 April 2019 | 7PM |

PBHS Abernethy Hall

Night 1 - Tuesday 23 April

ARCADIA HOUSE
Luck had nothing to do with it

 
By Sam Eichhorn and Christian Immelman

Director
 
Narrator      
Doctor  
Young Louie     
Football Player  
Louie Louman   
Karen Loumen   
Pastor  
Jack     
Karen’s Mother  
Child #1           
Child #2            
Old Lady           
Bartender          
Con Man           
Ottis     
           
Technical Crew
 
Daniel de Nobrega
Emile John
Liam Freel
Reuben Wolfaardt
Juan Fourie
Julien Neser

Sam Eichhorn
 
Christian Immelman
Estian Odendaal
Arno de Bruin
Kyle Plamer
Aden Sim-Booyens
Otsile Madue
Jordan Reddy
Connor Beard
Jano van de Putte
Lubasi Kamuwanga
Oratile Mafuna
Antony Forrester
Ntokozo Menemene
Dylan Speight
Ryan John
           
 
            
Joseph Stipinovich
Christian Kohlmeyer
Declan Humphries
Reuben Fourie
Teagan Primmer
Joseph Pinetown

Arcadia
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Inter-House Play Festival

Abernethy

Night 1 - Tuesday 23 April

ABERNETHY HOUSE
The red zone

 
By Lyzander Tacoulas and Junior Gcabashe

Director
 
Delta
 
Soldiers
General
Alpha
Alex
Jonny
Brutus
Jason
Mason
           
Scabs
Andre De Bruyn
Andre Duvenhage
Andrej Ristic
Benjamin Solomon
Bernard Warnich
Broden Exter
Jasper Mare
Joel Donkin
 
Children
Tristan Tacoulas
Cristiano Baptista Rosa
Podu Mabula
 

Lyzander Tacoulas
 
Junior Gcabashe
 
 
Dylan Nel
Daniel Wohlfart
Ebraheem Cassim
Leon Duvenhage
Jason Maracha Bond
Liam Minnaar
Ivor Magill
 
 
Juan Schutte
Kai Bakker
Micah Sonn
Petrus Dreyer
Tshoaedi Tshoaedi
Sibusiso Mngomezulu       
Raoul Mahabeer
 
           
 
Stewart Pringle
Robert Sephton            
 

Night 1 - Tuesday 23 April

ARMSTRONG HOUSE
An essay versus the internet

 
Based on a play by Ian McWethy, adapted for the PBHS House play

festival by Joni Jones (MIC) and  Botshelo Bogopane

Directors
Musa
Cursor
Cat/Catsby
Mom
Taylor 
Google
Wikipedia
Wikipedia Contributor
Click ad 1       
Click ad 2
Facebook       
Jenny             
Mark   
Grandma        
Click bait 2     
Takealot         
Click bait 1     
Fiona
 
Stage Manager
 
Backstage Crew

Botshelo Bogopane and Samkelo Mtshali
Vuyo Tswago  
Segopotso Lebese
Kyle van Loggerenberg
Lesedi Nkoana
Luke van Loggerenberg
Samkelo Mtshali
Tri Dao
Marsel Grobbler
Halloran Stratford
Adrian Malan
Liam Gray
Karl Mὕller
Costaki Potgieter
Okuhle Nyangintsimbi
Matthew Reagon
Quinn Jordan
Michael du Plessis
Azanda Nyangintsimbi            
 
Quinten Teuling
 
Oratile Makhanya
Jason Visser
Keegan Kacnik

Night 2 - Wednesday 24 April

HOFMEYR HOUSE
Just an ordinary detention

 
By Lebogang Munjeri and Thando Zungu

Directors
Producer
Teacher          
Ishmael Malik
Petrus van Oranje
Petrus’ friend 1             
Petrus’ Friend 2             
Body Guard
Ox
Mr Robert Geller 
Ox’s friend 2  
Dhriterashtra Naaidoo 
Ox’s friend 1
 
Stage Manager
 
Backstage Crew

Lebogang Munjeri and Thando Zungu
Miguel De Oliviera
Miguel De Oliviera
Yuvi Beejay
Pedran Wessels
Vincent Peters
Alex McKay
Crouse Louw
Owen Kemsley
Lebogang Munjeri
Thando Zungu
Joel Marais
Marciano De Oliveira
 
Atlegang Modibela
 
Ketan Behari
Mattew Van de Walt
Kgotso Mfopa
Abdulrahman Oborien
Phemello Mokgabudi
Israel Kalombo
Moeketsi Tshehla
Joubert Polson 
Kganya Tlape

Armstrong

Hofmeyr
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Night 2 - Wednesday 24 April

MATHESON HOUSE
 A Sort of Bloody Mary

 
By Greg Vovos

Adapted by Adam Vorster

Director
Narrator
Mary
Old Lady
Man in Suit
Policeman
Joe:
Homeless Man
Sound and lights technician

Adam Vorster
Adam Vorster
Xanthus Ehlers
Luca Mosca
Stephan Krugel
Adam Vorster
Robert Skeen
Werner Bronkhorst
Christian Shandu

SUNNYSIDE HOUSE
Between mouthfuls

Directors
Mr Pearce
Mrs Pearce
Martin
Polly
Polly understandy
Waiter

Divan Uys and Craig Hawkins
Craig Hawkins
Liam Tiley
Masase Netshituka
Warona Ngumla
Divan Uys
Akani Denga

Matheson

Sunnyside

Night 2 - Wednesday 24 April

TOWN HOUSE
Tis a Sad day to be undead

 
By Mbano Sibande

Director
Backstage Co-ordinator
Choreographer
Buddy
Zulu
Roderigo
Princess Annie
Bill 
Adam
Sarah
Steve
Alan
Re-Bill 
1st Mate
Rookie
Re-Adam
Muhammed
 
Backstage Crew
Matthew Wepener
Matthew Loubser
Travis Brown
Jarryn van Dyk
Ona Sechele
 
Dance Crew
Mbano Sibande
Kgomotso Orban
Reuben Kotzé
Jonathan Jenkings
Matthew Louw
Ona Sechele

Mbano Sibande
Matthew Wepener
Mbano Sibande
Liam Gillesen
Mbano Sibande
Auram Kamp
Kgomotso Orban
Jonathan Jenkings
Thye Atkinson
Reuben Kotzé
Costa Ellinas
Chris Gregoriou
Matthew Louw
Motlotleng Moatshe
Otlotlegile Mabunda
Jarryn van Dyk
Olwethu Mthethwa
 
 
Olwethu Mthethwa
Onthatile Makena
Pièrre Nkomo
Simon Holm
Tristan Visagie
 
 
Olwethu Mthethwa
Onthatile Makena
Pièrre Nkomo
Simon Holm
Tristan Visagie

Town
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Inter-House Play Festival

Night 3 - Thursday 25 April

SCHOOL HOUSE
59th precinct

 
By Morekolodi Skosana and Andre le Roux

Director
Assistant Directors
Detective Kent
Detective Martin                                  
Lieutenant Gray                                    
Sergeant    
Mrs. Wilson                                           
Coroner Sam                                         
Bartender
Reporter
Dr. Wilson                                              
Photographer
Shadow figure of Dect. Martin           
Police Officers
                                        
Detectives  
 
 
 
Sound Technician                                 
Backstage

Morekolodi Skosana
Joshua Meise and Andre Le Roux
Willem De Bruyn
Kieran Newman
Joshua Meise
James Bader
Connor Stuart
Wandile Madodonke
Timothy Glatthaar
Leroi De Wet
Connor Drew
Joshua le Roux
Matthew Meise
Wisani Mushwana
Aidan Bristow
Owethu Siyengo
Fulu Neuvhalani
Kian Kurz
Jordan Hunter
Dylan Jones
Shane Webber
Oliver Binks

Night 3 - Thursday 25 April

SOLOMON HOUSE
The Apple

 
By Jimmy Brunelle

Adapted by Tino Ajay

Directors
Janitor   
Moocher (Needa Pen!)                          
Sishy      
Ebee          
Rope      
Moonshot  
Elvis Presley’                                           
Pravin  
Gerald   
Mime         
Cutly       
Lara  
Mona          
Cally           
 

Tino Ajay & Valentin Hialunga
Michael Tabane
Joshua Fouche
Byron Phillips
Connor Wardlaw
Bohlale Ramonyane
Qhawe Magwevana
Fritz Potgieter
Luke Thomas
Shiloh Maposa
Lombe Mabobo
Rober Cullens
Sebastian Rainsford
Gary Knight
Nathan Kruger

RISSIK HOUSE
Café conundrum

 
By Tristan Labuschagne

Director
Mime
Tramp
Waitress/Claudette
Mr du Poit
Mdm du Poit
Jean Marc/Gymnas
General Edgar
Sound and lights Technician         

Tristan Labuschagne
Dylan Condes
Daniel Kiel
Ross Labuschagne
Keegan Venter
Dario Rodriguez
Anton Marx
Mixo Shipalana
Tokollo Dijana        

School

Rissik

So
lom

on
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We started 2019 anxiously, not knowing if there 
would be a Gumboot Dancing Society due to the 
fact that most of our group consisted mainly of the 
previous year’s matrics. With a little bit of faith 
and encouragement from our dedicated MIC, Mrs 
Prinsen, we were able to gather a few boys and The 
Gumboot Dancing Society lived to see another year.

It was a tough year. We were faced with many 
obstacles which we had to overcome, such as starting 
the year off with only a few boys and having our MIC 
go MIA for a few months due to illness. These obstacles 
did not stop us from doing what we do best – creating 
rhythm with our gumboots. We are grateful to Khatu 
Motau, our coach, and Mrs Mentz for their support 
and guidance. Although this year was tough, we had 
great moments during performances and at practices. 

Performances this year included the annual Form 1 
Commencement Ceremony, the New Parents’ Braai, the 
Junior City Council fundraiser, the Pretoria High School 
for Girls Valentine’s Day concert and our performance 
for the children at the American International School 
in Johannesburg, which was ironically in Pretoria, as 
well as performing for the law faculty at Tuks. We were 
able to perform to the accompaniment of “Highland 
Cathedral” with the Pipe Band at the Boys High 
Heritage Day assembly, thanks to Mr Orr. Sadly, this 
year we were unable to perform at the Girls' High 
Annual Spring Fair because of other commitments. We 
ended the year performing for the elderly at a home 
in Montana. Kyle Solomons enthusiastically joined the 
residents in their performance of Volkspele (Traditional 
Afirikaner dancing).

I would like to thank all the boys who regularly 
attended practices. I would also like to thank the 
parents for transporting their boys so they were able 
to participate during weekends. A special thanks 
goes to our “mother”, Mrs Prinsen. I thank you for 
giving up your time to be with us and I also thank 
you for being patient with us because I definitely 
know that we are a hard bunch to deal with.

To the next chairperson, I wish you all the best. 
Hopefully you will be able to take the Gumboot 
Dancing Society to greater heights and I look 
forward to the continuation of this brotherhood. 

Paballo Mokone 
Chairman

Gumboot Dancers

Seated L–R: K Urquhart, Mr K Motau (Coach), Mrs M Prinsen (MIC), P Mokone 
(Chairman), B Masemola, K Malatji.

First Row L–R: L Mathopa, M Mariti, A Mathe, T Mukiwa, T Chilopo, M Molepo, T Chidi.
Second Row L–R: S Zwane, R Mokale, O Moyo, M Lekalekala.
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The 2019 season was one that every member of the 
band could be proud of. At the end of last year, the 
decision was taken to drop down a grade into Novice 
Juvenile so that we could focus our efforts on building 
a quality band without pushing the band beyond its 
limits. This was an approach that we had taken in 
the past and the result had always been a good one. 
The band won all the competitions except one and 
was crowned “champion of champions” as well as 
the South African champion in the Novice Juvenile 
category. Being in a lower grade made it easier to win, 
but it was not easy to dominate the grade completely. 

Our annual tour to Amanzimtoti was affected 
by flooding in the greater Durban area. We were 
fortunate to be able to attend the South Coast 
Gathering as the rain seemed to stop just in time for 
the area to recover in order to host the event. Trips 
to the beach are a highlight for band members. The 
band made one attempt to see the beach but the 
main beach in Winkelspruit was covered in garbage. 
The sea was brown and the smell of raw sewage was 
overwhelming. It was a sobering reminder to us all 
of the effect that we had on the environment.

At the end of the year we bade farewell to Mr 
Wayde Thomas as the drumming tutor. Wayde was 
a member of the most successful band the school 
had ever produced and returned after school for 
a number of years, initially tutoring drumming 
learners and eventually assuming the role of lead 
drumming tutor. The band will miss his influence 
and expertise next year as we face the challenges 
that 2020 has in store for us.

In addition to Wayde, we said farewell to three 
matric members of the band. The heartbeat of every 

single pipe band is its bass drummer. The band was 
fortunate to have Boikanyo Masemola filling this 
role for many years. Boikanyo has been an example 
of dedication and diligence to the younger members 
of the band. He has had a lasting effect on our bass 
section and will be a hard act to replace.

Samantha Meyer joined us as a PHSG member 
as early as 2015 and has grown from strength to 
strength as a tenor drummer. Samantha transcended 
the limits of a typical band tenor drummer, spending 
hours tutoring her peers and taking charge of the 
tenor drummers’ flourishing. She is irreplaceable 
and her absence will be felt next season.

Othupile Mothupi and Kano Matlawe are 
examples of how anyone can find a place in the Pipe 
Band. Both Othupile and Kano started out as learner 
pipers until eventually migrating to the drums 
where they established themselves as reliable and 
skilled members of the bass section. I would like to 
wish them all the best in their future endeavours.

In 2020 the band will be competing in the Juvenile 
Category. I am excited to see what the band will 
deliver next season.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank 
Mr Angus Nixon for the crucial role he played in 
developing the B-band this season. The result of his 
work with our novice members is what will form the 
foundation of the juvenile band’s success in 2019. I 
am confident that under the guidance of Mr Frans 
Coetzee and the leadership of Pipe Major, Unjoo Kim, 
the band will continue to impress us all next year.

James Orr
Master in Charge

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Seated L–R: Mr F Coetzee (Tutor), K Matlawe, U Kim, Mr A Nixon, Mr J Orr, B Masemola, O Mothupi, W Thomas.
First Row L–R: S Mathe, E Plint, M Kingsley, R Snedden, S Siyaya, H Kim.

Second Row L–R: P Hoffmann, B Crofton-Ball, M Meyer.

Awards 2019
The Most Improved Piper:  Matthew Kingsley (South African Scottish Sgian-Dubh)
The Most Improved Drummer: Matthew Meyer (Winterbottom Memorial Dirk)
Piper’s Efficiency  Bryton Crofton-Ball
Drummer’s Efficiency  Samantha Meyer
Paula Whitehead Cup   Eduard Plint and Sphendulwe Siyaya (Most Dedicated 

Bandsmen)
Peter Cater Memorial Dirk:  Boikanyo Masemola (Awarded to the bandsman that 

displays exceptional leadership skills)
Colour Awards:
The following boys were awarded Half Colours:
1. Piet Hoffman
2. Hyukjoo Kim
3. Kano Matlawe
4. Eduard Plint
5. Sphendulwe Siyaya

1.  The up-and-coming B Band shortly after their first performance for 
the 2019 season

2.  The band features as the musical item at a Friday assembly
3.  The band marches off, bringing the annual Pipe Band Awards 

assembly to an end

4.   The band marches into the circle at the Jeppe Highland Gathering
5.   The annual Pipe Band Awards and display ceremony is started off 

with the band marching in
6.  The school is entertained by one of the band's competition sets

The drum 
corps warming 
up before 
performing at 
the clubs and 
societies display 
before the 
Commencement 
Ceremony

Mr Orr 
tuning Piet 
Hoffmann's 
drones in 
the Solomon 
Gardens

5. 6.
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 Aeronautical Society
The Society remains very active and this year again 
sought to expose members to as many facets of 
aviation as possible. Through a combination of tried 
and tested favourites, as well as new opportunities 
that arose, this was again achieved for those who 
were regular in their attendance.

We were privileged to have a number of high 
profile guest speakers address the Society. Well 
known Old Boy aviator, Nigel Hopkins, spoke to the 
boys about airline flying (he is a captain with SAA) 
and aerobatics, a field in which he has also excelled. 
At this same meeting, a financial grant in memory of 
past chairman Tegan McKenzie, was presented by 
his brother Rowan to recent member Alex Coetzee 
who is busy doing his flying licence. Also presenting 
a talk one Friday was General Des Barker, a good 
friend of the Society who spoke on the evolution of 
fighter aircraft in the SA Air Force.

Our first excursion for the year was to Lanseria 
Airport where we were given insights into all 
aspects of the running of a modern privately-owned 
airport. The fire service gave a demonstration of 
their impressive fire tenders and the boys were 
allowed access to the new control tower. Because 
this was done in small groups, it took most of the 
afternoon to rotate through the tower but the visit 
afforded us the opportunity not only to understand 
the workings of air traffic control, but also to see a 
number of airline arrivals and departures from a 
great vantage point.

We were again extremely privileged to visit the 
Comair training centre in Kempton Park. After a 
brief introductory talk on the history of Comair and 
the role of the training facility, the boys were split 
into groups which were each allocated to a different 
flight simulator with a training captain. Every 
member was given the chance to fly one phase of 
a typical flight in a Boeing 737 with the simulators 
representing different versions of the type. This was 
an incredible opportunity for us and the Comair 
personnel were extremely generous with their 
time and expertise. The visit would not have been 
complete without experiencing the cabin trainer 

737 in which the boys were able to experience a 
simulated evacuation down the escape chutes.

It is some years since we last visited a radio-control 
airfield but one Friday afternoon was devoted to 
this branch of recreational flying. We were hosted 
at a facility to the east of Pretoria where a wide 
range of radio-controlled aircraft were flown for our 
benefit. These ranged from some exceedingly agile 
aerobatic types to large-scale jets. Several branches 
of radio-controlled flying were explained to us in 
terms of the requirements for competition flying. 
The sophistication of some of the large-scale model 
aircraft was an eye-opener and the size meant that 
they were close to something in which you would be 
tempted to sit! The pleasant afternoon ended with 
a sunset demonstration of a very different form of 
flying, namely a powered paraglider flown by an 
early exponent of this type of flying in South Africa. 

A visit to the SAA Technical facility in the 
maintenance hangars at O.R. Tambo Airport was 
another opportunity for a behind-the-scenes tour 
of what goes into keeping airliners operational. The 
tour started with a visit to the apprentice school 
which houses a fascinating cross-section of old 
and new technology from the JU52 (first aircraft 
type used by SAA) through to older generation 
jet engines and some of the current equipment on 
which apprentices are trained. We were then taken 
to the huge hangars where the current SAA fleet 
and some of its maintenance customers are put 
through their routine technical inspections, the 
most comprehensive of which is a full strip down 
“deep” inspection. There was also a chance to visit 
the cockpit and cabins of a few airliners with the 
boys, inevitably, concentrating on the Business Class 
seating and the cockpit!

Our first excursion after the mid-year break was 
to Wonderboom Airport. This was designed around 
a series of short visits to companies and operators. 
First stop was the SAPS Police Air Wing hangar. This 
began with the boys being placed in a drill squad 
which rather startled them as they were subjected, 
without warning, to military-style discipline! After 

Our community service for the year was washing the 
Boeing 747 at the SAA Museum at Rand Airport

Gareth MacDonald in one of the  
gliders at Orient

One of the companies that was visited at Wonderboom 
was Excalibur which does geo-survey work with converted 

crop sprayers
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Seated L–R: M Loubser, R Nicholson, U Dlula, K Howes, A Valle, S Marais, A Isherwood, R Symons.
First Row L–R: L Kamuwanga, J Olivier, J White, H Kim, U Okonkwo, J Heath, W Fitzgerald, W Mvakali, O Mabunda.

Second Row L–R: J Schutter, P Raphela, Y Bejay, O Moyo, P Nicholson, M Louw, G MacDonald, E Butler, N Oosthuizen, K Busacker.
Third Row L–R: Mr J Illsley (MIC), A Bapela, A Moyo, E Pienaar, R Gillesen, E Arndt, J Pinetown, M Louw, F Theron.

1. Our adopted De Havilland Dove being cleaned at the SAA Museum
2.  A bonus during the visit to the RC Club was a demonstration of 

this powered para glider
3.  While visiting the SAPS air wing at Wonderboom, we were given a 

talk (and a drill session) by Captain Kalahari Bierman
4.   We visited the Radio Control Flying Club east of Pretoria and saw some 

impressive aircraft
5.  During our exciting flying afternoon at Petit, we had three helicopters 

providing flights
6. Also part of the fleet of aircraft that provided flights were these Vans RVs
7.  Alongside the cabin trainer Boeing 737 during the Society’s visit to the 

Comair training facility at Kempton Park

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. 7.
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an introductory talk (while still in ranks) on the work 
of the Air Wing, a more relaxed tour of the hangar was 
provided during which the role of each aircraft type 
was described. We next visited XCaliber, a company 
that operates geophysical survey aircraft across the 
continent. Moving on to Flitecare, we were hosted 
by David Toma, an instructor and engineer at this 
company. We were able to view both the Vampire 
jet and the conversion of twin Cessnas into a turbo-
prop single. The last company visited was that of 
Sport Aircraft Builders which works on a wide array 
of mainly composite aircraft. It was exciting to see 
the prototype of a turbo-prop six-seater aircraft that 
has been developed by this company. 

Undoubtedly the most anticipated activity of the 
year was the flying afternoon at Petit Airfield. The 
first date scheduled saw the weather not behaving 
and with a series of line squalls flooding the airfield, 
we had to abort just before the bus departed. Some 
weeks later we managed to hold a very successful 
event. The fixed wing aircraft comprised a Boeing 
Stearman, Cessna 172, a Dornier 27 and three RV’s. 
In addition, three helicopters were also flown for our 
benefit, thanks to George Tonking, a past chairman 
of the Society. The normally quiet airfield was a hive 
of activity as boys were allocated to aircraft for their 
flights which departed in various directions. By the 
end of the afternoon, all boys had flown in a light 
aircraft and a helicopter. The Society members, 
perhaps, don’t fully appreciate the privilege of being 
part of this flying opportunity in which all the pilots 
offer their aircraft, time, expertise and fuel at no cost 
so as to inspire future aviators.

Our community service activity this year was to 
wash one of the Boeing 747 “Jumbos” at the SAA 
Museum at Rand Airport. The team of boys which was 
part of this huge task one Saturday morning did us 
proud with their labours, which also included cleaning 
the DH Dove which we “adopted” some years back.

A new practical project for the Society was donated 
to us from a deceased estate. This is in the form of 
a ¾ scale Mustang in wood. Joined by two junior 
members, I fetched the half-built project from a very 
spookey house in Johannesburg one weekend. Apart 
from a basic sorting session of the myriad parts, the 
Society has not yet started any work on the Mustang. 
Instead, efforts in the workshops have been devoted 
to building wing ribs for a Flying Flea project for 
which we were donated a fuselage a few years ago.

Towards the end of the year, we were able to 
visit the Denel Aviation facility in Kempton Park. 

1.  One of the pieces of airport equipment that was demonstrated for us 
was the fire engine spray

2.  A visit to Denel allowed us to see the Cheetah project where 
examples are being prepared for export

3.  Our practical project for the year was the Flying Flea. Wing ribs 
being cut

4.   Captain Ivan van der Schaar kindly did some flights in his Boeing Stearman

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Apart from the maintenance workshops for Oryx 
and Rooivalk helicopters, we were also allowed 
to view the current project to put a dozen Cheetah 
aircraft back in the air for export to a company in 
the USA which leases them for dissimilar aerial 
combat experience in the training of American 
military pilots. Before leaving, the boys were also 
allowed to visit the “bone yard” in the corner of the 
Denel property where disused airliners are stored. 
There was much exploring of these aircraft which 
created problems when it came to rounding up all 
the members so we could leave!

The final excursion of the year was our annual 
gliding afternoon at Orient Airfield hosted by the 
Magalies Gliding Club. Sadly our longstanding 
organiser, Dick Bradley, was unable to join us 
this year and it fell to Karl von Seydlitz to make 
arrangements. We had the use of three gliders and 
a motor glider for this event. All the participating 
members were able to fly in one of these four 
aircraft and ended up most enthusiastic about this 
wonderful form of flying. It was a long afternoon, 
as we always help to put away the gliders and then, 
in the clubhouse, thank those from the Magalies 
Gliding Club who have made the activity possible.

Apart from excursions, workshop sessions 
and guest speakers, we also spent some Friday 
afternoons watching a number of DVDs that 
included the films Sully and The Battle of Britain 
and several documentaries. Our annual “Aeroquiz” 
competition took place in the last term and saw 
Keaton Howes and Richard Nicholson end in joint 
1st place and Eben Pienaar as the runner-up. Keaton 
Howes ended his five enthusiastic years with the 
Society as chairman in this year and we wish him 
well in his future career.

Sincere thanks are extended to the following for 
making possible the year’s activities: colleagues 
Mervin Moodley and Roxy Meaker; Captain Martin 
Louw of Comair; David Toma (Flitecare); Pierre 
van der Walt (Sport Plane Builders); Kalahari 
Bierman (SAP Air Wing); Kyall and Dylan Patterson 
(sponsorship of gliding flights); Rob McFee (Mustang 
project donation) and Karl von Seydlitz (MGC).

The founder and MIC of the Society was recognised 
by the Aero Club of South Africa with the award of Gold 
Wings in November 2019, which were accepted on his 
behalf by his wife, Thea, at a ceremony at Rand Airport.

John Illsley
Master in Charge
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1.  We were privileged to spend time in the simulators with training 
captains

2.  A visit to the Harvard Club was part of the Swartkop excursion
3.  The gliders were used for the annual gliding afternoon at Magalies 

Gliding Club
4.   During the visit to AFB Swartkop for the annual air show preview day

1.

2.

3.

4.
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At the end of 2018, we made the decision to join 
NASP (National Archery in Schools Programme) 
this year. This decision was the reason that we had 
a year unlike any other. The change benefitted all of 
our committed members who wanted to compete 
on a provincial level, and even get the chance to 
compete on a national level. This was a huge step 
for the club, as competitions had never been this 
accessible and we had never been part of anything 
quite like NASP. As NASP was only introduced 
this year, older members had the choice to continue 
shooting with their recurve or compound bows, 
which some did. 

We had a slow start to the year, as we all had to 
overcome some challenges to form a NASP team and 
compete. We had to learn a new style of shooting 
and had to get used to the standard NASP bows, but 
luckily we had help from Mr Wilhelm Greeff, Mrs 
Mariette Nicholson and some coaches from NASP 
who visited us to get us going. 

NASP offered many competitions throughout 
the year, which some of us used to our advantage 
to improve our skills and gain some experience. 
NASP offers two types of competitions in which to 
participate. The first type is with a normal paper 
target. The only thing that is different about this to 
a non-NASP competition, is that one shoots at two 
distances (10 metres and 15 metres), 3 rounds each. 
The second type of competition that they offer is 
with 3D targets. The targets are 3D rubber models 
of different animals that have target circles on their 
bodies. There are 6 targets at which one shoots, with 
one scoring round on each target. The targets are 
also placed at different distances, the first one being 
at 10 metres and the last one being at 15 metres, with 
the rest spaced out in between them. 

This year we took a proudly Boys High team to 
the NASP nationals, where we did not do too badly 
as newcomers to the programme. Nationals was a 
competition in which we had to shoot against other 
NASP archers from around the country in two rounds 
of shooting – one with the normal paper targets, and 
the other with the 3D targets. We had a team of 9 who 
took part, and we did Boys High proud.

This year, there was one new award of Full 
Colours to Ricardo Marques and a new award of 
Half Colours to Jourdan Russell.

I would like to thank Hennie Duvenhage for 
his dedication to the club and the guidance and 
coaching he has given to all the members of the 
club over the last two years. He takes his passion 
very seriously and tries his best to be the coach the 
club needs. Even though Hennie has a very busy 
university schedule, he always finds the time to 
come and coach us. He is a great coach with a good 

sense of humour and is usually the source of all the 
cheeky banter or chirping one hears on the range. 
Thankfully, he will be returning in 2020 to provide 
more coaching to our members.

I would also like to thank Mrs Georgiades, the 
Master in Charge of the club. She finds a way to 
make archery her priority every Friday afternoon, 
even though she also has the Debating Club that she 
has to run. 

This year the chairman of the Archery Club was 
Ricardo Marques, and his deputy, Jourdan Russell. 
We sadly have to say goodbye to our matrics, namely 
Anastasis Katzikis, Matthew Harrison and Ricardo 
Marques. We thank them for their dedication and 
contribution to the club.

We had an enjoyable end-of-year dinner at Burger 
Bistro, as has become our annual tradition. We end 
off the year on a good note and we vote for the new 
leadership. Congratulations go to Jourdan Russell, 
who was elected as the new chairman for 2020, with 
David da Rocha as his deputy. I believe they will 
lead the club to greater heights by doing their very 
best. They will make sure that the club will be even 
more successful next year. We have some amazing 
new talent that joined this year, and I believe that 
they will only improve our club in the future. I wish 
the club the very best for the coming year. May it 
continue to grow from strength to strength.

Ricardo Marques
Chairman

Every year, before the Form 1 Commencement Ceremony, all the 
cultural activities available at the school are displayed. At the 

archery display, Mr N Hübsch, a very involved parent in archery 
and supervisor of the compound bow shooters, is on the left. Jourdan 
Russell, our deputy chairman and Ricardo Marques, our chairman 
for 2019 are in the middle. Hennie Duvenhage, an Old Boy and our 

very dedicated and efficient coach, is on the right. He is also trained by 
NASP as our BAI instructor.
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1.  David da Rocha takes aim at the target at an indoor competition
2.  A group of our boys interspersed with archers from other schools at 

a NASP competition: 2nd from left is Leon Duvenhage, 4th is Tshire 
Hlongwane and 6th is Matthew Harrison

3.  Leon Duvenhage takes aim at the target in a 3D NASP competition
4.   Our PBHS team of archers proudly hold up the Boys High banner 

at a NASP event. Mrs Nicholson, a proud, enthusiastic and 
involved parent who co-ordinates events for us is at the left back. 
L–R: Leon Duvenhage, Matthew Harrison, David da Rocha, 
Jourdan Russell, Tshire Hlongwane, Ricardo Marques (Chairman), 

Phillip Nicholson and Luke Southwood
5.  This year we participated in some NASP competitions. Here 

the boys who participated in one such morning shoot pose: L–R 
(Front): Kieran Goode, Ricardo Marques (Chairman) Back: Phillip 
Nicholson, Jourdan Russell, Anastasis Katsikis, Tshire Hlongwane, 
Matthew Harrison and Luke Southwood

6.  Our team of archers post next to the bus after a happy and 
successful NASP morning shoot. L–R: David da Rocha, Leon 
Duvenhage, Matthew Harrison, Ricardo Marques (Chairman) and 
Tshire Hlongwane

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.
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Dancing Club
Ballroom and Latin Dance Club 
This turned out to be the most spectacular year for 
the Ballroom and Latin Dance Club since its origin 
in 2016. Due to past successes, more Pretoria Boys 
High School and Pretoria High School for Girls pupils 
were interested in joining the club than ever before. 
This resulted in two very full dance classes. Newly 
appointed student coaches, Ms Viljoen and Ms Kock, 
dusted their ballroom heels off to take the beginners’ 
class and had loads of fun.

From the first dance rehearsal, the coaches had 
a very specific goal: to put together an amazing 
show at the end of the year. Beginners were taught 
the basic steps of various dance styles, including 
the waltz, tango, foxtrot, mambo and jive … whilst 
second- and third-year dancers’ techniques were 
improved in order to pull off the very impressive 
and innovative choreography of the professional 
coach, Shannon Tiffany Venter.

On 23 August 2019 it all came together when the 
club hosted the fourth annual Ballroom Showcase. 
This year the theme was inspired by the famous 
movie, Take the lead – never follow and a few 
acting scenes were integrated into the dances to 
convey a powerful message. With a crowd of over 
400 people, the dancers had no choice but to give 
the performance of their lives… and I can proudly 
say, they did a phenomenal job. The girls looked 
stunning in their costumes and skirts, generously 
sponsored by Pretoria Boys High School, and the 
boys channelled their inner Antonio Banderas with 
bowties and shining black shoes. However, the best 
part of the night was that parents, staff members 
and friends could experience first-hand how much 
the dancers enjoyed themselves on stage.

Unfortunately, at the end of the year the club 
had to say goodbye to Shannon Tiffany Venter, who 
ended this chapter in her life on a very high note. 
Shannon started her journey with us in July 2017 

when she took over as head coach from her sister, 
Samantha. Single handedly, she took the club to 
another level by pouring passion, energy and love 
into every dance class. She changed every dancer’s 
life who had the privilege to be in one of her classes 
and will be dearly missed. The club will try its 
utmost to make her proud and we hope that maybe 
one day, our paths will cross again. 

Lastly, the club would like to extend a special 
thanks to our devoted “head” girl and “head” boys: 
Savannah Mc Alistar, Richard Lastrucci and Ruben 
Dreyer. Without their hard work and commitment to 
the club, this year would not have been successful.

Simoneé Viljoen 
Master in Charge

1.  CJ Dickson looking perfect whilst doing the Tango
2.  Divan Uys, Brendan Els, Christopher Delaney and Caitlyn Wragg 

in an acting scene during the annual Ballroom Showcase

3.  The advanced ballroom dancers mesmerizing the audience with a 
beautiful Rumba

4.  Thomas Pearse and Shannon Ball showing off their perfect Ballroom Hold

1.

2.

3. 4.
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Bridge Club
The Bridge Club at Pretoria Boys High had a very 
successful year in 2019. The club saw many new 
members join during the year. Bridge is a game that 
requires critical thinking and intellect as well as guile 
and finesse. We hosted players from a beginner level 
all the way up to an advanced level. The players had 
a thirst for knowledge and a desire to improve their 
skills. We saw great improvements across the board 
as the players grew from strength to strength. 

The boys showed great enthusiasm for the club 
throughout the year and learned skills that they 
could use throughout their lives. The club was led 
by the very capable Antony Forrester. He imparted 
his skills and his knowledge of the game to the boys 
to great effect. His passion and leadership allowed 
the boys to improve their skills and thinking and 
helped develop very capable players. We owe a 
lot to the coach, Lizo Masters, whose expertise 
and tactical knowledge helped our players greatly 
improve their skills. He fostered an environment 
conducive to growth and the development of 
sophisticated thinking. The boys greatly appreciate 
his contribution to the club and we thank him.

We hosted Girls High during the year in the 
Sommerville Pavilion. It was a resounding success 
as the boys had the opportunity to show off their 
skills and socialise. Boys High emerged victorious 
on the day and a good time was had by all. The boys 
showed impeccable manners and the visiting school 
felt extremely welcome. We look forward to many 
more years of competition between the two schools. 

The Bridge Club has become a very popular club 
over the past few years with members only having 
complimentary things to say about it. We hope to 
build on what we have done in 2019 and achieve 
great success in 2020. 

Chris Davies
Master in Charge

Seated L–R: J Anderson-Webbstock, Mr C Davies (MIC),  
A Forrester, J Bahlmann. 

First Row L–R: J Maré, L Masenya, A de Bruyn, K Otterpohl,  
L Davel.

Second Row L–R: J Pretorius, J Kok, J K van der Watt,  
N Manganye.
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Business Club
The Business Club achieved a new record of 157 
boys taking the opportunity to experience what the 
Business Club had to offer in 2019. We also had a 
record number of boys actively participating in the 
Allan Gray Entrepreneurship Challenge (AGEC) 
as well as two Boys High teams win monthly 
competitions in the Johannesburg Securities (JSE) 
Investment Challenge. 

In the JSE Investment Challenge, we had 31 Boys 
High teams registered to participate in this national, 
six-month long investing competition. A Form I team, 
the PBHS WonderBoys (Likho Dube, Musa Sebopa, 
Jason van der Merwe and Colby Paxinos), were the 
best-placed Boys High team in the final standings 
– they finished in 9th place in South Africa! A team 
of Form IV boys, the PBHS Game of Shares (Michael 
Dunlop, Shiloh Maposa, Aidan Grundlingh and 
Daniel Scholtemeyer), won the first monthly JSE 
Investment Challenge competition for 2019. A team 
of Form I boys, the PBHS Investing Introverts (Joel 
Donkin, Byron Barnes and Sean Nell), won the last 
monthly competition for 2019. These teams won R500 
per team member and R500 for Boys High and their 
mentor teacher. The fact that Boys High teams won 
the first and last monthly competitions in the 2019 JSE 
Investment Challenge revealed the potential of our 
boys. In the first two months of the JSE Investment 
Challenge, Boys High teams consistently dominated 
the overall leader board with as many as five teams 
in the Top 10 in South Africa. Unfortunately in the 
middle few months (May, June and July) the novelty 
wore off for many of our teams and critical ground 
was lost which we never managed to recover. In 2020 
we must adjust our approach to ensure that our JSE 
Investment Challenge teams are consistently engaged 
throughout the six months of the competition. 

The 2019 AGEC was condensed into five intense 
weeks and there are thousands more pupils 
participating from schools across South Africa than 
there were in 2018. Boys High had 169 boys as active 

participants and they submitted a record total of 
1021 challenges. Boys High finished as the 18th best 
school in South Africa – our best ever position. For 
the 2nd year in a row, Michael Dunlop was Boys 
High’s best performer in the overall standings – he 
finished 33rd in South Africa. The following boys 
won prize money for their Top 50 finishes in each 
week of the AGEC challenge: 
Week 1: Michael Dunlop 2nd; Kyle Marshall 8th; Liam 
Gillesen 39th. 
Week 2: Michael Dunlop 14th; Kyle Marshall 23rd. 
Week 4: Michael Dunlop 29th.  
Week 5: Michael Dunlop 33rd. 

I would like to thank Mr Stefan van Wyk, an 
Old Boy (2014) and former Business Club member, 
who is a registered stockbroker, for selflessly giving 
up his time over the course of a number of Friday 
afternoons. Mr van Wyk educated and exposed our 
inquisitive members to cutting edge analysis and 
developments in investing. 

Our 2019 Chairman, Muzi Mabena, deserves special 
praise for his excellent contribution and leadership of 
the Business Club. Despite Muzi being part of the 1st 
Tennis Team on several Fridays, he still made the time 
to prepare a number of excellent, thought-provoking 
presentations. Muzi was also the driving force behind 
the first ever Boys High team to take part in the South 
African Reserve Bank Challenge. I wish Muzi and all 
our departing, loyal, matric Business Club members 
every success in the future. 

In 2020, we must aim for improved and consistent 
performances in both the JSE Investment Challenge 
and AGEC as well as increase our number of 
competing teams in these exciting and invaluable 
educational experiences. The Business Club must 
also commit itself to organising at least one RCL 
fund-raising initiative per term. 

Jaydon Kelly
Master in Charge

The PBHS Investing Introverts: winners 
of the JSE Investment Challenge August/

September monthly competition L–R: Mr J 
Kelly (MIC Business Club), Byron Barnes, 

Joel Donkin, Sean Nell

Business Club display before the Form 
1 Commencement Ceremony L–R: 

Valentin Hialunga, Michael Dunlop, 
Muzi Mabena, Aidan Grundlingh

The PBHS Game of Shares: winners of the JSE 
Investment Challenge March/April monthly 
competition L–R: Aidan Grundlingh, Daniel 

Scholtemeyer, Shiloh Maposa, Michael Dunlop
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Chess Club
121 000 000… that is one 
large number, isn’t it? This 
is said to be the number 
of possible outcomes of 
a chess game after only 
3 moves by each party. 
It thus goes without 
saying that this game 
requires not only high 
levels of concentration, 
but also patience, as 
two people use their 16 
pieces to try to outsmart, 
outwit and outplay their 
opponents… a silent war.

As is customary, we 
started off the year by 
testing the standards 
of our Old Boys, 
during our annual 
Old Boys’ Summer 
Sport and Culture Day. 
The quality of play is 
always outstanding 
and gives the boys a 
good indication of their 
abilities and allows 
them the opportunity to 
improve on their weaknesses early in the year. Good 
jokes and stories are a given at this event and every 
once in a while, a valuable life lesson is given to the 
boys by their predecessors. 

The Form 1 Championships were truly memorable. 
The competition gave the senior boys, as well as the 
coaches, the opportunity to witness the raw talent of 
the Form 1s. This year introduced the strongest lot of 
new boys that we’ve had in recent years, paving the 
way for a bright future with this group.

It comes as no surprise that one of the most 
talented 1st Teams that the “School on top of the Hill” 
has ever had, produced phenomenal results. The 
boys kept a clean sheet for most of the season, losing 
only 4 matches. Those lost were against Waterkloof, 
one of the top chess schools in the country, in a 
nailbiting competition. However, even though we 
lost, it showed that we are giants, hungry for victory 
and easily got the word out that Pretoria Boys High is 
definitely a force to be reckoned with. As a result, we 
were invited to play in the D4 League play-offs. 

The U15 Team was undefeated throughout 
this season and we look forward to the future of 
these young players as they move up the ranks. 
They managed to beat Cornwall, Midstream and 
Southdowns quite convincingly taking 4 of the 6 

games each time. 
Kwa-Zulu Natal was visited twice by us this year: 

once to play Maritzburg College and once to play 
Hilton. Maritzburg, as usual, is a highlight. The polite 
and friendly manner of the Maritzburg boys makes it 
easy for us to form strong bonds and friendships with 
them. Their hospitality is always appreciated as they 
are willing to host us every year. For the first time this 
year, we played against Hilton College on their own 
home turf. Sadly, Hilton outplayed us with a very 
good team. Even though we lost, the memories made 
are unparalleled thus far in the lives of these few 
boys. Due to the fact that all the chess games were 
already completed on the Friday, the boys enjoyed 
good company whilst roaming safely and freely on 
the grounds of Hilton College where we stayed in the 
hostel.

The teaching of the new permanent coach and 
the increased interest shown by the boys are evident 
in the outstanding results that have been achieved 
this year. The foundation is set and construction has 
started – we are slowly but surely becoming stronger 
and stronger.

Jeanne de Meillon
Master in Charge

Seated L–R: W Botha, L Fourie, Mrs L Kriel (MIC), C Potgieter. 
First Row L–R: D Wohlfahrt, J Fourie, M Du Plessis, A Ristic.
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We hear an esoteric motion and try to make sense of it 
as we rush to the classroom to begin preparation. We 
have an hour to break the topic into its constituent 
nuances and somehow piece it together into a 
coherent case. During this time, we are not allowed 
access to the Internet or any reference material – it's 
just us and our wits. After the hour, it's showtime. 
We have to stare another team in the eyes and argue 
our case with unflinching conviction. After that, it 
is a nerve-racking wait as the adjudicators tally up 
the points to decide our fate. Debating is a stressful, 
intense activity. And yet I love it, because it is truly 
exhilarating.

2019 was this experience distilled into its purest 
form. It was a stressful, tense year filled with a 
myriad of minor disasters, and yet it was also one 
of the club's most exciting and successful years 
in decades. For the seniors, it was an opportunity 
to reap a harvest years in the making, and for the 
juniors, it was an opportunity to spread their wings 
and fly.

I was particularly impressed by the junior team. 
Despite unfortunate events, like the untimely 
absence of a teammate during a competition, they 
managed to perform to the best of their ability. 
Although they won only two of their six debates 
and did not make it to the SACEE “Champs”, they 
continuously kept their spirits high and their minds 
open to new lessons. 

For the senior team, 2019 was particularly 
successful. The team, composed of Lebo Munjeri, 

Mohau Sekoto, James Schoon, Ntokozo Menemene 
and Johann Kok, was one of the most successful 
teams in decades. We completed SACEE regionals 
with five out of six wins and ended in second place. 
We made it through to the quarter-finals of SACEE 
“Champs” and we were one of the first teams in 
years to break into provincials, where we won three 
out of our six debates. 2019 was a successful year 
and has set a standard I hope to see upheld in the 
future.

2019 was a year of euphoric successes and bitter 
failures, but most importantly, it was a year of 
learning. The members of our society endured many 
trials and tribulations but we made sure to turn every 
failure into a learning experience, thus making 2019 
a transformative year for both our junior and senior 
speakers. We came out of comfort zones, refined 
our strengths and remedied our weaknesses. 2019 is 
certainly the beginning of an entirely new success 
story. It has been an absolute joy watching this 
society grow and improve, and I am excited to see 
how it develops in my absence.

It is paramount that I congratulate the people 
who helped this society flourish. I thank our coach, 
Rimbilana Shingange for wisdom and control, 
her co-coach, Franciscus Crouse for his energetic 
enthusiasm, and of course our Master in Charge, 
Mrs Georgiades, for being a caring mother hen. 

Every year the society has dinner together to say 
our good byes and review the year. This year's dinner 
was especially emotional for me. As I sat with my 

teammates and we 
reminisced over our 
victories, defeats and 
memorable moments, 
I realised just how 
much I will miss this 
society. I congratulate 
my successor, the 
2020 chairman, Willie 
Botha. I trust he will 
continue to develop 
the society and keep 
its magic alive.

Lebo Munjeri
Chairman

Debating Society
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At the Form I 
Commencement Ceremony, 
the Debating Society set up a 
colourful display. 
L–R: Mrs Georgiades (MIC), 
Lebo Munjeri (Chairman), 
James Schoon, Mohau Sekoto, 
Johann Kok and Ntokozo 
Menemene
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Fantasy Wargames
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Unleashing the imagination is the aim of every 
table top game. While there are winners and losers, 
there is always enjoyment to be shared. It would be 
difficult to perceive a world without hobbies. They 
bring countless opportunities to grow as individuals 
in a social environment and learning a new game 
or two is always fun. MTG, D&D and Warhammer 
have been the pillars within the club since its 
establishment: The introduction of board games 
has opened a plethora of new realms for the boys to 
explore. William Cowper wrote “Variety is the spice 
of life.” There is no longer a defined type of person 
which the club caters for. You only need to be open 
to new experiences and have a little patience while 
you learn.

It is a space for the boys to forget about the 
pressures of adolescence and allows them to delve 
into fantasy. I cannot justify that there is much to 

be gained academically in collaborating as a team 
in the dethroning of a highly annoying mushroom 
queen, or losing on turn 3 to an insane modern Izzet 
Phoenix deck (now banned) or even having your 
entire army wiped out by an overpowered rouge 
NPC, but then again, it is a club and no justifications 
need to be made. 

It was fantastic to see the Old Boys who took 
time from their studies return and engage with our 
players week after week. The club has grown in 
2019. I attribute this to the countless contributions 
made by individuals and the steadfast commitment 
of the boys. I am excited to see the new characters, 
campaigns and scenarios which the New Year has 
to offer. 

Nivesh Kowlaser
Master in Charge

Seated L–R: K Chamberlain, A Sim-Booyens, L Masenya, A de Bruyn, B Nortier, J Viljoen.
First Row L–R: G Rumbu, A Theron, P Scalliet, N Lianos, K Bakker, T Brown.

Second Row L–R: J van Gylswyk, N Pieterse, D da Silva, G Krooden, J van de Putte, G Bevilacqua.
Third Row L–R: Mr N Kowlaser (MIC), K Dimpane, A van der Merwe, C Russel, Ms Y Welthagen (Assistant MIC).
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This year, the Film Club has been both informative 
and a lot of fun. It has been filled with knowledge, 
experimenting and freedom – freedom to let creative 
minds run wild.

The year started with the theory of film-making 
such as sound, lighting techniques and camera angles 
which was very educational. We were mentored 
by two people who are exceptionally experienced 
in the film industry, one being a lecturer who not 
only imparts his knowledge in the lecture halls but 
who also acts in movies at times. They shared their 
knowledge and experiences and all the fine details 
linked to the processes, planning and methods of 
executing that take place in the development of 
creating a film. We received a brief look into framing, 
staging a fight scene, lighting, camerawork, some 
special effects and post-production processes. All 
of this is nearly impossible to learn on one’s own, 
but with the right resources and enough hands-
on experience, one can prepare oneself for all the 
technical aspects of filmmaking.

They have given us insight into life on a movie 
set and into the number of people and work it takes 
to complete a project. The influx of knowledge has 
been a delight and we hope to have them with us 
again next year to further share what they know and 
what we have learnt with the new members.

We have not only learnt about the process of 
creating a project, but we have also taken part in 
a few of our own. We have filmed our very own 
“Jurassic Park” with suitable sound effects, special 

lighting and special effects of note, thanks to our 
talented script-writers and producers, cameramen 
and actors. We have filmed our own short comedies 
and advertisements, music videos as well as short 
dramas. It has been exhilarating and amazing to 
experiment with special effects which we viewed 
and discussed before filming commenced. We were 
even fortunate enough to have a make-up artist 
apply make-up for us. When we feel that life is far 
too hectic and we need a break, we have a movie 
afternoon with popcorn and cool drinks, as we did 
for our Halloween afternoon. We have done so much 
yet there is still so much to do. We collaborated with 
a few internal clubs in an effort to share our skills 
and expertise and we have had fun capturing the 
amazing talents of PBHS boys on camera.

The Film Club is also involved in filming specific 
sports events and Inter-House activities throughout 
the year. Specific personalities are interviewed and 
prior to the annual production and fringe production, 
actors are interviewed and their comments are 
filmed. We continuously attempt to capture footage 
of the events happening around the school and 
enjoy keeping an archive of special moments for 
everyone to see and remember in the future. We are 
looking forward to expanding our knowledge next 
year and having an even bigger group with which to 
be creative and produce films.

Junior Gcabashe
Chairman

Seated L–R: E Crawford, T Balmakund, Mrs C Mentz (MIC), J Gcabashe, R John. 
First Row L–R: L Yehouessi, J Botha, J Visser, K Katsikis.
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“You live a new life for every new language you speak. 
If you know only one language, you live only once.” 

2019 was a successful year for Boys High’s French 
Conversation Club. We started the year off focusing 
primarily on conversation classes designed to 
prepare the boys for the A2 and B1 DELF (Diplôme 
d’études en langue française) examinations. These 
are examinations awarded by France’s Ministry of 
Education and are internationally recognised. The 
impending doom of examinations was probably 
lightened for the boys by the fact that we had a 
very committed and enthusiastic member from 
Girls High who joined our Conversation Club on a 
Tuesday afternoon. 

While the boys worked hard at acquiring all 
the vocabulary, listening to comprehensions with 
French people speaking about quotidian life way 
too fast and enjoying themselves doing role-playing 
games while learning about French culture, the 

Form 4s would meet on a more serious note on 
Wednesday afternoons with Ms Fratini to prepare 
for the daunting B1 DELF examination.

We are proud to say that in our Form 3 group, 
Pedran Wessels and Paballo Raphela passed the 
DELF A2 level successfully. In the Form 4 group, 
Obriel Mpofu, Unjoo Kim and Temi Abioye obtained 
the DELF B1 level which is the second highest level 
of certification offered to High School pupils. 

We are certain that our club will grow from 
strength to strength as some in the 2020 Matric 
group are ready to take up the challenge and register 
for the B2 examination. We wish them all the best 
and to heed what Frank Smith says, “One language 
sets you in a corridor for life. Two languages open 
every door along the way.”

Hedwig Coetzee
Master in Charge

General Technology Society
The society operated mainly in the first and second 
terms and focused on a number of topics. We explored 
existing technologies that are developing interestingly, 
such as banking cards which have progressed from 
magnetic stripe readers to Chip and Pin systems and 
now on to Tap Pay with NFC. 

The society also covered developing trends in 
the consumer tech industry such as foldable large 
screen devices as shown by the Galaxy Fold by 
Samsung.

We also featured a demonstration of a Raspberry 
Pi system which is a pc running Raspberry software 
on a computer roughly the same size as a pack of 

playing cards. 
Thanks to Mrs Segaar for allowing us to use her 

classroom, computer and projector on Wednesday 
afternoons and for taking on the responsibility of 
MIC. It was greatly appreciated! 

Special thanks to Mike Du Plessis and Sam 
Eichhorn who helped with the coordination and 
running of everything. 

The society had a quiet 2019, but nevertheless an 
interesting one!

Richard Lastrucci
Chairman
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Seated L–R: E van Garderen, W Scott, Mr P Loots (MIC), W Bronkhorst (Chairman), M van den Berg.
First Row L–R: M Kingsley, J Chittenden, A Kuol, R Snedden, A le Roux.

That first sip of coffee just as the sun loses touch 
with the far-away horizon, the cold morning air in 
your bones, the warm water from the old donkey 
geyser when you shower your tired body and the fog 
hanging low with dewdrops dripping from the trees, 
all of that makes the Hiking Club a blast. Listening 
to the night sounds from animals partying lets you 
fall asleep blissfully. Come on, join the Hiking Club 
to put some meat into your new year’s resolutions!

Throughout the year the club went on many one-
day hikes to places such as the Hennops River Hiking 
Trail and Bergheim. They are short hikes, usually on 
a Saturday, and allow you to experience the outdoors 
and sometimes, if you are lucky, to see some wildlife. 
This is a wonderful way to escape the stressful times 
of school and exams. It allows you to relax and forget 
about the project you have due for next week. Hiking 
is beneficial to your health as well as just being a 
wonderful way to enjoy nature at its best. 

Faerie Glen
On 23 February 2019, the Hiking Club set out on 
a more well-known hiking trail in Faerie Glen. 
Even though it is a more common trail, it does not 
mean the trail cannot be enjoyed. It is not nearly as 
challenging as some of the other trails but still allows 
you to escape the busy centre of Pretoria.
DAY TRAIL  15 MINS AWAY   
EASY   SHORT

Bergheim
On 13 April 2019, the Hiking Club went to Bergheim 
for a one-day hike. It was mostly uphill and rather 
steep, but it was worth all the effort to reach the 
top of the mountain because a beautiful view of the 
entire landscape lay in front of us, spread as far as 
the eye could see and most likely continuing even 
further than that.
DAY TRAIL  1h30 AWAY   
MODERATE  SHORT

Shelter Rock
On 18 May 2019, the Hiking Club hiked a popular 
trail in the Magaliesberg. The trail is moderately 
difficult with a slight incline. It offers a wonderful 
view of the Magaliesberg and its fauna and flora.
DAY TRAIL  1h15 AWAY   
MODERATE  MEDIUM

Bermanzi hiking trail
On 11 October 2019, the Hiking Club set out to 
Machadodorp for a three-day hike. On the drive 
towards Bermanzi, we experienced a challenging 
road, to say the least, but luckily for us, we had 
the talented off-roader Mr Loots behind the wheel. 
When we arrived at our destination, some of us were 
surprised to see that the place that we were going to 
stay in was a stable converted into living quarters 
for hikers. Some were relieved to see that we would 
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not be sleeping on the bare ground at least and that 
there were a few bunk beds available for us.

The first day was merely reserved for getting 
settled into our stable and planning what routes we 
would be taking on the following two days. That first 
night we all cooked our meat on the open fire with 
some difficulties getting a proper fire started, but we 
prevailed and in the end, had a delicious dinner and 
a good night’s sleep. The next morning we all woke 
up bright and early at half-past six, eager to start our 
first twelve-kilometre hiking trail in rather pleasant 
weather. Later the heat became almost unbearable. 
The trail was moderately difficult and the markers 
for the trail could have been done a bit more clearly. 
Luckily, through sheer dumb luck and guidance from 
Mr Loots, and a map, we were able to stay on the 
trail, most of the time, and reach the second highest 
waterfall in Mpumalanga. Unfortunately there was 
a rather large group of people at the waterfall so we 
decided we would scale the escarpment and swim 
in the pools above the waterfall. The journey up the 
escarpment was not nearly as difficult as it seemed, 
although the steep incline and the heat did take its 
toll on everyone. It was worth the journey because 
the view from the top was breathtaking. As well 
as a beautiful view, there was the welcome sight 
of cool water to swim in. The last stretch was easy-
going and rather flat allowing us to arrive back at 
the stable before lunch which was good and bad – 
because most of us did not plan a large lunch as we 
expected to be hiking during lunch, leaving us with 
little food and waiting for the time to eat dinner. In 
the end it was rather successful but it did not go as 

faultlessly as we planned, as we did get lost once or 
twice but we did manage to do the trail at, according 
to Mr Loots, “one hell of a pace”, allowing us to 
finish the trail with enough time left in the day to 
do it twice over and still manage to arrive back at 
the stable before the sun even dared to touch the 
horizon. Luckily, with the aid of Mr Loots, we were 
able to get a fire going much earlier and were able to 
eat at a more reasonable time.

 The next day we woke up again at half-past six, 
a little more tired than the day before and set out 
after quickly preparing a small breakfast. Two of us 
decided to wake up an hour earlier to experience one 
of the most beautiful sunrises I have ever seen and 
enjoy a warm cup of instant coffee to pair beautifully 
with the cold air and warm sun’s rays that has just 
started to spread onto cold soil. The sun slowly and 
gently rose up from behind the mountains just across 
from where we were staying, casting warm light 
across the entire landscape. This was a wonderful 
way to start a new day of hiking. This was going 
to be a much shorter trail, only six kilometres, and 
not as challenging as the previous day’s hiking trail. 
Overall, the hike was great fun and allowed some of 
us to experience a first multi-day hike. We are most 
likely to hike the same trail in 2020.
3 DAY TRAIL  3h AWAY   
MODERATE  LONG

Anrich le Roux      
2020 Chairman  
Mr Philip Loots 
Master in Charge

Morgan van den Berg: Magaliesberg Shelter Rock Trail Magaliesberg Shelter Rock Trail. Annrich le Roux, Timothy 
Buys, Matt Kingsley
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Hiking Club

1.  Jonathan Chittenden, 
Bermanzi Hiking Trail, 
Machadodorp

2.  Magaliesberg: Bergheim 
Hiking Trail

3.  Matt Kinsley, Morgan 
van den Berg, Joshua 
Chittenden, Jonathan 
Chittenden, William 
Scott, Bermanzi Hiking 
Trail

4.  Joshua Chittenden, 
Bermanzi Hiking Trail 
Machadodorp

5.  Magaliesberg Bergheim 
Hiking Trail

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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 The Photographic Society’s mission at the school 
is twofold. While we are one of the clubs that is 
essential in portraying the image of the school 
through our contribution of sporting and cultural 
events, photographs for the school’s various social 
media platforms and the annual school magazine, 
the society is also a haven for those boys who 
love creating thought-provoking images and 
capturing a moment in time through their lenses: 
aspiring photographers who would like to build 
up a photographic portfolio. To this end, our 
masterclass programme with Martin Short (Old 
Boy and photographer) continued into 2019. His 
series of workshops included a sunset shoot, a 
double exposure workshop and a mobile phone 
photography masterclass. A highlight was an outing 
to the Pretoria National Botanical Gardens where 
Mr Short taught the boys how to take long exposure 
shots and to see potential pictures in the scenes and 
objects that many overlook. The boys showed their 
appreciation to Mr Short by immortalising him in 
a caricature drawn by one of our members, Crouse 
Louw. The framed artwork was given to Mr Short at 
our annual exhibition, a fitting gift for a professional 
photographer adored for his wit and wicked sense 
of humour. 

Other memorable excursions were trips to the 
Rietvlei Nature Reserve and the Austen Roberts 
Bird Sanctuary as part of our Wildlife Photography 
Programme. I have been trying to get one of our staff 
members, Mrs Georgiades, to accompany us on one 
of these shoots for eight years. “Mrs G” as she is 
affectionately known, has a love of photographing 
birds and her birding knowledge is legendary. She 
did not disappoint when she came with us to the 
Rietvlei Nature Reserve this year. She set challenges 
for our photographers to photograph various 
bird species native to the reserve and taught the 
boys countless birding facts. The pinnacle of our 
Wildlife Photography Programme is awarding our 
annual Wildlife Photographer of the year award in 
a Friday assembly. This year the first place accolade 
went to Sachin du-Plooy Naran for the third year 
running. 

Our Instagram handle ‘theredwhiteandgreen’ run 
this year by Pierre van Hoven and Sachin du-Plooy 
Naran is one of the most important and impressive 
functions of our society. Photographs of school 
events and news continue to be published weekly 
and the handle has over 7000 followers. 

The society hosted guest speakers in 2019 and 
particularly memorable lectures were given by 
photographer and Old Boy, Alex Lambley. Alex 
shared his love of combining creative photography 
and commercial photography, highlighting how the 

two do not need to be mutually exclusive. Members 
were taught the importance of concept and the 
power of working in series or rather producing a 
body of work that tells a story. 

Our chairman, Oliver Exter, organised a 
portraiture studio shoot on the stage of the 
Abernethy Hall. Oliver set up studio lights for the 
occasion and our members learnt about shadow and 
artificial lighting.

For the second time in recent years, some of our 
members entered photographs into an international 
youth competition run by the Photographic Society 
of America (PSA). Sachin du-Plooy Naran (Form 
4) was awarded second place in the colour choice 
category and a special mention in the people and 
animals category. Oliver Exter (Form 5) received 
special mention in the monochromatic category. 
This recognition included cash prizes as well as a 
one-year PSA membership and subscription to 
the PSA Journal. In addition, Sachin and Oliver’s 
photographs will be published in an edition of the 
PSA Journal and will be exhibited at the Showcase 
in America. Being recognised on this international 
platform is a major achievement and we are so 
proud of Sachin and Oliver. 

For the fourth year running we collaborated with 
the Pretoria Boys High School Old Boys (PBHSOB) 
on a commercial project. Our members were once 
again the official photographers of various Pretoria 
marathons, namely: the Deloitte Challenge, the 
Ocean Basket Marcel van’t Slot Marathon and the 
Chamberlain Capital Classic. We continue to be 
grateful for this partnership as our photographers are 
given a taste of what a career in sports photography 
would entail. They learn to get up early in the 
morning to get that perfect shot and are granted the 
opportunity of exploring the streets of our Capital 
city. PBHSOB donates a prize to the photographer 
judged to have taken the best photograph at one of 
the marathons. In 2019 the prize was awarded to 
Vincent Peters (Form 3). 

The photographs produced this year were of an 
exceptional quality. Regular adjudication ensured 
that the boys’ work was judged and that feedback 
was given. Martin Short and Alex Lambley were 
excellent in sharing their creative insight as they 
have both been very involved in the development of 
our photographers over the past two years. Some of 
the themes explored in 2019 include: “Hocus Pocus” 
and “Cool Capital” where the boys are taught to 
take an abstract concept and turn it into a series of 
photographs. We also focused on the development of 
our skills in the following areas: Group Portraiture, 
Fine Art Photography, Wildlife, Sport and Mobile 
Phone Photography. 
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In Term 4 we showcased more than eighty 
photographs at our annual exhibition. We exhibited 
alongside the Art Department. The theme of the 
exhibition was Magic, with the photographic 
exhibition title being “Hocus Pocus”. The exhibition 
was officially opened by our Headmaster, Mr Tony 
Reeler, who made a heart-warming speech about 
the importance of creativity and self-expression. 
We awarded Callen Stephen the award for “Most 
Improved Photographer” in 2019 and Sachin du-
Plooy Naran took home the award for the “Most 
Creative Photographer” of 2019. 

The Photographic Society wishes to thank the 
parents for all their support in 2019. Photography is 
not a cheap art form and I know your sons are kept 
very busy after school hours taking photographs 
at various school events. I would also like to say a 
special thank you to Oliver Exter, our chairman and 
only matric photographer in 2019. Your passion 
for photography is infectious. You have been an 
example and mentor to our younger members. You 
will be sorely missed and will hopefully return to 
the society as a guest lecturer in the coming years. 
In the words of Marc Riboud, “Taking pictures is 
savouring life intensely, every hundredth of a second of 
it”. Oliver, may you always savour life and keep 
taking photographs. 

Mrs Joni Jones 
Master in Charge 

Photographic Society

Sachin du Plooy-Naran gets comfortable to shoot next to the water polo pool
Jaryd van Straaten (Form V), Mrs Jones (MIC) and Oliver Exter 

(Chairman) at the Cultural Clubs and Societies Exhibition
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Seated: B Anthony, P van Hoven, O Exter (Chairman), Mrs J Jones, S du Plooy-Naran, K Bopape, K Kara. 
First Row L–R: C Louw, C Stephen, M van der Merwe, K Solomons, A McKay, S Allen, J Hugo, A Mundapuzha. 

Second Row L–R: S Speranza, K van der Merwe, C Peters, C Beard, K Kamp.
Absent: J van Straaten.

Mrs Jones (MIC) thanks Martin Short (Photographer and Old Boy) for all that he has done for the society.
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In an age when freedom of speech is a human right, 
it is often a tricky business editing the speeches that 
the boys write. As the MIC of the Public Speaking 
Club, I am often challenged by some of the things 
the boys have to say, but that is what keeps Public 
Speaking so interesting and dynamic. The boys 
are encouraged to speak up about issues and 
voice their opinions and that is what makes them 
incredibly good unprepared speakers when it comes 
to competitions. They are mature, deep-thinking 
young men who have the courage to say what is on 
their minds, but in a respectful way. They will make 
good leaders one day.

In May this year, 28 boys took part in the Pretoria 
Public Speaking Festival held at CBC. There were 54 
participants in the senior section of the competition. 
They came from public and private schools in 
Pretoria. Three of our boys were placed in the top 
6 positions. Liam Gillesen was placed 2nd overall, 
Thando Zungu 5th and Sam Mtshali 6th. 

It is easier to win a competition when you write 
a speech to please an audience by telling them 
something they want to hear, which is not always 
possible when you are dealing with the serious 
issues that plague South African society. This year 
our boys tackled issues on gender-based violence, 
rape and the results of corruption in our country. 
When I suggested that the boys end on a lighter note, 
they stuck to their guns and presented the cold hard 
facts. I admire them for this, as for them, the truth 
of the situation is more important than winning a 
section at a speech festival.

The matric group who represented Boys High at 
the Pretoria Speech Festival included Thando Zungu, 

Lebo Munjeri, Sam Mtshali and Thai Nguyen .They 
had to choose a quote from the film “Black Panther” 
and they chose, “Who are you?” They openly and 
honestly explored all the aspects of the identity of 
being a young black man in South Africa today. 
The aspects included cultural identity, language, 
education and heritage. They won their section and 
in all my years of attending speech festivals, I have 
never heard such rapturous applause. Their speech, 
although open and frank, resonated with a whole 
hall of people. It is moments like these that make 
South Africans understand one another better and 
move us all closer to a brighter future.

But not all topics are serious and we can always 
rely on Jason Maracha Bond, or as the boys like 
to call him, “James Bond”, to lighten the mood. 
He spoke on “The day we beat Affies” at the Four 
Schools Public Speaking Competition that PBHS 
hosted this year. It took immense bravery to stand 
in front of Affies boys and their parents and to speak 
on this “sensitive” topic. Jason did a wonderful 
job of using the event to illustrate that “miracles” 
do indeed happen – and so often they seem more 
tangible when the underdog wins in sport. He had 
taken a bet that if Boys High were to beat Affies, then 
he would attend the Form IV Ball in his formals…

Junior Gcabashe won the Four Schools Public 
Speaking Festival with his speech on “Generation Z” 
and his warnings and hopes for their future in this 
world. It was once again an example of the mature 
depth of thinking of which our boys are capable.

Hosting the Four Schools Competition made 
our club aware of how wonderful our school is. It 
forced us to see Pretoria Boys High through the eyes 

of our visitors. Those who attended 
the competition over the two days in 
September, were so impressed by our 
library, the music which filtered down 
from the Music Department during the 
afternoon, the “sokkie” lessons taking 
place in the hall and the Last Post at 
five thirty. 

2019 has been a wonderful year for 
the Public Speaking Club. 

Mrs Bev Boerstra
Master in Charge

Public Speaking

The Public Speaking display at the Commencement 
Ceremony to recruit new Form I members 
L–R: Jonathan Chittenden, Thando Zungu (chairman), 
Mrs C Mentz, Mrs B Boerstra, Sam Mtshali (vice 
chairman), Matthew Kingsley and Liam Gillesen
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Seated: S Dhlomo, S Allie, T Zungu 
(Chairman), Mrs B Boerstra (MIC),  
Mrs C Mentz, S O Mtshali (Vice Chairman),  
N Msomi, T Masango.
First Row L–R: J Gcabashe, K Kara, A Joshi, 
T Chirozvi, N Manganye,  
B Le, J Muzondida.
Second Row L–R: M P Raphela, T Shibambo, 
J A Schoor, J Maracha Bond, K Khuzwayo,  
M Kingsley.
Third Row L–R: P J Wessels, L J Gillesen, J 
Kok, J Chittenden, B Robertson.

Redenaars
Op papier is ‛n woord slegs ‛n gedagte. Tog wanneer 
ons dit spreek, met oortuiging, uit die hart, word dit 
lewendig.

En hierin lê die waarde van die woord: dat dit 
aangehoor moet word.

Daar is ‛n algemene oortuiging dat Afrikaans 
besig is om te kwyn. Aan dié kleingelowiges wys ons 
die nie-moedertaalsprekers wat die taal met soveel 
ywer praat. Ons bied aan hulle die huistaalseuns 
wat Afrikaans langs die pad laat val en toe weer 
opgetel het. Ons wys vir hulle die jong seuns wat die 
moed gevind het om hul idees aan ander oor te dra.

Hyukjoo Kim het met sy pragtige uitspraak en 
weldeurdagte toespraak aan die provinsiale ronde van 
die ATKV Redenaars deelgeneem. Piletjie Mailula het 
die dag voor die streekkompetisie nog koshuismaats 
gevra om sy taalfoute reg te maak, maar die volgende 
dag betroubaar opgedaag en vol moed die kompetisie 
aangepak. Pedran Wessels het vanjaar in die Huistaal-
kategorie beïndruk met sy pragwerk, “‛n Tou is nie ‛n 
tou nie”, en in die top 10 van die provinsie geëindig.

Tog is die hart van Redenaars dié seuns wat getrou 
deelneem terwyl niemand daarvoor hande klap nie. 
Mikhail Edwards, ‛n eerste span rugbyspeler, het in 
die middel van die rugbyseisoen ‛n span matrieks 
vir die Van Huyssteens-kompetisie saamgeroep. 
Alex van den Boogaard het onder protes deelgeneem 
aan die onvoorbereide ATKV-kompetisie (vanjaar 
verpligtend vir skole met voorbereide sprekers) en 
direk daarna hokkie gaan speel teen Maritzburg 
College. Liam Gillesen, wat steeds nie ‛n “r” kan 
uitspreek nie, het ‛n oortuigende toespraak oor die 
wettiging van dwelms in Suid-Afrika gelewer.

By CBC Mount Edmund het ons kraakvars Vorm 
1-span ‛n A-simbool in hul eerste kompetisie behaal. 
Ons Vorm 2-span het ‛n A++ behaal, al was Jano van 
de Putte se flitskaartjies uitgestrek op die kombuistafel 

by die huis. Die Vorm 5’s, weer gelei deur Mikhail, 
het ‛n A+-toekenning behaal en die beoordelaars 
daarvan verwittig dat sjarme die spesiale bestanddeel 
van enige goeie Boys High toespraak is.

‛n Eenvoudige taal wat ontstaan het as ‛n volkstaal 
in die Kaap word vandag nog steeds omarm deur 
dié met ‛n liefde vir praat. Die uiteenlopende 
skepsels kom in verskillende vorme voor, van die 
rugbyspeler tot die skaakspeler, die introvert tot die 
ekstrovert, die akademiese reus tot die koshuiskind 
wat studietyd wil mis. En ten spyte van al die 
versteekte bedoelings, vind elkeen ‛n bondgenoot in 
die taal wat hom met ope hande verwelkom. 

Jeanne Prinsloo

Seated: Ms J Prinsloo, Mrs A Krugel, R Roeloffze, W Bronkhorst,  
P van der Merwe, Mrs L Kriel, Mrs I Tucker.

First Row L–R: H Kim, N Holtzhausen, E van den Boogaardt,  
C Potgieter, D Stroebel, E Cassim, D D Krause, J de Villiers.

Second Row L–R: L Davel, E Botha, I Alusala, M van der Merwe,  
C Hoffman, A Vorster, J Dreyer, P Mailula.

Third Row L–R: M du Preez, A de Bruyn, D Obermeyer, L Gillesen, 
J Kok, P Wessels, A le Roux, N Krugel.

Absent: M Edwards.
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SCA
Students’ Christian Association
The past year has truly been a year of revival at 
PBHS, where we have seen the glory of God come 
through like never before.

The Student Christian Association (SCA) has 
always been a place for pupils to be inspired, 
motivated and intimately connected to God, and this 
year, we have seen an astounding record attendance. 
The SCA embarked on a new challenge in creating a 
partnership with the SCA leaders of neighbouring 
schools. This venture saw PBHS SCA and PHSG 
SCA collaborating on our first social with one 
another which, to our surprise, was a huge success, 
undoubtedly changing lives forever.

The boys also wanted a forum during which 
more personal issues could be discussed openly and 
without recrimination and the “Guys Let’s Talk” 
evening was established. The first evening was hosted 
by PBHS and two dynamic youth leaders from CRC 
spoke to the boys on various contentious issues. It 
was an absolute explosion so much so, that we held a 
“Guys Let’s Talk” Part 2 evening, which brought even 
more learners, revealing that the promises that God 
gave us at the beginning of the year about what was 
to come all came true. The weekly meetings began to 
burst with attendance and boys kept on coming back 
for more because they were expectant and full of the 
fire of God. The witness of this hunger for more was 
very prominent and the SCA will forever feed and 
serve as a deliverer of the Gospel to the boys. 

It was a great honour and privilege to serve 

alongside Wandile Madodonke who oversaw the 
boarder SCA. We both are very grateful for the role 
we got to play this year in making sure we bring the 
word and revival to Boys High and in doing so, give 
all the glory to God. We are very pleased with the 
direction in which the SCA is going, knowing that it 
will be fruitful in the future. We cannot wait for the 
impact that the SCA will have in the coming year.

We wish to express special thanks to Mrs Mentz 
and Mrs Kriel for their dedicated work in managing 
the SCA and the continuous and selfless actions they 
perform throughout the year in helping out where 
needed. We honour all the hard work you put in 
and thank you for everything you have done for the 
club. We know that it is in good hands.

The biggest thanks of all go to God. We glorify 
You, praise You and give You thanks for this amazing 
year and the things You have done for us. We pray 
that each year becomes greater and greater with 
more impactful events and sermons and we pray 
for all the pupils at PBHS. Carry on the hunger you 
already have for God.

Now to Him who is able to do exceedingly abundantly 
above all that we ask or think, according to the power that 
works in us, to Him be glory in the church by Christ Jesus 
to all generations, forever and ever. 

Ephesians 3:20 New King James Version (NKJV)

Lyzander Tacoulas 
Chairman

Seated L–R: S Mfene, Mrs L Kriel (MIC), W Madodonke, Mrs C 
Mentz (MIC), W Magwevana. 

First Row L–R: T Shibambo, E John, S Msimanga, O Modisane.

SCA display at Form I Commencement Ceremony
L–R: Wandile Madadonke, Mrs Lerine Kriel, Joshua Meise,  

Matthew Meise
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It is an honour to be the MIC of the Science Club. The 
year could not have gone any better. I am happy with 
the passion and the excitement that the boys have. 
The responsibility, accountability and initiative that 
the boys in leadership take is exemplary, especially 
to our juniors.

2019 has also produced Colours achievements. We 
had two of our senior members, Piet Hoffman and 
Samuel Eichhorn, eligible for Half Colours for their 
service to the Science Club. My utmost gratitude to 
Samuel Eichhorn in Form 5, for his great service as 
deputy chairman of the club. We wish him the best for 
his life after Pretoria Boys High. Our chairman, Piet 
Hoffman in Form 4, is a credit to the club. He served 
well and had the full support of all members and 
that led to the success of the 2019 Science Club. Our 
secretary, Kaveer Nagessar in Form 3, has amazing 
organisational skills that are greatly appreciated. He 
and his deputy, Komborero Chavhunduka in Form 
3, kept the club in order. 

Our calendar began with a smash. Sam Eichhorn 
gave a presentation showcasing various abilities of 
animals. Members also did an exciting agar plates 
task (medium for bacteria and other organisms to 
grow). Members went around the school to find 
places with bacteria to produce and cultivate on 
their agar plates. The agar plates were stored and 
analysed after a week. We hosted an astronomer 
Johan Smit from ASSA (The Astronomic Society of 
South Africa). Mr Smit’s talk was accompanied by 
a presentation about the birth, life, and death of a 

star and included black holes. This was remarkably 
helpful to Form 1s and 2s as their curriculum 
requires them to know all this information. 

Unfortunately, the Science Club could not have 
an outing this year. This is something that will be 
corrected in 2020. Overall, it has been a great year. 
Our members should be proud of what has been 
accomplished. We had a lot of hands-on experiments 
that I believe our members had fun doing and which 
increased their knowledge of science. We adopted a 
new tradition of concluding a term with a pizza treat 
which our members are very fond of. We are very 
positive and excited about the new year. It will only 
be better. We have a new governance structure under 
the leadership of Roy Kim and we have already 
started planning for 2020. Boys, greater things are 
coming in the Science Club! 

Clement Mongatane 
Master in Charge 

Science Club

Seated L–R: M Marais, K Chavhunduka, S Eichhorn (Vice Chairman), P Hoffmann (Chairman), K Nagessar, M Serfontein.
First Row L–R: Mr C Mongatane (MIC), O Mabe, A Okonkwo, S Sookay, E Cassim, S Mathe. 

Second Row L–R: J P La Grange, C Potgieter, J Visser, T Dao.
Absent: E Crous, A Fidos, T Mkhabela, E Odendaal, A Dreyer, Y Bakampaka, M Taljaard, S Hong, A Ogubie, K Taljaard.

Mr Mongatane and a group of Science Club boys performing an 
experiment at the Commencement Ceremony
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Social Outreach 
Even though the Social Outreach Society has its 
main aim of getting Boys High boys involved in 
the community by helping those less fortunate, it 
achieves so much more. The orphanages, places of 
refuge and old age homes benefit from our visits 
and the boys themselves grow and develop into 
kind, compassionate and caring young men. I am 
incredibly privileged to be involved with wonderful 
young men who really do care for others.

We have outings on Wednesday and Friday 
afternoons to the Princess Christian Home and 
Huis Johannes Machteld, both old age homes; to 
the Mohau Centre at Kalafong hospital, an AIDS 
orphanage, and to Sunnyside Shelter, an afternoon 
care centre for children of refugees. 

The games afternoons at the old age homes 
continue to provide lots of fun, both for the boys 
and the old folk. The added advantage for the boys 
is that their vocabulary and spelling improves. The 
highlight for the boys is if they can beat me, the 
English teacher, at a game of Scrabble. No matter 
how much I tell them that it is the luck of the draw 
of the letters, to the boys a win is a win and they will 

boast about for weeks afterwards.
I have been taking boys to the Mohau Centre for 

17 years and it continues to be a special afternoon for 
all concerned. The arts and crafts, beading and soccer 
games are always enjoyed by all. The Christmas party 
at the end of the year is a highlight for the children.

Our afternoons at Sunnyside Shelter have become 
a very important part of Outreach. There are 
definitely some potential teachers among our boys. 
The assistance with homework that the boys give 
to the children is valued by the staff at the shelter. 
Relationships have also developed as the children 
like to work with a specific Boys High boy.

It has been a good year in terms of numbers and 
it has been great to have a few Form 1 boys join the 
society and come regularly. They will become my 
future leaders. 

As always, the new year is filled with so much 
potential and I look forward to working with these 
amazing young men again.

Penny Vlag
Master in Charge

Social Outreach – Club of the Week
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1.  Santa’s Christmas Box Collection
2.  Games afternoon at Princess Christian Home
3.  Sunnyside Shelter – Sean Maherry teaching Maths
4.  Sunnyside Shelter – Homework assistance

5.  Sunnyside Shelter – Homework assistance: Mrs P Vlag and Yusuf 
Abrahams

6.  Sunnyside Shelter – Homework assistance
7.  Games afternoon at Princess Christian Home

1. 2.

3.

4. 5.

6. 7.
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SNIA
Society for National and International Affairs (SNIA)
After a long hiatus since the end of 2017, SNIA has 
been reborn under the leadership of Mrs Smith, who 
has helped this club to reach new heights. Through 
this, many boys have had the chance to discuss 
all sorts of thought-provoking topics, as well as 
hearing talks by various people of high standing, all 
bringing something new to the table for the boys to 
learn from.

An example of such a speaker was Solly Tshepiso 
Msimanga, a member of the Democratic Alliance. Mr 
Msimanga imparted knowledge of his childhood, his 
moral values, and his hope for the future of South 
Africa. One thing to take away from that talk was 
that education is the driving factor in building up a 
developing country such as our own, and that it is 
imperative to build up our ailing educational system.

Another of the thought-provoking topics that 
the SNIA covered was that of Journalism and the 
conduct of journalists in times of struggle or war. 
After watching the film, The Bang Bang Club, 
which detailed the experiences of journalists during 
the time of apartheid, especially during 1990 and 
1994, where intense violence occurred all around 
South Africa, a guest speaker was brought in to 
enlighten the boys on the laws of journalism and 

how journalistic privilege is to be approached. This 
speaker, Mrs Thea Illsley, happened to be the wife 
of our school’s very own Second Master, Mr Illsley.

Under the leadership of our chairman, Ruben 
Dreyer, every boy who has attended SNIA has had the 
chance of learning to form his own opinion, discuss 
it, as well as learn from others. All of this through 
thought-provoking discussions about topics such as 
the Death Penalty, domestic violence, land-grabbing, 
and narcotics, among many other points of debate. 

After spending many Friday afternoons in Room 3 
at the Main School, I can say that I have thoroughly 
enjoyed attending SNIA, and that I have learnt many 
interesting bits of knowledge, as well as life lessons 
from the time I spent on discussions within the club. 
2019 has been a success for this amazing club, building 
a bright future for it for years to come. I am confident 
that our MIC, Mrs L J Smith, and our soon-to-be 
elected chairman for 2020 will do an outstanding job 
in providing an avenue of speech among the boys, as 
well as continuing the immense growth that the club 
has experienced since its revival.

Alex Theodorou
Member of SNIA 2019
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Seated L–R: J Le Roux, K Urquhart, M van der Walt, Mrs L J Smith (MIC), R Dreyer (Chairman), B Ramonyane, R Stubbs.
First Row L–R: D D Krause, W Ngumalo, Q Jordan, K Otterpohl, A Mteto, O Moraka, A Theodorou, C Milne.

Second Row L–R: E Kandoro, A Rowse, O Anyene, J Loots, J Engelbrecht, L Gray, W Loots.
Third Row L–R: E Hollamby, A Allison, V Tswago.

The SNIA took part in various discussions 
throughout this year. Many of these discussions 
were memorable and had an impact on numerous 
individuals. Through the topics that we’ve covered, 
we as a group, have been able to break down barriers 
and stereotypes surrounding these often difficult 
and controversial matters. 

The SNIA under Mrs L J Smith’s leadership has 
given pupils in our school a place where they are 
both confident and intuitive. Whilst meeting every 
Friday, the society has been able to continually bridge 
the gap between what we as a collective understand 
and what we as individuals understand. Although 

some discussions became personal to certain pupils, 
the main objective stayed the same: to create a space 
in which everyone, from diverse backgrounds, has a 
voice to be heard and is truly understood. 

Mrs L J Smith has truly breathed new life into 
this overlooked club which allows pupils at PBHS 
to engage in these topics in controlled and often 
real life circumstances. I have no doubt that 
this club will continue to grow in numbers and 
popularity. 

Matthew van der Walt 
Vice-Chairperson 
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The Vedic Students’ Society (VSS) was established to 
create a space for students to learn, live and practise 
the universal teachings of Vedic Knowledge. The word 
Veda comes from the Sanskrit word Vid which means 
to know. So when we refer to “Vedic Knowledge” we 
refer to Divine Knowledge. The VSS helps students and 
teenagers apply a universal value system to everyday 
life to make their lives better, so that they are able to 
face tough challenges in life and make good decisions.

The VSS aims to make Boys High a better place 
for all people. The Vedas are a collection of four main 
texts that teach Divine Knowledge. The Vedas teach 
us that we are all children of the One Supreme Being.

At the beginning of this year the VSS was re-
established under the leadership of Ms Fratini 
and Swami Vedanand Jī (head of the Arya Samaj 
SA, and creator of the Vedic Hindu Youth League 
at Boys High, now known as the VSS). At the 
beginning of this year I was introduced to Swami 
Vedanand Jī and his two brahmacharis (students) at 
the Commencement Ceremony. I was amazed and I 
joined the club immediately. 

The club meets on Friday afternoons in Ms 
Fratini’s class. We discuss Vedic Dharma, Yoga, 
Meditation, Religious Beliefs and Social Issues that 
we face in our daily lives. At the beginning of this 
year, we got a basic introduction to the Vedas and 
got to practise basic yoga and breathing exercises 
known as Asana and Pranayama. 
We had regular discussions with 
Swami Vedanand about values 
found in the Vedas. Ms Fratini 
guided us through the many 
yoga and meditation sessions. 
We learnt various yoga positions 
such as the Surya Namaskar A, 
Lotus Pose, Ardha Padmasana and 
Tree Pose, Vrksana as well as the 
more challenging Warrior Poses, 
Virabhadrasana 1, 2 and 3.

Our first excursion was 
to the Buddhist Temple (in 
Bronkhorstspruit) during the 
Buddhist New Year. It was an 
amazing experience to learn about 
Buddhist philosophy and its 
values. After we prayed to Lord 
Buddha, we saw the beautiful 
sites of the temple and witnessed 
ancient traditions of Asia being 
preserved here in South Africa. 

In March, a guest speaker, 
named Devashni Pillay, spoke to 
us about Vedanta Philosophy. We 
learned about righteous living 

and about our mind, body and intellect. We started 
focusing on chakras, which are the energies flowing 
in different parts of our bodies. We learned about 
how to maintain and balance our chakras which help 
us maintain a balanced body and paves the way for 
the path to enlightenment. We started from our base 
chakra and moved slowly upwards.

Later in the year, we went to two Hindu Temples 
in Laudium, the Sivan Alayam and the Hindu Seva 
Samaj. I had the pleasure of taking the VSS on a 
guided tour around the temples and explained 
the different traditions and deities in Hinduism. I 
also introduced the members to Indian vegetarian 
cuisine and Indian sweets. I believe that my fellow 
VSS members learned a lot from the tour. 

I would like to thank all the VSS members for 
their participation and contribution to the VSS. It 
would be nothing without you. I would also like to 
thank Ms Fratini for running our club and being a 
great example to us and Swami Vedanand and his 
two brahmacharis, Divesh and Kamal Cassiram, for 
teaching us about the resplendent Vedas. We will 
always cherish these lessons.

Thank you and may the Supreme Being guide 
you to the path of enlightenment!

Kaveer Nagessar
Chairman

Vedic Student Society

First Row L–R: K Nagessar, R Mahabeer, Ms E Fratini, K Mdima.
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Swami-ji and his brahmacharis with the Vedic Society after celebrating the Chinese New Year at the Nan Hua Temple in Bronkhorstspruit
Back row: Divesh Kassiram, Kamal Kassiram, Swami Vedanand Saraswati and Ms Fratini

Middle row: Hlombe Languza, Alexander Paulsen, Zander Polson and Raoul Mahabeer
Front row: Kaveer Nagessar, Kuhle Mdima and Zakhel’ Mphuthi

1.  One of the three 
Buddha statues 
inside the Nan 
Hua Temple

2.  Celebrating the 
Year of the Pig 
with a traditional 
tea ceremony

3.  Kamal Cassiram, 
Swami Vedand 
Saraswati, Ms 
Fratini and 
Divesh Kamal 
preparing to 
welcome the new 
Form 1s to the 
Cultural Display 
evening before the 
Commencement 
Ceremony

1.

2.

3.
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2019 was a very successful year for the Wildlife 
Society. We saw some new members join and some 
loyal members grow to new heights.

Our year started on 26 January with a hike at 
Rietvlei Dam where we were joined by the Hiking 
Club members. These hikes are generally extremely 
popular with the public and it is difficult to obtain a 
ticket to attend. They are also favoured by the boys 
as they give an opportunity to experience a bit of 
wildlife on foot. As this hike is less strenuous, the 
heat in summer becomes bearable as it takes place 
early in the morning and ends with a wonderful 
lunch at the restaurant on the estate.

Our next hike was the Hennops River Hike 
through luscious vegetation and we experienced a 
cable-car journey across the river. The pollution in 
this river is almost unbearable to see. Apart from the 
terrible stench, the noise pollution coming from day 
hikers is noteworthy. The boys were notably relieved 
to end this trail. 

We visited the Onderstepoort Veterinary Clinic 
on 8 February where we were shown how to stitch 
up animals in distress by using silicon models as a 
practice tool. A guest speaker shared his experience 
on travelling through Africa, helping animals 
in need, especially those who had fallen prey to 
poachers and animal abusers. On this visit we were 
also privileged to assist Onderstepoort in feeding 
the rescued Lesser Flamingo chicks that had been 
transported from their breeding ground at a drought-
stricken dam. Their birthplace, Kamfers Dam in the 
Northern Cape, is one of only three breeding grounds 
for our famous pink birds, the other two being in 
Namibia and Botswana. We were fortunate enough 
also to assist in feeding more of the flamingo chicks 
in need at Roodeplaat on 5 March 2019. This feeding 
was a memorable experience, not always pleasant 
as it entailed the cutting up of sardines, not always 
too fresh, and processing the meat in blenders. The 
fact that the flamingo chicks are back in their natural 
habitat is a great reward for all the effort.

In April we visited the Husky Heaven Rescue 
Centre in Centurion. Husky Heaven specialises in 
rescuing and re-homing this magnificent breed of 
dog. Mr Tucker joined us as we helped out with 
some general maintenance by painting poles that 
the centre uses in the enclosures and to brush, walk 

and spend some quality playtime with the Huskies. 
The Huskies remain a big favourite with the boys 
as they are generally a friendly breed that enjoys 
the company of children. How these dogs can be 
abandoned remains a mystery. 

Our highlight tour this year was the weeklong 
visit to the Hoedspruit Endangered Species Centre, 
with over 120 cheetahs, including the majestic King 
Cheetah. Every morning we were up at the crack 
of dawn to prepare food for the cheetahs before we 
fed the rhinos and did some general cleaning of the 
cages. This centre also keeps a few leopards and 
rescued lions that won’t be able to survive in the 
wild due to a genetic imbalance or the fact that they 
were domesticated. The centre is also adjacent to the 
Kapama Estate that houses the famous Jabulani herd 
of elephant. Adine Roode and her mother Lhente 
Roode are the corner-stones for this magnificent 
enterprise and it is no great surprise that Adine 
Roode was named the Relais & Châteaux’s 2019 
Woman of the Year. It is indeed a life-changing 
experience and highly recommended.

Our final visit for the year was to Dinokeng where 
we cleaned out alien vegetation – we even held a 
successful cactus chopping competition! The main 
reason for our visit and future visits, will be the 
establishing of a hiking trail in the reserve. This oasis 
is a surprise to any avid birdwatcher and wildlife 
enthusiast, waiting to take the road over weekends. 
It is a welcome refuge as the roads to Pilanesberg are 
becoming dangerous to transport the boys safely on 
weekends for a bit of adventure and much needed 
wildlife watching. 

The year ended on a high note when four of our 
Wildlife Society members received Half Colours for 
their participation in the SANParks Junior Honorary 
Ranger Programme, where various milestones were 
achieved in a 3-phase approach. Congratulations to 
Matthew Kingsley, Calvin Comins, Morgan van den 
Berg and Anrich le Roux for receiving Half Colours 
for their contributions to the programme and for 
service to the Wildlife Society.

Matt Kingsley  
2020 Chairman 
Mr Philip Loots
Master in Charge

Wildlife
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Seated L–R: D Geerthsen, M Van Den Berg, Mr P Loots (MIC), A Forrester (Chairman), R Coetser.
First Row L–R: T Buys, A le Roux, M Kingsley, K Holloway.

Second Row L–R: Y Abraham, C Comins, N Botha.

At Husky 
Heaven 
Rescue 
Centre 
Lanseria
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Wildlife

1.  The Wildlife Society went on 
a tour in the June holidays to 
the Hoedspruit Endangered 
Species Centre. They spent 
a week working on the farm 
and feeding wild animals 
like cheetah and rhino

2.  The group of Wildlife 
Society members at 
Onderstepoort

3.  In one of the laboratories at 
Onderstepoort Veterinary 
Hospital

4.  A visit to the Elephant 
Sanctuary in Hartbeespoort 
– Matt Kingsley with one of 
the elephants

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Writers’ Club
Ernest Hemingway said, “There is no rule on how 
to write. Sometimes it comes easily and perfectly; 
sometimes it’s like drilling rock and then blasting it 
out with charges.” This is the premise from which the 
boys in the club start every writing session. It is always 
surprising to see boys with a genuine flair for words 
willing to participate in random times of creative 
ingenuity and, at times, explosive insanity. It has 
always been my desire to create a place where limits 
cannot be found; where ideas, no matter how absurd or 
normal, right or wrong, can be expressed and judged 
without fear. The Writer’s Club is that place.

While this small club has yet to initiate the event 
of the century, cementing itself firmly in Boys High 
history, for me, it has already surpassed expectations. 
It has been a place of spontaneity and, at times, 
chaos, where the simplest of activities can transmute 
into strenuous challenges. It has been a genuine joy 
to see the great works of our fledgling writers, some 
of whom started off like miners drilling rock. It 
has been a privilege to see their skills develop and 
their writing transform and grow, and to have been 
moved by what I have read. 

Over the past five years I, too, have grown from 
a quiet Form 1 boy watching writers in the club sit 
in a circle and share discourse with one another, to a 
Form 5 boy, with all the nuances of the written word. 
Modern society is rife with stress and conflict. Old 
traditions are being discarded. Most of us face conflict 
within our families; crime is rampant; respect for and 
nurturing the dignity of others is seen as a sign of 
weakness. Even the destruction of the planet causes 
strife for some people. These problems can leave us 
emotionally inarticulate and then feelings of love and 
fear, hatred and hope are expressed in very clichéd 
terms. If we can express our innermost thoughts and 

feelings succinctly, if we can express our dreams, our 
desires, our doubts concisely, then we can understand 
them more fully and deal with them.

A collection of really insightful and impressive 
pieces was collated and placed in a booklet which 
was published for the first time this year. Some of 
the pieces have been entered into competitions. 
However, the compilation reveals the excessive 
time, effort and energy, the drilling and blasting, 
that the writers have spent throughout the year on 
their works. The booklet was entitled, “Échos of 
mind and soul” which raised a few eyebrows and 
a few doubts were heard such as, “Isn’t échos spelt 
incorrectly?” After researching the etymology of the 
word, the boys discovered that it is derived from 
a Greek word which means “having a continued 
significance or influence”. There is also reference to a 
character in Greek mythology that was punished for 
transgressions with silence and had to communicate 
in writing. This has been an amazing learning 
experience for a group of young boys and a perfect 
way to conclude an extremely successful year. 

I will miss our discussions and planning our club 
meetings, at times leeching off Lebo and stealing ideas 
from Botshelo. To everyone who has contributed to 
the club in some way, I wish to thank you.

When you write, you offer others a glimpse into 
your mind, that most guarded of treasures and you 
allow them to offer a glimpse of theirs. From the 
bottom of my heart, I want to thank everyone in the 
club for offering me those glimpses. To everyone 
else, I implore you to take the opportunity to see it 
for yourself. 

Thando Zungu
Chairman

Seated L–R: J Ncobane, T Zungu (Captain), Mrs Pieterse, L Munseri, R Heeralal.
First Row L–R: J van Schalkwyk, R Lasencci, K Kissaan, B Bokopane.

Absent: M van Wyk.
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Africa at its best
In the winding streets of the Pretorian suburbs, 
there was something the world was unfamiliar with. 
Ellena Africa was a small African girl adopted by a 
white family. This was not the unfamiliar part, no. 
She found herself not dancing to African drums like 
her forefathers: she was very often to be found in a 
tutu, dancing the dance of the French nobles. Ellena 
Africa was a ballet dancer.

It all happened by chance. Ellena’s new mother 
never forced her to do anything. It was Ellena who 
saw a picture of a lady in leotard twirling elegantly 
and swiftly. She was still young and innocent when 
she started. She was one of a kind in her classes, not 
only because she was extremely African,but because 
she was extremely talented. Her toes were always 
perpendicular to the ground and her twirls seemed 
as if they would continue forever.

Ellena did not lead an easy life growing up. Her 
parents tried their best to safeguard her against 
the evils of this world. Hiding a child from evil 
is unfortunately a futile task. The inappropriate 
comments from white children did not bother her 
much as they were few. Her choice to do ballet was 
not always appreciated in the African community. 
She had been called a traitor for not denouncing her 
parents and the art she loved so dearly. Her parents 

did try to comfort her, but it did not help. She did 
not want to be from Africa and her surname choked 
her like the gallows. There was no market in South 
Africa for her talent and Ellena decided to go to 
Europe.

In Belgium, she was able to join a troupe of 
National Theatre dancers. After practising until her 
feet were almost permanently arched, she had her 
début in Black Swan. This was supposed to be a 
warning.

Ellena was shaking on the opening night. This 
was the night to prove to the world that she should 
be labelled as an artiste who was a master of her 
craft. She danced with such perfection. Years of 
training and sorrow manifested itself that night. 
Ellena saw how the crowd gawked at her. But this 
was not because she was gifted.

One will never truly escape the labels of the 
world. It does not matter where one is from. The 
next morning the newspaper headline read: “Ballet 
turned circus. Africa at its best.” In the end it was 
Ellena’s surname that choked her to death – all 
because of people’s labels.

Pedran Wessels
Form III

Alexander Paulsen F5 Alexander Paulsen F5
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An Unlikely Hero 
It was a cloudy summer’s afternoon. Dad was off on 
one of his all-day bike rides. The rest of us, Grandpa, 
Mom, my sister Amy and the dogs were walking 
towards the bridge over the river to see how it fared 
against the morning storm.

Upon closer inspection, the bridge was in mint 
condition. While we were there we decided to 
have fun in the still warm water. We spent an hour 
splashing, swimming, laughing and just having 
fun. Even the dogs took a dip in the slow moving 
shallows. It was beginning to get dark so we started 
drying off on the end of the bridge. All of a sudden, 
a loud roaring sound could be heared upstream and 
a few seconds later the bridge was encapsulated in 
a flood of water.

We marvelled at the great flow of water. It looked 
like white water rapids taken to the next level. They 
easily splashed over our heads as we stood off to 
one side. After a while we decided that fun was fun, 
but that we had to head home. We soon discovered 

that while we watched the fast flood on the bridge 
that the slow flood had crept behind and around us. 
We were trapped at the bottom of the hill on a piece 
of land growing smaller by the minute. All we could 
do was shout, but we heard no response. 

Just as we thought that all hope was lost, an 
engine could be heard in the distance. As we looked 
towards the top of the hill Dad raced down towards 
our nearly non-existant patch of land. Everyone 
piled into the car as he got out and grabbed our dogs 
by their collars. Wading through the water, he ran 
up the hill. And we drove up beside him to safety. 
We made it! We were wet, tired and still a bit scared, 
but we made it.

If Dad had not heard our calls, some of us would 
not have been here today. Not everyone can be a 
superhero, but Dad is my hero.

Mark Serfontein 
Form III

Around the Dinner Table 

In a giant’s house there are, not surprisingly, very 
few similarities to a human’s house. The family 
portraits are painted, the doors are gigantic and 
made from wood covered in moss. It’s cold with 
no heaters and everything is big – about the size of 
Mount Kilimanjaro.

The one thing that stands out the most is their 
dinners. Instead of having an animal of sorts, they 
have humans. Instead of having broccoli, they will 
have a special type of tree that grows only in the 
land of giants. Their animals like chickens, turkeys, 
and pigs are about twenty times bigger than the 
ones humans have.

The chickens are served first, as a starter, and 
a pig as, what they call, a pre-main. The humans 
are served next as the main course. Now there are 
many ways to cook a human, but the best way is 
over a fire, after it has been skinned and seasoned 

with salt, pepper and oregano. The bones make 
a nice crunch for them. Around the dinner table 
it’s loud and messy with fingers, like little crumbs, 
littering the table and giants shouting across the 
table.
“Where’d you get these from?”
“I got ’em from the local ‛Taste Before You Buy’. 
They really got ’em fresh aye!”
“Do you want a little grog before dessert?”
“I wouldn’t mind a bit!”

Dessert is very different in the land of the giants. 
Instead of being sweet, it is bitter and hard and 
burnt. It is disgusting, with little humans inside. If 
you ever see a giant, run. Or he will capture you and 
eat you for dinner.

Nicholas Lianos 
Form I

Ngzli Noxeke F3 Alexander Paulsen F5
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Death Machine
I remember it like it was yesterday: waking up scared, 
dazed and confused. I had no idea where I was. I 
struggled to sit up and study my surroundings. A 
hospital. The various wires and devices all seemed 
to be glaring down at me. Pain rushed to my head. I 
was sweating profusely and could not feel my legs – 
I could not feel my legs. I dared to look and let out a 
shriek that would startle a deaf person.

The doctors told me that upon further investigation, 
it was discovered that as I was riding my motorbike 
one night, the brakes, which ultimately caused the 
event, mysteriously malfunctioned. From that day 
onward I swore never even to touch that dreadful 
contraption again. The sight of one is enough to put 
me to tears. My dreams and aspirations were cut 
short because of some combination of metal parts. 

My new set of wheels, however, is far more safe 
and trustworthy. It is my wheelchair. The main 
benefit is that I determine its path. It does not 
determine mine.

For years my mission has been to inform people 
of the dangers of motorbikes. My efforts, however, 
have been to no avail. The motorbike accident 
mortality rate continues to soar, despite my valiant 
efforts to shoot it down.

One gloomy morning, on my way to one of these 
addresses that I had scheduled, I stopped at a coffee 
shop. I had not slept sufficiently the previous night. 
As I left the shop and pushed myself back along to 
my car, I saw a sight like Hell itself: rows and rows 
of motorbikes, all for sale.

I slowly rolled along the isle of death machines, 
all the while crying and shaking. I would imagine 
that the feeling I experienced was similar to a D-Day 
veteran strolling down the beaches of Normandy. I 
failed to keep my thoughts, words and emotions to 
myself that day. It truly was traumatic, but I felt that 
it was also necessary. 

As I lay awake in bed that night, I felt as though a 
massive weight had been lifted off my shoulders. The 
fear and resentment I had contained for so long had 
finally been released. However traumatic the ordeal 
was, I had faced my fear, faced and conquered it. All 
those years ago the death machine had not taken my 
life, but as I now realised,had taught me a lifetime of 
lessons and given me a new life of purpose.

Kyle Marshall 
Form III

Mohau Monaledi F5 Joshke Jacobs F3
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“A problem-free life never made a strong person”
Somewhere deep inside mockingbirds cried. Twigs 
snapped and I suddenly became aware of its 
presence. In front of me the dark forest loomed over 
the trail that disappeared into its heart. Not scared 
at all, I continued down the path and the dark-green 
foliage brushed my boots as they steadily stepped 
over stones and dead leaves. Its intentions were 
clear to me. That’s why I came here. To see it one 
last time.

I didn’t think much of it until I passed through 
a dense patch of red oaks and elderberry bushes 
where, out of the corner of my eye, I was reminded. 
Its large, pointed antlers and hollow body slowly 
trailed behind me. My every move observed. What 
was there to say to it? The last time we met was 
when I first ventured into these mountains, shortly 
after mother had died. It’s been several years since. 
I started up the slope when a thought surfaced. 
Maybe I should ask it about father?

From far up ahead the faint sound of the waterfall 
drifted closer. Up until then I thought I had hated 
the man, but underneath all the bruised memories 
a sorrowful love still lingered. As I stepped over 
a rock and stepped on soft undergrowth, the 
realisation hit me. It was not him but me who my 
hate fell on. Mother was extremely dear to both 
of us, but I know her death destroyed him and 
only hurt me. Sniffing in the moist smells of bark, 
dirt and leaves, I felt a lump rising in my throat. 
I hated that I was too weak to have supported 
father. If only I was strong enough. Then maybe 
I wouldn’t have lost him too. I hated the fact that 
I had done nothing in aid of his pain. Absolutely 
worthless!

Father’s words rang in my ears as I stepped onto 
the riverside, but they were soon overpowered by 
the tremendous roaring of the waterfall. I felt the 
earth rumbling beneath my feet together with my 
own hatred surging through my body. I was going 
to explode. Suddenly an icy hand touched my 
shoulder and I turned to face it.

The sound of the waterfall faded away as I stared 
into the gaping darkness of the deer skull’s empty 
eye-sockets. Oh, how I wanted to be drawn in and 
disappear into those dark chasms. Like father did. 
I watched as it raised its hand and pointed with a 
long, black, slender finger towards the trail that led 
to the top of the waterfall. I nod. Yes, that is what I 
came to do.

Then it struck me. If I disappear, then I’m not 
different to father. I turned away and it released its 
grip on me. If only I could have extended a hand 
of grace to father instead of blame that shattered 

his last hold on life. Perhaps it was I who longed 
for grace, compassion and support. For what felt 
like eternity I just stood and took it all in. The river, 
the butterflies, the golden forest lining the pebbly 
embankments and my own reflection in the water. 
And then there was just sadness.

I was engulfed by the complete heaviness of the 
sorrow I had been evading. Tears streamed down 
my face as I felt its arms wrap around me. Only then 
did I see it for what it really was: I didn’t hate the 
world for taking mother and then father. Nor did I 
hate myself. I was just sad. Terribly sad.

Its arms disappeared and I felt a familiar lightness 
in my heart. So warm. Like the touch of mother’s 
hand. I looked up at its black legless body floating 
above the ground and finally understood. I didn’t 
need the darkness to cope with suffering. Only love 
and acceptance. Firstly towards myself, because that 
is how I would move from here.

That understanding flowed like warm honey 
through my body and for the first time my heart 
opened to myself. It started to leave and with a sigh 
of gratitude I watched it disappear between the trees. 
The sorrow wasn’t gone, but there was tranquillity 
in accepting it for what it was. I’m not separate from 
it, nor am I separate from myself. Suffering will only 
enhance this amity regardless of how difficult it will 
be.

After that I took a refreshing swim in the river 
and hiked back to the car. As I climbed back into the 
driver’s seat, I felt it watching me from behind the 
thick forest screen, but I left it there. I left it there 
knowing I was ready to face the world again, but it 
was clear that this wouldn’t be our last meeting.

Zander Polson 
Form V

Oluseyi Ogunbanjo F5
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How Sashlin made the sad cloud happy
Once upon a time, there was a man named Sashlin. 
He was a very intelligent young man. One day there 
was a thunderstorm and Sashlin noticed a cloud that 
sat apart and looked very sad. He decided to cheer 
it up and make it happy once again. He thought he 
would use the traditional “Sad cloud, happy cloud” 
his father once used.

Step one was to go up to the cloud on a magical 
chair. They were very easy to find. One just needed 
to go to the butcher’s place where the butcher sits 
on his chair, killing the animals. It had souls in it. 
Luckily, he was very good friends with the butcher 
and got the chair easily. He flew up to the cloud in 
his very own wonderful magical chair. When he 
got there, the cloud was very lonely and sad. He 
approached the cloud very slowly and jumped on 
it and started to tickle his tummy, just like the book 
said. It didn’t work.

Now little Sashlin was very confused. He decided 
to check the book again. Step two, play the game “I 

spy with my little eye.” Sashlin knew that the sad 
cloud loves planes that come to visit him. There was 
this one plane that flew by and it asked the cloud: 
“What’s wrong, little guy?” The cloud ignored the 
plane. The plane just flew on. “I spy with my little 
eye …” said Sashlin: “A huge hot air balloon!” There 
was no response.

The book said that if all else fails, you need to use 
this last resort. You have to do the spaghetti dance. 
The thing about the spaghetti dance is that it is very 
embarrassing to do. He decided to do the dance. One 
had to act like a real spaghetti worm, which was very 
difficult to do indeed. When the dance was finished 
the cloud was as happy as ever. The cloud laughed 
and laughed at the humiliated Sashlin doing the 
spaghetti dance. The cloud promised to send rain 
every day as a happy offering of love and joy.

Tristan Visagie 
Form I

How Zebra Got His Stripes
One day long, long ago, when Zebra was still only 
white, he was hated by everyone: his mom, dad, 
brother, sister, cousin, uncle and even his aunt 
Tereza. Zebra was an outcast, just another animal in 
the world. No-one cared. No-one even noticed him. 
He was very sad.

When all Zebra’s family were drinking at the 
waterhole and Zebra wanted to drink with them, 
they would just walk away. Zebra had no friends. He 
would always watch the baboons play in the trees, 
swim in the river and how they were eating fruits. 
Sometimes when he was feeling brave he would ask 
them if he could play with them. All they did was 
look at him and would start laughing. He thought 
maybe it was his colour, but little did he know all of 
that would change.

On one fine evening, Zebra was on his usual 
“Baboon watching”, when he heard strange 
sounds coming from somewhere near the river. 
When Zebra came to the source of the sound, 
he saw something rather peculiar. Those things 
had hair only on top of their heads! It was really 
out of the ordinary. They stood only on two legs, 
and they were fiddling with some kind of black 
substance. They used a stick with grass to smear 
all the black substance on a wall. This was strange 
because why would they want to dirty their wall? 
These sort of questions flowed through Zebra’s 
head, but nonetheless, he was going to make 

friends today!
He stealthily crept up behind them. Suddenly 

the creatures started throwing spears and arrows at 
him. He was so frightened, he ran past them to the 
now black wall. While he was running past the wall, 
he tripped over a big rock. He slid over the ground 
to a halt, stood up and started running again. But for 
some reason he felt wet.

When he got back, everybody was looking at him 
strangely. He didn’t know what was going on. He 
went up to the water and looked at the reflection. It 
was someone else’s! The more he looked, the more 
he realised that it was him. He had stripes! And for 
once in his life, he felt included!

Ernst van Garderen
Form V

Matthew Wepener F4
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Odesa and Finotreaus (Myth)
Long, long ago, there was a monstrous beast with 
the body of a giant and the face of an ogre. His name 
was Finotreaus. Being ten metres tall, he was the most 
feared creature alive. He was so strong that he found 
rivers, cracked the ground in half and pulled one side 
up to form a waterfall just so that he could shower. He 
travelled the world making hundreds of waterfalls, but 
here lay the problem: every time he washed himself, 
toxic waste would ooze out of his feet and it would 
destroy land and crops. He had to be killed.

In a small village lived a boy named Odesa. He 
was determined to stop Finotreaus, to do what 
many people had failed to do. However, this boy 
was clever and studied this creature for weeks. 
He found out that the beast was also affected by 
the toxic waste. He began to think about a way to 
kill it. Eventually he decided to concentrate on the 
waste and pour it into the river that Finotreaus was 

going to use next and thereby burn him to his bones. 
Months later he put his plan into action.

The next stop for Finotreaus was the Nile. Odesa 
was ready with his bucket of toxic waste. As the 
ogre struck the ground with his fist and pulled 
it up, something began to happen. The ground 
started to tremble. It was an earthquake. Odesa fell 
back, dropping the waste on himself. It killed him. 
Finotreaus hardly felt a thing.

When Finotreaus was roaming the land of Egypt, 
he came across Odesa’s dead body and ate it. He 
swiftly died from the poisonous body. A simple 
peasant from Mostrian found the ogre’s body and 
claimed the kill. Odesa was forgotten. His heroism 
was unknown.

Byron Barnes 
Form I

Kenji Tabei F5 William Loots F4 Adrian Mcgilliwe F5 Dylan Talbot F5

Kean'u Adamson F5 Cameron Ras F3 Jourdan Russell F4
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Afrikaans
Muckleneuk Moorde 
Jy moet jou sondes bely, anders lê dit swaar op 
jou skouers. En terwyl ek só aan die ou dominee 
se woorde herkou, dink ek terug aan daardie 
reeksmoordenaar wat amok gemaak het in my 
kinderdae. Het ek nog nie die storie vertel nie? My 
geheue is nie meer wat dit moet wees nie.

Jou oupa was nog op hoërskool. Daar was ŉ reeks 
moorde van… was dit nou vier of vyf bosslapers? 
‛n Reeksmoordenaar, ja. Op die voorstoep van die 
vernaamste skole in die stad, Loftus Versfeld (toe dit 
nog bestaan het) en Tukkies.

Op daardie stadium was Pretoria, wel, besonders. 
Dit het nie plae toeriste en waterbeperkings gehad 
nie. Skandale en politiek, hoewel oorvloedig, is 
elegant hanteer. Ons het neus opgetrek vir die 
Johannesburg beton shacks en goudmynwalms. 
Hier, in die hart van ons stad, was daar botaniese 
tuine, roosparke en die Uniegebou. En ons inwoners? 
Die vriendelikes en opregtes het hulself in Pretoria 
kom setel. En tog was daar boosheid in ons midde.

‛n Ware Pretoriase juweel was Magnolia Dell, ons 
weergawe van die Germiston-stasie. As skoolkind 
moes ek wye draaie daarom loop. Skoolkinders is 
soms aangeval met bakstene en selfs messe. Ek voel 
steeds sommiges het dit verdien, maar kom ons los 
dit daar. 

My ma het my altyd gewaarsku om nie my selfoon 
oop en bloot te adverteer nie. Oogkontak was taboe, 
want die bosslapers het elke geleentheid gebruik om 
te bedel of nader te kom. Veiligheid het nog altyd ‛n 
ereplek bo ordentlikheid gekry. Die parkie was vir 
die ryk inwoners van die ou Pretoriase voorstad ŉ 
skaamte, ‛n las en ‛n gevaar. Al sou niemand dit ooit 
in goeie geselskap noem nie, was die boemelaars 
onwelkom. En toe begin die moorde en skielik was 
die noem daarvan onnodig.

Ek was op daardie stadium in die koshuis. Van 
koshuislewe en hoe “ongelooflik lekker” dit was, sal 
ek nie uitwei nie. Die storie het stadig maar seker 
deur die koshuis versprei. Stertjies is in oorvloed 
aangeheg. Die polisie het die lyk in die middel van ‛n 
gedroogte dammetjie in die park gekry. Die slagoffer 
is in die vroeë oggendure deur ‛n harde voorwerp 
van agter af geslaan. Almal het gespekuleer en ek 
het myself vermaak met die lagwekkende teorieë. 
Moord was nog altyd ‛n probleem, maar dié keer 
was dit anders. Dié keer was dit op óns voorstoep.

Soos die dae aanbeweeg het, het die slagoffers 
begin ophoop. Die stad was in rep en roer toe die 
derde hawelose man gevind is. Nog twee is minder 
as ses voet van mekaar gevind. Die treinspoor het 
gedeeltelik deur die area geloop op pad stasie toe. 
Die areas langs die spore was onversorg en die bosse 

het die area dig bevolk. Ons het gereeld soontoe 
ontsnap. Ek onthou nog een dag wat een van my 
vriende ŉ meter-lange daggabos daar uitgepluk het. 
Maar op daardie stukkie bekende aarde is twee van 
die mans morsdood gevind. Geslaan en gesteek. 
Vermoedelik met ‛n krieketkolf van alle dinge.

Die vreemdste? Die moorde was nie ‛n oplossing 
nie. Die inwoners was normaalweg bang vir dié 
onkruid, dié skurke, dié wie hul kinders met 
bakstene sou aanval. Maar wat gevolg het was die 
vrees vir ‛n groter gevaar.

Daardie laaste koue wintersnag was die 
moordenaar vasberade. Die koue winterson het 
gesak oor die donker strate en bome het naak en 
skaam rondgestaan. Die skool was vaak na ŉ dag 
van eksamenskryf. Die strate van die stad was stil en 
op soek na ’n welverdiende nagrus. Die skemering 
het sy boosheid gebring.

Op een hoek, tussen twee woonstelblokke, was 
daar een boemelaar, verskans agter koerante. Die 
straatligte was yl en dit is al wat nodig was vir 
daardie laaste ses.

Die “regte” moordenaar is glo ŉ paar dae later 
gevind in een of ander bevraagtekenbare woonstel 
in Sunnyside.

En dit bring my terug by Dominee se preek. Die 
beskuldigde het alles ontken, maar wie erken tog sy 
eie skuld? En my skuld? Niks is gelukkig ooit my 
skuld nie. Oupa het mos nie ’n gewete nie.

Ekskuus, Dokter? Met wie praat ek? Met my 
kleinkind! Kan jy hom nie sien nie?

Pedran Wessels Graad 10 
Tweede plek: Beeld Skool 

Werner Bronkhorst F5
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Na 'n lang dag se reis, het ek arriveer 
Ek is vuil, nat, honger en moedeloos, maar ek beur 
voort deur die magtige reën, wat my slaan soos 
gevriesde klippies. Ons reis al van vroegmôre af, ek, 
my baas, en sy familie. Net toe ek vir die soveelste 
keer wil stop vir ‛n blaaskans, klap die sweep hier 
reg agter my. Ek maak of ek wèèreens skrik en loop 
vorentoe met “nuwe” moed.

Net oor daardie koppie, net deur die vallei, net 
agter die bosse, ons is nou al ‛n derduisend maal 
verby ons bestemming. Met ore wat hang,loop ek 
aan, verby nóg ‛n koppie. Wanneer ons oor klippe 
beweeg , hoor ek die wiele daar agter is ook besig om 
die stryd te verloor in hul desperate geluide. Stadig 

maar seker begin ek my hoewe al hoe laer van die 
grond af optel. Skaars twee meter agter my, hoor ek 
hoe my las sit en lag, skerts en hulle vol kos stop. 
Die familie het hulle wa bedek met ‛n groot wit lap 
wat eens op ‛n tyd deel van ‛n sirkustent was. Maar 
hierdie is g’n sirkus nie, loop ek mistroostig voort. 

Só het dit gegaan vir ure ,totdat, net ná die 
heuwel, was daar skielik ligte! Net voor ek in my 
kraal inmekaar gestort het, het ek besef, ek het my 
gesin manalleen oor die Drakensberg gebring, en 
hulle bring vir my die vlaktes van die Transvaal.

Theunis ( Franco ) Kruger

Die eerste keer toe ek gaan jag het
Daar staan sy. In die middel van ‛n oop stuk veld. 
Daar is nie genoeg woorde in enige taal om haar 
skoonheid te beskryf nie. Dit het ons net vier uur 
gevat om haar te vind, maar daar staan sy. Ek is 
naby genoeg om te sien hoe sy asemhaal. Haar hare 
so skoon en mooi soos die hare van Venus. Nie ‛n 
enkele litteken op haar lyf nie. Nog nie… Selfs die 
manier waarop sy stap, sal professionele dansers 
laat skaam voel oor hulleself. 

Die geweer is swaar in my hande, amper te swaar 
om dit behoorlik vas te hou. Die geweer is mooi op 
haar hart gemik. My vinger is op die sneller en my 
oë sien waar die koeël gaan sit. Ek dink net die hele 
tyd: “Kom nou, Anthony, dit is net soos met teikens; 
mik haal asem en skiet!” Ek haal asem, weer en weer 
en weer …

Pa word ongeduldig. Ek kan voel hoe hy praat, 

maar hy kan nie. Hy was so trots gewees toe ek oud 
genoeg was om die geweer te kry. Hy het so vinnig 
gereël dat ons twee gaan jag dat ek nog nie eers met 
die geweer geskiet het nie. Nou, hier voor my is die 
kans. Die kans om my eerste dier te skiet en nou kan 
ek nie eers die sneller trek nie.

My brein sê vir my vinger: “Trek die verdompde 
sneller!” Maar my hart is sterker as my brein. Hier, 
in hierdie oomblik waar ek lewe kan vat, is my hart 
in beheer. My hart beweeg die geweer sodat ek langs 
haar skiet. Ek haal asem en trek my vinger stadig na 
my toe. Ek hoor net een ding na daardie oomblik. 
Dit is nie my pa wt vloek of voëls wat skree nie. Dit 
is sy wat vir my fluister: “Dankie…”

Anthony Forrester 
Vorm 5

Liefde is al wat ons nodig het
Liefde is ‛n noodsaaklikheid van lewe, sonder dit 
kan die lewe doelloos voel. Liefde benodig nie 
geld nie, geld sal ook nooit die meetstok van liefde 
kan wees nie. Liefde breek al die mure van mense 
se ekonomiese statusse af en sien almal as gelyk. 
Alhoewel liefde veroorsaak dat ons almal mekaar as 
gelyk sien, kyk liefde nie met die oë nie, maar voel 
met die hart.

Liefde is ‛n bo-natuurlike gevoel wat bestaan tussen 
geliefdes. Dit kan veroorsaak dat mense omtrent 
enige iets vir mekaar sal doen. Alhoewel, liefde nie 
net ‛n emosie is nie. Dit is ‛n karaktereienskap wat 
deel word van jou lewe. Sonder kos en water kan 

mens nie leef nie, maar sonder liefde leef jy nooit. 
Mens kan nie op jou eie liefde ervaar nie, liefde kan 
net ervaar word as dit gedeel word.

Wanneer alles die dag verdwyn is liefde al wat 
bly staan. Dit is soos gom wat mens bymekaar hou. 
Liefde behels die krag van vergifnis. Dit oorkom 
enige struikelblok in jou lewe en is die oorsprong 
van die grootste glimlag wat jy ooit sal ervaar. Die 
enigste manier om liefde in oorvloed te ervaar is om 
liefde in oorvloed te deel.

Marnus Linde 
Vorm 4
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Op julle merke… 
Daar is drie woorde wat my bang maak. Net drie. 
Merke, gereed, gaan! Hierdie klein woordjies het 
meer betekenis as wat jy dink. Mense hoor die 
woorde, maar atlete kan hulle voel en sien en ruik. 
Merke, gereed, gaan. Dis meer as net woorde.

Op jou merke. Wat voel jy nou? Wat gebeur binne 
jou? Wanneer mens ‘op jou merke’ hoor, dan loop 
jy na die lyn toe. Jou asem is diep, stadig. Jou kop is 
nie. Dit dink aan een ding. Die resies voor jou. Jou 
bors bewe en dit voel of jy te swaar is vir jou bene. 
Mense begin stilbly. Jy kyk nie rond nie – net na die 
gesig van die man aan jou regterkant. Dít is wat ‘op 
jou merke’ beteken.

Gereed. Die hele wêreld staan stil. Die mense 
praat nie meer nie en hulle, elkeen, kyk vir jou. Niks. 
Doodse stilte. Jy trek jou asem in en die manne langs 
jou doen dieselfde. Jy bewe nie meer nie. Jy kyk net 

tien meter voor jou. Die eerste tien van die resies. Jy 
bid. Dit is al wat jy nou kan doen. Jy weet wat nou 
sal gebeur. Dit is wat ‘gereed’ beteken.

Gaan! Dis die slegste van die drie woorde. Gaan! 
Dit maak mens mal. Dit laat mense huil. Dit laat ons 
hardloop en ons hardloop vir ons lewens. Gaan! Laat 
die wêreld draai. Toeskouers begin nou skree en dis 
‛n warboel van kleure. Elke seun baklei met sy maat 
as hy om die baan hardloop. Dit is wat ‘gaan’ beteken. 
‘Gaan’ is die begin van die einde van die resies. Alles 
gebeur so vinnig na ‘gaan’ dat mens dit nie onthou 
nie. Dit is nou klaar. ‘Gaan’ maak dit klaar.

Merk. Gereed. Gaan. Ek is bang vir net drie 
woorde, net drie wat soveel krag het. 

Matthew Forrester 
Vorm 5

Duik
Soms wanneer ons langs mekaar sit, hou ek haar styf 
vas en droom oor al die goed wat ons saam gaan doen. 

Ons sal met ons motorfietse deur Lesotho ry en 
elke aand onder die sterre slaap. In die Cederberge 
sal ons tussen die rooi en swart rotse stap en die 
briljante pienk, oranje en rooi sonsondergange van 
die beste uitkykpunt af waardeer. Ons twee sal vir dae 
deur die grasgroen woud van Madagaskar kruip om 
na die grootste van die reusagtige kremetartbome te 
kyk. In die kurkdroë woestyn van Namibië sal ons 
elke aand vir die sterre staar. Wanneer ons lang die 
Kaap se kus ry, sal ons vir die see kyk en wonder oor 
al die goed wat daarin bly.

Of dalk sal dit ‛n ander soort anvontuur wees, 
waar ons in ‛n seilbootjie langs een of ander kus 

vaar. Wanner die son helder skyn en die water 
potblou is, sal ons in die see duik. Ons sal onder die 
water swem tussen verskeie kleurvolle vissies. Die 
vissies wat soos gedagtes verskyn en weer verdwyn. 
Ons sal na alles kyk wat die see het en dit bewonder, 
dankbaar dat die water oral rondom ons is.

Dan droom ek nie meer nie. Ek raak haar sagte 
vel en staar in haar pragtige groen oë. Ek vergeet 
dadelik van al die anvonture en besef iets. Sy is my 
avontuur en ek weet dat ek in die water van haar 
lewe wil vaar. Ek wil in die dieptes van haar siel 
duik en haar oral rondom my hê.

Daniel Cloete 
Vorm 5

Jamie Nortje F5 Matthew van der Walt F5
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Hand aan hand vat ons die pad 
Vandag is al ‛n hele jaar sonder haar. Die weerkaatsing 
van haar asemrowende glimlag skyn helder in my 
kop. Ek verlang na haar. Die woede veroorsaak trane 
en die trande veroorsaak gedagtes. Vandag ‛n hele 
jaar terug is dit my wêreld na haar dood.

My vuiste gebal soos die trane aan my wange 
vashou. Haar woorde herhaal in my kop, “hand 
aan hand vat ons die pad.” My hart sak diep in my 
maag. Sy was my als, sy was ‛n geskenk van bo. Ek 
moes haar meer liefde gee, ek moes meer tyd saam 
met haar spandeer, ek moes … ek moes… ek moes… 
. Maar nou is als weg. My ouers sê altyd dat sy veilig 
is, maar sy was veilig saam met my. Hoe kan ek 
sonder haar lewe? Hoe kan ek regkom sonder haar? 

Ek voel alleen sonder haar. My gedagtes is nou koud 
en leeg. Saam was ons perfek, die wêreld was jaloers.

Dit is nou al ‛n jaar, ‛n hele jaar en nog ‛n hele 
leeftyd sonder haar, die pad voel onmoontlik. Haar 
woorde van “ek sal altyd in jou hart wees” maak my 
warm met liefde. Elke keer maak ek net my oë toe, 
want daar is ek en sy weer perfek. Liefde is gevoel 
deur hart en daar sal haar verewig hou.

Eendag sal ek weer by haar wees sonder om my 
oë toe te maak en ons sal hand aan hand die pad vat.

Tristan Dean 
Vorm 4

Die eerste keer toe ek gaan jag het 
Ek kan alles onthou. Ek was twaalf jaar oud. Ek het 
net by die huis aangekom. My stiefpa het gesê dat 
ons die naweek sou gaan jag. Dit was ver – ons het 
amper vyf uur gery. Ons het na vriende se plaas toe 
gegaan om te gaan jag. My stiefpa het vir my gesê ek 
moet ‛n rooibok skiet.Ek weet nie hoekom nie, maar 
ek wou nie die bok skiet nie. Hy het gesê elke seun 
moet dit doen om ‛n man te wees. Ek móés dit doen.

Vroeg die volgende oggend het ons veld toe 
gegaan. Dit was yskoud en donker. Ons het amper 
die hele dag grondgery. Ons kon niks kry nie. Daar 
was nêrens bokke nie.

Dit het donker geword en ons was gereed om 
huis toe te gaan. Toe sien ons hulle – die rooibokke. 
Hulle het weggehardloop, maar ons het agter hulle 
aangery. Hulle was baie vinnig en hulle het so hoog 
gespring. Ons het hulle gevolg vir so 300m en toe 
stop hulle. My stiefpa het gesê: “Nou is jou kans.” 
Ek moes dit vat; ons sou nie nog ‛n kans kry nie. 
Ek het die geweer gevat. Ek het die bokkie gesien. 
Almal het vir my gewag om te skiet. Ek… ek het nie 
die bok geskiet nie. Ek het die grond geskiet sodat 
hulle kon weghardloop.

Toe ons huis toe gaan, het ek vir my stiefpa gesê ek 
het regtig probeer. Ek het nie die waarheid gepraat 
nie, ek weet. Ek het nie die bok geskiet nie, want dit 
het niks aan my gedoen nie. 

Ek dink ‛n man is nie net ‛n man omdat hy iets 
kan doodmaak nie. ‛n Man is man, want hy weet 
hoekom iets moet lewe.

Jason le Roux 
Vorm 4

Matthew van der Walt F5

Jethro Stoltz F3

Anthony Markides F5
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Wortels 
Oorweeg ‛n boom vir ‛n oomblik. So mooi soos dit 
is om na bome te kyk, sien ons nie wat ondergronds 
aangaan nie, aangesien dit wortels groei. Bome 
moet diep wortels ontwikkel om sterk te word en 
hul skoonheid te produseer. Maar ons sien nie die 
wortels nie. Ons sien en geniet net die skoonheid. 
Op dieselfde manier is dit wat in ons aangaan, soos 
die wortels van ‛n boom. (Joyce Meyer).

Sommige mense definieer hulself volgens hul 
natuurlike voorkoms. Hulle is dikwels trots (of 
skaam) oor hul stamboom. “Ek is ‛n Kleurling,” of 
“Ek is Zulu” of “Ek is Xhosa” en die lys gaan voort. As 
jy van ons grootste stede hier in Suid-Afrika besoek, 
soos Johannesburg, Pretoria, Kaapstad of Durban, sal 
jy ongetwyfeld in hierdie gemeenskappe floreer, ryk 
aan die kultuur, erfenis en taal van hul voorouers. 
Hul wortels loop diep.

Wortels is belangrik. In die plantlewe is die wortel 
daardie deel wat onder die grond is, wat die plant in 
posisie hou en water en voeding uit die grond haal. 
In musiek of in taal is die worttel die basis of platform 
van konstruksie. Jou tande het ook wortels, en so ook 
jou hare. Ons sien hulle gewoonlik nie, maar is ons 
nie bly dat hulle daar is nie? Die wortels hou dinge 
vas. 

Kleurlinge/Bruinmense is ‛n veelrassige etniese 
groep inheems aan Suider-Afrika wat afkomstig 
is van meer as een van die verskillende bevolking 
wat die streek bewoon, inlsuitend Khoisan, Bantoe, 
Afrikaner, Engels, Oos-Asië of Suid-Asië.

Kleurling. Elke keer as ek die woord sien, wil ek 
ineenkrimp. Nie omdat ek skaam is om kleurling te 
wees nie, glad nie. Maar omdat ek soveel meer is as 
hierdie kategorie wat die apartheidsonderdrukkers 
op my afgedwing het.

Wat bedoel ek presies met “Kleurling?” Ek kan 
amper die verwarring in jou stem hoor. Dit is ‛n ander 
woord vir “swart” of hoe? Of bedoel ek “wit”? Of 
beteken dit “gemengde ras?” In werklikheid kan dit 
alles en niks van bogenoemde beteken nie.

In teenstelling met wat jy dalk dink, is kleurling nie 
eintlik ‛n velkleur nie, hoewel baie kleurlingmense 
bruin is. Daar is eintlik baie kleurlinge wat donker 
bruin is.

Eerstens is ek trots op my kleurling identiteit. Ek 
prikkel met die klopse musiek, eet gatsbys, praat met 
‛n spesiale dialek as ek met my eie is en neem deel 
aan baie ander praktyke wat onmiskenbaar kleurling 
is. Tweedens is ek ‛n afstammeling van Indiese slawe 
wat deur Nederlandse onderdrukkers na Kaapstad 
gebring is.

Om te sê dat ek buitengewoon trots op hierdie 
erfenis is, sou ‛n onderskattig wees, en ek werk hard 
om dit in my huishouding te bewaar.

Die bekende woorde van Shakespeare “Wat staan 
daar in ‛n naam? Dit wat ons ‛n roos noem/met 
enige ander naam sal soet ruik” Ek glo dat name en 
etikette saak maak, veral as dit kom by die politiek 
van identiteit en die manier waarop ons onsself 
waarneem.

Vir my is die les wat ons hier moet leer om ander 
nie te laat definieer nie. Ons moet vry wees om ons 
eie menslikheid te laat geld en vry om te kies om 
onsself te definieer soos ons goedvind.

Kleurling en trots daarop. En wat meer is, ek het 
nie my hande opgesteek om aanhalingstekens te 
maak nie.

Brandon October 
Vorm 4

Karabo Rapoo F4 Quinten Teuling F4 Katleho Mohlomi F5
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Wie is jy regtig? 
Die seuns in PBHS is baie trots op hulle kle(u)
re. Mense wat nie hier op skool is nie weet dat dít 
Pretoria Boys High School se klere is. Wanneer jy ‛n 
seun in hierdie klere sien, sal hulle jou groet en baie 
goeie maniere vertoon. Seuns in hierdie skooldrag 
lyk altyd netjies en dit maak hulle skool trots, maar 
is dít regtig wie die seun is?

PBHS leer jou baie goeie maniere en alles wat 
‛n man moet hê. Ons moet groet en mooi van 
ander mense praat. My vraag is: doen hierdie 
seuns dit as hulle nié in hulle skoolklere is nie? 
Doen mense al hierdie goed wanneer niemand 
weet wie hulle is of in watter skool hulle is nie? 
Dit is maklik om goeie maniere te hê wanneer jy 

moet, maar dit is nie so maklik om goeie manier 
te hê wanneer niemand kyk of omgee nie. Jy kan 
nie nét ‛n goeie mens wees wanneer jy in jou 
skoolklere is nie. Jy moet dieselfde persoon wees 
in enige klere wat jy dra.

Jy moet jou eie mens wees. Die skool kan jou 
help om maniere te leer en om ‛n beter man te wees. 
Maar, jy moenie net soos ‛n robot luister en dan ‛n 
ander mens wees ná skool nie. Jy moet trots wees op 
die man IN die klere en weet dit is die man IN die 
klere wat die skool trots maak.

Aidan Bristow 
Vorm 5

Teepartytjie vir een 
Ek staar na myself in die spieël: grys vlegsels, 
bewerige hande, dooie oë. My gesig is dié van ‛n 
mens wat ‛n leeftyd se verwering ervaar het. Hoe 
het ek hierdie punt bereik?

Ek sukkel sitkamer toe waar ‛n pot tee en 
sjokoladekoek vir my wag tussen kaste vol erfgoed, 
potplante en fotorame. Ek het die koek by dieselfde 
tuisnywerheid wat my sestiende verjaarsdagkoek 
gebak het, bestel, maar sedert tannie Marie nie meer 
daar werk nie, is die koek maar baie droog.

Ek eet uit ‛n papierbord, want my duur teestel 
is êrens in ‛n boks in een van my kinders se ou 
slaapkamers. Hulle is albei al lankal uit die huis uit 
en hulle kinders ook. Die een is nou in Kanada en 

die ander een net twee blokke van my af weg, maar 
ek het hulle ses maande laas gesien.

Sondae gaan ek steeds na die kerk waar ek getroud 
is, maar al my strooimeisies lê al gemaklik in hulle 
kiste. En pleks daarvan dat ek soos ‘n prinses voel 
soos op my troudag, is ek nou die weduwee in die 
agterste ry van die kerk.

Ek staar na myself in die spieël: Elke plooi is ‛n 
bewys van ‛n goeie herinnering, maar die lewe wat 
soos een lang fees gevoel het, is nou ‛n teepartytjie 
vir een. 

Arno de Bruin 
Vorm 3

Ek is jammer
Om vergifnis te vra, hou die sleutels tot die hek van 
pêrels en goud.

Ja, as ek dit nie vandag van my skouers afkry 
nie, sal ek die ewige, swaar las van ‛n gewete dra. 
Volgens almal is ek skuldig. Die gewig op my swak 
skouers bring my op my knieë om te sê…

Ek is jammer, Oupa. Ek is ‛n verraaier wat sy volk 
en taal vervalle gelos het. Hier in die skool waar 
Oupa se taal verneder word, praat ek saam. Hier 
waar die Voortrekkers oor gelag word, lag ek saam. 
Dit is vir my toekoms, verstaan? Verraad teenoor my 
voorgeslagte is verkeerd. Ek is jammer.

Ek is jammer, Mamma. Daar is mans wat seermaak 
in plaas van om lief te hê. Nou moet ék die las dra? 
Moet asseblief nie vir my, my pa of broers so beskou 
nie. Verkragting is nie aanvaarbaar nie! Ek is jammer.

Ek is jammer, Suid-Afrika. My vel het beskerming 

en veiligheid teen ‛n duur prys gegee; tog is dit my 
voorvaders, nie ék nie, wat ongelykheid laat seëvier 
het. Ongelykheid is verkeerd. Ek is jammer.

Maar hoekom vra ék om vergifnis as ek onskuldig is? 

Pedran Wessels 
Vorm 3

Jarred Swarts F5
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‛n Dobbelhuis is ‛n paradoks. Daar bestaan net twee 
tipes mense in ‛n dobbelhuis en watter een van die 
twee jy is, is nie in jou beheer nie. Die dobbelhuis 
besluit namens jou.

Die eerste tipe mens in die dobbelhuis is die 
wenner. Dis die jong kêre wat met gloeiende oë en ‛n 
helder glimlag by die dobbelhuis uitstap. Die tipe is 
baie seldsaam. Jy sien hulle skaars en hulle kom nie 
gereeld dobbelhuis toe nie. Meeste van die wenners 
kom net een keer in hulle lewens, want gedurende 
daardie een keer wen hulle genoeg geld om af te tree 
en dan verdwyn hulle vir altyd. Hulle is maar een 
uit ‛n duisend.

Aan die anderkant van die dobbelhuis se 
dubbelsinnigheid is wat ek noem, die verloorder. 
Dis die ou tannie met die donker oë. As jy mooi 
na haar oë kyk sal jy sien wat ek bedoel. Met elke 

muntstuk wat sy vir die suinige masjien voer, raak 
haar oë net donkerder. Saam met elke muntstuk 
verloor sy nog ‛n stukkie van haar siel. Sy voer 
vir daardie masjien elke laaste druppel van 
haar pensioengeld, sonder om agter te kom, die 
masjien raak nooit versadig nie. Sy kom gereeld 
dobbelhuis toe en elke keer breek haar hart as sy 
moet kyk hoe die gloeiende jong kêrel weer ‛n 
keer wen.

Die dobbelhuis is ‛n aaklige plek, maar ook ‛n 
wonderlike plek. Daarom waarsku ek jou, wees 
versigtig om by die dobbelhuis in te stap, maar 
voordat jy besluit kyk in die ou tannie se oë – die 
antwoord lê altyd in die oë….

Christian Pretorius 
Vorm 5

In die woestyn 
Ek maak my oë oop na ‛n nag van koud kry en 
ongemaklik slaap. Ek sien die eerste sonstraal 
oor die duin loer. My droë, gebrande lippe smag 
na water. Ek haal ‛n notaboekie uit my rugsak 
en tel die dae af: dis nou al ses dae vandat ek die 
stapgeselskap verloor het en vandag is dus nog ‛n 
dag in die woestyn…

My honger raak erger en my hoop minder. Ek het 
gisteraand die laaste happie van my energiestafie 
geëet. Ek pak my sak en begin stap. Terwyl ek met 
my kaal voete oor die warm sand loop, maak ek my 
oë toe en begin bid vir net één tekentjie van hoop in 
hierdie dorre, ongenadige landskap

In die verte sien ek ‛n gemsbok oor die duin 
verdwyn en besluit om sy spoor te volg. Drie duine 
verder sien ek die weerkaatsing van die son op die 
water – ‛n oasis!

Ek hardloop af en val met oorgawe in die poel 
van hoop. Nadat ek my gesig afgespoel het en ‛n 
hele paar slukke water gevat het, besef ek skielik 
hoe dringend ek kos nodig het!

Ek is desperaat en begin verder aansukkel. Na 
‛n paar treë begin my visie verdwyn, ek val neer en 
alles word pikswart voor my…

Later herwin ek geleidelik my bewussyn. Deur die 
newels sien ek ‛n mensfiguur en hoor die woorde: 
“Alles gaan oukei wees.”

My redders laai my in ‛n rooi helikopter en ek rus 
my oë met die blye gedagte dat ek more weer my 
ouers sal sien. 

Jurrien Muller 
Vorm 4

Timothy Malan F5
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Dit was nie my skuld nie
Daardie oggend het my hele lewe verander…

Dit was asof ‛n helder ster oor die stad beweeg 
het. Alles was doodstil toe die lig verdwyn het. Ek 
kon nie glo wat gebeur het nie! Voor my het ‛n stad 
gelê, heeltemal verwoes…

Dit was nie my skuld nie. Nadat die bom op die 
stad geval het, het almal my blameer vir die dood 
van duisende mense en die verwoesting van ‛n hele 
stad. Ek kon nie met hulle stry nie, want ek was op 
die vliegtuig wat die bom laat val het, maar onthou, 
ek is ‛n spesiale agent wat terroriste vang en agter 
tralies sit… Natuurlik het niemand my geglo nie.

Dit was nie my skuld nie. Nadat ek die vliegtuig 
geland het, het die polisie en die weermag my saam 

met die terroriste gearresteer en in die tronk gegooi. 
Ek moes eerste in die hof verskyn en hard verduidelik 
dat ek die vyand probeer keer het, maar niemand wou 
my glo nie en ek het lewenslange tronkstraf gekry.

Dit was nie my skuld nie! In die tronk het ek 
elke dag daaraan gedink hoe ek dalk dinge anders 
kon doen. Ek kon die bom uitmekaar gehaal het, 
duisende mense se lewens en ‛n hele stad gespaar 
het en ‛n held geword het! In plaas daarvan het ek 
verwoesting gesaai!

Maar dit was nie my skuld nie… 

Manfred Spiwak 
Vorm 2

Bosskool 
Bosskool was een van die beste en lekkerste 
ervarings van my hele lewe. Ek het so baie oor 
die natuur, die lewe en myself geleer. Ek het nuwe 
vriende gemaak en ervarings beleef wat ek nooit 
sal vergeet nie.

Toe ons die eerste dag by Kamoka aankom, het 
ons almal vining geleer dat dié plek geen nonsens 
vat nie! Meneer Armstrong het vir ons verduidelik 
dat niemand vir ons sal kom soek as ons in die 
moeilikheid is nie en dat ons ons eie plan sal moet 
maak om te oorleef.

Op ons tweede dag moes ons gaan hout haal en 
dit 3 km terug kamp toe dra sodat die “donkie” kon 
brand om vir ons warm water te gee. Verder moes 
ons elke tweede oggend 4.4 km draf en party dae 
moes ons halfses soggens in die dam gaan swem. 
Elke Maandag was daar “vleislose Maandag” en 
dan was die eet van vleis verbode. Vrydae moes ons 

self vleis braai vir aandete.
Daar was baie aspekte van Bosskool wat vir my 

moeilik was, soos die “dollar ‛n dag” waar ons 
almal vir drie dae baie min kos gekry het en vreeslik 
honger was. Dan was daar ook die sogenaamde 
“Tough One” waar ons in groepe 8 km berg op en af 
moes stap, sonder dat ons geweet het of ons ooit in 
die regte rigting stap!

Natuurlik was daar ook hoogtepunte. Ek het 
byvoorbeeld baie van die dertig uur gehou waar ons 
elkeen heeltemal alleen was. Gedurende daardie ure 
het ek baie van myself en die lewe geleer.

Bogenoemde is dan eintlik net ‛n uittreksel van 
my ervaring by Bosskool, maar ek hoop dat dit wys 
dat Bosskool beslis die moeite werd is.

Reuben Louw 
Vorm 2

Vincent Peters F3 William Loots F4
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Ge bokhukhu ba rena ba be ba lebeletše bokamoso 
bja malapa a bona, ba be ba sa bone seo se diregago 
lefaseng ka bophara. Se se be se ba gapeletša go 
lebelela le go lebedišiša tsela ye tee fela yeo ba e 
tsebago ya go phela. Tsela ye e be e le yona therešo 
maphelong a bona. Ka lebaka la se, ga se ba itemogela 
ditlhohlo tša tahlegelo ya setšo le maikarabelo a 
gona. Rena bjalo ka meloko le melokwana ye phelago 
tikologong ya sebjalebjale yeo e lego ‘lefase le tee’ la 
molaotheo, meraferafe, mehlobo ya go fapana, ditšo 
le ditlwaedi tša go fapana re mathateng. Go feta fao, 
theknolotši ya mediya wa tša leago le khuetšo ya 
dipontšho tša mabonakgole bjalo ka boKeeping up 
with the Kardashians, 16 and Pregnant, The Bachelor, The 
Bachelorette, Uyajola 99, Utatakho, le tše dingwe tše 
ntši, ga re sa tseba pele le morago. Bjalo potšišokgolo 
ke gore, goreng re hlakahlakantšhwa dihlogo ke 
ditšo le ditlwaedi tša batho bao o ka se kwego ba re 
le bona ba thomile go latela setšo sa SeAfrika sa go 
phasa badimo?

Ke bolawa ke pelo ge ke thoma ke lemoga gore 
batho ba laolwa ke theknolotši, mešomo ya bona, le 
seo ba se bonago se direga lefaseng gomme phedišano 
ya bona le bagwera goba balapa e felela bjalo ka 
moši moyeng. Tikologo ye ya sebjalebjale e gatelela 
batho ba bantši setšhabeng. Batho ba bagwe ga ba sa 
na le boitsebišo bja bong goba morafe ka lebaka la 
tikologo ya sebjalebjale. Ngwana ga e sa le ngwana 
fela gape a thabela go ba ngwana, aowa! Ngwana o 
tsena sekolo, ka thoko ye nngwe o sepetša kgwebo 
ya gagwe ya go rekiša malekere goba kgwebo ya go 
sepetša porente ye rilego yeo a ithometšego yona 
goba wona mmino woo e lego mmino woo a ka se 
ratego mme wa gagwe a o theeletša. Ga se fela tšeo, 
ngwana yo o swanetše go netefatša gore ditaba tša 
Instagram le dimediya tše dingwe ga di mo fete. Ka 
go le lengwe ke melaetša ya megalaseatleng go mo 
tsebiša gore maemo a tša leago a bagwera a reng. Ge 
ditaba di eme ka tsela ye, bjalo ngwana o tla kgona 
bjang go tšweletša maikarabelo a setšo le setlwaedi 
tšeo nkabego a ithuta tšona go batswadi ba gagwe? 
Gape ge se se diragala, motho wa gona o duletše 
khonaneng ga a nyake go “tshwenywa” ke motho. 

Ka yona tsela ye, ke gona ge mofsa wa tikologong 
ya sebjalebjale a hlanoga; a hlanogela maikarabelo 
setšo le setlwaedi sa gagwe. Ee, phetogo ke selo se 
sebotse efela phetogo ga e bolele gore o swanetše o 
dire tša setšo sa bodikela gomme o tlogele sa geno. 
Bjalo ka ge re phela ‘lefaseng le tee’, re reng re wela 
ka hlogo re sa tswake setšo sa borena gannyane fela 
ka setšo sa bodikela gore re be sebjalebjaleng?

Setšo sa bohle ke gore, monna a e be monna a se 
bapadiše basetsana go mediya wa tša leago. Gape 

mosetsana a e be mosetsana wa nnete go mediya 
wa tša leago a se itire mosadi wa go se itlhomphe 
wa go bapadiša mmejana wa gagwe go mediya wa 
tša leago. Goba o monna, o mošemane, o mosadi, o 
mosetsana…seo ga se tshwenye. Seo se tshwenyago 
ke ge o sa itsebe gore o wa legoro lefe; o ngwana 
goba o motho yo mogolo? Se a e se be bothata. 
Gopola gore bokhukhu ba re rutile gore, mathata 
ke tau ya mokgalabje. Yo a nago le tsebe o kwele, 
ngwana’magana go botšwa o wela dikomeng a re 
dikoma ke tšešo.

Mbano Musa Sibande
Mothopasefoka wa Thuto ya Sepedi, Marematlou
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Re phela tikologong ya sebjalebjale

Liam Hind F5

Benjamin Anthony F4
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Basadi le bona e ka ba baetapele
Polelo le setšo ke ntepa le lešago. Ge motho a 
ka sekamela kudu ka go dika le diema tšeo a sa 
kwešišego matšo le maboyo goba ditlhalošo tša gona 
gabotse, motho a ka šalela morago gape ka lebaka la 
tlhaelelo ya tshedimošo a lahletša setšhaba. Dika le 
diema ke polelo gomme ka tšona re tšweletša tsela 
ya rena ya go phela. Ke ka fao, thuto e lego selo se 
bohlokwahlokwa. MaAfrika a swanetše go tseba 
polelo ya bobona ka moo ba itsebago. 

Mabaka a fetogile ka fao le maemo a tša bong a 
fetogile. Lehono go bolelwa ka tekatekanyo ya bong. 
Dikgaetšedi tša rena le bomme ba rena ba a šireletšwa 
gape ba a maatlafatšwa go ya ka ge Molaotheo wa 
naga ya Afrika Borwa o ngwadilwe. Ditokelo tša 
Botho tša basadi ke selo se phelago. Kgatako ya 
diktokelo tše ke go oba molao ka maikemišetšo 
ka ge ditokelo tše e se sephiri. Tekatekanyo ye ke 
yona e fago basadi maswanedi a go ba baetapele ka 
mešomong, dikgwebong le mebušong. Le ge go le 
bjalo, o tlo kwa monna wa lefšega wa dikgopolo tša 
go kgetholla, go hlaola le go sekamela kalehlakoreng 
le tee a re: “Tša etwa ke ye tshadi pele di wela ka 
leopeng” efela ge a gobala o re “ijoo-mma-wee”! Ee, 
ke nnete mosadi a ka se ntšhe koma efela se ga se 
bolele gore mosadi ga a na bjoko bja go ka rarolla 
mathata goba go ka hlatholla seo se ngwadilwego ka 
Bebeleng, ka molaotheong, ka dipukung tša saense, 
tša kgwebo, tša ekonomi, bjalo bjalo. Ee, ke nnete ge 
re tseneletšwe ka gae re bitša wa monna gore a tle a 
re thuše. Monna le mosadi ba na le ditema tšeo ba di 

kgathago setšhabeng. Ke ditema go ya ka bong efela 
seo ga se bolele gore bong bjo rilego bo hlwaahlwa 
go feta bjo bongwe. 

Basadi ba go swana le boOprah Winfrey, Michelle 
Obama, Theresa May, Mamphele Ramphele, Wendy 
Ackerman, Thuli Madonsela, Adelaide Tambo le 
ba bangwe ba bantšintši ke mehlala ye mebotse ya 
basadi bao ba kilego ba swara thipa ka bogaleng 
go lwela bokamoso bja batho ba bobona. Re sa 
le gona tabeng ye, ka Sejahlapi go na le lentšu le 
“Patriarchy”. Lentšu le ke le šupago kgatako ya 
basadi. Kgatako ye e dira gore maphelo a basadi 
a be boima gape kgopolo ye e maatlafatšwa ke ge 
mosadi wa moetapele a ka dira phošo. Mohlala wo 
mobotse wa se ke Mohumagadi Bathabile Dlamini 
yoo ailego a dira tša go se kwešišege ka mašeleng 
a sekhwama sa mmušo. Ke banna ba diketekete ba 
dirilego sa go swana le se eupša re sa kwego selo ka 
bona efela ka gore motho e le mosadi go gatelelwa 
gape wa go tsebja e le motho wa go wišetša setšhaba 
ka leopeng ge a eta pele, lefase ka moka le tseba ka 
ga Mohumagadi Bathabile Dlamini. 

Bofelong ke wena o tšeago sephetho sa gore a na 
motho wa go swana le mme wa gago o mmona a 
ka eta setšhaba pele goba o mmona e le motho yoo 
a fokolago ka monaganong go ka tšea sephetho, go 
rarolla mathata le go ka eta setšhaba pele. 

Mohau Gerald Sekoto 
Marematlou 

Tran Minh F5 Ethan van Heerden F4 Tinashe Musanhu F5
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Ribone ye talamorogo

Mo lefaseng re na le diribone tše ntši tše bontšhang 
ditlhohlo le mathata a rena lefaseng. Ribone ya 
mmala wa botalamorogo e bontšha tšhireletšo ya 
bana. Ka go apara ribone ye o tšweletša temošo ya 
bohlokwa bja go hlokomela ngwana yo mongwe le 
yo mongwe lefaseng. 

Bana ba swanetše ba šireletšwe gore boetapele bja 
gosasa e be bjo phadimago. Ngwana yo a thabilego 
e ba ngwana yoo a theeletšago ka fao ngwana yoo a 
theeletšago e ba motho yo a nyakegago boetapeleng 
bja rena. Ge ngwana a theeletša gape a bona batho ba 
bagolo gore ba dira eng go mo šireletša, le yena o tlo 
gola a tseba gore bana ba a šireletšwa. Ge motswadi 
a iša ngwana sekolong gore ngwana a hwetše thuto 
ke tšhireletšo ya ngwana. Ge ngwana a robala a jele 
ka ntlong yeo e šireletšegilego gape mpetong wo 

futhumetšego, ngwana o thoma go kwa lerato la 
motswadi. Ka tšhireletšo ya motswadi ngwaneng go 
ba le phedišanommogo ye botse setšhabeng. 

Ge bana ba sa hlokomelwe ba tlo ikgodiša. Bothata 
bja ngwana wa go ikgodiša ga bo alafege. Ngwana 
wa gona a ka se be le tshepo bathong ba bangwe. Go 
tlo ba boima gore a tsebe bohlokwa bja go šireletša 
bana setšhabeng ka ge le yena a ikgodišitše ntle le 
tšhireletšo. Bontši bja bana bao ba ikgodišago ke bona 
ba feleletšago ba tsene mathateng a go roba molao. 

Bana ka moka ba a lekana mahlong a Modimo ka 
fao re swanetše go hlokomela bana bohle matšatši 
ka moka a ngwaga e sego kaletšatši le rilego.

Sakhile Basi
Kreiti ya 8

Talente lelemetlaleletšong la Sepedi
Go anegelwa ke go tingwa efela ge o le ka phapošing 
ya Sepedi o tla bona ka bowena gore talente e thoma 
e nanya gape e gagaba ka dimpa bjalo ka kgopa 
gomme ya benyabenya lefaufaung bjalo ka legadima 
morago ya ratha bjalo ka tladi. 

Ngwaga ka ngwaga sehlopheng sa Marematlou ga 
go moithuti le yo tee yoo a ka rego yena o thomile 
Sepedi Lelemetlaleletšo la Pele ka go Kreiti ya R. Ba 
bangwe baithuti ba mahlatse ka ge ba ile ba ba le 
sebaka dikolong tša bona tša poraemari go rutwa go 
dumediša le go balela tee…pedi…tharo…ka Sepedi. 
Fela bjalo ka Sehlopha sa Marematlou sa 2019, 
baithuti ba ba thomile thuto ya semmušo ya Sepedi 
Lelemetlaleletšo mo PBHS. Ka moka ba thomile 
ka go rutwa go kokota lebating pele ba ka tsena ka 
phapošing. Morago ga seo ba rutwa go bala le go 
hlama mafokonolo ka thušo ya Dibopego le Melawana 
ya Tšhomišo ya Polelo gore ba tle ba kgone go araba 
ditekatlhaloganyo, go hlama dingwalwa, go akaretša 
ditemana, go badišiša le go lebedišiša dipapatšo le 
dikhathuni gape le go sekaseka dingwalo. Se e bile 
leeto le leteletšana la mengwaga ye mehlano. Ba 
bangwe go bile boima ka ge e bile karolo ya sehlopha 
sa Sepedi ka Kreiti ya 9 mola ba bangwe e bile karolo 
ka Kreiti ya 10. Go bile boima le go feta go yo mongwe 
wa baithuti yoo e bilego karolo ya sehlopha se a etšwa 
sekolong se sengwe. 

Go thoma ka mošomo wa Kreiti ya R gomme 
ba fetše ka mošomo wa Kreiti ya 12 ka mengwaga 
ye mehlano ga se ya ba papadi. Baithuti ka moka, 
le morutišigadi, ba be ba gapeletšegile go šoma ka 
thata gore bofelong meputso ya Sepedi e swane le 
meputso ya dithuto tše dingwe. Go na moo ke moo 

talente e iponagatšago gona. Talente ya moithuti 
ge e le ka go Dibopego le Tšhomišo ya Melawana 
ya Polelo, e tla iponagatša. Ge moithuti a filwe ka 
go fa polelo ya semmušo, talente e tla tšwelela. Ge 
moithuti a filwe ka go hlama dingwalwa, le gona 
talente e tla tšwelela. Bao talente ya bona e lego ka go 
tshekatsheko ya dingwalo, le bona ba tla iponagatša. 
Se sebotse ka ga se ke gore moithuti o kgona go bona 
moo a hlaelelago gomme a ikaonafatša. Efela go 
na le lehlakore le sa kgahlišego ka se. Ge o sa dire 
mošomo wa gago ka maemo a mogelegago mahlong 
a Morutišigadi Bopape ga geno ke thabeng. Baithuti 
ba gopotšwa ka mehla gore ba tla bona “mapenana’ 
noga”. Moithuti a rata goba a sa rate o tlo be a 
laetša moo talente ya gagwe e robetšego gona a 
fetša a šomiša talente yeo ya gagwe go swana le ba 
bangwe. Ka phapošing ye baithuti ba no swana le 
badiragatši sefaleng. Ge o eme o sa dire selo o bonala 
ka pelapela. Kgetho ke ye tee; go kgetha go šoma le 
go bontšha gore talente ya gago ke efe. Ge o kgetha 
se sengwe ntle le go šoma goba go tšweletša talente, 
o tlo kwa ka “Strike” gape o tlo kwa nke kotara ye 
nngwe le ye nngwe ke ngwaga go wena. 

Selo se tee seo baithuti ba kwanago ka sona ke 
gore tikologo ya phapoši ya Sepedi ke yona e dirago 
maitemogelo a go ithuta sekolong se a fapane le 
maitemogelo a baithuti ba bagwe. Seo baithuti 
ba Marematlou ba ikgethetšego go ba sona ka 
phapošing ya Sepedi go tloga go Kreiti ya 8 go fihla 
go Marematlou ke seo se dirilego maitemogelo a 
hlwaahlwa sekolong se go bona. 

Morutišigadi Bopape
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Bobotse le bobe bja mogalaseatleng
Ge go thwe kgomo e ingwaile ka leoto la pele go 
bolelwa ka mofsa le mogalaseatleng ka seatleng. 
Mogalaseatleng o tliša lethabo gape o phaya nako 
o šoro go bafsa ka bontši. Bothata ke ge bjale 
mogalaseatleng o laola bophelo bja mofsa ebile 
mogalaseatleng wona woo o swanetšego go go 
tlišetša lethabo bjale o hlatha gore o tla tšwelela ka 
dithutong tša gago goba aowa. 

Ntle le disapskripšene tša go feta tše dibilione 
tše tshela lefase ka bophara, mogalaseatleng o ka 
nolofatša bophelo bja gago ka tsela yeo le wena o ka 
makalago gore go tla bjang. Ka diApp tša maleba le 
thulaganyo ya maleba ya taolo ya nako motho a ka 
fihla kgole ka tšhomišo ya mogalaseatleng. DiApp 
tše di rulaganya le go beakanya melaetša, dipeelano, 
matšatši a matswalo, maeto ka ditšhupetšo tša 
GPS (Global Posisioning System) le tše dingwe ka 
lebelo la mmutla. Ka maikarabelo a tšhomišo ya 
setšweletšwa se o ka dira mošomo wa gago wa 
sekolo ntle le bosodi. O ka tseba madireng a lefase 
go ya ka kganyogo ya gago, o ka hwetša emeile 
le semeetseng gape o ka ikgokaganya le balapa le 
bagwera ka ponyo ya leihlo. Ke maikarabelo a gago 
gore o ikgethela bao o nyakago go dira segwera 
le bona goba tshedimošo yeo o nyakago go fepa 
bjoko bja gago ka yona. Se sengwe gape ke gore 
mogalaseatleng o lekana ka potleng ya gago gape 

wena mong o kgona go laola gore o tla šomiša 
bokae mogalaseatleng wa gago. Le WiFi e thuša 
bao ba hlaelelago ke mašeleng. O ka kgokaganya 
mogalaseatleng wa gago le khomphuthara ya gago 
go go nolofaletša bophelo le go feta. 

Efela bjalo ka ge go thwe moloi ga a na mmala, 
mogalaseatleng e ka ba moloi yoo a se nago mmala. 
Ka mogalaseatleng motho a ka fetša e le lekgoba a se 
sa dira mošomo wa sekolo, a phelela ditšiebadimo 
le dipšhešamare tša mogalaseatleng goba gona 
go ingala ka lebaka la mogalaseatleng. Maikutlo 
a gago a ka ya godimo le fase ka ponyo ya leihlo 
gomme se sa oketša seterese bophelong. Mahlo a 
gago a ka gwahlafala gape wa itemogela mahloko 
mmeleng mola o be o se na ona peleng bjalo ka 
legetleng, letsogong goba molaleng ka ge o phela o 
iname o lebeletše sekirini. Seo bontši bja batho ba 
sa se tsebego le go feta ke mehuta ya bibaktheria le 
ditwatši tše ntšintši tše lego mogalaseatleng. O ka 
tsoga bookelong o sa tsebe molato ke eng kganthe 
bolwetši bja gago ke twatši goba baktheria yeo 
e sa lemogwego mogalaseatleng wa gago. Sa go 
tšhoša ke ge motho a ikwa a le maponapona ntle le 
mogalaseatleng wa gagwe.

Keletso Poto
Kreiti ya 11
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Mon avenir

Quand je serai grand, je voudrai être écrivain. J’ai 
ce rêve depuis très longtemps. Quand j’étais jeune, 
j’avais un petit cahier que je portais partout où 
j’allais. Je suis tombé moureux de la lecture après 
que ma mère m’a enfermé dans ma chambre à l’âge 
de huit and endant des heures. Je n’avais qu’un livre 
que j’ai lu. Cela m’a aidé alors que je suis evenu 
passionné des livres. J’ai commencé à dévorer livre 
après livre, passant d’Harry Potter à Percy Jackson 
à Pleasant.

Quelques années plus tard, lorsque j’ai commencé 
à lire une nouvelle série de livres intitulée « 
Department 19 », je voulais écrire mon premier livre. 
Alors, j’ai pris mon stylo et mon papier et j’ai écrit 
mon premier court récit. 

C’était nul. Mais je n’ai pas arrêté, mais je me suis 
plutôt poussé à écrire de plus en plus d’histoires, 
courtes et longues. Mais elles étaient toutes terribles 
– toutes les histoires.

Mais au fur et à mesure comme les années 
progressaient, les histoires sont devenues 
meilleures. Maintenant, je rêve de devenir écrivain. 
Le seul problème est que je ne sais pas comment 
le faire. Pas encore. J’ai essayé de postuler dans de 
nombreuses universités, mais je ne suis pas sur si 
c’est vraiment ce que je voudrais faire. J’ai entendu 
parler d’écrivains comme JK Rowling qui n’ont 
jamais étudié l’anglais avant de devenir célèbres. Je 
ne veux pas être célèbre, mais je veux écrire. Et j’ai 
entendu dire à quel [oint la vie d’un écrivain peut 
être difficile. Je prévois donc de passer un diplôme 
en scénariste parce que j’aime autant de films que de 
livres. Cela veut dire que je devrais écrire des films 
comme des livres. Alors, j’espère devenir écrivain et 
cinéaste.

Thando Zungu
Form V

Un petit message

Cher Khush
Tu étais mon meilleur ami, mais, je pense que je ne le 
dirai plus jamais. Tu as dit que Joyce m’aimait. Alors, je 
suis allé lui parler de mes sentiments pour elle et elle m’a 
barré ! TU AS MENTI ! En général, quand quelqu’un 
me ment, je le quitte. Mais, tu es mon meilleur ami, 
donc, maintenant, tu seras tous simplement mon ami. 
Je te demande une explication, Khush. J’ai plongé dans 
l’embarras à cause de toi et de ton MENSONGE ! Je 
pensais que tu étais un ami sincère.

Réponds, s’il te plaît.
Ton ancien meilleur ami sincère
Brice 

Brice Lontchi 
Form IV

Un petit message

Bonjour Madame Délicieuse
Je m’appelle Madueotsile Madue et je viens de lire 
l’annonce dans « Le Petit Journal » pour un petit 
boulot comme serveur pour le restaurant « Délicieux 
» pendant les vacances.

J’habite à côté du restaurant et je voudrais 
travailler s’il vous plaît. J’ai un peu d’expérience 
car j’étais un serveur pour deux restaurants 
pendant les autres vacances. Je suis honnête et 
gentil. Je travaille bien, et, en plus, je connais 
votre restaurant. C’est le lieu où je prends mon 
café.
Rappelez-moi au 09.87.23.12.53

Otsile Madue 
Form IV

Matthew van der Walt F5 Benjamin Anthony F4 Sello Mgayiya D4
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Un petit message

À : kgothaso@yahoo.com
De: brice@icloud.com
Objet: rendez-vous

Chère Kgothatso
C’est moi, Brice. Le plus beau garçon, le meilleur 
joueur de foot en Afrique du Sud.

J’ai beaucoup d’argent et je sais que tu regardes 
tous mes matchs et vous savez que je n’ai pas de 
petite-amie. Mais, vous ne savez pas que je suis 
fan de vous aussi. Vous êtes mon actrice préférée 
! Beaucoup de gens pense que vous êtes grosse, 
mais je vous trouve belle avec de belles courbes et 
un sourire magique qui me rend heureux chaque 
fois que je vous regarde. Je vous aime beaucoup. 
Je voudrais avoir un dîner avec vous au restaurant 
du Mont Blanc à 18 heures le 11 décembre 2019, qui 
est aussi le jour de votre anniversaire. J’ai une très 
grande passion pour le foot, mais, mon amour pour 
vous est plus fort que cela. Vous êtes la femme de 
mes rêves. 
Répondez s’il vous plaît quand vous pouvez.
Bisous 

Brice Brice Lontchi 
Form IV

Un petit message

Âllo, Génie ?
C’est moi, Khushulwayo. J’ai besoin de votre aide. 

Je suis très stressé pour les examens et j’espère 
que vous pouvez m’aider. Je n’ai pas commencé à 
étudier pour les examens et je sais que je vais rater 
car je viens de me rendre compte que tous mes livres 
ont 750 pages et il y en a 20 !

Génie, en mots simples, C’EST TROP TARD !!
En plus, j’ai mal à la tête parce que j’ai réalisé que 

les examens commencent DEMAIN, donc je vous ai 
téléphoné parce que vous êtes mon héros.

J’ai deux vœux :
Le premier est que je voudrais que vous écriviez 

toutes les réponses avant que j’ouvre le livret de 
réponses. 

Le deuxième vœu et que vous devez copiez mon 
orthographe et mon écriture et que les professeurs 
ne se rendent pas compte. 
Répondez s’il vous plaît, quand vous pouvez.
À bientôt
Khushu

Khushulwayo Sibanyoni 
Form IV

Ivan Horak F4 Dylan Talbot F5
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French
Un petit message

Âllo
C’est Unjoo ici. Comment allez-vous ? Je suis très 
stressé pour les examens. C’est très important pour 
moi. J’ai entendu que vous pouvez accepter deux 
vœux ? J’étais surpris. Est-ce que vous pouvez 
m’aider ? Je veux obtenir de bonnes notes pour mes 
examens, mais, à cause du « binge-watching », je ne 
peux pas me concentrer. Mon premier vœu est que je 
voudrais étudier peu, mais bien faire. C’est possible 

? Je crois que vous pouvez m’aider.
Mon deuxième vœu est que j’aimerais me 

concentrer pendant les examens. C’est tout.
Après avoir écouté mon message, rappelez-moi s’il 
vous plaît.
Au revoir

Unjoo Kim 
Form IV

Un petit message

À : melanie@hotmail.com
De : monami@gmail.com
Objet : ce week-end 

Salut, Melanie 
Merci beaucoup de m’avoir offert une place. Je 
voudrais aller au château. C’est fantastique.

Assure-moi une place car je veux bien venir avec 
vous. J’ai hâte ! Qu’est-ce que nous allons y faire ? 
Je veux préparer correctement pour y aller, mais je 

veux aussi demander à mes parents si je peux venir 
avec vous. Fais-moi savoir où je dois te retrouver et 
à quelle heure nous serons de retour. Je suis sûr que 
nous allons nous amuser !
À bientôt
Junhyeop

Junhyeop Kim 
Form 4

La xénophobie

C’est une bonne chose d’être humain. C’est une chose 
chanceuse d’être est assez intelligent pour conquérir 
le monde entier. C’est grâce à cette intelligence que 
je crois que nous pourrions vivre mieux ensemble.

A mon avis, il faut que nous touchions les cœurs des 
autres. Nous devons aider les autres gens lorsqu’ils 
en ont besoin. Le poème de Véronique Tadjo « La 
lumière de tes yeux » fait référence aux problèmes qui 
se produisent dans une société diversifiée.

Le monde est plein de souffrance et quelquefois il 
faut fuir. Les réfugiés et les émigrés existent partout 
autour du monde à cause de cette souffrance. Je crois 
que la plupart d’eux viennent des pays qui ont de la 
pauvreté extrême, des catastrophes naturelles, des 
guerres ou des choses en désarroi. Ce qui compte 
le plus est que les gens qui viennent des autres pays 
cherchent une meilleure vie. Il faut leur donner une 
chance.

La cause la plus commune de la xénophobie 
est la peur. Les Sud-Africains développent des 
stéréotypes des étrangers – particulièrement ceux 
qui viennent des autres pays africains. Ils ont peur 
que les étrangers apportent des drogues et volent 
leurs emplois. 

Je crois qu’il y a des avantages d’avoir des étrangers 
dans notre monde. Il n’y a rien de mal lorsqu’ils sont 
ici légalement. Ils sont humains comme vous et moi. 
Ils peuvent contribuer positivement à l’économie des 
pays. Ils peuvent créer des emplois. Ils ont des rêves 
et des ambitions. Moi, je sais que si j’étais un étranger 
dans un pays différent, je ne voudrais pas être 
maltraité. C’est pourquoi je crois que nous devons 
accueillir les émigrés avec un bouquet de sourires.

Noko Phukubye
Form 5

Kitso Malefane F5

Devin Allen F4
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Une lettre

Paris, le 17 juillet 2019
Cher Alain
Aujourd’hui, avec reconnaissance, j’écris cette lettre 
de vous remercier. Je voudrais vous remercier pour 
tout ce que vous avez fait pour moi. Depuis que je 
vous ai rencontré à la boucherie, vous avez changé 
ma vie chaque jour. La vie de maman aussi. Elle est 
heureuse et je suis heureux grâce à vous.

Avant que vous soyez entré dans nos vies, nos 
vies étaient vides. Sans un papa et sans un mari. 
Maintenant la vie est pleine de couleur, pleine de 
bonheur et pleine d’amour. Vous avez changé nos 
vies et je suis reconnaissant. Je crois que tout se 
passe pour une raison. J’avais faim ce jour-là pour 
une raison plus spéciale de remplir mon cœur. C’est 
vrai que ma vie aurait été monotone sans vous. 

Mon souvenir préféré avec vous est le moment 
où nous allions en vacances à la campagne. J’avais 
11 ans et j’avais peur de tout, mais vous m’aviez 
consolé. Vous me faisiez éprouver un sentiment de 
sécurité.

Je n’aime pas les changements, mais vous étiez 

mon changement préféré. Vous êtes le meilleur papa 
du monde et j’espère être aussi un père comme vous 
un jour.
Je vous aime papa.
Avec amour
Votre fils

Devon Nyl
Form 5

Mon voyage dans le monde

Mes vacances étaient merveilleuses. J'ai vu des 
cultures différentes et j'ai rencontré de nouveaux 
amis. Mon voyage a commencé à l'aéroport de 
Johannesburg. C'était le cinq mars. J'ai salué ma 
famille et après 30 minutes, j'ai volé dans le ciel noir. 
Je suis parti en Chine! 

Je suis arrivé en Chine après 18 heures ! J'étais à 
Beijing et j'ai pris un taxi à l'hôtel ou j'ai habité. Je 
suis resté à Beijing pendant quatre jours. D'abord, 
je suis allé à la Grande Murielle de Chine. C'était 
incroyable à voir. Le mur est très long et large. II 
y a de bons transports en commun en Chine, donc 
j'ai pu prendre le métro partout. Mais, j'ai conduit 
un vélo dans le centre-ville, car ils veulent limiter 
la pollution. Ensuite, j'ai visité la cité interdite. 
L'endroit est énorme et c'est très beau. Je pense que 
les gens ont construit le château pendant le Moyen 
Age. J'ai mangé du canard doré aux nouilles. C'était 
délicieux ! Avant que je sois parti, j'ai rencontré un 
ami. Il s'appelle Zu. 

Malheureusement, j'ai dû quitter la Chine, mais 
j'étais excité d’aller en Turquie. Après 10 heures, j'ai 
atterri à Istanbul. C'était 3 jours dans L’est exotique. 
Je me suis réuni avec mon amie, Emine, à l'aéroport. 
Nous avons conduit avec sa voiture sur le Bosphore 
à mon hôtel. Nous sommes allés à la Hagia Sophia. 

L'histoire de cette église est incroyable et curieuse. Les 
mosaïques sont belles! Au grand marché d'Istanbul, 
j'ai acheté un tapis de Perse, parce que c'est un cadeau 
pour ma mère. Nous avons mangé des brochettes de 
mouton et du baklava. Le miel dans le baklava est 
doux et la pâte est fine comme du papier. J'ai apprécié 
le café fort et la nourriture épicée. 

Finalement, je suis allé au pays des vikings! Dans 
le froid, je suis descendu de l’avion en Islande ! 
J'étais à Reykjavik. J'étais juste la pour 2 jours. J'ai 
pris la motoneige à l'hôtel. J'étais très détendu. J'ai 
nagé dans les sources chaudes naturelles sous les 
aurores boréales. Je veux décrire ce beau ciel, mais 
je ne peux pas! Les couleurs sont douces et comme 
dans un rêve. J’ai rencontré une nouvelle amie, Elsa. 
Avec Elsa, on a mangé une soupe de poisson, mais 
j’ai vu la tête du poisson. C’était intéressant ! Les 
gens sont très amicaux. Mais, mon séjour en Islande 
était terminé.

Et voilà ! Mon voyage a été incroyable et 
inoubliable. Bien sûr, j’étais très heureux de voir ma 
famille encore une fois et ma mère a apprécié son 
cadeau. 

Pedran Wessels
Form 3

Matthew van der Walt F5
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à : pierreFLE@hotmail.com
date : le 27 novembre 2019
de : peter.parker@gmail.us
objet : cours de français

Bonjour monsieur
Je m’appelle Peter et j’ai vu votre annonce dans 
la boulangerie. Je voudrais suivre des cours de 
français avec vous. J’habite en France pur trois mois 
et je voudrais bien savoir quels sont les tarifs et les 
horaires. Pouvez-vous me donner les prix de ces 
cours ? Quels jours sont les cours et ça dure combien 
d’heures ? Je voudrais savoir où se passent les cours. 
J’attends avec de la patience.
Bien à vous
Peter Parker

Reuben Kotzé
Form 5
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Un petit message

Mon voyage dans le monde

Le Bali
J’étais très excité pour mon voyage à Bali. J’ai fait 
mes valises, j’étais prêt ! Nous sommes partis à 
l’aéroport. Nous avons mangé un petit déjeuner à 
l’aéroport – j’ai mangé des œufs et du pain grillé. 
Nous avons volé à 13 :00et nous sommes arrivés 
six heures plus tard. À Bali il faisait très chaud, 
mais c’était incroyable ! Nous sommes restés à 
Chandidasa. Nous sommes allés à plage de sable 
noir. Nous sommes restés à Bali pendant sept jours. 
Bali a beaucoup de culture et le gens sont très gentils. 
C’était un voyage incroyable.

La France et L’Angleterre
C’était enfin décembre, l’année avait finalement fini. 
Nous sommes allés faire du ski en France. Nous 
avons pris l’avion à Londres. J’aime beaucoup le 
ski. Nous avons skié dans les Trois Vallées. C’était 
incroyable et nous sommes restés pendant six 
jours. La neige était si belle. Après, nous sommes 
retournés à Londres. Londres est très touristique 
mais très intéressant. Nous avons bu beaucoup de 
café parce que ma famille aime le café. J’étais triste 
de retourner en Afrique du Sud.

Marcus Moen
Form 3

Devon Nyl F5

Jourdan Russell F4

Anthony Markides F5
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Mon voyage dans le monde

Pendant mon voyage, je suis allé dans trois pays 
avec ma famille. Le premier pays était la France. 
Nous sommes partis de l’aéroport OR Tambo et on 
est arrivé à 7:30 à Paris. 

Le Jardin 
Il faisait chaud
Les arbres ont offert de la fraîcheur à moi
Les pétales roses passé moi dans la brise
L’odeur des fleurs était dans l’air.

Un garçon s’est étendu au soleil
Puis il est retourné à la terre
En Haut, En Bas
Il a changé sa position jusqu’au moment où
Il a obtenu d’exacte
Souplesse comme une grenouille.

Une fille s’était assise sur l’herbe
Les palmes ouvertes et les yeux femmes
En Silence, En Paix
Elle s’est connecté avec son intérieur
Tranquille comme un oiseau.

Un homme avait un pineau dans la main
Il a caressé à travers la page 
Lentement mais Rapidement
Il était vieux comme une tortue mais
Sage comme un éléphant.

Tout cela est arrivé ici
Ces trois personnes étaient
Sans mots
Sans voix
Sans interaction

J’ai témoigné cette beauté
Je ne me suis jamais senti si calme
Et plein de bonheur
Nulle part dans ma vie. 

Bienvenue au jardin!

Kaveer Nagessar
Form 3

Alexander Paulsen F5

Crouse Louw F3

Dominic Fanjek F4

Dominic Fanjek F4
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Yeppoon ist in Australien, es ist in eine kleine Küsten 
Stadt. Das Wetter ist sehr gut und warm. Da gibt es 
viele Bäume und die Pflanzen sind farbenfroh. Von 
Yeppoon aus kann man den Great Barrier Reef sehen 
bei dem man gut tauchen kann und viele Fisch 
Sorten sehen kann. Surfen ist ein beliebte Freizeit 
Aktivität für Alt und Jung. Die Leute in Yeppoon 
sind alle freundlich und man kann dort auch viele 
Märkte besuchen.

Aiden Downing 
Form 5

Ponta do Ouro ist ein kleiner Ort in Süd Mozambique, 
15 Minuten entfernt von der südafrikanischen Grenze. 
Ich tauche gerne oder spiele touch Rugby auf dem 
Strand und die Temperaturen sind meistens zwischen 
30 und 40 grad. Die Umgebung ist hauptsächlich 
tropisch mit viele Bäumen und Büschen. Am Abend 
grillen wir und die Einwohner sind sehr freundlich, 
sie verkaufen auch frisches Brot und tolle Armbänder 
oder traditionelle Kleidung. Mozambique hat einen 
speziellen Platz in meinem Herzen.
 
CG Odendaal 
Form 5

Mein Lieblingsferienort

Graz ist die Hauptstadt von Styria, eine Provinz 
in Österreich und auch die zweitgrößte Stadt des 
Landes. Graz hat 328 276 Einwohner und 60 000 
davon sind Studenten. Das ist eine wunderschöne 
gebirgige Stadt und deshalb sind da auch 
viele Bäume und Pflanzen. Es gibt drei schöne 
Sehenswürdigkeiten, wie den Schlossberg, Graz 
Kunsthaus und Eggenberg Palast zu besuchen. 
Im Sommer kann man auch bergsteigen, oder im 
Winter Skifahren.

Lloyd Hansmeyer 
Form 5

Als Kind war es immer meinem Traum nach 
Japan zu reisen. In Tokyo gibt es endlose Sachen 
zu tun. Die japanische Kultur ist sehr wichtig und 
man kann dort einen authentischen traditionellen 
Aufenthalt erleben. In dieser Metropole gibt es 
viele Sehenswürdigkeiten und Freizeit Angebote. 
Tokyo ist ein Paradies bekannt für die frischesten 
Sushi zutaten und Lebensmittel Märkte. Museen, 
Einkaufszentren und Freizeitparks sind ein Muss zu 
besuchen.

Tran Minh Quan 
Form 5

Kaung Hsu Tin F4 Katleho Mohlomi F5
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Der Ort ist sehr klein mit viele Bäume und auch 
freundliche Menschen. Das Wasser ist sehr blau 
und man kann sogar den Boden sehen. Da gibt 
es viele Fisch Sorten und viele Piraten. Diese sind 
sehr gefährlich. Dort zu machende Aktivitäten sind 
Tauchen, Schwimmen, Fischen und neue Menschen 
zu treffen. Die Malediven sind ein Paradies! Ich 
hoffe, mich dort in den Ruhestand zurück ziehen zu 
können.

Kean’u Adamson 
Form 5

Leonidio ist in Südgriechenland, ein kleines Dorf 
mit 3826 Einwohnern und liegt im Tal zwischen 
zwei Bergen. Es ist ein sehr altes und traditionelles 
Dorf und die Menschen sprechen Griechisch oder 
ein alten Dialekt, Tsakonika. Das Dorf selbst ist 
ein Denkmal und man kann das Kloster Angiou 
Nikolaou Sintzas besuchen. Der Fluß Dafnou 
fließt durch Leonidio und es gibt drei Brücken 
die zwei Stadtteile verbinden. Leonidio ist ein 
wunderschönes einzigartiges Dorf mit freundlichen 
Einwohnern, atemberaubende Architektur und 
abwechslungsreichen Aktivitäten.
 
Anastasis Katsikis 
Form 5 

Brasou ist eine Stadt in Rumänien und sehr bekannt 
für den enormen Unterschied der Farben aller 
Gebäuden. Die Stadt ist mit 253 000 Einwohnern 
die siebt größte Stadt Rumäniens. Brasou bietet eine 
romantische und entspannende Atmosphäre und 
es fühlt sich an, als ob man in einer anderen Welt 
ist. Die Schwarze Kirche und die Kleine Burg ist ein 
Muss zu sehen. Ich denke Brasou ist ein fantastischer 
Ort und ich würde es allen empfehlen zu besuchen. 

Anré Schutte 
Form 5

London ist die Hauptstadt von Großbritannien. Die 
Königin lebt in ihrem Palast, Buckingham Palace 
und die Leute sprechen viele Sprachen in London. 
Sehenswürdigkeiten in London sind der Big Ben 
und er ist eine große Uhr. Er ist in einem Turm und 
er ist sehr laut. Das Londoner Eye ist ein Riesenrad 
und es hat viele Kabinen. Man kann die London 
Bridge sehen und auch die Oxford Universität mit 
einem roten Bus besuchen. Man braucht ein Visum 
um nach Großbritannien zu reisen. 
 
Unga Dlula 
Form 5  

Keletso Poto F4 Werner Bronkhorst F5
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Sansibar ist mein lieblings Ferienort. Blue Bay 
Beach Resort bietet ein Pauschale, alles inklusive 
Leistungen. Die Zimmer sind wunderschön mit 
großen Flachbildfernsehern und Klima Anlagen. 
Das Resort befindet sich an der alten Sklaven Stadt, 
Stown town. Das Beste an Sansibar ist Tauchen 
und schnorchel Ausflüge an den schönsten Riffen 
der Welt. Man kann mit Haien, Schildkröten und 
Delfinen schwimmen. Man kann auch Angeln, 
Volleyball spielen und Cocktails trinken. 

Charlton Jones 
Form 5

Russland ist nördlich von der Welt und ist das größte 
Land von allen. Es liegt in Asien und Europa und die 
meisten Leute sprechen hier Russisch. In Russland 
sind Berge, Inseln, Seen und alles dazwischen. 
Moskau ist die Hauptstadt und man kann dort 
den Kreml sehen. Der Turm hat alle Farben des 
Regenbogens. Das Land hat auch spezielle Inseln 
wie Insel Khizi, Kathedrale, Schlösser und Berge. 
Skifahren, Vodka trinken und Ballett tanzen sind 
sehr populär in Russland.
 
Matthew Forrester 
Form 5  

Osteuropa ist sehr alt und hat eine reiche Geschichte. 
Die Städte sind sehr alt, groß und beschäftigt. Sie sind 
altmodisch und sehr interessant, weil viele Kriege in 
Osteuropa stattfanden. Ich habe ein paar lieblings 
Sehenswürdigkeiten. Das Prager Schloss ist in der 
Tschechoslowakei und ist im 9. Jahrhundert gebaut 
worden. Es ist das größte historische Schloss der 
Welt. Die Charles Brücke befindet sich auch da. Sie 
ist 621 Meter lang und hat 50 Status. Mount Elbrus ist 
in Russland und es ist ein Vulkan. Das Buda Schloss 
ist in Ungarn bei der Spitze von „Castle Hill“ und ist 
1265 gebaut worden. 

Kareem Khalaf 
Form 5 

Clarens ist in dem Freistaat, Südafrika. Ich mag das 
Wetter, es ist kühl, aber die Sonne scheint immer. 
Clarens ist einzigartig, weil es zwei Welten in einem 
Ort hat. In der Mitte gibt es viele interessante Läden 
wo man gut essen oder shoppen kann. Die Galerien 
haben viele Kunstwerke und Bildhauereien. Die 
meisten sehen altmodisch aus aber viele auch 
modern. Ich finde die glasschalen und Töpfchen 
auch schön. In der nähe von Clarens ist einem riesiger 
Canyon. Die Umgebung ist schön und auch sehr gut 
für Fotografien. Man kann gut Vögel beobachten und 
meistens gibt es verschiedene kleine Tiere zu sehen.
 
Thomas Isebeck 
Form 5 

Hel liegt 33km von dem Festlande entfernt auf 
der polnischen Halbinsel und hat an der eine 
Seite die Ostsee und an der andere der polnische 
Golf. Die Stadt Hel hat seinen Ursprung in dem 
16.Jahrhundert und es gibt interessante Museen 
von Militärgeschichte und der polnischen Marine. 
Um alles zu genießen was Hel bietet muss man 
wenigstens einen Monat dort bleiben da es so viel zu 
erleben gibt! Flugtickets kosten ungefähr R6000 nach 
Warschau und eine weitere R600 nach Trojmiasto.

Simon Holliday 
Form 5

Dominic Janjek F4 Jandre Minny F4
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Burchell’s Bush Lodge ist in der Nähe von dem 
Kruger Nationale Park. Da gibt‘s viele Aktivitäten zu 
machen wie Wild zu beobachten und kennen lernen, 
ins Restaurant gehen, grillen oder ins Spa gehen. 
Burchell’s Bush Lodge und Umgebung hat mehr als 
dreihundert Vogel Arten und man kann Stunden 
lang entspannen und noch Vogel Arten auf deiner 
Liste ab-ticken. Meine Familie hat schon mehr als 
280 Vögel Sorten identifiziert. Am Abend hört man 
das Nacht Leben und „Genets“ und „Hyenas“ sind 
allgemeine Gäste die rund ums Haus zu hören sind. 

Antony Forrester 
Form 5

Amerika ist ein größer Kontinent mit vielen Länder. 
Basketball ist sehr beliebt in Amerika und Basketball 
ist auch mein Lieblingssport. Du kannst dort ein 
NBA spiel sehen und deine lieblings Mannschaft 
unterstützen. Meine lieblings Mannschaft ist der 
„Golden State Warriors“ und sie hat von den besten 
Spielern der Welt. Um nach Amerika zu reisen ist 
sehr teuer und es dauert sehr lange, weil es so weit 
weg ist. 
 
Kano Matlawe 
Form 5

London ist die Hauptstadt des vereinigten 
Königreichs England. London ist die 
bevölkerungsreichste Stadt der Europäischen 
Union und bietet eine breite Palette an kulturellen 
Veranstaltungen. Im Londoner „Westend“ sind viele 
Theatern wo alles von der Klassik bis zur Moderne 
gespielt wird. London hat natürlich auch viele 
Sehenswürdigkeiten und Touristen Attraktionen, 
wie Museen, viele Galerien und bekannte Orten 
wie „Trafalgar Square“, sehr alte Gebäude wie der 
„Tower of London“ oder der berühmte „Big Ben“. 
An der Themse Fluss ist auch die „Tower Bridge“, 
der „Palace of Westmister“ und natürlich viele 
andere Gebäude. 

Werner Bronkhorst 
Form 5

hailand hat eine Bevölkerung von 68 Millionen 
Menschen. Bangkok ist die Hauptstadt von 
Thailand und die meisten Leuten hier sind 
buddhistisch. Die Währung ist Baht und Touristen 
bringt viel Geld für die Wirtschaft. Thailand hat 
viele Inseln und man kann die Inseln gut mit Boot 
touren erreichen. Man kann gut schwimmen und 
schnorcheln zwischen den Fischen und Korallen. 
Die James Bond Insel ist sehr schön und man kann 
die Insel für R880 erreichen. Die Bangkok Stadt und 
Tempel Tour ist ein Muss und man sieht auch „The 
reclining Budha“.
 
Muzi Mabena 
Form 5

Anthony Markides F5

Kitso Malefane F5 Tinashe Musanhu F5

Dylan van Niekerk F4 Kitso Malefane F5
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Old boys sports day art activity

The scope of the annual Old Boys sports day was 
broadened this year to include some cultural 
activities. The Art department organised a sketching 
and painting session on the fields, in which a number 
of present and past art students participated.
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One of the sculpture exhibits

The opening 
of the Art and 
Photographic 
exhibition. Miss 
Debbie Cloete, 
HOD of Art, 
welcomes guests. 

1.  Carl Jeppe’s 
charcoal of an 
interesting 
tree on the 
edge of 
Hofmeyr 
Oval.

2.  The open 
air art 
studio with 
enthusiastic 
participants.

3.  Carl Jeppe 
working on 
his charcoal 
piece

1.

2. 3.
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Art Gallery

Zukanye Dangazele F3

Enrique Rincon F5 Ngcali Noxeke F3

Enrique Rincon F5 Werner Bronkhorst F5 Anthony Markides F5
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Dylan Speight F5 Timothy Malan F5

Benjamin Anthony F4 Sello Mgayiya F4

Alexander Paulsen F5



Art Gallery
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Junior Gcabashe F4 Anthony Markides F5

Zukanye Dangazele F3

Paballo Mokone F5 Adrian McGilliwe F5

Bruce Anderson F5
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Odentse Modisane F3 Karabo Rapoo F4

Timothy Malan F5 Werner Bronkhorst F5

Joshke Jacobs F3 Vincent Peters F3



Art Gallery
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Michael van Niekerk F3 Jason Visser F2 Njabulo Zwane F3

Oluseyi Ogunbanjo F5 Bruce Anderson F5

Katleho Mohlomi F5 Crouse Louw F3
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Freddy Kale F4 Gabriel de Jong F4 Alexander McKay F3

Otsile Madue F4

Jady Mcintyre F5Jady Mcintyre F5
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Photo Gallery

Pierre van Hoven James Hugo

Sachin du Plooy-Naran Pierre van Hoven

Oliver Exter
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Sachin du Plooy-Naran Sachin du Plooy-Naran

Vincent Peters

Oliver Exter

Callen Stephen

Keaghan van der Merwe Ntokozo Dlamini



Wildlife Photography 
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No Name

Vincent Peters Sachin du Plooy-Naran

Ntokozo Dlamini
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Sachin du Plooy-Naran

Storm Speranza

Pierre van Hoven

Jaryd van Straaten
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Athletics
The new-look athletics season focused far more on 
exciting Term 1 athletic events. Many of these are 
known as “prestige” events. They are characterised 
by tartan tracks, announcers going berserk, insane 
performances, celebrity appearances and other 
bells and whistles, the organisation of which is 
on par with the best-run school events anywhere 
in the world. We were privileged to have skilled 
administrators who could provide our boys with 
these competitions, and we took full advantage of 
these.

We also had a friendly day-nighter at Hoërskool 
Menlopark, which worked for us as a mass-
participation meet and we also had two additional 
Inter-Highs: the National Inter-High and the Pretoria 
Inter-High. In the National Inter-High we are 
currently in Group 5, and in the Pretoria Inter-High 
we have moved up to the D-League after having won 
the E-League together with Girls High in 2019.

Athletes may also progress to national 
competitions by joining a club and then running 
the qualifying standards. Our top athletes generally 
join Phobians, our Old Boys Club, and then try to 
go further from there. We had four boys get District 
Colours (Elshammah Kandoro, Matthew Forrester, 
Tristan Dean and Jorim Bangue). Four boys got 
Provincial Colours (Tristan Dean, Matthew Forrester, 
Jorim Bangue and Alexander Radloff). One boy 
got National Colours (Jorim Bangue competing 
for Cameroon). We won three medals at the ASA 
Championships, which meant that Boys High won 

more medals than some of the provinces!
Our captain, Matthew Forrester, became the first 

Boys High boy to break 4 minutes for the 1500m and 
he also won a national silver medal for the 3000m 
Steeplechase. Jorim Bangue won a bronze medal at 
the National Championships plus a silver medal at 
the Africa Championships for the U17 110m Hurdles. 

The 114th Inter-House Athletics Competition 
was held early in Term 3 and provided its usual 
atmosphere of festivity. After an enjoyable day 
of competition, we were able to announce School 
House as comfortable winners.

Following on from the traditional Term 3 meets 
were two well-organised meets known as “The 
Tartan Series”. Each of these has a unique atmosphere 
which appeals to our boys. It is at these voluntary 
meets that the health of athletics as a whole is 
evident. Our athletes who competed throughout the 
year, did extremely well.

One of the areas in which our athletes are starting 
to excel is in the sprint events. To cater for these 
athletes, we have appointed an excellent sprints 
coach, Adri Schoeman, to take these boys further 
and even continue their coaching after school.

 Many thanks must go to the staff and coaches for 
their much appreciated efforts. Special thanks also 
to Messrs: Paul Ewart-Phipps, Johan Buys, Romeo 
Matsolo and Ms Jancke Nell.

Lincoln Keeton
Master in Charge

Seated L–R: M Linde, N Gauld, A le Roux, N de Beer, M Forrester (Captain), L Maloma, E John, T Dean, C Josephs.
First Row L–R: J Donkin, M Mokone, M Housdon, E Booyens, K van Loggerenberg, T Hlalele, Q Magwevana, T Brown, Mr J Buys.

Second Row L–R: Mr P Ewart-Phipps, G Huang, X Witbooi, N Sivhada, P Mateyisi, K Lepota, K Lekalakala, O Thabetha, R Wenhold, Ms J Nell.
Third Row L–R: Mr R O’Donoghue, J Labuschagne, N Ackerman, F Theron, C Magill, E Kandoro, J Banyard, L Keil, J Polson, Mr R Matsolo.

Fourth Row L–R: Mr L Keeton, L Donaldson, J Minter, J Solomons, C Jamison, J Fouché, A Radloff, D Keil.
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Age Athlete T/H/D Record Year set Age Athlete T/H/D Record Year set

100 m 200 m

U14

U15

U16

U17

U19

C. Essi
J. Seeliger
B. Alberts (CRS)
G. Sapalo
J. Seeliger (equals)
R. Collins
B. Alberts (CRS)
R. Els
R. Collins
N. Korb
R. Collins
R. Williams
K. Fulton
J. Seeliger
J. Irwin (KES)
J. Seeliger (equals)
J. Seeliger
M. Joubert
J. Seeliger

11.7
10.8
11.4
11.43
11.5
10.55
10.9
10.9
10.7
10.6
10.7
10.9
10.9
10.3
10.7
10.7
10.6
10.37
10.6

IH
School
Track
IH
IH
School
Track
Equals Track
IH
School
Track
IH
IH(Equals)
School
Track
Track
IH
School
Track

2015
2009
1987
2017
2010
2007
1988
2015
2008
2006
2008
1987
2015
2012
1999
2012
2013
2018
2013

U14

U15

U16

U17

U19

B. Mathey
J. Seeliger
R. Els (AHS)
J. Seeliger
R. Collins
S. Mayekiso (KES)
M. Joubert
R. Collins
D. Winterton
R. Els
R. Williams
J. Seeliger
J. Seeliger
J. Seeliger
R. Collins
J. Seeliger

24.1
23.24
22.7
23.2
21.9
22.5
22.2
21.29
22.1
22.1
22.4
21.6
20.5
21.3
21.16
21.3

IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track
IIH
School
Track
Equals Track
IH
Track
School
IH
School
Track

2015
2009
2014
2010
2007
2009
2016
2008
2001
2016
1987
2012
2012
2013
2010
2013

600 m

U19 D. Walker 1:24.65 School 2012

1000 m

M. Forrester 2:40.00 School 2017

400 m 800 m

U14

U15

U16

U17

U19

J. Seeliger
J. Mouton
R. Els (AHS)
G. Hulse
J. Fröhling
C. Pretorius (AHS)
J. Seeliger
J. Seeliger
B. Pretorius (AHS)
J. Seeliger (equals)
J. Fröhling
J. Seeliger
J. Seeliger
J. Seeliger
J. Seeliger
J. Seeliger

54.83
52.5
50.5
52.7
51.1
51.2
50.3
48.49
50.3
50.3
51.2
48.01
49.2
48.5
46.81
48.43

IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track
Track
IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track

2009
1999
2014
1974
2012
2009
2011
2011
2009
2011
2014
2012
2012
2013
2013
2013

U14

U15

U16

U17

U19

S. Mokuena
S. Mokuena
S. Dzhabirov
G. Hulse
S. Mokuena
M. Kleinbooi (AHS)
S. Mokuena
K. Double
M. Kleinbooi (AHS)
S. Dzhabirov
M. Harding
S. Freeman (KES)
A. Pretorius
R. Fröhling

2:09.3
2:01.68
2:06.6
2:04.6
1:58.45
2:03.0
1:56.22
2:01.7
2:01.6
1:55.0
1:59.8
1:59.2
1:53.74
1:55.0

IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track
School
IH
Track
School
IH
Track
School
IH/Track

2009
2009
2009
1974
2010
2009
2011
2002
2010
2012
1996
2016
2014
1972

1 500 m 3 000 m

U14

U15

U16

U17

U19

M. Forrester
S. Mokuena
S. Mokuena
I. Haverson
S. Mokuena
M. Forrester
M. Forrester
J. van der Merwe (AHS)
R. de Jong
T. Phele
R. Gray
G. Page
E. Kone
M. Forrester

4:31.5
4:16.45
4:28.7
4:18.7
4:21.5
4:08.80
4:02.69
4:17.0
4:20.8
4:03.82
4:16.0
4:14.5
4:07.1
3:58.15

IH
School
Track
Track
IH
School
School
Track
IH
School
IH/Track
IH
Track
School

2015
2009
2009
1982
2010
2016
2017
2009
1995
2012
1994
1987
2016
2019

U14

U15

U16

U17

U19

S. Mokuena
S. Mokuena
S. Mokuena
B. O’Neil
B. O’Neil
M. Forrester
M. Forrester
M. Calitz
M. Forrester
M. Forrester
N. Janse van Rensburg
S. Clayden
S. Mokuena

9:42.31
9:55.5
9:47.3
9:27.7
9:33.3
9:17.97
8:57.76
9:34.6
9:35.3
8:54.21
9:33.9
8:49.7
8:46.0

School
IH
Track
Track
IH
School
School
Track
IH
School
IH/Track
IH/Track
School

2009
2009
2009
1988
1988
2016
2017
2009
2017
2018
1999
1979
2013

5 000 m The mile

U19 S. Mokuena 16:18.53 School 2013 U14
U15
U16

U17
U19

S Mokuena
S Mokuena
P Kaal 
S Mokuena
P Kaal
R Howland
M. Forrester

5:07.1
4:48.1
4:36.4
4:24.10
4:20.5
4:54.7
4:18.40

School/Track
School/Track
IH/Track
School
IH/School/Track
Track
School

2009
2010
1965
2011
1966
2010
2019

1 500m Steeplechase

U14
U15

R. Khan
J Viljoen

5:06.8
5:43.2

School
School

2009
2011

2 000m Steeplechase

U16
U17

M. Forrester 
L. Carvalheiro

6:04.82
6:45.77

School
School

2017
2017

3 000m Steeplechase

U19 M. Forrester 9:12.96 School 2019

80 m Hurdles 100m Hurdles 2012 Heights

U14 C Beyers
T Chikukwa
C Beyers (equals)
T Lowe (KES)

11.5
11.3
11.3
11.1

IH
School
School
Track

2011
2003
2011
2007

U14

U15

M Erasmus
C. Essi
J. Bangue
R. Mohale (KES)
B. Bisschop
J. Bangue
B. Bisschop

14.9
14.9
14.1
13.91
13.8
13.18
13.8

IH
IH (Equals)
School
Track
IH
School
Track

2013
2015
2017
2016
2013
2018
2013

300 m Hurdles

U19 R Williams
R Williams

39.0
37.5

IH
School/Track

1988
1988

Athletics Records
Track  – Held by any athlete.
Inter-House –  At Inter-House and School Championships. If a new record is set a new track and school record could also be set.
School  – New records set at any meet.
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Athletics

1.  Elshammah Kandoro’s dedication to athletics sees him take off in the 
Long Jump

2.  After winning a silver medal in the ASA Junior Men Steeplechase 
event, Matthew Forrester sets himself up here for a blistering kick to 
establish a national ranking of 4th in the 1500m event

3.  Jorim Bangue, the Africa Championship silver medallist, flexes his 

muscles in the Inter-House 100m
4.  Richard Nickolson of Rissik House clears the hurdles
5.  Elshammah Kandoro shows his skills in the Triple Jump event at the 

last Boys’ Schools’ Inter-High
6.  Richard Nicholson leads Sykes and Joshua Fouché in 400m Hurdles

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Age Athlete T/H/D Record Year set Age Athlete T/H/D Record Year set

Long jump Triple jump

U14

U15

U16

U17

U19

Z. Stephens
O. Marothodi
K. Moorcroft (KES)
T. Iraka
T. Ramafuthula
F. Eghan
T. Ramafuthula
T. Iraka
H. Bond
B. Motlhatlhego
D. Cotter (KES)
T. Iraka
B. Motlhatlhego
D. Strydom (AHS)

5.92m
6.24m
6.02m
6.66m
6.68m
6.66m
7.03m
6.82m
6.68m
7.23m
7.03m
6.99m
7.03m
6.96m

IH
School
Track
IH/Track
School
IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track

1997
2003
2003
1992
2014
1997
2015
1993
1996
2007
2008
1994
2008
1994

U14

U15

U16

U17

U19

W Gabryk
E Segole
E Segole
T. Iraka
N. Mokotedi
K. Mathesha (KES)
T Iraka
B Motlhatlhego
B Motlhatlhego
B Motlhatlhego
T Iraka
B Motlhatlhego
B Motlhatlhego

12.03m
12.72m
13.55m
13.57m
13.63m
13.79m
13.81m
14.81m
14.64m
15.26m
14.73m
15.03m
15.96m

IH
Track
School
IH
School
Track
IH
Track/School
IH
School
Track
IH/Track
School

1997
2006
2006
1992
2002
2010
1993
2006
2007
2007
1994
2008
2008

Shot put High jump

U14

U15

U16

U17

U19

W. Kuit
P. Fourie
J. van Wyk (AHS)
G. van Heerden
H. Bantjes
J. van Wyk (AHS)
H. Bantjes
H. Bantjes
P. Duvenage (KES)
A. Mabbett
G. van Heerden
F. Slabbert
J. Smit
G. van Heerden
J. van Wyk

13.37m
14.94m
16.30m
14.61m
16.44m
17.95m
14.57m
15.27m
17.55m
15.12m
15.97m
16.62m
15.00m
15.65m
18.76m

IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track

1994
1999
1994
1998
2003
1995
2004
2004
2014
1984
2000
2002
1996
2001
1998

U14

U15

U16

U17

U19

F. Potgieter
R Hartman
G. Mitchley (Jeppe)
F Potgieter
F Potgieter
L Ramokgopa
F Potgieter
F Potgieter
P Ngoveni (Jeppe)
J Kambourides
K Kambourides

1.80m
1.85m
1.82m
1.96m
2.03m
1.95m
2.00m
2.06m
2.06m
2.00m
2.10m

IH
School
Track
IH
School/Track
IH
School/Track
IH/School/Track
Track equal
IH
School/Track

1992
2010
1988
1993
1993
2008
1994
1995
2009
1988
1988

4 × 100 m Relay

U14 School House
S van der Westhuizen
B Crowther
G Mattey
S Lindeman
PBHS
J Seeliger 
C Ndonga
D Bester
P Mathloko
KES

49.1

43.5

46.0

IH

School

Track

1996

2009

2009

U15 School House
A Dittberner
R Arnison
S Lawrence
F Eghan
PBHS
G Burnett
P de Chalain
R Carolissen
O Marothodi
AHS

46.8

45.2

44.8

IH

School

Track

1996

2004

2005

U16 School House
A Dittberner
R Arnison
F Eghan
S Lawrence
PBHS
M Light
F Casillo
H Olmesdahl
R Collins
AHS

45.0

43.5

43.9

IH

School

Track

1997

2008

2010

U17 School House
S Hlatswayo
L Qwabe
K Harrower
K Makhubela
PBHS 
J. Seeliger
A. Engelbrecht
L. Claasen
C. Ndonga
AHS

44.8

42.3

43.0

IH

School

Track

2011

2012

2007

U19 Solomon House
T Chikukwa
P de Chalain
O Seabelo
M Towell

44.3 IH 2007 PBHS
A. van Wyk
S. Hlatswayo
K. van Veenhuyzen
L. Qwabe
KES

42.2

43.1

School

Track

2012

2010

Javelin Discus

U14

U15

U16

U17

U19

F. Saayman
W. Wilcox
A. Smedsrud
G. Smit
D. Jacobs
K. van der Westhuizen 
(AHS)
T. Blignaut
D. Jacobs
N. Fourie
A. Jacobs
D. Jacobs
A. Jacobs
D. Jacobs
A. Jacobs

50.00m
53.00m
51.03m
55.98m
58.85m
58.84m

56.01m
62.90m
60.79m
61.08m
76.87m
57.00m
66.24m
60.95m

IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track

IH
School
Track
IH/Track
School
IH
School
Track

1988
2015
2008
1992
2008
1994

2005
2009
2004
2008
2010
2009
2010
2009

U14

U15

U16

U17

U19

D. Joubert
L. le Roux
J. van Wyk (AHS)
L. le Roux
L. le Roux
J. van Wyk (AHS)
W. Kuit
L. le Roux
P. Duvenage (KES)
W. Coetzee
W. Coetzee
P. Maritz (AHS)
W. Coetzee
W. Coetzee
J. van Wyk (AHS)

42.55m
51.45m
55.56m
56.44m
60.71m
59.48m
45.58m
48.53m
57.41m
48.50m
50.46m
49.83m
47.16m
48.05m
60.92m

IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track

2008
2005
1994
2006
2006
1995
1996
2007
2014
2001
2001
2010
2002
2002
1998
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Athletics

1.  Josh Mitchell and Mfana Shabangu dominate in this 100m heat
2.  Anton Marx and Dylan Jones in yet another Rissik House vs 

School House encounter
3.  Gino Sapalo and Kyle Meadows enjoy plenty of support in the 

popular sprints events
4.  Juan Strydom tries his hand at Shot Put with the other strongmen 

looking on

5.  A really proud moment: Matthew Forrester, Jorim Bangue and 
Tristan Dean were the trio of national medallists that took the Boys 
High medal tally higher than those of a couple of provinces

6.  Matthew Forrester clears the hurdle like a steeplechase racer with 
teammates Nathan Gauld and Emile John proudly supporting

7.  Strength and endurance fight it out between Jamie Nortje and 
Mixo Shipalana

1. 2. 3.

4. 5.

6. 7.
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Age Athlete T/H/D Record Year set Age Athlete T/H/D Record Year set

90 m Hurdles 10 000m

U14 L Qwabe 13.01 School 2008 U19 S. Mokuena 34:54.58 School 2013

2 000 m Steeplechase 400 m Hurdles

U16
U17

M. Forrester (U15)
M McLaggan

6:17.18
6:55.74

School
School

2016
2010

U16
U17
U19

B. Bisschop
K. van Aswegen
M. Oyedipe
K. van Aswegen
J. Pieterse (KES)

53.72
54.74
1:02.17
53.99
56.2

School
School
IH
School
Track

2014
2017
2012
2018
2016

60m 150m

U19 J. Seeliger 6.73 School 2013 U19 J. Seeliger 15.94 School 2013

100m Hurdles

U15 T. Chikukwa
N. Korb
A. van der Merwe (AHS)

13.5
13.1
12.8

IH
School
Track

2004
2005
2009

U17 T. Chikukwa
B. Motlhatlhego
D. Malherbe (KES)
W. Pretorius (AHS) 

13.3
12.8
13.1
13.1

IH
School
Track
Track equal

2006
2007
1995
2009

U16 M. Delaney
W. Gabryk
A. van der Merwe (AHS)

13.5
13.1
12.7

IH
School
Track

1973
2000
2010

U19 T. Chikukwa
T. Chikukwa

13.3
13.1

IH
School/Track

2007
2007

4x800m 4x400m

U19 A. Pretorius
J. Fröhling
E. Kone
K. Le Grange

8:16.8 School 2014 U15 M. Forrester
M. Hugo
M. Linde
X. Witbooi

3:37.14 School 2016

300m U19 M. Oyedipe
S. Dzabirov
S. Mokuena
J. Seeliger

3:19.29 School 2012

U19 J. Seeliger 33.36 School 2013

4x1500m Swedish Relay

U19 S. Mokuena
S. Dzabirov
G. Mndebele
T. Phele

17:17.73 School 2013 U19 B. Engelbrecht (100m)
A. van Wyk (200m)
S. Hlatshwayo (300m)
S. Dzabirov (400m)

1:59.48 School 2012

110 m Hurdles 2012

U16

U17

L. Mahuma
B. Bisschop
B. Bezuidenhoudt (AHS)
T. Phala
J. Bangue

15.6
13.90
14.1
15.9
13.83

IH
School
Track
IH
School

2016
2014
2015
2013
2019

U19

B. Bisschop
T. Skosana (AHS)
M. Oyedipe
Kyle van Aswegen
S. Mayekiso (KES)

14.2
14.2
15.0
14.56
15.1

Track
Track
IH
School
Track

2015
2014
2013
2018
2012

Tshepiso Ntuli squares off in the home straight against national relay 
medallist, Tristan Dean

Matthew Arnison strains every muscle for Armstrong
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Basketball
Basketball 1st Team
This team showed a lot of promise because we had 
a strong core of seniors and a talented bunch of 
juniors. We got the season off to a good start, having 
won all our games in Term 4 despite losing Jandre 
Minny to an injury. Captain Mixo Shipalana carried 
the team through great leadership and heroic play. 

We lost to St Alban’s by 20 points at home in a 
game never to be mentioned again! We showed how 
separate we were as a team and also just how far from 
our goals we were. It took time to get the players to 
realign themselves with the values and goals of the 
team before we saw a change. We went undefeated 
for the rest of the JHB League until we attended the 
highlight of the year, the St John’s Tournament. The 
tournament has schools competing from all over 
the country as well as schools from Mozambique, 
Zimbabwe, Swaziland, Botswana and Kenya. The 
tournament favourites were St Stithians and St 
Alban’s and they were put in the same pool. 

The tournament took place at Wits University and 
St John’s College. As expected, the tournament was 
very well organised and competition was strong. We 
made use of the Genius Score facilities for live stats 
and game feeds. We went down to St Benedict’s in our 
first game of the tournament but won the remaining 
group stage games to top our pool. We then played 
Brookhouse from Kenya in the first round of the 
knockout stages where we won comfortably and 
then we went on to win the next game against 
Michaelmount by 15 points. This meant that we 
would play against St Stithians in the semi-finals. It 
was a very close and nail-biting game all the way 
to the controversial end where we lost by 2 points. 
The match officials later came to apologise for their 
incompetence but it was too late. Nevertheless, we 
showed courage as Boys High boys and went on to 
play the 3rd and 4th playoff game against Kearsney 
College which we won and thus received the bronze 
medal. St Stithians later outclassed St Alban’s in the 
finals and were subsequently crowned champions. 
Jandre Minny was awarded the All-Star award 
for his outstanding performance throughout the 
tournament. Some standout performances worth 
mentioning were those by Mixo Shipalana, Ketan 
Behari and Carl Janse van Rensburg.

With the tournament behind us, we focused 
our attention on the Pretoria League. We would 
be without our star big man, Jandre Minny, due to 
his rugby commitments but that did not deter the 
team. We failed to regroup early and went down 
against the talented Mamelodi Bees. We got it back 
by winning the rest of our group stage games. This 
meant that we would then go on to play St Alban’s 

in the semi-finals which would be a very eventful 
game. We went down 15 points in the first half, but 
a very resilient Boys High team fought back to go 
up 3 points halfway through the 4th quarter with 
great plays by Mixo Shipalana, Ketan Behari, Marius 
Swanepoel and Carl Janse Van Rensburg. However, 
that would not be enough and we lost by 3 points in 
what was an entertaining game. 

A good but also disappointing season because of 
the talent we had, but one that I am very proud of 
because these boys not only became better basketball 
players, but also better men and friends. 
The following awards were given at the Summer 
Sports Dinner: 
Most Valuable Player: Mixo Shipalana
Offensive Player: Jandre Minny
Defensive Player: Thando Ndlovu
Coach’s Player: Ketan Behari
Players’ Player: Fulufhelo Neluvhalani 

I wish the players well in their future careers and 
endeavours. A very special mention goes to all the 
boys that made this year a successful one:

Ketan Behari (vice-captain) who made the 
national team and received Honours; Mixo 
Shipalana (captain), Sean Vernes, Jandre Minny and 
Carl Janse van Rensburg who received Full Colours; 
and Thando Ndlovu, Thato Letsoalo, Adrian 
Olckers, Marius Swanepoel, Phatudi Maponya, 
Freddy Kale, Temi Abioye, Fulufhelo Neluvhalani, 
Langton Rawlins.

The next season is one we really look forward 
to as we have a lot of young players that are very 
talented and have the right attitude.

Emmanuel Shine
Coach

Thando 
Ndlovu 
making 
a drive 
in open 
space
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Seated L–R: C Janse van Rensburg, K Behari (Vice Captian), Mr E Shine (Coach), M Shipalana (Captain), J Minny.
First Row L–R: P Maponya, F Neluvhalani, L Rawlins, A Olckers, T Abioye, Mr R Fourie (MIC).

Second Row L–R: T Ndlovu, M Swanepoel, T Letsoalo, F Kale.

1st Basketball Team

Basketball 2nd Team
It was an exciting season for me as a new coach. I had 
the support of my colleagues and the boys made it 
easy for me to coach them. The biggest challenge was 
to bridge the gap between the first two teams so that 
meant focusing more on development than results. 
The results would soon come but development was 
the priority. We lost our first two games of the season 
but we soon saw how the boys improved when they 
went on to beat St John’s College and KES. 

The boys treated the sport with utmost respect 
and professionalism and it showed because 3 players 
were later promoted to the 1st Team and that gap was 
bridged quite considerably. Caleb Kim and Obriel 
Mpofu were instrumental in the team’s success and 
always showed great leadership. The highlight of 
the season was when Fulufhelo Neluvhalani scored 
the game-winning shot on the buzzer against Jeppe 
in front of our home crowd. He later went on to play 
for the 1st Team. 

Coaching at such a prestigious school really 
means a lot to me and I am grateful for all the lessons 
I learned and also for being able to play a part in the 

lives of the boys. I wish them well in the future. I 
have no doubt that they will go on to be the best 
players and the finest men in society.

Rufaro Warinda
Coach

Mixo Shipalana taking a free throw/foul shot against KES
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Basketball

Basketball U16A
In Term 1 the team continued its great form of 2018 
when they started the Johannesburg League with 
close wins over KES and St Alban’s. Their only 
League loss was to Jeppe, but the boys redeemed 
themselves when they faced Jeppe again two weeks 
later at the St Stithians tournament and walked 
away with an impressive win. A string of bad 
luck led to an early exit from the tournament, but 
the boys managed to take their lessons from the 
disappointment and finished the League unbeaten. 

Term 2 started and along with it the Pretoria 
League. The team powered through the pool stages 
unbeaten, securing a spot in the playoffs. Very 

impressive wins in the semi-finals and finals led 
to the third League Championship the boys had 
won in a row and kept their undefeated Pretoria 
League record alive. Congratulations to Captain, 
Aku Malaila, for winning an All-Star award and 
to Murunwa Mahwasane for winning the MVP 
award. With their U16 season drawing to a close, 
I look forward to the boys making their way into 
their respective Open teams. The future looks very 
promising for these young men.

Ludwig Gerdes 
Coach

Basketball 3rd and 4th Team
In Term 4 we were very fortunate to have a large 
number of boys who wanted to play basketball 
so that we could form a 3rd and a 4th Team. We 
enjoyed a very good season with one of our 
highlights being the 3rd Team winning by 54 points 
(59–5) against St Benedict’s. We never really had 
set teams as I’d rotate the players between the 
two teams. There were two outstanding players 
who, I think, with a little more training during 
the December holidays should be able to climb 

the ranks and make the 2nd Team. Those two are 
Ngcali Noxeke and Luba Mpotulo. Ngcali has a 
smooth left hand which was often a problem for 
our opponents and Luba was floor general who 
ran the point very well. 

Overall, I’m happy with the season and I look 
forward to coaching the boys again in Term 1.

Lungelo Dlamini
Coach

Lesedi Maloma jumping to shoot over a KES opponent Mixo Shipalana scoring against Parktown
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Basketball U16B
U16B Wins-Losses: 3–0 (Game against Jeppe was 
cancelled due to rain)

Term 4 season was successful even though it wasn’t 
long. The first game against St. Benedict’s was a tough 
one. Winning 31–20 was good for team morale as it was 
the first time a lot of the boys were playing together. 
The players were a little rough around the edges in both 
defence and offence but with hard work in training, 
the results were proof of the boys’ improvement. Wins 
against Parktown (26–12) and KES (20–4) were great 
for the team and Boys High basketball. It was a real 
privilege to coach the boys and watch them grow.

Lesedi de Wee 
Coach

Basketball U16C and D
The boys’ start to the season was tough. The 
adjustment for most was especially difficult, 
considering the fact that as U16C and D Teams they 
were expected sometimes to play a 4th or 5th Team. 
These teams have a mixture of Grade 11 and 12 boys. 
We decided to focus on our basics: learning how to 
analyse the game and make the best decisions in the 
situation given the defence, or understanding what 
the other team's offence was giving us. We were 
able to come away with some big wins towards 
the end of the season, which is proof of the boys’ 
determination. Great season, boys!

Thuto Moralo
Coach

1.  Oyama Allah taking a free throw/foul shot
2.  Ketan Behari and Thando Ndlovu watching a teammate complete a 

lay up

3.  Ketan Behari signalling he is open
4.  Phatudi Maponya in the air shooting past a KES defender. Carl 

Janse van Rensburg is in support

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Basketball
Basketball U15A
2019 has been one of the most challenging years I 
have ever experienced as a coach. I learned lessons 
about the essence of what sport really does and means 
to an adolescent constantly under pressure from the 
people within those circles, often as close as peers. I 
tried to manage my expectations better from there. 
The Form 2 boys of 2019 proved to be a delightful 
challenge for me. The age group is overflowing with 
talent, coupled with a genuine love and passion for 
the game of basketball. It was a wonderful journey 
to discover myself and rediscover new aspects of the 
sport I love so dearly.

The beginning of the year started off at a frantic 
pace with numbers for the sport reaching record 
highs for PBHS – an extremely proud moment for 
the coaching staff and how far the sport has come in 
the past few years.

The most important thing to maintain this growth 
was to have a very good foundation competing for 
top spots in top teams. The competition amongst 
the boys was very stiff and the A Team constantly 
changed to cater for the wonderful willingness and 
drive from the boys to prove why they were better 
than their competitors going for the same position. 

After a shock loss to Jeppe, the wake-up call 
was very well received by the players who went 
on to show some very impressive performances. 
They did not always get the results early on in the 
Johannesburg League, narrowly beating KES and 
bitter rivals St Alban’s College, but falling short 
against Saints. A rough spell and Bush School 
affected the team make-up. We lost to St Benedict’s 
and Saints, but in this period of the season, I saw 
stand-out performances from Oyama Allah, Jared 
Chamberlain and Aobakwe Tlhoaele. These players 
impressed throughout Term 1 and earned their 
places in the team as leaders, always hungry to 
make a big difference or put their hands up to take 
responsibility in difficult situations on the court. 
These are players who always want the ball for the 
game-winning shot. The players who filled in for the 
constant rotation of Bush School boys also played a 
very big part in the success and growth of the team. 
The level that we were playing at when we were at 
our best made us a very formidable side which was 
never really easy to beat.

Special mention must be made of the All Stars 
of the tournament: Jared, Oyama and Aobakwe. 
Players like Thabang Chilopo and Ntokoto Ngulele 
who moved up from the B Team for this tournament, 
are also praised and held in the highest regard by 

me for their sheer commitment to being the best that 
they could be, no matter what. The goal was always 
just to be a better version of themselves every day. 
Being a part of and watching this type of personal 
growth gives me great confidence that these boys 
will be successful in whatever they apply themselves 
to in the future. I have also learnt a great deal on 
a personal level from the humility and respect 
Ntokoto showed throughout the season. Well done!

The boys used the momentum from the Pretoria 
League win to further grow their love and 
commitment to the game by participating in the 
NBA endorsed Jnr NBA. This period in the off season 
gave the players a platform to show their skills and 
brush up on confidence by spending more time on 
the court against decent opposition. 

The development of each player going through 
the Jnr NBA was sensational and Sam Howard 
and James Maherry can be highly commended on 
showing an amazing improvement and commitment 
to making themselves and any team that they play 
in better. They are players that add value because of 
their presence on the court. 

After a narrow loss in the Jnr NBA semi-finals, it 
was back to the drawing board for the final term and 
final instalment of the Johannesburg League. 

The team started off with a very disappointing 
performance against St Benedict’s. It was a 
defining moment and a turning point for the boys 
because the response at training and to each other 
afterwards was unbelievable. The togetherness 
and encouragement that certain players like James 
Maherry and Maponya Maponya had to offer was a 
pleasure to watch. Special mention be made of Lethu 
Ndlovu and Jasper Lutwama for becoming the most 
improved players this season. The core of the team 
has a very bright future. We have displayed periods 
where we play the calibre of pragmatic, flowing 
basketball that one would expect to see from a much 
older and more mature team.

I must thank the players for meeting the 
consistently high expectations that were demanded 
of them through very tough sessions, mentally 
and physically. Let’s carry on going and growing 
forward as a unit. I believe in every single player on 
the team sheet. I wish you gentlemen all the best and 
hope that I am close by to witness when you look 
into the mirror and decide to believe in yourselves.

Michael Bond
Coach
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Basketball U15B
The season was much anticipated as this was the 
second year that the boys were playing basketball. 
Despite the anticipation, I understood how difficult 
it would be for me because there was Bush School. 
So many players would be absent for long periods 
so I had to ensure that we had a sustainable and 
consistent programme so boys who came back from 
Bush School would still be able to catch up and 
continue with their development. 

The vision of the team was to win all the games; 
be able to challenge the A team and also develop as 
players. We got off to a very good start and managed 
to win all our first games. Zipho Zonke joined the 
team and was instrumental in helping us achieve 
our goal even though it would only be temporary 

as he would go back to the A Team. Joshua van Wyk 
had a great season and showed his versatility on 
both ends of the floor. It was unfortunate that we did 
not get a 100% win record but we achieved all our 
other goals. The B Team players were on the same 
level as the A Team players. I hope it will stay that 
way as the boys go on to another age group and that 
we can ignite that level of competition with these 
talented players. 

It was an absolute honour to coach these boys and 
I wish them well in their future endeavours. I have no 
doubt that they will be victorious in the years to come.

Melvin Samuel 
Coach

Basketball U15C and D
U15C Wins-Losses: 4–2

The Term 1 season was an exciting one with 
a lot of learning curves. Losing our first game 
against St John’s gave the team a wake-up call on 
how much the boys had developed from U14. A 
lot of boys were first-timers to the sport so a lot 
of work had to be done in training. As the season 
progressed, the boys achieved 4 wins against 
KES, St Alban’s, Jeppe and St Benedict’s which 
showed great progress in the team’s development. 
However, losing against KES in the second round 
was a tough loss. The overall season was a great 
one, considering where we started. The boys 

should be proud of themselves. They represented 
Boys High basketball well.
U15D Wins-Losses: 2–0

The D team had a great start to the season by 
winning 10–7 against St John’s and a follow-up win 
against Jeppe of 15–11. The boys later became a part 
of the C team. Our short season was very successful. 
We won 3 out of the 5 matches we played. I am 
excited to see what else the boys can do in the season 
to come with proper time and training. 

Lesedi de Wee
Coach

Carl Janse van Rensburg completing a drive. Jandré Minny is 
in support

Phatudi Maponya deciding where to go next
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Basketball
Basketball U14A
Term 1
All I can say is that these boys love the game of 
basketball! Most of them were playing basketball for 
the first time, but you’d think they had been playing 
the entertaining game since Primary School by with 
the way they have developed. 

The season started well with them beating 
Parktown and Jeppe and losing only to St Bendedict’s 
and KES in the first round of the Johannesburg 
League. They came back to beat KES in the 2nd leg 
of the season. The boys came in determined to prove 
they deserved to be in the A Team. Most of the 
preparation was for the Jeppe Boys Festival being 
held in Johannesburg where the boys performed 
very well, beating schools such as the hosts, Jeppe, 
St John’s, Queens College, St Benedict’s, St Alban’s 
and St David’s, but losing narrowly to St Stithians 
and Bishop Bavin. They ended in 3rd position overall, 
which was very good for a team that had just started 
a basketball programme four weeks prior to the 
festival. Special congratulations must go to Michael 
Robertson for being part of the All-Star team at the 
Jeppe Festival. The boys showed their talent and for 
the rest of the reason remained undefeated.
Term 2
Leading up to Term 2 the boys prepared for the 
Pretoria Basketball League, which is a major 
league in Pretoria High School basketball. With 
good preparations and goals being set that needed 
to be accomplished, the boys were favourites to 
come out top in their division. They did exactly as 
predicted, beating schools such as The Glen High, 
Glenstantia, Lyttelton Manor and Clapham High 
School convincingly to come out as top of their 
group. The next step was to play Prestige College in 
the semi-final, a game which we won convincingly 
with great highlights. The team then beat last year’s 
champions, All-Star College, to win the Pretoria 
League undefeated and thus become champions of 
their division. Special congratulations must go to 
Yalusa Tsengiwe and Etienne Yon for being selected 
as part of the Pretoria League All-Star Team, as well 
as Neo Sivhada for having a tremendous season and 
winning Most Valuable Player in his division. The 
boys showed from the beginning that they were not 
just there to play – they had a mission which they 
accomplished very well.
Term 4
The season ended well with only one defeat. 
The players showed great consistency to finish 
the season strongly, defeating St Benedict’s and 
Parktown but losing to KES. They have shown great 

development in the skills and techniques of the 
game of basketball, with players such as Gomolemo 
Marspola, Sakhile Mbolekwa and Yixan Feng 
having stepped up their roles in the team. Malachi 
Moropa, who was the captain for the season, 
showed great leadership and development as well 
as respect for the game. Special congratulations 
go to: Etienne Yon for making the Gauteng U15 
District Team and the Pretoria League U14 All-Star 
Team; Michael Robertson for making the All-Star 
Team in the Jeppe U14 Basketball Festival; Yalusa 
Tsengiwe for making the Pretoria League U14 All-
Star Team; as well as Neo Sivhada who was chosen 
as the Most Valuable Player for the U14 Pretoria 
League. The season ended well and the players 
should be proud of their improvement in the sport. 
The boys will soon be preparing for the St John’s 
Tournament which is a major one and, with the 
right preparation, they should do very well.

Tshiamo Legoabe
Coach

Avela Tsengiwe shooting over Jeppe for an easy two points
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The boys that played were all new at basketball 
but through repetition improvement was evident. 
Only two games were won during the first season. 
Though there was improvement in Term 4, most of 
the boys that played in Term 1 had either stopped 
playing or moved to other sporting codes. In Term 
4 the same result was achieved with only one win, 
but a decrease in points scored against the team. 
The understanding of the sport should be focused 
on alongside the fundamentals of playing. More 
of that will result in an increase in playing IQ and 
performance. 

Brian Mola
Coach

Basketball U14C and D
It has been with great pleasure that I coached the U14C 
and D Teams. The boys came to their first practice 
eager to learn and filled with energy. They were able to 
learn the fundamentals which they were able to apply 
in games. The season started slowly, but as the skills 
of the boys improved, so did our results. I would like 
to thank the boys for the commitment they showed to 
basketball this year. Whilst not every result was as we 
would have liked it to be, they were always at practice, 
willing to learn and improve. They have shown great 
progress and I look forward to watching them evolve 
as they go up through the various age groups.

Nhlanhla Mavundhla
Coach

1.  Jandré Minny about 
to dunk while his KES 
opponent commits a foul

2.  Craig Hawkins surrounded 
by desperate Jeppe 
defenders

3.  Inter-House Basketball: 
Town House vs Abernethy

1. 2.

3.
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Climbing
When I arrived at Boys High five years ago, I had 
high expectations of becoming a cricket star here, 
maybe even captaining the team. However, being 
from a small town in Mpumalanga, the standard 
of cricket there was a lot lower than I could have 
imagined. In contrast, despite the fact that I had 
absolutely zero interest in climbing at the time, 
the standard of rock climbing in my home town of 
Waterval Boven was and still is exceptionally high – 
world class to be more precise.

Even though many people still do not consider 
rock climbing as a real sport, Ernest Hemingway 
aptly said, “There are only three sports: Bullfighting, 
Motor-racing and Mountaineering; all the rest 
are merely games!” I hope nobody is offended by 
that quote but it is true that climbing will remain 
a fringe sport, slightly off the wall (but mostly on) 
and definitely alternative, for at least another year! 
So, what I am referring to is that … unless you have 
been living under these rocks that we go climbing 
every other weekend, you should have heard that 
finally climbing has officially been included in the 
Olympic Games. Next year in Tokyo, 20 male, and 
20 female athletes from around the globe will be 
chosen, which will include two from Africa and who 
knows, at the rate at which climbing is progressing 
at Boys High, we might be sending an athlete to 
Paris in 2024 from this school!

On the subject of indoor competition climbing, 
I would like to point out some of the highlights of 
2019: the year started well for me as I, Mel Janse van 
Rensburg, was invited to the open Rock Masters 
2019 in Cape Town where a strong performance on 
the day secured me a Bronze Medal. Following an 
exciting Bouldering League in the Pretoria circuit, 
the following athletes were selected to represent 
the school in the Provincial Final in Johannesburg: 
Loren Ehlers, Emil Hollamby, Thomas Isebeck and I. 

In the lead up to Provincials, we stuck to regimented 
training programmes on the school wall and at the 
Barn in the east of Pretoria. Thanks to our new coach, 
Bernie Theron, we had copious amounts of fun and 
learnt a lot about moving our bodies in these vertical 
spaces. We, especially I, learnt this year that injuries 
can be as much part of climbing as climbing itself. 
Normally when people hear that you have injured 
yourself during climbing, they assume you fell from 
a dizzy height, but in fact, when you try hard at a 
highly technical level, this sport can be harsh on your 
muscles, joints and tendons – especially in the fingers. 
And if I can sum up most of this year for me in two 
words, it would be: finger trouble…

In the Provincial Competition, our athletes did 
superbly well and Thomas, Loren and I qualified to 

represent Gauteng at the Nationals in Cape Town. The 
results were as follows: Loren finished in 9th place and 
I came 4th. Thomas could unfortunately not attend.

Apart from the competitions, there is the aspect 
of climbing that most of us prefer, which is real 
rock climbing. There were various day trips to 
Bronkies, Harties and the Magaliesberg where 
some boys managed to touch rock for the first 
time. Some climbed their first routes and most of 
the boys managed to lead climb, which, in itself, is 
an achievement. The next challenge for us was to 
try harder climbs with more difficult sequences or 
longer routes where lack of endurance will make 
one fall into the safety of the ropes. All these climbs 
are graded on an international grade scale where 10 
is very easy and a grade 36 is roughly the equivalent 
of running the 100m in less than 10 seconds. No 
South African climber has climbed a 36 … yet!

Using all these skills, it was time to put the boys 
to the test in the best rock climbing venue in South 
Africa. The first Waterval Boven trip was a fantastic 
opportunity for all the new climbers to grasp what 
the sport is really about. They seemed to find the 
fine balance between pushing the limits on the rock 
and relaxing in hammocks underneath the trees. 
The younglings also managed to get a lot out of 
the trip and seemed to master the art of swinging 
around on the ropes. Edward, one of our Form 3 
climbers, really seemed to kick it up a notch and 
took the lead, climbing some of the most difficult 
lines. Our fighting spirit even continued into the 
night with intense games of Pool. The weekend 
ended with night-climbing, which felt to us like 
ascending into darkness in a bubble of light from a 
headlamp and the stars providing the faintest light 
over the landscape.

Our second Waterval Boven trip took place in 
October. The climbers left on the Thursday afternoon 
and only returned on the Sunday to squeeze in as 
much climbing as possible. They camped in tents 
and sat around the campfire at night talking about 
…climbing. The boys bonded and became more 
motivated than ever. This was another weekend of 
spectacular climbing to remember.

The criteria for Climbing Colours is rather 
complex and can be achieved by attaining high 
grades on rock as well as performing well in indoor 
competitions. The following athletes can be proud of 
themselves for making the grade: Full Colours have 
been awarded to Loren Ehlers, Thomas Isebeck and 
Edward Harvey for climbing a Grade 27 or above 
and I was awarded Honours for a Grade 30. I have 
done so for three consecutive years which is not a 
small achievement.
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1st Rock Climbing Team

Seated Row L–R: Ms E van Zyl (MIC), T Isebeck (Vice Captain), M Janse van Renburg (Captain), D Cloete, Mr B Theron (Climbing Coach).
First Row L–R: A Bravo, E Harvey, E Hollamby, L Ehlers, R Gibberd.

Absent: R Duff, N Cibulka.

At the Winter Sports Awards Evening the 
following boys were awarded with prizes: Mel Janse 
van Rensburg was awarded The Superbowl Trophy 
for the Best Senior Climber which he has received 
three years in a row; Loren Ehlers was awarded The 
Sandy Black Trophy for the Most Improved Senior 
Climber as he has excelled in his climbing this year, 
and Edward Harvey was awarded The Kilonewton 
Trophy for the Most Promising Climber. He is 
definitely our strongest climber at present.

The success of this club would not have been 
possible without certain people. Firstly I would like 
to thank Thomas, my vice captain, for all the hard 
work – thank you for your loyalty and service to the 
sport. To Paul from the Barn, thank you for making 
it possible for us to train at the Barn once a week. It 
has made all the difference. As an Old Boy, Paul is 
always willing to help out where he can and provide 
us with his valuable advice. 

Thank you to Bernie, our coach. Even though he 
joined only this year, the effect he has had could be 

seen immediately. He somehow managed to find 
the perfect balance between training hard and yet 
still having fun. I’m sure that with him as coach 
next year, climbing is going to be even better. A big 
thank you also goes to Gustav and Alex Janse van 
Rensburg from Roc 'n Rope for assisting with the 
climbing wall as well as catering for the camps. 

A big thank you needs to go to Mr Reeler for his 
unconditional support this year, as well as to Mr 
Housdon for his support. Our parents also deserve 
a huge thank you because without your support we 
would not be where we are today. Lastly, a massive, 
as in an Everest massive thanks goes to Ms van Zyl 
for keeping the passion of rock climbing alive in the 
club, for always being there, securing funds and 
taking us on trips. We could not have asked for a 
better MIC. She has been instrumental in the success 
and the development of the club.

Mel Janse van Rensburg
Captain
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Climbing

1.  Thomas Isebeck holding 
that crimp on One Love 
(23) at Waterval Boven

2.  Hanging around before 
hitting the crags at La 
Tranquilitas Campsite 
in Waterval Boven

3.  Edward Harvey 
cranking hard on 
Chicken Yet? (25) at 
Boven

4.  Azanda Nyangintsimbi 
focusing on Chicks for 
Free (15) at Waterval 
Boven

5.  Loren Ehlers cruising 
up Chocolate Éclair (27) 
at the God No wall

6.  Thomas Isebeck taking 
a quick rest on Task 
Saturated before moving 
on

1.

2. 3. 4.

5.

6. 7.

8.

9.
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7.  Crouse Louw figuring out the next move on Hemp on the Hill (17) at Boven
8.  Mel Janse van Rensburg on the crux move of Rolilhlahla (32)
9.  Alex Bravo and Ms van Zyl getting ready to climb at the Library at Waterval Boven
10. Mark Serfontein chilling on: the harder you push, the harder it gets at Boven
11. Nicholas Cibulka going for the next clip on Lochness (25) at the God No wall at Waterval Boven
12. Emil Hollamby placing his feet on Banging Bridget Jones (18) at Boven
13. Mel Janse van Rensburg (Climbing Captain) ultra-focused on God of Small Things (31) at The Coven
14.  The gang on our annual Waterval Boven trip… Top L–R: Edward Harvey, Loren Ehlers, Emil Hollamby, Jared van Bergen, Mark Serfontein, 

Nicholas Cibulka, Alex Bravo, Crouse Louw, Bernie Theron (Coach), Azanda Nyangintsimbi, Daniel Geerdink
15. Mel Janse van Rensburg climbing at the Restaurant onsighting Eraserhead (28)
16. Mel Janse van Rensburg balancing on a boulder problem at the Rockmasters in Cape Town where he took the bronze medal

10.

11.

12. 13.

14.

15.

16.
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Cricket

1st Cricket Team

Seated L–R: G de Kock (Scorer), Mr F Schuld (Coach), R van Rooyen (Captain), Mr D Jefferson (Director of Cricket), 
W Mushwana (Vice Captain). 

First Row L–R: E Webb, L Treadwell, H Viljoen, K Croome, N Meyer, J Rossouw.
Second Row L–R: M du Preez, W Truter, A Marx, T Ferguson.

Third Row L–R: D van der Merwe, D Allen.

1st Team Cricket

Cape Cricket Festival
The year started with our annual tour to Cape Town 
for the Cape Schools Festival. This is one of the most 
prestigious festivals where teams play against some 
of the best in South Africa. 

We went to Paarl Boys’ High School from 
Thursday, 3 January 2019 until Monday, 7 January 
2019. This was a great time for the team to start 
developing a good dynamic and team spirit and 
a good opportunity to get to know one another as 
preparation for the season to come. This festival is 
always highlighted by the fun that all the boys and 
the staff have and the good competitive cricket that 
is played. 

Unfortunately this year some of the fixtures were 
disappointing. We did not play against some of the 
teams that we would have liked to play. We knew 
that we had a good, strong squad and we wanted 
to measure ourselves against the best, even though 
it was still very early in the season and we were not 
prepared. The results, unfortunately, were a bit of 
a roller-coaster, but this was not unexpected as our 
preparations were few and the conditions were very 
different from those we were used to. 

Term 1
Term 1 started with a lot of excitement as we knew 
we had a strong group. Unfortunately, as sometimes 
happens in sport, things did not go our way. 

We started off with a very disappointing display 
against the Old Boys’ team. We let ourselves down 
with the bat and unfortunately did not do justice to 
what we know we can accomplish. The team also 
suffered 2 particularly bad losses against Jeppe, 
who had a very good season, and Randburg High. 
This came as a big shock and wake-up call for us all. 
These losses came at a time when we played a lot 
of cricket and a lot of different formats that made it 
difficult to adjust. 

We played in the Coca-Cola T20 Schools 
Challenge. We performed like champions in this 
tournament but were unfortunately done in by an 
incident that was out of our control. 

Term 1 ended with some good cricket against a 
couple of our rival schools. We got a good win over 
St Alban’s and against a Saints team that was very 
highly ranked this year. The win against Saints felt 
like a big momentum shift, even though it was at the 
end of our Term 1 fixtures. We played as we knew we 
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could and warned others that we were going to be a 
force to be reckoned with, come the rest of the year. 
Pre-season
Our pre-season was not ideal. We were not allowed 
to play any warm-up matches during the rugby and 
hockey season as we had so many boys who played 
other sports in the winter. This is encouraged as 
it gives them a much needed break from the long 
hours spent on the cricket field. 

Although we did not have a lot of time to prepare 
in the nets, we put in effort to make sure that we were 
mentally prepared for the season to come. We knew 
it would be a very long and draining season and we 
had to make sure we were mentally prepared for all 
that was coming. 
Northerns Schools’ League
This is probably the toughest league in the country 
and this year proved it again, as no 1st Team went 
unbeaten.

The 2019 White Caps broke the proverbial “duck” 
by winning the league for the first time in the 
School’s history. This was truly a special moment 
which was very well deserved. 

I want to give a brief explanation of how the boys 
went about doing this, as I was truly stunned a 
couple of times. I do not believe that any of the other 
schools saw us coming, as they knew they were 
weeks ahead of us when it came to preparation. I 
believe that the big win against Saints provided the 
momentum swing, along with one or two changes 
that put the team into a confident mind-set. They 
knew they were able to accomplish this feat. 

The only blip on our close to flawless effort 
in achieving the league victory, was a loss to 
Garsfontein. This was just one of those days when 
things did not go our way. 

For the rest of it, I will remember two games in 
particular where we were deemed to be down and out. 
In both games we batted first and might have come a 
couple of runs short of where we wanted to be.

The first was the game against Waterkloof where 
they were in a position of needing only 30 runs, 
with 4 wickets in hand and a lot of time. This day, 
11 young gentlemen from PBHS, dressed in white 
longs, had me on a roller-coaster of emotions. They 
were defending 30 runs with the biggest sense of 
calm coming from the field. This truly made me 
believe that these boys were capable of anything 
they set their minds to.

The second was our last game of the league, 
and the last for the Form 5 boys against Affies. In a 
game played over 100 overs, we were very poor and 
disappointing in 50 of the 100 (25 while batting and 
25 while bowling). For the other 50 overs we were 
UNPLAYABLE. I have never seen a schoolboy side 

do what the 1st XI did in those 50 overs: just a show 
of determination, calm and ruthlessness. We gave 
no inch and in return, ended up with the victory 
that sealed the league for us. I felt that this was a 
phenomenal way to send off our Form 5 boys who 
had given so much for the team. 
60th Oppenheimer Michaelmas Cricket Week
This was the 50th time we attended. Our fixtures were 
against Maritzburg College, the CSA Invitational XI 
and Hilton in 50-over matches; and Glenwood Boys’ 
High in a T20 match.

Coming back to a festival that we had done so well 
in last year would always be a challenge. We started 
the first game against the host school – always tough 
on their home ground. A great start to the morning 
had our seamers rattle their top order and gave us 
the chance to score the runs with relative comfort. 

The second day saw us play against a side that was 
made up of players from around the country. With 
2020 being a World Cup year, a lot of prospective 
players were given a chance in this team. A bit of 
over-confidence saw us being a bit blasé and in 
trouble in the match. Unfortunately the weather 
came and played a part and we could not get any 
result from that game. 

The third day saw us matching up against a 
formidable Hilton team that had everyone talking 
about. Showing up that day, I could see the boys were 
up for this match. After a good performance with the 
ball, we set out to get the runs that were needed. With 
a great start from our top order, we had the perfect 
platform for the run chase. Unfortunately one or two 
bad decisions did not go our way and we ended 4 runs 
short. This was truly one of the stand-out matches. 

The last day saw us wrap up a strong Glenwood 
side in a T20 game with an exhibition of good T20 
skills and some quality cricket. Looking back at this 
festival, I can say that once again, the team showed 
that it was to be feared. 
Boys’ Schools’ matches (Term 4)
After great performance in the Pretoria League 
and at the Michaelmas Week, it was time to close 
a chapter for the team as the Form 5s finished, and 
open a massive and exciting new chapter with some 
new blood being introduced. 

We started with a win over a struggling Parktown 
team but then unfortunately had some results not go 
our way, with a loss against a good KES side, and an 
unfinished match against Helpmekaar.

I would like to thank every player who played 
for the White Caps in 2019. You all played a vital 
part and added value and, at some point, were part 
of the best 11 cricketers in the school. I have said 
often that cricket is an unforgiving game. It takes 
time, patience and a lot of different skills. We spent 
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hours on end in each other’s company and I have 
thoroughly enjoyed getting to know all the different 
personalities. 

Thank you to all the parents for supporting the 
White Caps through thick and thin all over the 
country! You spent hours driving around, sitting (or 
walking) around the field to support each boy. 

To all the Form 5s I want to thank you for the 
sacrifices you made for the team, offering up 
weekends and some study time and keeping your 
focus on the team. You are a special bunch of young 
men and I look forward to seeing what life has to 
offer you. 

To Laurence Stewart and his staff: thank you 
for the fitness and conditioning knowledge you 
brought to the White Caps. This aspect of our game 

is improving every year.
I would also like to thank Greg de Kock for scoring 

for the White Caps. You add a lot to the team and we 
truly appreciate the time you offer us.

To Dean: thank you for all the assistance that you 
gave over the year. I would not have been able to do 
it by myself. You took care of so many things behind 
the scenes and this enabled me “to run the ship” as 
I would like.

To Kyle and Ryan the 2nd Team coaches, and all 
the other coaches: thank you for preparing all the 
boys who come through your capable hands. You all 
made my job much easier. 

Francois Schuld
Coach

1.  Devin Allen has his eyes set on his target at back foot landing
2.  Josh Rossouw pulls off the front foot
3.  Claudio Jardim and Nathan Meyer look on as the KES batsman 

plays the ball off the back foot
4.  Tim Ferguson moves well to get under the ball

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Player Profiles

(26 players represented the White Caps in 2019)
Ruan van Rooyen (Captain)
Team player. Led by example. Under-performed 
with the bat. Clever left arm orthodox bowler (top 
wicket-taker for 2019) (received Full Colours in 
March and November). Unlucky not to make the 
Northerns U19 Provincial team. Finished on 67 caps 
(over 3 seasons): played his 50th match vs. St. Alban’s 
College (Time match), in Term 1 of this year
Batting – 489 runs off 684 balls (including a best of 62 
vs. St. Stithians College); at an average of 24.45 runs 
per innings and a strike rate of 71.49 runs per 100 balls

Bowling – 49 wickets for 728 runs in 193.5 overs 
(including a best of 5 for 45 vs. St. Alban’s College in 
a Time match), at an economy of 3.76 runs per over, 
an average of 14.86 runs per wicket and a strike rate 
of 23.73 balls per wicket
Devin Allen
Team player. Good work ethic. Bowling run-ups 
directly affect his consistency (great potential, if he 
can stay injury-free)

Batting – 12 runs of 28 balls, at an average of 6 runs 
per innings and a strike rate of 42.86 runs per 100 balls

Bowling – 12 wickets for 219 runs in 49.2 overs 
(including a best of 3 for 34 vs. Prestige College), 
at an economy of 4.44 runs per over, an average of 
18.25 runs per wicket and a strike rate of 24.67 balls 
per wicket
Kieron Croome
He made his debut against SACS (at the Cape 
Cricket Festival). Team player. Good work ethic. He 
is his own worst enemy with the bat as he threw his 
wicket away often. 

He will hopefully be a very handy change bowler 
in the next 2 years

Batting – 332 runs off 658 balls (including a best of 
58 not out vs. Maritzburg College), at an average of 
18.44 runs per innings and a strike rate of 50.46 runs 
per 100 balls

Bowling – 1 wicket for 32 runs in 2.3 overs, at an 
economy of 12.8 runs per over, an average of 32 runs 
per wicket and a strike rate of 15 balls per wicket
Divan Dirkse van Schalkwyk
He made his debut against Hoërskool Garsfontein 
(during the Northern Schools’ League). Team player. 
Good work ethic. Fighter. More than handy with the 
bat. Aggressive left arm orthodox. Great hands

Batting – 42 runs off 53 balls, at an average of 10.5 
runs per innings and a strike rate of 79.25 runs per 
100 balls

Bowling – 7 wickets for 214 runs in 43 overs 
(including a best of 3 for 47 vs KES) at an economy 
of 4.98 runs per over, an average of 30.57 runs per 
wicket and a strike rate of 36.86 balls per wicket

Edumisa Dlulemnyango
He made his debut against Hoërskool Garsfontein 
(during the Northern Schools’ League). Team player. 
Good work ethic. More than handy with the bat. 
Has serious potential to become a quality seamer, 
but will have to work at his conditioning

Batting – 43 runs off 58 balls, at an average of 43 runs 
per innings and a strike rate of 74.14 runs per 100 balls

Bowling – 7 wickets for 254 runs in 46.2 overs 
(including a best of 3 for 41 vs, Helpmekaar Kollege), 
at an economy of 5.48 runs per over, an average of 
36.29 runs per wicket and a strike rate of 39.71 balls 
per wicket
Marlo du Preez
Team player. Great work ethic. Changing him to a 
middle-order batsman has paid off. Good fielder

Batting – 188 runs off 244 balls (including a best 
of 69 vs. Paul Roos Gymnasium), at an average of 
31.33 runs per innings and a strike rate of 77.05 runs 
per 100 balls
Liam Elkington
He made his debut against Parktown Boys’ High 
School. Team player. Good work ethic

Has serious potential to become a quality seamer
Batting – 11 runs off 14 balls, at an average of 11 runs 

per innings and a strike rate of 78.57 runs per 100 balls
Bowling – 3 wickets for 125 runs in 22 overs, at 

an economy of 5.68 runs per over, an average of 
41.67 runs per wicket and a strike rate of 44 balls 
per wicket
Tim Ferguson
Team player. Great work ethic. Batsman that values his 
wicket the most (received Full Colours in November). 
Made the Northerns U17 Provincial Team

Batting – 883 runs off 1 079 balls (including a best 
of 134 not out vs Hoërskool Garsfontein (during the 
Northern Schools’ League)), at an average of 40.14 
runs per innings and a strike rate of 81.84 runs per 
100 balls
Zeeshan Ismail
Very talented cricketer (unorthodox left-handed 
middle-order batsman, off-spin bowler and fielder). 
Made the Northerns U19 Provincial Team

Batting – 54 runs off 82 balls, at an average of 13.5 
runs per innings and a strike rate of 65.85 runs per 
100 balls

Bowling – 2 wickets for 104 runs in 16 overs, at an 
economy of 6.5 runs per over, an average of 52 runs 
per wicket and a strike rate of 48 balls per wicket
Claudio Jardim
He made his debut against Hoërskool Garsfontein 
(during the Northern Schools’ League) Team player. 
His work ethic is improving. Very talented batsman. 
Quality fielder and/or wicketkeeper
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Batting – 115 runs off 142 balls (including a best of 
54 vs. Parktown Boys’ High School), at an average of 
19.17 runs per innings and a strike rate of 80.99 runs 
per 100 balls
Ignus Jordaan
Team player. Good work ethic. More than handy 
with the bat. Quality left arm orthodox

Batting – 24 runs off 25 balls, at an average of 8 
runs per innings and a strike rate of 96 runs per 100 
balls

Bowling – 7 wickets for 149 runs in 39 overs 
(including a best of 4 for 33 vs. Helpmekaar Kollege), 
at an economy of 3.82 runs per over, an average of 
21.29 runs per wicket and a strike rate of 33.43 balls 
per wicket
Chearn Manus
He made his debut against Hoërskool Waterkloof 
(during the Coca-Cola T20 Schools Challenge). Team 
player. More than handy all-rounder

Bowling – 5 wickets for 51 runs in 10 overs, at an 
economy of 5.1 runs per over, an average of 10.2 runs 
per wicket and a strike rate of 12 balls per wicket
Anton Marx
Team player. Underrated all-rounder. Finished on 18 
caps (over 1 season)

Batting – 71 runs off 111 balls, at an average of 14.2 
runs per innings and a strike rate of 63.96 runs per 
100 balls

Bowling – 13 wickets for 307 runs in 52.2 overs 
(including a best of 3 for 55 vs. Paarl Boys’ High 
School), at an economy of 5.87 runs per over, an 
average of 23.62 runs per wicket and a strike rate of 
24.15 balls per wicket
Nathan Meyer
Team player. Great work ethic. Highly talented 
top order batsman and wicketkeeper Leading run 
scorer for the year, received Full Colours. Made the 
Northerns U17 Framework Team

Batting – 962 runs off 1 337 balls (including a best 
of 106 vs. Prestige College), at an average of 37 runs 
per innings and a strike rate of 71.96 runs per 100 
balls
Wisani Mushwana
Team player. Great work ethic. Quality all-round 
cricketer (underperforming middle-order batsman, 
change bowler and fielder). Made the Northerns 
U19 Provincial Team for the second year. Finished 
on 58 caps (over 3 seasons) (played his 50th match 
vs. Hoërskool Garsfontein during the Northern 
Schools’ League), in Term 3 of this year

Batting – 285 runs off 530 balls (including a best of 
53 not out vs. Cornwall Hill College), at an average 
of 16.76 runs per innings and a strike rate of 53.77 
runs per 100 balls

Bowling – 17 wickets for 303 runs in 62.3 overs 

(including a best of 4 for 28 vs. Hoërskool Waterkloof 
(during the Northern Schools’ League)), at an 
economy of 4.85 runs per over, an average of 17.82 
runs per wicket and a strike rate of 22.06 balls per 
wicket
Grant Petzer
Team player. Good work ethic. Raw quick bowler 
without much luck. Finished on 16 caps (over 1 
season)

Batting – 7 runs off 24 balls, at an average of 3.5 
runs per innings and a strike rate of 29.17 runs per 
100 balls

Bowling – 8 wickets for 179 runs in 47 overs 
(including a best of 4 for 20 vs. Old Boys’ XI), at an 
economy of 3.81 runs per over, an average of 22.38 
runs per wicket and a strike rate of 35.25 balls per 
wicket
Josh Rossouw
He made his debut against Hoërskool Menlopark 
(during the Northern Schools’ League). Good work 
ethic. Naturally aggressive middle-order batsman
Batting – 216 runs off 346 balls (including a best of 
57 vs. Hoërskool Waterkloof (during the Northern 
Schools’ League)), at an average of 18 runs per 
innings and a strike rate of 62.43 runs per 100 balls
Leo Sadler
He made his debut against Paul Roos Gymnasium. 
Team player. His work ethic is improving. Quality 
all-rounder. Made the Northerns U15 Framework 
Team

Batting – 88 runs off 107 balls, at an average of 44 
runs per innings and a strike rate of 88.24 runs per 
100 balls

Bowling – 9 wickets for 161 runs in 31.4 overs 
(including a best of 4 for 28 vs. Parktown Boys’ High 
School, Term 4), at an economy of 5.08 runs per over, 
an average of 17.89 runs per wicket and a strike rate 
of 21.11 balls per wicket
Anré Schutte
Destructive top order batsman. Finished on 13 caps 
(over 2 seasons)

Batting – 148 runs off 153 balls (including a best of 
61 vs. Hoërskool Centurion (during the Coca-Cola 
T20 Schools Challenge), at an average of 24.67 runs 
per innings and a strike rate of 96.73 runs per 100 
balls
Josh Thompson
He made his debut against Paul Roos Gymnasium. 
Team player. Potentially a dangerous leg-spin 
bowler

Bowling – 0 wickets for 78 runs in 9.5 overs, at an 
economy of 7.93 runs per over
Liam Treadwell
Team player. Great work ethic. Better batsman 
than his statistics suggest. Potentially the best off-

Cricket
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spin bowler in the Northerns League (received Full 
Colours in March and November). Finished on 70 
caps (over 3 seasons). Played his 50th match vs. St. 
Alban’s College during the Coca Cola T20 Schools 
Challenge preliminary stage in Term 1

Batting – 167 runs off 231 balls, at an average of 
13.92 runs per innings and a strike rate of 72.29 runs 
per 100 balls

Bowling – 39 wickets for 803 runs in 221.1 overs 
(including a best of 5 for 35 vs. SACS), at an economy 
of 3.63 runs per over, an average of 20.59 runs per 
wicket and a strike rate of 34.03 balls per wicket
Wald Truter
Good work ethic. Finished on 77 caps (over 3 
seasons)

Batting – 400 runs off 486 balls (including a best 
of 105 vs. Midstream College), at an average of 25 
runs per innings and a strike rate of 82.3 runs per 
100 balls
Daniël van der Merwe
Team player. Good work ethic. Underrated batsman. 
Potentially the quickest bowler in the Northerns 
League. Finished on 55 caps (over 3 seasons). Played 
his 50th match vs. Maritzburg College, at the 60th 
Oppenheimer Michaelmas Cricket Week. Made the 
Northerns U19 Provincial Team, as well as the CSA 
TAP Invitational Team

Batting – 87 runs off 88 balls, at an average of 17.4 
runs per innings and a strike rate of 98.86 runs per 
100 balls

Bowling – 21 wickets for 526 runs in 105.2 overs 
(including a best of 4 for 54 vs. St. Stithians College), 
at an economy of 4.99 runs per over, an average of 
25.05 runs per wicket and a strike rate of 30.1 balls 

per wicket
Jaryd van Straaten
Team player. Great work ethic. Most underrated 
seamer in the Northerns League. Finished on 36 
caps (over 2 seasons)

Batting – 5 runs off 20 balls, at an average of 1.25 
runs per innings and a strike rate of 25 runs per 100 
balls.

Bowling – 21 wickets for 440 runs in 116.4 overs 
(including a best of 4 for 12 vs. Parktown Boys’ High 
School (Term 1)), at an economy of 3.77 runs per 
over, an average of 20.95 runs per wicket and a strike 
rate of 33.33 balls per wicket
Hanu Viljoen
Team player. Good work ethic. Arguably the best 
top order batsman and wicketkeeper in South Africa 
(received Full Colours in March and November). 
Finished on 87 caps (over 4 seasons). Made the 
Northerns U19 Provincial Team

Batting – 788 runs off 1 017 balls (including a best 
of 132 vs. Prestige College), at an average of 37.52 
runs per innings and a strike rate of 77.48 runs per 
100 balls
Ethan Webb
Team player. Great work ethic. Extremely dangerous 
leg-spin bowler. Finished on 21 caps (over 2 seasons)

Batting – 25 runs off 58 balls, at an average of 12.5 
runs per innings and a strike rate of 43.1 runs per 
100 balls

Bowling – 21 wickets for 517 runs in 117.5 overs 
(including a best of 3 for 1 vs. Parktown Boys’ High 
School (Term 1)), at an economy of 4.39 runs per 
over, an average of 24.62 runs per wicket and a strike 
rate of 33.67 balls per wicket

Anton Marx with some good hang time before 
getting into his delivery stride with the Northerns 

umpire looking on

Liam Treadwell looks to get as much power as possible into his throw
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Result Summaries  
(according to PBHS)
The White Caps played 32 matches in 2019. They won 16 
matches (winning ratio of 50%), lost 12, drew 1 and 3 were 
abandoned.
•	 PBHS	–	241/9	in	65	overs	(Nathan	Meyer	–	77	(141))
	 SACS	–	219/8	in	55	overs	(Liam	Treadwell	–	5	for	33	in	15)	
 Match drawn
•	 PBHS	–	267/3	(Nathan	Meyer	–	101*(135),	and	Tim		 	
	 Ferguson	–	63*(87))
	 	Northcliff	High	School	–	103	all	out	(Ruan	van	Rooyen	–	4	for	

7 in 6.3) 
 Won by 164 runs
•	 PBHS	–	193/9
	 Paarl	Boys’	High	School	–	194/8	(Anton	Marx	–	3	for	55	in	10)
 Lost by 2 wickets
•	 Paarl	Gymnasium	–	227/7	(Ruan	van	Rooyen	–	3	for	41	in	9)
	 PBHS	–	186	all	out	(Wald	Truter	–	92	(122))	 	 	
 Lost by 41 runs
•	 	Old	Boys’	1st	XI	–	150	all	out	(Grant	Petzer	–	4	for	20	in	5,	
	 and	Ethan	Webb	–	3	for	53	in	10)
	 PBHS	–	109	all	out	 	 	 	 	
 Lost by 41 runs
•	 	Hoërskool	Waterkloof	–	90	all	out	(Ruan	van	Rooyen	–	3	for	5	

in 2.2)
	 PBHS	–	93/3	 	 	 	 	
 Won by 7 wickets
•	 PBHS	–	310/6	(Hanu	Viljoen	–	88	(122))
	 	Parktown	Boys’	High	School	–	53	all	out	(Jaryd	van	Straaten	

–	4	for	12	in	6,	and	Ethan	Webb	–	3	for	1	in	3.2)	 	
Won by 257 runs

•	 St.	Alban’s	College	–	148/8	(Liam	Treadwell	–	4	for	27	in	4)
	 PBHS	–	63/2	(after	5.2	overs)	 	 	 	
 Won by 25 runs (according to DLS)
•	 PBHS	–	100	all	out
	 Jeppe	–	102/0	 	 	 	 	
 Lost by 10 wickets
•	 	Hoërskool	Garsfontein	–	149/9	(Ruan	van	Rooyen	–	3	for	32	

in 4)
	 PBHS	–	48/3	(after	9	overs)	 	 	 	
 Lost by 16 runs (according to DLS)
•	 	St.	Alban's	College	–	147	all	out	(Ruan	van	Rooyen	–	5	for	45	

in	17,	and	Liam	Treadwell	–	3	for	66	in	20.5)
	 PBHS	–	100/3	(Hanu	Viljoen	–	50	(57))	 	 	
 Match abandoned
•	 	PBHS	–	169/4	(Anré	Schutte	–	61	(45),	and	Tim	Ferguson	–	

56*	(36))
	 	Hoërskool	Centurion	–	172/6	(Daniël	van	der	Merwe	–	3	for	

23 in 4)
 Lost by 4 wickets
•	 	PBHS	–	193/6	(Tim	Ferguson	–	69	(39),	and	Nathan	Meyer	–	

58 (36))
	 	St.	Alban's	College	–	58	all	out	(Liam	Treadwell	–	3	for	1	in	3,	

and	Ruan	van	Rooyen	–	3	for	3	in	3.1)	 	 	
Won by 135 runs

•	 PBHS	–	84	all	out	Hoërskool	Randburg	 	 	
 Lost by 8 wickets
•	 	PBHS	–	209/2	(Wald	Truter	–	102	(62),	and	Hanu	Viljoen	–	

62*	(36))
	 Midstream	College	–	109	all	out	 	 	 	
 Won by 100 runs
•	 PBHS	–	149	all	out
 King Edward VII School     
 Lost by 4 wickets

•	 	PBHS	–	253/6	(Nathan	Meyer	–	88	(95),	and	Ruan	van	
Rooyen	–	62	(80))

	 	St.	Stithians	College	–	165	all	out	(Ruan	van	Rooyen	–	4	for	
32	in	10,	and	Daniël	van	der	Merwe	–	4	for	55	in	9.3)	 	
Won by 88 runs

•	 	PBHS	–	204/4	(Tim	Ferguson	–	50*	(45))
	 	Hoërskool	Menlopark	–	167	all	out	(Jaryd	van	Straaten	–	4	

for 25 in 7)
 Won by 37 runs
•	 	Hoërskool	Garsfontein	–	321	all	out
	 PBHS	–	225	all	out	(Tim	Ferguson	–	134*	(116))	 	
 Lost by 96 runs
•	 	PBHS	–	183	all	out	(Ruan	van	Rooyen	–	58	(78),	and	Josh	

Rossouw	–	57	(92))
	 	Hoërskool	Waterkloof	–	179	all	out	(Wisani	Mushwana	–	4	

for 28 in 10) 
 Won by 4 runs
•	 	PBHS	–	358/6	(Hanu	Viljoen	–	132	(106),	Nathan	Meyer	–	

106	(103),	and	Tim	Ferguson	–	50*	(37))
	 	Prestige	College	–	196	all	out	(Ruan	van	Rooyen	–	4	for	35	in	

10,	and	Devin	Allen	–	3	for	34	in	7.2)		 	 	
Won by 162 runs

•	 	PBHS	–	259/8	(Hanu	Viljoen	–	63	(65),	and	Nathan	Meyer	–	
60 (84))

	 Hoërskool	Centurion	–	161	all	out	 	 	 	
 Won by 98 runs
•	 	PBHS	–	235/7	(Tim	Ferguson	–	89	(110),	and	Marlo	du	Preez	

–	69	(105))
	 Paul	Roos	Gymnasium	–	236/3	 	 	 	
 Lost by 7 wickets
•	 Maritzburg	College	–	130	all	out
	 PBHS	–	131/5	(Kieron	Croome	–	58*	(104))	 	 	
 Won by 5 wickets
•	 	CSA	TAP	Invitational	Team	–	249/9	(Daniël	van	der	Merwe	–	

3 for 35 in 10)
	 PBHS	–	106/6	 	 	 	 	
 Match abandoned
•	 Hilton	College	–	238/5
	 	PBHS	–	229	all	out	(Nathan	Meyer	–	66	(101),	and	Hanu	

Viljoen	–	63	(68)
 Lost by 9 runs
•	 PBHS	–	138/6
	 	Glenwood	High	School	–	113	all	out	(Daniël	van	der	Merwe	–	

3	for	15	in	4,	and	Ruan	van	Rooyen	–	3	for	23	in	4)	 	
Won by 25 runs

•	 	Cornwall	Hill	College	–	170	all	out	(Liam	Treadwell	–	3	for	22	
in 10)

	 PBHS	–	174/6	(Wisani	Mushwana	–	53*	(89))	 	 	
 Won by 4 wickets
•	 	PBHS	–	217/5	(Tim	Ferguson	–	77	(95),	and	Ruan	van	

Rooyen	–	56*	(45))
	 Afrikaans	Hoër	Seunskool	–	195/6	 	 	 	
 Won by 22 runs
•	 	PBHS	–	312	all	out	(Nathan	Meyer	–	55	(34),	and	Claudio	

Jardim	–	54	(67))
	 	Parktown	Boys’	High	School	–	142	all	out	(Leo	Sadler	–	4	for	

28 in 9.4)
 Won by 170 runs
•	 	King	Edward	VII	School	–	296	all	out	(Divan	Dirkse	van	

Schalkwyk	–	3	for	47	in	10,	and	Leo	Sadler	–	3	for	54	in	10)
	 PBHS	–	261/9	(Josh	Rossouw	–	54	(88))	 	 	
 Lost by 35 runs
•	 	Helpmekaar	Kollege	–	179	all	out	(Ignus	Jordaan	–	4	for	33	in	

9,	and	Edumisa	Dlulemnyango	–	3	for	41	in	10)
	 PBHS	–	126/8	 	 	 	 	
 Match abandoned
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Cricket 2nd Team

The 2nd XI cricket had a very interesting 2019. The 
team played a total of 21 games: won 10, lost 9 and 
2 games were unfortunately rained out, leaving 
the team with a 53% win ratio. The team suffered a 
loss at the end of the year when the matric players 
stopped but 3rd XI players moved up to gain 
experience at a higher level especially during the 
Pretoria League.

Term 1 was unbelievable. The team played 7 
games with one rained out against Grey College. 
They lost only two games to Noordheuwel 1st XI 
and St Stithians 2nd XI. The team played some great 
cricket and had two good wins against Jeppe 2nd XI 
and KES 2nd XI. Term 3 started with a majority of 
new players. They struggled through the Pretoria 
League with a few very close games which were 
lost but could have gone either way. They then went 
to the Michaelhouse U17 Cricket Festival, where 
they won all 5 games on some very difficult batting 
pitches – but dream pitches for spinners. Term 4 
began with two close losses to Centurion and Affies 
and the season ended with a great win against 
Trinity House 1st XI. This was a very tough season 
for everyone concerned with a lot of changes and 
a different team every week, but it will be a season 
to remember because of how these boys took the 
opportunity and challenges to grow and learn some 
vital life and cricket lessons.

Player Profiles

Keanu Jardim
Keanu captained the side from Term 3 of 2018 until 
the end of Term 1 2019. He showed great leadership 
and commitment and had an unbelievable work 
ethic. He took all the responsibility on himself. He 
bowled leg-spin and was more than useful with the 
bat as a tailender. 
Connor Wardlaw
Connor has a livewire personality and was our 
wicketkeeper. Connor behind the stumps created a 
buzz and a presence. In my opinion, he was the best 
wicketkeeper at the school. Connor’s batting was 
very similar to his keeping: he always put on a show 
with some creative and explosive strokes all around 
the field. 
Anre Schutte
Anre started playing for the 2nd XI but was moved 
up to the 1st XI. Anre had huge stature and he 
dominated as an aggressive opening batsman. He 
also took some brilliant catches at slip. 
Grant Petzer 
Grant was probably the unluckiest player. He was 
an exceptionally fast bowler and I can guarantee 

that many batsmen were shaking in their boots. He 
struggled with injuries. He played mainly for the 
1st XI.
Ethan Webb
Ethan was a brilliant leg-spin bowler and top point 
fielder. He played mostly for the 1st XI but when he 
was moved down, he was a great player. The most 
memorable moment was his magical bowling spell 
to help the 2nd XI beat KES.
Anton Marx
Anton was a wonderful all-round cricketer. He had 
the ability to move the ball both ways and had a 
great eye to hit the ball very far. He also played for 
the majority of the time for the 1st XI.
Marlo du Preez
Marlo du Preez is a very enthusiastic cricketer. 
He can bat anywhere he is needed. He eventually 
settled down in the middle-order where he scored 
a magnificent 92*. Marlo has an exceptional work 
ethic and was a valuable member of the team. 
Ignus Jordaan
Ignus is by far one of the most relaxed and calm 
people. Everything seems to happen in slow motion. 
He is able to bat wherever needed and is a beautiful 
left arm off-spinner. Ignus also captained the side 
for a few games.
Jonathan Labuschagne
I have never come across a more die-hard attitude 
and resilience than in Jonathan. He never gives up 
and has played many brilliant innings for the 2nd 
XI. He captained the team for the majority of the 
season.
Zeeshan Ahmed Ismail
Zeeshan is exceptionally talented cricketer. He is a 
good left hand batsman, right arm off-spinner and 
a brilliant fielder. Zeeshan is a player that will do 
everything asked of him. 
Devin Allen
Devin opened the bowling for the team. He bowled 
with good pace and a mean away-swing. Devin is 
good enough to bat anywhere. He has an exceptional 
work ethic and is very competitive. 
Joshua Thompson
Josh was given the opportunity to captain the side 
for the last 3 games of the season. He is definitely the 
clown of the team. He is by far the hardest working 
player on the field and had some awesome spells of 
leg-spin bowling this season.
Brandon Fourie
Brandon is a middle-order batsman with a great 
ability to hit the ball far. He has played some vital 
innings for the 2nd XI. He is a very good team player 
with a good work ethic.
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James Bader
James unfortunately didn’t play much cricket for the 
team because of his busy schedule, but he is a player 
that will do everything possible to do his best. He 
has a good work ethic and is also very energetic.
Nathan Hall
Nathan Hall is a success story. The team needed a 
player at the last minute – Nathan happened to be 
the third person who was phoned to help. He made 
a good impression with his right arm off-spin and 
his batting in the middle-order. The highlight would 
be the game he helped the team to a win with a 
brilliant 32 runs against St Andrew’s while we were 
on the Michaelhouse U17 cricket tour.
Kieran Croome
Kieran was one of the youngsters from the U15A 
Team. He opened the batting for the team and 
eventually moved up to the 1st XI. He has a great 
temperament and great technique. He was also a 
capable seam bowler. 
Claudio Jardim
Claudio played a vital role in the team as a 
wicketkeeper/batsman. Although he is small in 
stature, he definitely makes the statement true that 
“dynamite comes in small packages”.
Joshua Rossouw
Josh is a very very quiet person, but when riled up, 
he will tell you exactly how he feels. He is a top-order 
batsman who is very aggressive. He played a match-
winning innings and was unlucky not to score a 100. 
He ended on 94 to help us post a defendable total 
against KES. 
Divan Dirkse van Schalkwyk
Divan can bowl magnificently with his left arm off-spin. 
He believes that every ball that he bowls is a wicket. 
Edumisa Dlulemnyango
Edu is a promising opening bowler. 
He has good pace as well as movement. He is 
enthusiastic and hardworking. He has a bright 
future ahead of him if he can stay strong and fit.
Chearn Marnus
Chearn is an extremely quiet player. He is a very 
useful all-rounder. He can bat in the top order and 
bowl right arm off-spin. He is hard working and an 
asset to any team.
Jethro Stoltz
I have never come across a schoolboy in any sport 
who is as competitive as Jethro. He opened the 
bowling and batted in the middle-order. He has the 
ability to win a game single-handed. 
Wynand	Roeloffze
Wynand had a tough time opening the batting but 
as the season went on, he improved and is now a 
vital player in the team. He can bowl seam which is 
always needed. He is a great team player. 

Morgan Booysen
Morgan is the “fellow clown” of Joshua Thompson. 
There is never a dull moment with him around. He 
played a key role in our bowling attack. He has had 
a few cameos with the bat.
Callen Stephen
The team was in desperate need of a keeper and 
Callen volunteered, even though he had not kept 
since primary school. Callen has a remarkably 
competitive nature and never gives up. He also had 
some good batting innings in tough situations.
Divan van Eck, Reagen Pruss, Tebo Phadi and Gareth 
Craigen were real team players and filled vital roles 
when needed. I can see a bright future for these players 
and am sure they will feature in more games next year. 

Finally, I want to thank a member of our team 
who only ever touched a cricket ball when he had 
to throw the match ball left in my bag to me. He 
has shown a great work ethic and selflessness on 
Saturdays. Olivier Eva was our scorer and a vital 
team member. He is a great person and I cannot 
thank him enough for all his hard work.

Every player that has been mentioned has played 
a vital role in this team’s success. I would not have 
wanted it in any other way. I would like to thank 
them for all their hard work and dedication to 
me, the team and to Pretoria Boys High School. I 
will never forget them and will always cherish the 
memories we made together.

Kyle Wilson
Coach

Cricket

Devin Allen gets into his gather
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2nd Cricket Team Results
NAME RUNS BALLS INNINGS OUTS STRIKE RATE AVERAGE 50's 100's HIGHEST
Wynand Roeloffze 356 412 15 14 86 25 3  71
Claudio	Jardim	 354	 444	 15	 12	 80	 30	 2	 	 63*
Marlo	du	Preez	 317	 439	 14	 13	 72	 24	 1	 	 92*
Jethro	Stoltz	 313	 330	 11	 10	 95	 31	 3	 	 61*
Zeeshan Ahmed Ismail 240 256 12 11 94 22 1  64
Jonathan Labuschagne 225 141 16 15 160 15 1  55
Ignus Jordaan 202 314 10 9 64 22 1  65
Joshua Rossouw 171 231 5 4 74 43 1  97
Chearn Manus 166 305 13 10 54 17   49
Anre Schutte 163 191 3 3 85 54  1 112
Devan Allen 156 190 6 5 82 31 1  54
Kieron	Croome	 126	 244	 6	 5	 52	 25	 	 	 49*
Brandon	Fourie	 121	 158	 8	 7	 77	 17	 	 	 33*
Callan	Stephans	 106	 161	 5	 4	 66	 27	 	 	 37*
Nathan Hall 98 148 5 4 66 25   33
Divan Dirkse van Schalkwyk 64 105 6 5 61 13   55
Morgan Booysen 63 122 6 6 52 11   35
Keanu Jardim 31 67 4 4 46 8   19
Divan van Eck 22 58 2 2 38 11   16
Reagen	Pruss	 16	 36	 1	 0	 44	 –	 	 	 16*
Edumisa	Dlulemnyango	 15	 43	 4	 0	 35	 –	 	 	 9*
James Bader 13 18 2 2 72 7   13
Connor Wardlaw 13 23 3 3 57 4   13
Joshua	Thompson	 13	 24	 6	 4	 54	 3	 	 	 11*
Anton Marx 5 9 1 1 56 5   5
Ethan Webb 2 8 1 1 25 2   2
Gareth Craigen 2 15 1 1 13 2   2
Grant	Petzer	 0	 0	 1	 0	 –	 –	 	 	 0*
Tebo	Phadi	 0	 1	 1	 0	 0	 –	 	 	 0*

NAME OVERS MAIDENS RUNS WICKETS ECONOMY STRIKE RATE AVERAGE 5's BEST
Joshua Thompson 56.3 4 350 24 6.2 14 15 1 6\42
Morgan Booysen 69.3 7 362 16 5.2 26 23  4\16
Divan Dirkse van Schalkwyk 70 10 334 14 4.8 30 24 1 5\27
Nathan Hall 17.4 3 52 11 3.0 9 5  3\8
Ignus Jordaan 67.2 7 280 9 4.2 45 31  2\36
Jethro Stoltz 33 3 188 8 5.7 25 24  2\19
Ethan Webb 20 3 53 7 2.7 17 8  4\24
Wynand Roeloffze  19.3 2 113 7 5.9 17 16  3\35
Zeeshan Ahmed Ismail 34.3 4 210 7 6.1 29 30  2\23
Edumisa Dlulemnyango 30 2 193 7 6.4 26 28  3\18
Keanu Jardim 49 2 184 6 3.8 49 31  2\20
Devan Allen 45 4 204 6 4.5 45 34  2\35
Chearn Manus 35.3 2 182 5 4.5 15 36  2\34
Kieron Croome 22 1 104 5 4.7 26 21  2\20
Jonathan Labuschagne 16 1 75 4 4.7 24 19  3\17
James Bader 22 1 111 4 5.0 33 28  1\13
Daniel van der Merve 6 1 21 2 3.5 18 11  2\21
Gareth Craigen 8 3 44 2 5.5 24 22  2\25
Grant Petzer 5 0 38 1 7.6 30 38  1\38
Anton	Marx	 7	 0	 31	 0	 4.4	 –	 –	 	 0\31
Tebo	Phadi	 7	 0	 46	 0	 6.6	 –	 –	 	 0\17
Reagen	Pruss	 3	 0	 20	 0	 6.7	 –	 –	 	 0\20
Marlo	du	Preez	 5	 0	 39	 0	 7.8	 –	 –	 	 0\39
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Cricket
Cricket 3rd Team
Term 1
It is every coach’s dream to coach cricketers who are 
talented, but most importantly, have a passion and 
love for the game of cricket. 

It was really special to coach the Colts Team for the 
first part of the 2019 season. Many of these cricketers 
had a goal to become better and hopefully force their 
way into higher honours by the end of the year.

There were some stand-out performances 
throughout the term with both bat and ball from 
different players at different stages, but the highlight 
of the season, without a doubt, was the emphatic 
five-wicket victory against St Stithians on Abernethy.

A special word of thanks and congratulations 
to Joshua Thompson who led the side with great 
distinction, passion and discipline.

I look forward, over the next few years, to following 
the careers of all the players who played a role in this 
team. Breaking records and recording victories in 
this age group is not the most important aspect, but 
producing cricketers technically correct for higher 
school-boy honours is the main goal and target.

Ryan Anderson
Director

Term 4
Term 4 was short and difficult. Once the matrics 
had left, the inevitable re-shuffle of senior teams 
took place, and the Colts became the 3rd XI. As 
always, there was little time to prepare for the 
season against opposition who had played matches 
in Term 3. In the matches against KES and Affies, 
the lack of match readiness was clear. Both matches 
were lost: against Affies by 6 wickets and against 
KES by 119 runs. We were looking forward to a new 
fixture against Helpmekaar 2nd XI but regrettably, 
the match was abandoned due to rain without 
a ball having been bowled. The short season did 
not give players enough time and opportunity to 
establish themselves.

Dave van Suilichem
Coach

Cricket 4th Team
Term 1
In traditional fashion, Term 1 started with a match 
against the Old Boys. This is a match that the 
schoolboys are supposed to lose. The team as usual, 
included several matrics, some of whom had played 
for the 2nd XI, but were happy to be in the 4th XI 
and have some fun. Their experience and cavalier 
approach led to some spectacular cricket. The most 
exciting match of the season was against KES 3rd XI. 
It ended in a narrow loss with some determination 
shown. 

Dave van Suilichem
Coach

Opposition PBHS  Opposition Result
Old Boys 4th  143/10 212/10 Lost by 69 runs
Northcliff 2nd 219/10 78/10 Won by 142 runs
Noordheuwel 2nd  213/8 247/10  Abandoned due 

to lightning
Jeppe 3rd   113/7 77/10 Won by 36 runs
KES 3rd   99/10 86/10 Lost by 13 runs
St Stithians 3rd  173/6 104/10 Won by 69 runs

Term 4
The term started slowly, but momentum built up 
as the term progressed. We were outplayed in the 
first two games as we played against teams that had 
played in the league during Term 3. There was a 
great shift in intensity and focus during the last two 
games of the season. Our bowlers stepped up in a 
big way during the last two games, with the fielders 
giving of their best to restrict the opposition to well 
below totals. The highlight of the season was the 
captain, Connor Beard, playing the game of his life, 
scoring 96 not out in a lightning-affected match, for 
which he received “Sportsman of the Week” during 
assembly.

Dave van Suilichem and Sarel van Greunen
Coaches

Opposition PBHS  Opposition Result
Trinity 2nd  163/3(25) 225/8 (44)  Abandoned due to 

lightning
Affies 5th        136/0 (17) 135/7 (20) Won by 10 wickets
Affies 4th         89/8 (20) 214/2 (20) Lost by 125 runs

Opposite page:
1.  Ethan Webb is fully focused on his delivery with the Gauteng 

umpire looking on
2.  Josh Rossouw gets on his back knee for this square drive on his way 

to a half-century (against KES)
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After Open trials, our team changed considerably 
as all the matric boys stopped playing cricket for 
PBHS. Unfortunately Afrikaans Hoër Seunskool 
5th XI did not pitch up for our match, due to a lapse 
in communication on their part. The weather was 
terrible that afternoon, so we probably would not 
have been able to complete our match. Then we 
played a trial match against the 4th XI as Parktown 
Boys’ High School did not have enough Open 
teams to provide us with a fixture. Next up was 
the mighty KES. We managed to give them a 
good run for their money, despite having a few 
late withdrawals. Lastly, we played against St. 
Alban’s College 4th XI (as Helpmekaar Kollege 
did not have enough Open teams to provide us 
with a fixture).

This part of the season proved challenging, as 
the team changed considerably with all the matrics 
stepping down, and the weather conditions. 
However, thank you to every boy for his time and 
effort during Term 4.

Oliver Robinson
Coach

Cricket 5th Team
After the Old Boys’ Summer Sports Day and Open 
trials, we only had one practice before our match 
versus Parktown Boys’ High School. Although 
we bowled them out fairly cheaply (thanks 
mainly to Tebo Phadi), we were bowled out well 
short of our target. Against Jeppe High School for 
Boys we batted slightly better (thanks to Mark 
Wolter ’s efforts), but we just could not manage 
to bowl them out for victory. St Alban’s College 
brought a nice change, as we picked up our first 
win of the year with an emphatic batting display. 
Unfortunately Hoërskool Marais Viljoen was 
another “tough day at the office”, despite Gary 
Knight’s efforts with ball and bat. Our matches 

versus Hoërskool Montana 3rd XI and KES U16B 
XI were both cancelled, as both pitches were just 
too wet. Lastly, we got a chance to turn the tables 
on Jeppe 4th XI, and we beat them convincingly as 
Paul Adams had an amazing day with ball and 
bat.

50-over matches proved a challenge. The 
weather (rain and lightning) unfortunately also 
affected a lot of our practices and matches. Thank 
you to every boy for his time and effort during 
Term 1.

Brad Burrow 
Coach

Term 1 Results
•	 Parktown	Boys’	High	School	U16A	XI	–	 
	 169	all	out	(Tebo	Phadi	–	3	for	26)
	 PBHS	–	89	all	out	 Lost	by	80	runs.	
•	 PBHS	–	138	all	out	 Lost	by	3	wickets.
 Jeppe Boys High School 4th	XI	–	139/7
•	 St.	Alban’s	College	4th	XI	–	183/7	
	 PBHS	–	184/1	 Won	by	9	wickets.
•	 Hoërskool	Marais	Viljoen	2nd	XI	–	299/7
	 PBHS	–	203	all	out	 Lost	by	96	runs.
•	 Jeppe	4th	XI	–	59	all	out	(Paul	Adams	–	4	for	14)
	 PBHS	–	60/1	(Paul	Adams	–	51)	 Won	by	9	wickets.
Played 5 – Won 2 and lost 3.

1. 

2.
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Cricket
Term 1 Results
•	 Northcliff	High	School	U16A	XI	–	343/6	
	 PBHS	–	169	all	out	 Lost	by	174	runs.	
•	 PBHS	–	250	all	out	(Hilton	Bailey	–	155)	Won	by	141	runs.
	 Jeppe	U16B	XI	–	109	all	out	(Declan	 
	 Moodley	–	3	for	20,	and	Hilton	Bailey	–	3	for	27)
•	 Hoërskool	Randburg	2nd	XI	–	1	9	all	out	 
	 (Justin	Cross	–	3	for	20)
	 PBHS	–	117/7	 Lost	by	12	runs.
•	 The	match	versus	Hoërskool	Waterkloof	 
 5th XI was cancelled.
•	 KES	4th	XI	–	138/8
	 PBHS	–	92	all	out	 Lost	by	46	runs.	
•	 PBHS	–	113/5	 Won	by	5	runs.
	 St	Stithians	U16B	XI	–	108	all	out	 
	 (Declan	Moodley	–	4	for	14)
Played 5 – won 2 and lost 3.

Cricket 6th Team
As a coach of a cricket team all you can ask for is 
passion, commitment and hard work! This was 
exactly what I got from the 6th XI. Therefore, I can 
only say thank you to each boy who played in the 
team and made my work so easy. It was an honour 
and privilege to witness you enjoy your cricket. 
I would also like to thank Mr Jefferson for all his 
assistance throughout.

Rowan de Beer
Coach

Cricket 7th Team
With Parktown Boys’ High School 3rd XI cancelling 
our match (due to insufficient numbers), we could at 
least work in one practice before our match against 
Hoërskool Waterkloof 5th XI (after the Old Boys’ 
Summer Sports Day and Open trials). And what a 
cricket match – all square after our allotted 20 overs. 
Our match versus Jeppe 5th XI was unfortunately cut 
short by bad weather. A wet weekend saw our match 
against Afrikaans Hoër Seunskool 5th XI cancelled due 
to a wet pitch. We were then outplayed by Hoërskool 
Noordheuwel 3rd XI, despite a brilliant bowling 
performance by Connor Milne. Then our matches 
against our 8th XI and Curro-Thatchfield 1st XI were 
both cancelled, due to wet pitches. When we finally 
got the opportunity to return to the field, we played 
exceptionally well against Crawford College 2nd XI, 
thanks to a near perfect match from Jonathan Birchall 
(well supported with the bat by Costaki Potgieter). 
KES U16C team reminded us that you cannot just 
arrive and win based on a previous result They gave 
us a cricket lesson! Lastly, our second match against 
Crawford College 2nd XI and last match of the term 
was cut short by lightning, not before Jonathan 
Birchall could bag a four-wicket haul. 

Miguel de Sousa
Coach

Term 1 Results
•	 Hoërskool	Waterkloof	5th	XI	–	154/4
	 PBHS	–	154/7	 Match	tied.
•	 PBHS	–	108/9	(after	16.1	overs)
 Jeppe 5th XI  Match abandoned.
•	 Hoërskool	Noordheuwel	3rd	XI	–	193/7	 
	 (Connor	Milne	–	4	for	15)
	 PBHS	–	102	all	out	 Lost	by	91	runs.
•	 PBHS	–	233/3	(Jonathan	Birchall	–	85*,	and	Costaki	 
	 Potgieter	–	66*)	Won	by	176	runs.
 Crawford College 2nd	XI	–	57	all	out	 
	 (Jonathan	Birchall	–	5	for	11)	
•	 PBHS	–	56	all	out		 Lost	by	7	wickets.
	 KES	U16C	XI	–	57/3	
•	 Crawford	College	2nd	XI	–	75	all	out	 
	 (Jonathan	Birchall	–	4	for	9)
	 PBHS	–	14/2	 Match	abandoned.
Played 6 – won 1, lost 2, tied 1 and 2 no results.

Ethan Webb 
unsuccessfully goes 
for a big cover drive, 
with the Old Boys' XI 
wicketkeeper and slips 
looking on, as Ignus 
Jordaan backs up at the 
non-striker’s end
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Cricket 8th Team
It was a tough term, as we could not pick up a win 
(even though we came close against Northcliff High 
School 3rd XI and Jeppe U16C XI). Unfortunately 
our batsmen did not apply themselves well enough 
at the crease, and our bowlers gave the opposition 
too many bad balls to hit and extras. The fact that 
many of our practices were affected by rain or 
lightning probably did not help. This said, I want to 
thank every boy for playing week-in-week-out and 
representing the school to the best of his ability. You 
were a pleasure to coach and may you enjoy your 
cricket for years to come!

Stefan Van Niekerk
Coach

Term 1 Results
•	 Afrikaans	Hoër	Seunskool	5th	XI	–	154/7
	 PBHS	–	117	all	out	 Lost	by	37	runs.	
•	 PBHS	–	106/7	 Match	abandoned.
 Jeppe U16C XI
•	 PBHS	–	77/9	 Lost	by	3	wickets.
 Northcliff High School 3rd	XI	–	78/7	
•	 PBHS	–	96/9	 Match	abandoned.
 St Alban’s College 5th	XI	–	43/0	(after	5.4	overs)
•	 Hoërskool	Marais	Viljoen	3rd	XI	–	186/9
	 PBHS	–	44	all	out	 Lost	by	142	runs.
•	 Hoërskool	Montana	3rd	XI	–	212/4
	 PBHS	–	62	all	out	 Lost	by	150	runs.
•	 KES	5th	XI	–	243/2
	 PBHS	–	157/5	(Riley	Meyer	–	73)	 Lost	by	86	runs.
•	 PBHS	–	68	all	out	 Lost	by	3	wickets.
Jeppe	U16C	XI	–	69/7	(Costa	–	3	for	10)
Played 8 – lost 6 and 2 No result.

1.

2.

3.

1.  Ignus Jordaan gets through his delivery with Nathan Meyer ready to pounce at slip (against KES)
2.  Liam Treadwell gets into a close to perfect release position
3.  Hanu Viljoen looks to get to the bounce of the ball (against Jeppe)
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Cricket is played in a team context but the team is 
made up of eleven individuals. Each individual has 
a specialised discipline which could be bowling, 
batting, fielding or wicketkeeping. However, no 
individual’s specialised discipline can be successful 
on its own. It needs the other ten members of the 
team to make him successful. A bowler can’t get 
wickets if his team can’t catch the ball. A batsman 
can’t make runs if he does not have partners to bat 
with him. Cricket is a multi-faceted, multi-level sport 
which incorporates talent, drive, mental strength, 
awareness, practice and self-discipline.

The team produced seven centuries ( Hannu van 
der Merwe 1 – Best 133*, Andre Segaar 1 – Best 100*, 
Leo Sadler 1 – 118, Keagan Thiele 1 – Best 129*, Pieter 
Pretorius 1 – Best 101*, Robert Jordaan 2 – Best 107) 
and thirteen half-centuries (Hannu van der Merwe 
3, Pieter Pretorius 3, Robert Jordaan 4, Leo Sadler 
1, Keagan Thiele 2). The top three run scorers were 
Hannu van der Merwe (766 runs – Avg 42), Robert 
Jordaan (626 runs – Avg 39) and Pieter Pretorius (499 
runs – Avg 42).

The team took four five-wicket hauls (Acelan 
Pruss 1 – Best 7/5/14, Pieter Pretorius 1 – Best 
6/6/43, Leo Sadler 2 – Best 9/6/18) and six four-
wicket hauls (Leo Sadler 2 – Best 6/4/14, Acelan 
Pruss 1 – Best 5/4/9, Pieter Pretorius 2 – Best 
14/4/26, Kgosi Kgaladi 1 – Best 10/4/33)The top 
three wicket takers were Leo Sadler (27 wickets – 
Avg 12, Eco 3.6), Pieter Pretorius (23 wickets – Avg 
20.1, Eco 4), Acelan Pruss (21 wickets – Avg 22.5, 
Eco 4.2).

The bowling statistics are missing the last match 
against KES. The two best performances were 
against Menlopark and Waterkloof, winning both 
in fine style. The following boys represented the 
team Hannu van der Merwe, Keagan Thiele, Robert 
Jordaan, Leo Sadler, Pieter Pretorius (Captain), 
Andre Segaar, David Diemont (wicket keeper), 

Acelan Pruss, Darion de Beer, Liam Elkington, Kgosi 
Kgaladi, Reagan Weiss, Ross Labuschagne (wicket 
keeper), James Banyard, Asanda Mpanza and Shane 
Naude. The team played with enthusiasm which 
displayed their true worth as cricketers.

Acknowledgement must to given to Leo Sadler for 
making the Northerns B XI and to Liam Elkington, 
Leo Sadler and Pieter Pretorius for being included 
in the 1st XI. Pieter Pretorius for his all-round 
accomplishment throughout the season received 
the U15 “Cricket Player of the Year” award at the 
Summer Sports Awards Evening.

A special word of thanks to Liam Rochford and 
Tylor Easton, who helped with the coaching, as well 
as doing the major part of the umpiring throughout 
the year. To the Pretorius family and all the parents 
for always making sure that there were refreshments 
for the opposition parents and making them feel 
welcome, thank you. To the parents for their support 
of their children next to the side of the field for every 
match and lastly to the ground staff for ensuring 
there are fields on which to play, I am most grateful.

Andrew de Kock
Coach

Results for the year
Played Won Lost Drawn/Tied
Invitational and Friendlies
2 1 1 0
Johannesburg League
8 3 5 0
Pretoria League
10 7 3 0
TOTALS
20 11 9 0
55 % win ratio  
45 % loss ratio  

Cricket
Cricket U15A

Hanu Viljoen sets himself to dive for the ball Ruan van Rooyen hits the ball to the on-side
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Cricket U15B
It was a difficult year on the cricket field but it 
is understandable at U15 level with boys in and 
out of teams due to Bush School. Even though 
the results were undesirable, the boys enjoyed 
their cricket and there were definitely glimpses of 
greatness within the team. As a batsman, Asanda 
Mpanza was a consistent top scorer for PBHS. 
Others that also showed some class and sheer guts 
while batting are: Shane Naude, Scott Allen, Sven 
Sokolich, James Banyard and Rhula Sithole. On the 

bowling front, bowlers that caught the eye were: 
Shane Naude, Asanda Mpanza, Rhula Sithole, 
Christiaan van Rooyen and James Banyard. There 
is definitely grit, guts and some raw talent within 
this group of cricketers and we are eagerly waiting 
and watching to see who will go on to represent 
PBHS in the near future.

Jacques Venter
Coach

Date vs Venue PBHS Opponent PBHS Results:
19/01/19 Northcliff U15A Northcliff 58 221/8 Lost by 163 runs.
26/01/19 Jeppe Jeppe 173/4 51 Won by 122 runs.
9/02/19 Randburg U15A PBHS Mulvenna 146 151/5 Lost by 4 wickets.
23/02/19 KES PBHS Dorey 149 200 Lost by 51 runs.
16/02/19 St Stithians PBHS Oehley 69 70/1 Lost by 9 wickets.
8/10/19 AHS PBHS Oehley 83/5 184/1 Lost by 101 runs.
19/10/19	 KES	 KES	 199	 –	 Match	abandoned	due	to	lightning.
24/10/19 Pinnacle U15A PBHS Mulvenna 71/1 68 Won by 9 wickets.
26/10/19 Trinity U15A PBHS Dorey 117/4 258/7 Match abandoned due to lightning.

Cricket U15C
The team was a huge success regarding 
the number of players involved. As there 
were more than enough players at every 
practice, we decided to rotate them, 
based on their availability. All the players 
received an opportunity to play matches, 
with each player being involved in at least 
50 percent of their matches, even though 
some of the matches were abandoned due 
to rain or lightning.

Term 4 was slightly different, as there 
were fewer players involved. There were 
also fewer matches played, thus not 
enough matches for everyone to get a 
good opportunity. The players were also 
not always available. In saying this, each 
player still played at least 2 matches out 
of a possible 4. Despite this, every player 
that participated enjoyed himself. They 
all showed dedication and commitment. A 
recommendation would be to have more 
matches in this term, so every player can 
participate and improve, in order for them 
to continue playing.

Nkosinathi Msiza, Donovan Ferreira and 
Wian Geldenhuys
Coaches

Term 1 Results
•	 Jeppe	U15C	XI	–	169/4	 Match	abandoned.
•	 PBHS	–	75	all	out
	 Northcliff	High	School	U15B	XI	–	76/2	 Lost	by	8	wickets.
•	 St	Alban's	College	U15B	XI	–	118/6
	 PBHS	–	49	all	out	 Lost	by	69	runs.
•	 PBHS	–	94/8
	 Hoërskool	Noordheuwel	U15B	XI	–	95/5	 Lost	by	5	wickets.
•	 The	match	versus	Curro-Thatchfield	U15A	XI	 

was cancelled due to persistent rain.
•	 Hoërskool	Noordheuwel	U15C	XI	–	72	all	out	(Christian	–	3	for	16)
	 PBHS	–	13/0	(after	1	over)	 Match	abandoned.
•	 PBHS	–	65/8
	 KES	U15D	XI	–	66/5	(Luke	Knight	–	3	for	10)	 Lost	by	5	wickets.
•	 KES	U15C	XI	–	167/5
	 PBHS	–	88	all	out	 Lost	by	79	runs.
•	 St	Stithians	College	U15C	XI	–	86	all	out	(Sechaba	–	4	for	11)
	 PBHS	–	87/7	 Won	by	3	wickets.
Played 8 – won 1, lost 5 and 2 No result.

Term 4 Results
•	 Afrikaans	Hoër	Seunskool	U15C	XI	–	138/9
	 PBHS	U15C	XI	–	108/8	 Lost	by	30	runs.
•	 Parktown	Boys’	High	School	U15B	XI		 Match	cancelled.
•	 KES	U15C	XI	–	269/3
	 PBHS	–	62	all	out	 Lost	by	207	runs.
•	 PBHS	–	121/9	
	 St	Alban’s	College	U15B	XI	–	123/8	(Alex	–	5	for	15,	and	Johnson	
–	3	for	24)	 Lost	by	2	wickets.
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Cricket
Cricket U14A 
The 2019 cricket season has been a memorable one. 
It has been a tremendous pleasure to watch the 
players grow and develop throughout the year. The 
“A Team” cricket schedule is a busy one with over 
20 matches being played in Terms 1, 3 and 4.

We had a number of games rained out this year. 
This demands constant commitment, dedication 
and focus from the boys. The group of players that 
represented the U14A cricket team in 2019 was 
dedicated and has a passion for the game of cricket 
that is difficult to find in most 14-year-old boys. I 
was impressed with their willingness to work hard 
on their individual skills and their determination to 
be the best cricketers they could be.

Some of the highlights of the year include Jack 
Stewart taking 7 wickets against St Alban’s College. 
Because it was a declaration match, there was no limit 
to the number of overs he could bowl, so he bowled 
27. Another memorable moment was our dramatic 
win against Trinity House College. They were 129/1 
after 15 overs, chasing our total of 217 and we looked 
dead and buried. After drinks, we got a couple of 
wickets which started a collapse which saw us bowl 
them out for 190 (Callum Croome taking 5 wickets 
with some aggressive death bowling). The Charl 
van Rooyen Cricket Tournament, hosted by Durban 
High School this year, is always good. Although 
our results were not the best, the boys, coaches and 

parents all had a great time!
The following boys played a significant role in 

the squad this year: Reice Kruger, Aleks Sik, Ahkil 
Joshi, Justin Tattersall, Callum Croome (Captain), 
Liam Worms, Juan Schutte, David Baxter, Andre 
Duvenhage, Keethan Fitz, Jack Stewart, Connor 
Stevenson, Dirk-David Krause, Bernard Warnich, 
Greg van Onselen, James Hugo and Kian Goodrum.

I would like to extend my thanks to Mr Joseph 
Mugabe who worked very closely with the boys and 
put in many hours of extra coaching (even during 
the off-season). Mr Mugabe played a very important 
role in developing the skills of these young cricketers 
and has been selfless in putting their cricketing 
needs at the top of his list of priorities. 

Finally, I would like to thank all the boys 
involved in the U14A squad this year for their 
hard work and dedication. I thoroughly enjoyed 
getting to know each boy and I am going into 2020 
with fond memories of the 2019 cricket season. I 
look forward to working with this group of boys 
again in 2020 with Mr Mugabe. I encourage each 
boy to pursue his cricketing dreams and to play 
with pride and passion every time he steps onto 
the field. 

Gareth Hudson
Coach

Daniël van der Merwe looks as if he is having fun as he slides to field the ball
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The results of the matches in 2019 were: 
Match 1:
•	 Parktown:		 105	all	out
	 PBHS	106/2	(Reice	Kruger	35*)		 	 	 	 	 Won	by	8	wickets.	
 Match 2: 
•	 PBHS	291/8	(Reice	Kruger	62,	Juan	Schutte	55)		 	 	 Won	by	163	runs.	
 Parktown: 128 all out (Juan Schutte 2/26/10, David Baxter 2/8/3)
•	 KES:	238/5	
 PBHS 161 all out.       Lost by 77 runs. 
•	 St	Stithians	College:	241/4.
 PBHS 111 all out.       Lost by 130 runs.
•	 St	Alban’s	College	(declaration	match):	155/8	(65	overs)	(Jack	Stewart	7/74/27).	
 PBHS 129/9. Rain Stopped play.      Match drawn.
•	 Jeppe:	286/7	(Greg	van	Onselen	4/62/10.	
	 PBHS	124/4	after	30	overs	(Reice	Kruger	59*).	Rain	stopped	play
 Match abandoned. 
•	 PBHS	168	all	out.	 	 	 	 	 	 Won	by	82	runs
	 Hoërskool	Noordheuwel:	86	all	out	(David	Baxter	3/24/9).
•	 Hoërskool	Centurion:	102	all	out	(Justin	Tattersall	5/35/10).	
	 PBHS	104/1	(Reice	Kruger	78*).		 	 	 	 	 Won	by	9	wickets.	
•	 PBHS	120	all	out.		 	 	 	 	 	 Lost	by	5	wickets.
	 Hoërskool	Menlopark:	124/5.	
•	 PBHS	116	all	out.		 	 	 	 	 	 Lost	by	10	wickets.
	 Hoërskool	Waterkloof:	117	for	no	loss.	
•	 PBHS	286/8	(Reice	Kruger	76,	Liam	Worms	60*).		 	 	 Lost	by	7	wickets.
	 Hoërskool	Garsfontein:	290/3.	
•	 PBHS	203	all	out	(Justin	Tattersall	55,	Juan	Schutte	59).		 	 	 Lost	by	8	wickets.
 Affies: 204/2.
•	 Cornwall	Hill	College:	191/6	(40	overs)	(Justin	Tattersall	3/39/5).	
 PBHS 134 all out (Akhil Joshi 47)     Lost by 57 runs.
•	 Prestige	College:	147	all	out	(Callum	Croome	5/35/9.2,	Jack	Stewart	3/23/7).	
	 PBHS	148/1	(Reice	Kruger	72*).		 	 	 	 	 Won	by	9	wickets.	
•	 PBHS	354/8	(Reice	Kruger	98,	Liam	Worms	48,	Juan	Schutte	50).	
 Bad light stopped play.       Match drawn.
 Selborne College (declaration match): 236/6.
•	 Paul	Roos	Gymnasium:	181	all	out.	
 PBHS 182/4 (Callum Croome 50)      Won by 6 wickets. 
•	 PBHS	152	all	out	(Callum	Croome	71).		 	 	 	 Lost	by	5	wickets.
 Paarl Boys High School: 155/5. 
•	 PBHS	289	all	out	(Callum	Croome	70,	Liam	Worms	67).	
 Match abandoned due to rain.      No result.
 St Andrew’s (Grahamstown): 100/3
•	 Bishops	(T20):	176/8	(Jack	Stewart	4/19/4).	
 PBHS 144/9 (Justin Tattersall 33).      Lost by 32 runs. 
•	 PBHS	217	all	out	(Juan	Schutte	47,	Connor	Stevenson	44).		 	 Won	by	27	runs.
 Trinity House College: 190 all out (Callum Croome 5/57/8.1, Juan Schutte 4/25/7).

Jonathan Labuschagne 
and Ignus Jordaan are 
both in good positions 
in the slip cordon
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Cricket
Cricket U14B
The year started off with a bang for these gifted 
youngsters. They were fresh from Primary School/
Laerskool into “Big” school. After the Form I Camp, 
they were even more excited to be part of the school 
“on top of the hill”. As a group, our focus was to 
settle down and play some good cricket, while 
being a feeder team for the A XI. Every boy went 
out and gave his best to ensure that our matches 
were competitive, but more often than not, we were 
outgunned by schools where the boys were more 
accustomed to playing 50-over matches and being 
in the sun for a whole Saturday. The boys never 
gave up, were always willing to put up their hands 
for a chance to bowl, even when the other team’s 
batsmen were hitting us to all parts of the field 
(and sometimes even over the stadiums). The team 
became a united front as the term progressed, with 
quite a few of the boys being incorporated into the 
A XI practices. It was a tough term, but one that was 
filled with heart and learning.

Sarel van Greunen
Coach

Cricket U14C
The 2019 cricket season was a challenging one for 
the boys, with many important cricket and life 
lessons learnt. It was however, very encouraging 
to see many of our players perform well when they 
were called up to the B XI. The 2019 U14C XI results 
were as follows:

The following boys featured in at least half of 
the U14C matches in 2019: Byron Barnes, Daniel 
Crafford (Captain), Joel Donkin, Divan Harmse, 
Simon Holm, Onthatile Makena, Ivor Magill, 
Jacques Mentz, Pfariso Ramaano, Dirk van der Hoff, 
Liam von Schaeffer.

Even though our results were not satisfactory, 
it was a privilege to witness, at close quarters, the 
development of our boys. The maturity and passion 
of the boys for cricket was in evidence in their 
initiative to organise their own additional training 
sessions. This mindset will stand the boys in good 
stead on and off the cricket field for years to come. 

Jaydon Kelly
Coach 

Watching the team grow and develop game by game, 
made me realise again why I am a coach. It was an 
honour and privilege to witness the boys enjoy their 
cricket this year. I would like to thank Mr Jefferson 
for all his assistance throughout the year.

Rowan de Beer
Coach

Term 1 Results
•	 Northcliff	High	School	U14A	XI	–	217	all	out	
	 (Jak	de	Villiers	–	4	for	23)
	 PBHS	–	80	all	out	 Lost	by	137	runs.
•	 Jeppe	U14B	XI	–	120	all	out
	 PBHS	–	123/3	 Won	by	7	wickets.
•	 Hoërskool	Randburg	U14A	XI	–	358/6
	 PBHS	–	168	all	out	 Lost	by	190	runs.
•	 Afrikaans	Hoër	Seunskool	U14B	XI	–	161/5
	 PBHS	–	95/5	 Lost	by	66	runs.
•	 PBHS	–	107	all	out	 Lost	by	5	wickets.
	 KES	U14B	XI	–	109/5
•	 St.	Stithians	College	U14B	XI	–	327/8	
	 (Jak	de	Villiers	–	4	for	31)
	 PBHS	–	127	all	out	 Lost	by	200	runs.
Played 5 – won 1 and lost 5.

Term 4 Results
•	 Afrikaans	Hoër	Seunskool	U14B	XI	–	170/6
	 PBHS	–	92/6	 Lost	by	78	runs.
•	 PBHS	–	238/4	\
	 (Connor	Stevenson	–	66)		 Won	by	166	runs.
	 Parktown	Boys’	High	School	U14B	XI	–	72	all	out	
•	 PBHS	–	123	all	out	
 Match abandoned due to lightning.
	 KES	U14B	XI	–	37/2	(after	8	overs)	
•	 	The	match	versus	Helpmekaar	Kollege	U14B	XI	was	

abandoned due to lightning and rain without a ball being 
bowled.

Played 4 – won 1, lost 1 and 2 no result.
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Cricket U14D
Term 1
The players enjoyed a really good season, which 
brought about a successful end when the boys 
won the final two games. The season was slightly 
frustrating as the boys experienced numerous 
rainouts which resulted in the majority of the 
games ending in a “no result”. With them starting 
high school, we, as coaches, felt that it was a good 
opportunity for the boys to make new friends, feel 
a sense of comfort and most of all, enjoy the time 
together when playing cricket. The season was great 
and we look forward to many more.
Term 4
The boys came together for the final term and 
carried the enthusiasm and excitement over from 
Term 1. It was great to see the number of new 

boys that joined and ended up enjoying the game 
of cricket, practicing and playing with their fellow 
pupils. The term was short and didn’t include many 
games, but the games that were played were played 
in great spirit and the boys showed great excitement 
and improvement. They expressed their eagerness 
to play again in 2020. For me as a coach, it was 
rewarding to see the boys improving, with a select 
few getting promotions to higher teams. In general, 
it was an exceptional experience to share the season 
with a group of enthusiastic and proud young men. 
I look forward to more seasons with the Pretoria 
Boys High School cricketers.

Dylan Murray
Coach

•	 Parktown	72	all	out	(Kian	Goodrum	5/5).	
 PBHS 74/2 (Kian Goodrum 25).     Won by 8 wickets.
•	 PBHS	94/6	after	18	overs	(Kian	Goodrum	26).			
 Jeppe      Match abandoned due to rain.
•	 PBHS	86	all	out	(Liam	von	Schaeffer	34).	
 St Alban’s 89/5 (Daniel Crafford 2/19).    St Alban’s won by 5 wickets.
•	 PBHS	44	all	out.	
 Noordheuwel 45/1 (Dirk van der Hoff 1/10).     Noordheuwel won by 9 wickets.
•	 KES	152/6	(Kian	Goodrum	3/17).	Two	direct	hit	runouts	by	Ivor	 
 Magill and Liam von Schaeffer were crucial in limiting the KES total. 
 PBHS 71/5 (Kian Goodrum 25).     KES won by 81 runs.
•	 PBHS	128/7	(Stewart	Pringle	33).	
  St Stithians U14B 130/3 (Liam von Schaeffer 1/10). St Stithians won by 7 wickets off the last ball of the match! This exciting 

match	was	an	important	life	and	cricket	lesson	for	our	boys	and	for	me	as	a	coach	–	a	lesson	in	taking	our	chances	(we	
dropped their match-winning batsman very early in his innings, dropped other catches and missed run-out opportunities), 
keeping our plans simple and our minds clear. 

•	 Affies	228/6	(Pfariso	Ramaano	2/28)	
 PBHS 114 all out (Stewart Pringle 34).    Affies won by 114 runs.
•	 	Menlopark	U12A	170/4	(Liam	von	Schaeffer	2/16.	James	Botha	showed	excellent	commitment	in	the	field	and	saved	our	

team many runs). 
 BHS 119 all out (Dirk van der Hoff 34).    Menlopark won by 51 runs. 
•	 PBHS	181/5	(Shaun	Rein	52	–first	50	of	the	season	for	the	U14C	XI!).	
 Parktown 62 all out (Joel Donkin 4/7 with his mesmerising leg spin!). Won by 119 runs.
•	 PBHS	U14C	173/9	(Dirk	van	der	Hoff	54).	
 PBHS U14D 174/6 (Dirk van der Hoff 2/26)     PBHS U14D won by 4 wickets. 
  This match was a lesson for the U14C XI in always making sure energy levels are high and never being complacent. Two 

U14D batsmen (Luke Fourie and Willie Jordaan) had a fantastic partnership that set up the U14D run chase and an upset 
victory over the U14C XI.

•	 KES	261/3	(Divan	Harmse	2/42).	
 PBHS 108 all out (Willie Jordaan 22).    KES won by 153 runs. 
•	 Helpmekaar	–		 	 	 	 	 	 Match	abandoned	due	to	a	wet	pitch.
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Cross Country
For the first time in many years there were no new 
course records that were set. But records were set in 
other ways: Matthew Forrester, our captain, became 
the first Boys High boy to win a senior Pretoria 
League Race, and he finished the cross country 
season with a best-ever performance by a Boys High 
boy at the ASA Cross Country Championships, 
finishing 7th in the Junior Men category!

The year started with the Old Boys Race, which 
attracted a few Old Boys who were still in good shape. 
Jan Joubert and Lorenzo Carvalheiro managed to 
finish 2nd and 3rd respectively, but this was not enough 
to beat our spry cross country team.

The next day we held the Form I Race which 
allowed us to identify some new talent. Here Reagile 
Langa emerged as the Form I champion, but then it 
was Nicholas Ackermann who took the junior titles 
for the King-of-the-Mountain, 10km Classic, Inter-
House and Street Mile. The junior champion trophy, 
however, went to Eric Booyens who won most of the 
inter-schools’ races and the Headmaster’s Prestige.

In the senior category, Matthew Forrester won 
almost everything, but while he took a break to focus 
on athletics, there were some other champions who 
filled those shoes. Brendon De Beer, our vice-captain, 
took the senior 10km Classic and Social Race titles 
while Xaidon Witbooi took the senior Headmaster’s 
Prestige title.

The Inter-House Cross Country race remains one of 
the highlights on the boys’ calendar. We kept to the new 

route because of ongoing construction on Lynnwood 
Road. We might just stick to this new route because it 
is all inside the school and the surface is more cross 
country and less road. It is time-consuming, though, to 
construct this route, but it was made easier thanks to a 
newish coach, Mr Johan Buys. Mr Buys understands 
that coaching includes thankless dirty work, and his 
willingness to go beyond the call of duty here and at 
two more events later in the year was a godsend for 
me, and my back.

But the unprecedented success of the Inter-House 
event is because I received even more unusual help 
than that. Iven Moorhouse, as always, assisted us with 
electronic timing and he arranged for a donation from 
Phobians for refreshments. Run-a-Way Sport and a 
couple of parents generously contributed to sizeable 
Run-a-Way Sport vouchers which were awarded to the 
respective hotspot and category winners. We also had 
a wonderful video of the event posted on our social 
media platforms, thanks to Dylan Talbot’s excellent 
drone-footage and video-editing skills.

This took us into the Jo’burg League. Our juniors 
did very well, finishing at the top of the log. In the 
final, some boys from other schools went the wrong 
way and so this needed to be rerun later in the week. 
Unfortunately one of our top runners could not make 
it to this postponed event, and we had to settle for 
fourth. The senior team managed a bronze medal in 
the final, which was quite pleasing, given the strength 
of our competition this year.

1.  Smiles and energy growing towards the Inter-House finish line
2.  The boys seem to enjoy the first inter-schools’ race of the season – a 4 x 2km relay held at Bryanston High School
3.  Liam Housdon outpaces the Parktown seniors

1.

2. 3.
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Country Camp which took place in Sabie. About three 
days into the camp we had an outbreak of something. 
We suspected Freddie Theron as patient zero. We 
started quarantining the sick and Matthew Forrester 
put black X’s on those doors and proceeded to film his 
version of Outbreak. Travis Brown rolled up his sleeves 
and got in there with his First Aid skills. There were 
only a handful of us who got out unscathed and these 
lucky few enjoyed a social run through overgrown 
forests with the Menlopark athletes.

Luke Van Loggerenberg lifted our spirits with his 
witticisms and Kyle Van Loggerenberg had the most 
spectacular quad bike accident, but this was not so 
funny – until we knew that he was ok. But we were still 
not done with our trusty Sanatorium-issued First-Aid 
kit. While the paintballing was an opportunity to take 
pot shots at Mr Major Buys, the boys were the ones 
licking their wounds (literally licking, in one of the 
photos). Nathan Gauld got a painful-looking paintball 
neck wound to match the one on Nicolas Ackermann’s 
calf muscle.

The second half of the season remains a challenge 
for us, though we are making some progress. We 
have some juniors rising through the ranks. Mulalo 
Demana, James Banyard, Brett Barnard and Gollen 
Huang are dripping with untapped potential. We 
also had two boys get Provincial Colours – Matthew 
Forrester and Byron Andrew. Byron, in fact, got 
Provincial Colours for cross country and road 

running. The way he has progressed under Mr Buys 
is exciting. I believe there are a few more who are 
likely to make similar progress: Reece Wenhold, 
Justin Solomons, Joel Donkin and Nathan Gauld are 
just some of the names to watch.

There are too many athletes to include in this report, 
but thanks must go to all of you for the spirit that you 
bring to the team. I hope to see you rising through the 
ranks, winning medals and being awarded Colours.

I am always sad to say farewell to our matrics: to 
Matthew Forrester, who is the best cross country 
athlete Boys High has ever seen. (I can take no credit 
for that – I have given him more dating advice than 
coaching.) I will miss his one-liners and his attempts 
to encourage me to run harder. He has led by example 
in both his running and his character. We say farewell 
to Brendon De Beer who came so close to Full Colours 
after coming from nowhere in Form 3. I will miss 
his dry humour and pithy comebacks. We also say 
farewell to our recruiter, Josh Meise, who has been the 
most loyal die-hard I have seen in a long time.

Additional thanks must go to the cross country 
parents. Their generosity and the extent of their support 
for their sons, the sport and the school continue to grow 
as they witness, first-hand, all the benefits which cross 
country offers their sons. Their sons’ performances 
would not be the same without them.

Lincoln Keeton
Master in Charge

The generous Inter-House prizes for the 1km hotspot have not created any surprises among the group of early leaders with Xaidon Witbooi, Justin 
Solomons, Brendon De Beer, Ole Thabetha and André Le Roux (on the far right) completing the 1st Team
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Cross Country
Cross Country Results

Old Boys’ Race  
Boys  Old Boys 
1. M Forrester 2. J Joubert
4. X Witbooi 3. L Carvalheiro
5. O Thabetha 8. G Lloyd
6. M Hugo  10. B Ward

Form I Race
1. R Langa
2. N Ackermann
3. R Kruger

Social Race
Boys  Girls
1. B De Beer 1. K Pershouse
2.	O	Thabetha	 2.	C	Fouché
3. A Le Roux 3. J Innes

10 km Classic 
Junior  Senior
1. N Ackermann 1. B De Beer
2. M Spiwak 2. A Le Roux
3. B Radebe 3. X Witbooi

King-of-the-Mountain Race
Junior  Senior
1. N Ackermann 1. M Forrester
2. M Demana 2. X Witbooi
3. M Spiwak 3. A Le Roux

Inter-House
Under 14  Under 15
1. N Ackermann 1. E Booyens
2. J Stewart 2. J Banyard
3. R Langa 3. A Radloff
Under 16  Under 17
1. O Thabetha 1. D Keil
2. B Andrew 2. X Witbooi
3. L Ehlers 3. R Pruss
Under 19  Overall
1. M Forrester 1. M Forrester
2. B De Beer 2. D Keil
3. A Le Roux 3. O Thabetha
Junior winners: Senior winners:
Solomon House School House

First Jo’burg League Race
Juniors (1st) Seniors (3rd) 
5. R Langa 3. M Forrester
6. E Booyens  13. X Witbooi
7. N Ackermann 16. A Le Roux
12. J Banyard 18. B Andrew
Second Jo'burg League Race
Juniors (2nd) Seniors (3rd) 
6. E Booyens 15. B Andrew
6. R Langa 17. X Witbooi
11. N Ackermann 19. A Le Roux
14. J Banyard 20. J Solomons

Third Jo’burg League Race
Juniors (1st) Seniors (2nd) 
7. R Langa 1. M Forrester 
10. E Booyens 12. X Witbooi
13. N Ackermann 13. A Le Roux
18. M Demana 19. J Solomons

Fourth Jo’burg League Race
Juniors (3rd) Seniors (4th) 
5. E Booyens 3. M Forrester 
8. R Langa 14. A Le Roux
10. N Ackermann 18. X Witbooi
23. J Banyard 26. B Andrew
Jo’burg League Relay
Juniors (4th) Seniors (bronze) 
M Demana J Solomons
R Langa  M Forrester
N Ackermann X Witbooi
J Banyard B Andrew
Inter-League
Juniors (4th) Seniors (bronze)
8. E Booyens 2. M Forrester
9. N Ackermann 14. A Le Roux
10. J Banyard 17. B Andrew
21. M Demana 22. J Solomons
28. J Polson 31. X Witbooi
31. M Spiwak 39. R Wenhold
Overall Pretoria League Standings
Juniors (13th) Seniors (11th)
 (overall 11th)
First Pretoria League Race
Juniors (10th) Seniors (8th)
34. E Booyens 3. M Forrester
45. J Banyard 42. B Andrew
48. N Ackermann 67. B De Beer
63. J Donkin 70. A Le Roux
Second Pretoria League Race
Juniors (11th) Seniors (7th)
35. J Banyard 3. M Forrester
44. E Booyens 44. B Andrew
58. N Ackermann 67. B De Beer
67. J Donkin 76. A Le Roux
Third Pretoria League Race
Juniors (12th) Seniors (4th)
40. N Ackermann 1. M Forrester
53. J Banyard 37. B Andrew
61. R Langa 70. A Le Roux
65. J Donkin 75. B De Beer
Fourth Pretoria League Race
Juniors (13th) Seniors (7th)
47. E Booyens 7. M Forrester
54. J Banyard 39. B Andrew
78. J Donkin 63. X Witbooi
79. M Demana 65. A Le Roux

Pretoria League Relay Race
Juniors (14th) Seniors (13th)
E Booyens  X Witbooi
J Banyard  B De Beer
J Polson  A Le Roux
J Donkin  R Wenhold
2km Dash
Juniors (16th) Seniors (19th)
66. E Booyens 77. X Witbooi
79. J Donkin 108. A Le Roux
82. M Demana 112. R Wenhold
Inter-District 
Juniors   Seniors 
8. E Booyens 16. X Witbooi
9. N Ackermann
10. J Banyard   
21. M Demana 
Street Mile
Junior  Senior
1. N Ackermann 1. M Forrester
2. J Donkin 2. B De Beer
3. G Huang 3. N Gauld
Headmaster’s Prestige
Junior  Senior
1. E Booyens 1. X Witbooi 
2. J Banyard 2. J Solomons
3. J Donkin 3. A Le Roux
4. G Huang 4. R Wenhold
AGN Championships
Under 14  Under 15
38. J Donkin 30. E Booyens
42. N Ackermann 53. M Demana
Under 17  Under 16 
28. E John  13. B Andrew
Under 19  38. R Wenhold
2. M Forrester 41. C Greer
31. A Le Roux
34. N Gauld
ASA Championships
Under 16  Under 19
51. Byron Andrew 7. Matthew Forrester
Awards 2019
New Honours Award
Matthew Forrester
Half Colours Re-Award
Brendon De Beer
André	Le	Roux
Justin Solomons
New Half Colours Awards
Byron Andrew
Reece Wenhold
Xaison Witbooi
New Team Award
Nathan Gauld

Champion Runner Trophy
Junior  Senior
Eric Booyens Matthew Forrester
Best Under14 Best Under15
Nicholas Ackermann Eric Booyens

Best Under 16 Best Under 17
Byron Andrew Xaidon Witbooi
Best Under 19 
Matthew Forrester

Spirit Trophy Dedication Trophy
Nathan Gauld Gollen Huang
Crock Cup Progress Trophy
Joubert Polson  Reece Wenhold
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Seated L–R: Mr L Keeton, N Gauld, A le Roux, B de Beer (Vice Captain), M Forrester (Captain), E John, J Solomons, Mr J Buys. 
First Row L–R: N Naledzani, E Plint, L van Loggerenurg, O Thabetha, R Wenhold, T Brown, Q Magwevana.

Second Row L–R: K Lepota, K van Loggerenburg, F Theron, K Chamberlain, X Witbooi, P Mailula.
Third Row L–R: P Irims, P Dreyer, J Fouché, D Keil, J Engelbrecht.

1.  Kefentse Lepota is one of those hidden talents
2.  One of Boys High’s finest athletes, Captain Matthew Forrester, glides along effortlessly and typically alone
3.  Byron Andrew and Xaidon Witbooi leaving the Affies runner behind

1.

2. 3.
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1.  Justin Solomons reaching for new heights as he powers his way up the hill
2.  Loren Ehlers charges home with Sykes Fouché and Reece Wenhold closing in
3.  Joubert Polson and Mulalo Demana set off on their leg of the relay
4.  Boys High wrapping its arms around the common man

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Fencing
2019 was yet another successful year for fencing at Boys 
High which not only saw our numbers increase, but 
also a marked improvement in the quality of fencing. 
More boys took on the sport more competitively.

As one of our top fencers, Jason Visser, would put 
it, “Fencing is a game of living chess, a match where 
reflexes only work in combination with intent; 
where our emotions should determine our decisions 
and where spirit, mind and body must work in 
continuous harmony. It is a sport where you need 
patience, confidence, self-motivation, discipline, 
perseverance and commitment.” 

All the fencers at Pretoria Boys High share these 
traits. The group also encourages and supports one 
another in weekly training sessions and during 
weekend competitions. They share a unique bond that 
is unlike any other sport: being inclusive as a team, 
yet competing as individuals. The training sessions 
are strenuous, alternating between harsh fitness and 
cardio-conditioning and technique training with 
arguably one of the best coaches in the country.

I would like to acknowledge the chairman of the 
Gauteng Fencing Federation as well as Old Boys and 
parents for the generous donations of fencing regalia 
and equipment which come at an exorbitant cost. 
With these we have managed to ensure that all our 
fencers practise and participate in full fencing gear.

At the start of the 2019 season, PBHS Fencing 
had 26 interested participants but some of the new 
fencers preferred team sports like rugby, hockey and 
cricket and so left.

Some of our fencers achieved high accolades and 
ranking points at Provincial (Gauteng) and National 
level. In the National U20 League we ended 2019 

with Jesse Ndjeka ranked 3rd, Jason Visser ranked 
22nd and James Plant ranked 23rd. In the National U17 
League we have the following rankings: Jason Visser 
1st, James Plant 11th, Sam Hong 22nd and Wandile 
Mvkali 23rd. In the Gauteng Provincial U20 League 
rankings we ended 2019 with: Jesse Ndjeka 2nd, 
James Plant 9th, Amadeus Fidos 10th and Dylan Van 
Der Hoofwesthuizen 17th. In the Gauteng Provincial 
U17 League rankings we have: Jason Visser 1st, 
James Plant 3rd, Wandile Mvkali 4th, Amadeus Fidos 
5th and Sam Hong 6th. In the Gauteng Provincial U15 
League rankings we have: Jason Visser 1st, Wandile 
Mvkali 5th and Nicholas Pieterse 7th.

Jesse Ndjeka received Gauteng Colours for U20 
and National South African Colours for U20. Jason 
Visser has received Gauteng Colours for both 
the U17 and U15 age groups and National South 
African Colours for U17. Both these athletes will 
be representing South Africa at the African Junior 
Championship to be held in Accra, Ghana, at the 
end of February 2020 (Jesse Ndjeka in U20 and Jason 
Visser in U17). 

Pretoria Boys High achievements in 2019: Jason 
Visser received Full Colours and James Plant 
received Half Colours.

PBHS Fencing has had a very humble, patient 
and influential captain for the past two years in Jesse 
Ndjeka. He will be greatly missed and we wish him all 
the best in all his future endeavours. I have no doubt 
that he will continue to fly the fencing flag high.

Nicholas Zambara
Master in Charge

Seated L–R: A Fidos, J Visser, J van de Putte, J Ndjeka, N Pieterse, J Plaut, J Pinetown.
First Row L–R: P Naidoo, W Mvakali, S September, Mr N Zambara (MIC), L Sindane, L Mauwanga.

Second Row L–R: S Hong, C Loubser, A Yehouessi, O Mabe.
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It was deemed a building year from the start, but just 
how much we would build in 2019 we were unsure 
of. The results are ones of which I am very proud. 

The season started with the Chairman’s Trophy 
where we fell short during the playoff stages. 
Our 1st Team consisted of 3 Form 4 boys: Luka 
Stanisavljevic, Murad Hoosen and Greg Macaskill. 
The fourth member of the team was Bernhard 
Koster, a new Form 1 boy with huge amounts of 
talent. All these boys are tremendously talented and 
have a natural feel for the sport. We then set out 
to win the Woodlands Junior Masters with a very 
young team, including Ethan Holworthy and Hilton 
Bailey. After 3 tough days at the Serengeti Golf and 
Wildlife Estate we eventually finished 5th out of 16 
schools with Luka finishing 4th overall. 

The Golf League started in Term 2 and as it is with 
golf at PBHS, the numbers were low due to boys 
being committed to other sports. During Term 2 only 
the 1st and 2nd Teams play. The 1st Team went about 
the season winning regularly, keeping them close to 
the top of the table. The 2nd Team struggled a bit due 
to the quality of players in the A League. We played 
in the Gauteng North Schools’ Championship which 
also served as the first round of the Gauteng North 
Trials. We finished a close second, being beaten by a 
strong Affies team. 

Midway through the term, we were joined by a 
phenomenal golfer, François Janse van Rensburg. 

The value he added to our squad was much more 
important than the results. As a scratch golfer, he 
came in and challenged the top golfers in the school 
to keep them working at their best. 

The golf season got into full swing in Term 3 and 
we entered 6 teams into the League and experienced 
incredible results. Our 1st Team finished second in 
the League, losing in the final to Affies by 2 shots. 
Our 2nd Team finished third in their League, losing 
to Zwartkops 1st in the semi-final. We were delighted 
that Luka and Murad were chosen to play in the 
Gauteng North Schools’ side as well as the Gauteng 
North Golf Association Team. They both received 
Full Colours, with Greg receiving Half Colours and 
Bernhard and François receiving Team Awards for 
their contributions.

I want to thank the golfers who are always 
available to play, no matter what day of the week or 
what evening commitments they have. The countless 
number of times I am asked to stop at McDonalds 
on the way home for the boarders so they can miss 
more prep and the ridiculous conversations we have 
on the way to courses, is what makes the hours of 
waiting worth it. Thanks to all the boys already 
mentioned as well as Jurrien Muller, Cornel Watson, 
Aidan and Alex Grundlingh, James Bader, Riley 
Meyer, Justin Cross, Dylan Snyders, Keegan Venter, 
Mark Matchett, Ian Diemont, Pierre van Hoven, 
Reder Breytenbach and Alex van der Merwe for 

their dedication to the sport. Without you 
we would be lost.

Golf at PBHS is a sport that has the 
potential to grow. We have so many talented 
golfers and many boys are interested in 
learning how to play golf. With participation 
being such a big thing at PBHS, it would 
be a great opportunity for us to create a 
facility at the school where our top boys 
could train and we could have “learn to 
golf” sessions for boys who are looking for 
something to do as an extramural activity. 
Unfortunately, due to financial constraints, 
we are still unable to create a training 
facility at the school. Hopefully there will 
be an opportunity in the near future for 
us to get something like that going. There 
is so much that we would like to get done 
golf-wise at PBHS and with the continued 
support and determination of the boys, we 
are getting closer to that goal. 

I look forward to the growth of 2019 
paying dividends in 2020.

Glen Botha
Master in Charge

Golf

Seated L–R: G Macaskill, M Hoosen, L Stanisavljevic (Captain),  
F Jansen van Rensburg. 

First Row: Mr G Botha (MIC), B Koster.
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Hockey 1st Team
The 2019 Hockey season created that time of year 
again when this awesome school comes alive in a 
different way. The campus is a constant hive of 
activity and the energy levels across all hallways 
and walkways is one of excitement and passion for 
this special school we all love. 

As always, the 1st Team squad for 2019 began 
preparing in early January with early morning 
skills and conditioning sessions. The passion, 
commitment and dedication of this group of players 
from the very first session, was impeccable and this, 
without doubt, set the benchmark of what the boys 
wanted to achieve as a team in 2019.

Schoolboy hockey nowadays is a sport that is 
thriving not only in our city and our country but 
around the world in general. The numbers are 
growing immensely every year and it’s so special to 
see players playing the game at the highest level and 
trying to achieve the highest accolades. It is also so 
special to see many playing the game for the love of 
the sport. 

To see so many Pretoria Boys High teams out on 
the hockey fields week in and week out is largely 
thanks to a passionate, committed, enthusiastic 
group of staff who absolutely love coaching hockey. 
I am extremely privileged to work with staff who do 
what they do with passion every day.

PBHS	Coaching	Staff	2019
1st Team   Ryan Anderson, Dion Wright and 

Leneal Jackson
2nd Team  Jason Webster and Liam Rochford
3rd Team  Andrew Webster
4th Team  Matt Rogerson
5th Team  Leon Geldenhuys
6th Team  Leon Geldenhuys
U16A  Peter Franken and Matthew Pickering
U16B   Andrew De Kock and Onke Letuka
U16C  Nicholas Pio
U16D  Jason Coombes
U16E  Ethan De Charmoy
U16F  Luke Mallon
U14A   Christopher Oldnall and Donovan 

Ferreira
U14B  Jeanne Prinsloo and Joshua Marinus
U14C  Tannah Webster
U14D  Kirsty Robertson
U14E  Caid Jacobz
U14F  Tristan Crawford

Pretoria Boys High School is privileged and 
honoured to be a core school in the most famous 
and most traditional schoolboy hockey festivals 

called the Nomads Hockey Festivals. These festivals 
have been around for the last twenty-five years and 
stand for what is “schoolboy hockey” according to 
values, traditions and schoolboy sport. Long may 
these festivals continue. Thank you to our staff that 
continue to play a role in the traditions of these 
special festivals.
U14A Nomads Hockey Festival hosted by Wynberg 
Boys High School
Often coaches talk about coaching and wanting to 
coach at the highest level and be a part of the best 
team. Real and proper coaching is about doing so at 
juniors levels. 

We were privileged to welcome home and back to 
his roots, Mr Chris Oldnall, who spent three years 
down Lynnwood Road at St Alban’s College. There 
is no better person to mould the future generation of 
Pretoria Boys High hockey greats. A weekend spent 
in Cape Town during the first week of the March/
April holidays, playing hockey against traditional 
hockey schools in our country, was the perfect way 
to start the season for this group of players. Some 
excellent results were achieved which are reported 
in the U14A report by Mr Oldnall. A platform was 
created in order for the domestic season back at 
school to be a success. 
U16A Nomads Hockey Festival hosted by KES
Appointing coaches to respective teams is always a 
challenging task, but appointing and welcoming back 
a former pupil and 1st Team Hockey player was one of 
the easiest tasks to do. Matt Pickering, along with his 
mentor and the U16A Manager, Mr Franken, instilled a 
culture and team ethos that set the tone for this group of 
players to play some outstanding hockey throughout 
the year. The Nomads U16A Festival was a weekend 
that began a journey for a group of players who will 
play an influential role in PBHS Hockey in 2020. Some 
excellent results were achieved which are reported in 
the U16A report by Mr Pickering. A platform was also 
created here in order for the domestic season back at 
school to be a success. 
1st Team Nomads Hockey Festival hosted by PBHS
Hosting a Nomads Hockey Festival only comes 
around once every eight years and 2019 was a 
Nomads Festival to remember for all the right 
reasons to show what schoolboy sport is about. 

It was very special to welcome the most traditional 
schoolboy hockey teams and so many schools that 
share the same values and traditions to Pretoria Boys 
High School. A weekend of outstanding hockey 
was played which saw the 1st Team showcase some 
entertaining hockey which set a benchmark for the 
season to come.
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1st Team Results – Nomads 2019
vs Grey High School lost 0–1
vs Wynberg Boys won 4–0
vs Clifton Durban won 4–1
vs Grey Bloem drew 1–1
vs St John’s College drew 0–0

A special word of thanks to Messrs Dion Wright, 
Peter Franken and Henno Pretorius for all their time 
and effort in making sure this festival was a success. 

Lastly, a huge thank you to the 1st Team Hockey 
parents and the PA Hockey parents for taking care of 
all the refreshments throughout the weekend.
Provincial and National Hockey Selection
PBHS hockey is extremely proud of all the boys 
that were selected for the various Provincial 
hockey teams that participated in National Hockey 
Tournaments during the June/July holiday. Hockey 
in the province is getting better and better every 
single year with many more schools becoming 
more and more dominant. Congratulations to every 
single player on his selection to the Provincial 
hockey team. A special mention must be made of the 
following players who achieved National hockey 
representation: Wisani Mushwana (SA U18B) and 
Nathan Meyer (SA U17A). We are extremely proud 
of all boys’ achievements and we look forward to 
following your success and careers on the hockey 
field in the years to come. 
Pretoria Hockey League
The Wednesday League is one which, for so many 
of the lower teams, is the highlight of their week. 
To see all the grass fields busy, to see the excitement 
of an U14E team playing an away game makes this 
job so rewarding. A huge thank you to the staff who 
don’t coach at the top end of the spectrum, but create 
an environment that everyone wants to be a part of. 

A special year for the U14A, U16A and 1st Team 
who were all crowned winners of the Pretoria 
League for 2020. It is a very competitive and highly 
contested league played every Wednesday. It is 
getting better and better every year with so many 
schools in Pretoria investing so heavily in their 
hockey programmes.

The U14A, U16B and 1st Team League is a format 
where there are two pools for all age groups with 
the top two teams in each pool gaining entry into 
the semi-final.

It is very rewarding for the players, coaches, 
parents and spectators to see all the hard work, 
commitment and dedication pay off. An awesome 
Wednesday afternoon and evening saw all three A 
teams play in finals in their respective age group 
with PBHS winning all three finals. A huge thank 
you to the parents and staff of PBHS for making this 
a day that I know the many hockey players who 

took part will remember for a long time to come.
1st Team Domestic Season
The 1st Team every year plays close to 35 games 
of hockey against the best that the country has to 
offer. 2019 saw the 1st Team play in two prestigious 
festivals, namely Nomads and the St Stithians Easter 
Festival.

The 2019 Red Sox was a special group of players, 
many of whom represented the 1st Team in 2018, 
so the nucleus of the team was back. Anton Marx 
as captain and his vice-captain, Wisani Mushwana, 
along with a few senior matric boys, formed the 
leadership of this team. It was a privilege to coach 
these young men as they were a group of players 
who never got tired of learning and never got tired 
or bored when it came to playing hockey. Playing 
against the best the country has to offer week in 
and week out, is always tough, but hockey at this 
great school continues to amaze me. The standout 
trait of the 2019 team was their resilience. They 
always came back stronger, no matter who the 
opposition was. They learned from their mistakes 
and lived by the motto week in and week out, of 
setting the example for the younger groups so they 
could all aspire to be 1st Team players when they 
were afforded the chance. 

Without a doubt, some of the standout 
performances were impressive victories against 
Wynberg, KES, St Alban’s, St Benedict’s and Affies 
and the enthralling and entertaining nailbiting 
draws against St John’s, Grey Bloem and Hilton. 
Thank you to the Red Sox of 2019 for an incredible 
year of hockey. It was an honour to work alongside 
you all.

To the leaving matrics: I hope to see you all 
continuing to play hockey in the future. To those 
returning in 2020, the hard work has only just begun!

Lastly, to Mr Wright and Mr Jackson: thank you 
both for your assistance and passion and everything 
you do for hockey at this great school.
Summary of the 1st Team Hockey Season
Played 31
Won 16
Drew 8
Lost 7
The Future of PBHS Hockey 
2020 will be a very exciting new chapter for hockey 
at Pretoria Boys High School. We are very fortunate 
that eight members of the 2019 squad will return.

The newly refurbished astro turf and mini astro 
turf practice facility will, without doubt, be the 
spectacle and highlight of 2020 for the hockey 
fraternity. 

Many teams will again participate in prestigious 
festivals around the country and we look forward to 

Hockey
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playing and competing with our neighbours, Affies, 
as they celebrate their centenary festival in March.

To the school, parents, boys and the general PBHS 
community: thank you all so much for everything 

you do for PBHS hockey and sport in general.

Ryan Anderson
Director of Hockey

1st Hockey Team

Seated L–R: H Stratford, G Finlayson, A Marx (Captain), W Mushwana, A Drabile, N Meyer. 
First Row L–R: Mr L Jackson (Coach), C Wardlaw, L Andrew, Mr D Wright (Manager), M Tullis, M Miles, Mr R Anderson (Head Coach).

Second Row L–R: H Viljoen, D Allen, T Pearse, J Kruger.
Absent: S Mgayiya.

Halloran Stratford attempting to win the ball against Affies in the  
1st XI PTA Hockey League Final

Wisani Mushwana (1st XI) on the ball against Maritzburg College
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4.  Luke Andrew (1st XI) controlling the middle of the field
5.  Alvin Drabile scoring the winning goal against Hoërskool Garsfontein in the 1st XI PTA Hockey League Final
6.  Liam Elkington (U16A) on attack against Hilton College
7.  Liam Elkington on the ball against Hoërskool Menlopark in the U16A PTA Hockey League Final
8.  Wisani Mushwana making a great attacking pass against Affies
9.  Anton Marx (1st XI) on attack against Jeppe Boys High School

1.  1st XI defending 
a penalty 
corner against 
Affies

2.  Claudio Jardim 
on attack in 
the U16A PTA 
Hockey League 
Final against 
Hoërskool 
Menlopark

3.  The 2nd XI 
hockey team 
defending a 
penalty corner 
against St 
John’s College

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

7.

8.

9.
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1.  Sello Mgayiya (1st XI) on the ball against KES
2.  Connor Wardlaw (1st XI) on attack against Grey College
3. Devin Allen (1st XI) on attack against Maritzburg College
4.  Anton Marx (1st XI) securing the ball on attack against St John’s
5.  Luke Andrew (1st XI) on the ball against Maritzburg College with 

Jeandré Kruger in support
6.  Claudio Jardim (U16A) on attack against Southdown College
7.  Michael Tullis on attack in the 1st XI hockey warm-up fixture 

against Hoërskool Noordheuwel

1.

2. 3. 4.

5. 6.

7.
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Hockey 2nd Team
The 2019 season proved to be tough for the 2nd Team. 
After an early loss of the captain, Chad Preece, and 
coach, Mr Liam Rochford, the team struggled to find 
their “groove”. That being said, I believe the boys 
played exceptionally well and even won the Pretoria 
Hockey B League.

The level of commitment on the field truly reflected 
the values instilled at PBHS. A noticeable change 
throughout the season was the boys’ ability to work 
under pressure. The team’s achievements did not 
reflect the amount of personal skill in the team. The 
focal point for the younger players, in the next season, 
would be to work as a team, rather than as individuals. 
Some notable achievements were Tim Ferguson’s hat 
trick against Waterkloof; Ethan “Twebbs” Webb’s 
incredible hand speed and, on a few occasions, leaving 
his opponent sitting on the astro; Matthew Arnison’s 
2 stellar goals in his last game against Affies and 
Brandon Fourie’s flicking skills against Affies. 

Recognition must be given to the team’s captain 
(initially the vice-captain), Keanu Jardim. This 

young man has proved to be an exceptional leader 
and a great player. This season would not have been 
possible without his valued input both on and off 
the field. TK Dijana, the vice-captain, has continued 
to grow in his capacity as a hockey player and as 
a man. It has given me great pleasure to see him 
develop in the last 3 years. To the matrics: I am truly 
grateful to have been a part of this journey with you, 
thank you. I am very proud to see you become the 
men you are today. To the younger players in the 
team: I hope you have all learnt valuable lessons 
this season, not just about hockey but lessons about 
manhood, emotional control and responsibility. 
Recognition must also be given to Chad for still 
supporting his team after his injury and for being 
a water boy. It has been a great pleasure working 
with these young men and I hope to see the younger 
players donning “red socks” next season. 

Jason Webster 
Coach

1. Tino Chirozvi (U16A) pushing the ball out in a penalty corner 
2.  Halloran Stratford winning the ball against St John’s College
3.  Ignus Jordaan (2nd XI) on attack against Affies
4.  Wisani Mushwana (1st XI) controlling the ball against 

Southdown College

5.  Alvin Drabile (1st XI) on attack against Wynberg Boys High School
6.  Hanu Viljoen attempting to win the ball against Wynberg Boys 

High School
7.  Sello Mgayiya (1st XI) on attack against Wynberg Boys High School

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Hockey 3rd Team
The PBHS 3rd Team had a successful and exciting 
hockey season. The young men who played for 
the 3rd Team were dedicated to the pursuit of 
individual and collective improvement. Discipline 
during practice and on match day allowed the team 
consistently to play according to their dynamic 
structure. This dynamic structure was referred to 
as “our hockey” and once the boys were in rhythm 
with their style of playing, no third team could stop 
them. The team’s unbeaten record (against other 3rd 
teams) provides pertinent evidence of their success. 

Whether it was just before a game or during 
fitness, the 3rd Team maintained and exuded positive 
synergy. Under the leadership of captain, Andre le 
Roux, and vice-captain Mohau Monaledi the team 
worked autonomously. 

Defensively the team was strong with Thomas 
Minnie, Ewan Du Toit, Andre le Roux, Calvin 
Comins, Gunther Swart and Kyle Holloway 
performing as an impassable wall. The middle of the 
field was dominated by Nathan Duff, Marcus Hugo, 
Willem de Bruin, and Christian Hoffman as they cut 
angles and made threatening leads. The forwards 
were able to execute the crucial job of scoring and 
pressing as Ian Diemont, Righardt Muller, Alex 
le Roux and Kyle Robbertse cut through their 
opponents’ defence with ease. 

Special mention goes to Kyle Holloway, Nathan 
Duff, Ian Diemont and Righardt Muller: Kyle 
Holloway for his impeccable ability to defend every 
inch of the field; Nathan Duff for being a team 

player with a deep understanding of the dynamics 
of hockey; Ian Diemont for succeeding and adding 
vital value playing as a defender and as a forward 
and Righardt Muller for his deadliness in the D and 
for scoring the most goals. 

Swami Sivanada wrote “Put your heart, mind, 
intellect and soul even to your smallest acts. This 
is the secret of success.” To say that this has been a 
successful year for the undefeated team would be an 
understatement. Working with these boys never once 
felt as though we were in a lower division. They always 
gave 100% both on and off the turf and as manager 
this was more than I could ask for. Our coach, Andrew 
Webster, understood the individual players’ dynamics 
and established an optimised structure and training 
programme. He brought out the best in the players 
and this was evident from the movement between us 
and the 2nd Team. The strength and leadership shown 
by the captain, André le Roux, allowed him to be a 
pillar that the team needed. From our opening KES 
fixture, till our Affies final, there was a palpable feeling 
of passion for the game. Commitment was always 
given, discipline and respect were the undercurrent 
which unified the team. Thank you for a fantastic 
2019 season, boys! I wish you well in your hockey 
endeavours in the future.

Andrew Webster 
Coach 
Nivesh Kowlaser
Manager 

5.

6.

7.
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Hockey
Hockey 4th Team 
This year’s 4th Team had a great hockey season. 
We played 20 games of which we won 16, drew 1 
and lost 3. 

We started the season with some tough fixtures 
against the likes of KES and Maritzburg College 
in which we held our own – beating Kes 3-1 but 
unfortunately losing 4-1 to Maritzburg College. 
As the season progressed, the boys started to gel 
really well and they played some decent hockey. A 
standout performance was against Jeppe which saw 
Rigardt Muller’s 4 goals, together with a brilliant 
team performance, helping Boys High to an 8-0 win. 
This was followed the next week by a hat-trick from 
Luka Olivier, giving us a 9-0 win over Parktown 
Boys High. 

Our Wednesday League matches were always 
a tough prospect as, playing in the C League, on 
occasion, we would be up against other schools’ 1st 
Teams. The boys held their own with only 2 defeats 
to our name during the league. Possibly one of our 
outstanding performances was against Eldoraigne 
2nd Team, where we were 0-2 down with 10 minutes 
to play. We managed to come back and draw 2-2, 

– thanks to an amazing all-round performance by 
the boys. 

We ended off our season with being unbeaten in 
14 games. We managed to beat Maritzburg College 
in our penultimate match of the season with an 
excellent 2-1 win. This was due to outstanding 
defence from our backs and Adam Vorster’s 
exploits in goal, where he made some heroic saves. 
We finally finished off our brilliant season with 
another excellent team performance which saw us 
beat Affies 6-1. This meant we ended our season 
having scored 76 goals and only conceding 18 in 
20 games. 

A special thanks must go to all the boys for their 
hard work and dedication to the 4th Hockey Team at 
Boys High. I also wish to thank the parents for their 
continuous support which was greatly appreciated. 
I look forward to what the next season holds in the 
growth of the boys’ hockey skills which will, no 
doubt, continue improving. 

Matt Rogerson 
Coach

Hockey 5th Team 
This was a fantastic season of very entertaining 
hockey. From the beginning, the 5th squad was 
blessed with plenty of players who didn’t belong 
in the team, through to the end where each player 
could easily fill the shoes of any player in a higher 
team then theirs. As a first time coach at Pretoria 
Boys High School, I was surprised to see how well 
mannered these boys were and the high levels of 
respect and honour they displayed for the school. 
If I was given a chance to coach any other team in 

the school, there wouldn’t have been a chance of 
separating me from these boys. Throughout the 
season the team changed a lot. It is a big squad to 
handle and to give a fair chance to play. This didn’t 
stop a single boy from giving his all against plenty 
of 1st Teams who opposed them. This further shows 
the great moral values these boys have.
 
Lian Geldenhuys 
Coach

Callum Steyn (U16A) on the ball with  
Morgan Booysen in support

Ross Labuschagne (U16A) winning the ball against Jeppe Boys High School
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1.  Anton Marx (1st XI) preparing to hit a long ball against 
Southdowns College

2.  Joshua Warren (2nd XI) on attack against Maritzburg College with 
Brandon Fourie in support

3.  Grant Finlayson (1st XI) making a save defending a penalty corner
4.   Tino Chirozvi (U16A) trying to win the ball against Maritzburg 

College

5.  Hallaron Stratford (1st XI) on attack against Hoërskool Eldoraigne
6.  Luke Andrew (1st XI) controlling the ball against Southdowns 

College
7.  Devin Allen winning the ball against Southdown College with 

Michael Tullis looking on in support
8.  Tino Chirozvi (U16A) on the ball against Maritzburg College with 

Callen Stephen and Ross Labuschagne in support

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

7. 8.
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Hockey
Hockey U16A
What a season, filled with laughter, fun, passion and 
most important – learning.

The season started off with the traditional fixture 
against KES. It was a tough game with the final result, 
a 1-2 loss. This was an opportunity to start building 
an incredible team. The boys competed in the annual 
Nomads Festival in Johannesburg. The team was 
composed of both U15 and U16 boys. This was a 
challenge for me as the coach to make sure that these 
two groups would work as a unit. These pre-season 
games served as a platform to create a team where all 
members contributed and felt valued and appreciated. 
Tough games against Hilton College and Grey High 
School were negotiated with relative success, with the 
junior boys gaining invaluable experience. 
Nomads Festival:
vs Grey College 2 – 2 draw 
vs Grey High School 0 – 1 loss 
vs Hilton College 1 – 3 loss 
vs Wynberg Boys High School 1 – 1 draw 
vs St David’s College 7 – 0 win 

In Term 2 the team lost 0-1 to a highly skilled 
Maritzburg College. This was followed by an 
excellent draw against Jeppe rated as the top U16 
side in the country. Confidence and team dynamics 
improved further with 2-0 win over Parktown Boys 
High, St Alban’s College and St Stithians respectively.

The team struggled to understand the idea of a 
progressive building ethos and the achievement of 
excellence and consistency: each result needed to be 
better than the previous one as well as growing and 
as a team.

The Term 3 challenge that lay ahead for the team 
was the Pretoria League. We managed to achieve 
some very impressive results in this league:
4-0 win against Hoërskool Garsfontein
6-0 win against Southdowns College 
8-0 against Hoërskool Eldoraigne
1-1 draw against Cornwall Hill College.

We qualified for the 2019 League semi-finals 
against Waterkloof. The game plan agreed to by the 
boys was to play excellent hockey and to strive for 
flawless teamwork. Through this mind-set, the team 
pulled off an incredible 3-2 victory.

The belief and confidence gained was going to 
help in the Pretoria League final against Hoërskool 
Menlo Park. The final was scheduled for a home 
fixture due to the excellent performance in the group 
stage. The half-time score was 3-0, but as in all sports, 
such games can change in a matter of minutes. 
Menlo Park scored two well worked penalty corners 
taking the score to 3-2.

In the few remaining minutes, the score changed 
three times, with PBHS going on to win 5-3. This 

was the highlight of the season. Their hard work, 
effort and willingness to learn had been a success. 

The overall season statistics are as follows:
24 games played with over a 60% win ratio and, 

if including draws, it was an impressive 82%. The 
top goal scorer for the 2019 season was Jethro Stoltz 
with an impressive 34 goals of the total 69 scored. 
The team also ended up being ranked as the 5th best 
side in the country for the 2019 season.

Jethro Stoltz and Tino Chirozvi were selected 
for U16A Northerns Blues Team to play at the 
National U16 Inter-Provincial Tournament in 
Pietermaritzburg. This team won the B Tournament, 
and with it, promotion to the A section. Jethro was 
also the top overall goal-scorer with 7 goals. Callen 
Stephen and Christian Van Rooyen represented the 
U16B Northerns Blues Team at the same tournament.

The 2019 season will be a season to remember. It 
was a season built around the success of teamwork, 
effort and communication. I, their coach, believe 
that each and every boy in the U16A Team will grow 
and develop on and off the field. I wish all the boys 
well upon their journey in the Pretoria Boys High 
hockey family.

Matthew Pickering 
Coach 

1.  Callen Stephen (U16A) throwing an aerial pass against Jeppe
2.  Wisani Mushwana (1st XI) on attack in the warm-up fixture against 

Hoërskool Eldoraigne

1.

2.
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Hockey U16B
This year was a special one for the team. They 
had a lot to prove as well as being entered into the 
Pretoria League for the first time. The team did not 
disappoint, playing a total of 18 matches and losing 
only 1. It was their first time in the Pretoria League 
and they won it hands down, scoring 29 goals with 
only 5 against. Of the traditional fixtures, Hilton 
was the outstanding one.

Travelling down to Hilton to play an undefeated 
Hilton side was daunting in itself but the team 
showed true teamwork, defeating Hilton 2-0. 
Maritzburg was the only side to defeat the team. 
There was, however, an improvement on the 
previous year’s results. They had drawn the first 
match against Maritzburg. Well done to all the boys 
who made a contribution to the U16B hockey season.

The goals were spread evenly between a number 
of players. However, special mention must be made 
of Thapelo Tladi for his 19 goals during the season.

Thanks must go to Onke Letuka for assisting 
with the coaching and also to the unwavering 
support of the parents.

Andrew de Kock 
Coach

U16B Hockey      PTA L
  W L D GF GA GF GA
1 KES U15A 1   5 1  
2 Montana U16A 1   3 1 3 1
3 Maritzburg U16B   1 1 1 
4 Menlo Park U16B 1  3 1 3 1
5 AHS U16C 1   8 0 8 0
6 Jeppe U16B   1 1 1  
7 Parktown U15A 1   2 1 
8 Waterkloof U16B 1  4 1 4 1
9 Hilton U16B 1   2 0  
10 St Alban’s U15A 1   4 2 
11 Midstream U16B 1  6 0 6 0
12 St Stithians U15A 1   3 0 
13 Garsfontein U16B 1  2 1 2 1
14 St Benedict’s U15A 1   2 0 
15 St John’s U15A 1   3 0 
16 KES U15A 1   3 0  
17 Maritzburg U16B  1  1 4 
18 AHS U16B 1   3 1 3 1
  15 1 2 56 15 29 5
 Average Loss       
 % 6      
 Average Win 83      

1.  Joshua Rossouw playing hockey for Pretoria Boys High School in 
an U16A fixture

2.  Alvin Drabile (1st XI) on the ball against St John’s College
3. Hanu Viljoen in the 1st XI match against Wynberg Boys High.

1.

2.

3.
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Hockey
Hockey U16C
The 2019 U16C Team was extremely spectacular. I 
was proud of how much the team developed over 
time and although we ended the season off with a 
loss, I was nowhere near disappointed. The team’s 
performance was mesmerizing but as the saying 
goes, it just wasn’t our day. This final game was a 
true reflection of how determined these young men 
were. They were playing for the love of the game, 
but they were also playing for their school and their 
brothers beside them wearing the same colours. The 
team chemistry and camaraderie were outstanding.
Kiaan Cronje: Kiaan was a solid wall at the back in 
goals and managed to keep the team in the game 
and most times, made crucial saves to help win 
many of the games. He was juggled between the 
B and C teams throughout the season, but he was 
always there for both teams, showing that his level 
of commitment and skill were impeccable. 
Robert Lewis: Robert’s ability to read the game was 
better than most which allowed him to make crucial 
tackles at the back and advancing runs into opposition 
territory, which gave us a huge advantage in the game. 
Kyle Marshall: Kyle was one of the men that started 
the season off in the D Team but after a number of 
significant performances, he managed to cement 
himself in the team. He was one of the most reliable 
at the back in defence as his tenacity enabled him to 
dominate his opposition with skill and physicality.
Joshua Fouche: The liveliest person in the team 
who is probably at the centre of the camaraderie 
he epitomised the team ethos. He is an extremely 
skillful player who is eager to learn and develop. 
He managed to play every position on the field and 
made a huge impact in every single one due to his 
understanding of the game. He was of huge value.
Noah Gericke: Noah entered into the team a little 
after the season had started and his impact and 
contribution to the team were immediately felt. He is 
an extremely skillful player with speed which enabled 
his defensive tackles and advancing runs up the line 
to help the team win games. His ability to read the 
game made him a key component in our back 4.
James Dawson: James’s understanding of the game 
and his distribution skills played a key role for the 
team and his input at team talks was of huge value 
and added to the team’s success in every game.
Barend Steenkamp: Barend started the season 
playing a defensive role in the team but ended up 
playing striker as his skillful ability and reading of 
the game enabled him to score goals. He is humble 
but has a self-belief which allowed his team to back 
him, knowing that he had a huge impact on the field.
Christian Brink: Christian also started off in the 
D Team but after an impactful performance, his 

position in the side was cemented. His skillful as well 
as distributive skills made him a key component in 
linking the strikers and defenders which gave the 
team the enormous amount of structure which it 
needed.
Alex Landsman: Alex’s skillful ability and reading 
of the game gave him amazing vision, enabling the 
team to change channel and escape from complicated 
situations, giving the side “go forward momentum” 
in space. He is an outstanding player who needs to 
back himself a lot more as he makes a huge impact 
on the team, but there could be even more.
Kgosi Kgaladi: One of the most skillful players in the 
team that gave the side a huge forward momentum 
in the game. He was an anchor in the midfield for the 
team. His ability to eliminate players and then release 
the ball enabled him to win almost all of his 1-on-1 
battles with the opposition and gave the side the ability 
to threaten other teams in their own 25 yard area. 
Rhula Sithole: Rhula was also one of the most 
skillful players in the team with the ability to release 
the ball at the right time, giving the team that 
attacking momentum. He was always eager to play 
and his love of the game inspired others around him 
which made a huge impact on our team’s ethos.
Alex Horak: Alex was an outstanding captain who 
showed leadership verbally as well as through his 
actions. His speed, vision and skill upfront helped 
the team score goals and win games. He was of 
extreme value to the team whenever he was needed.
Keegan McIntosh: Keegan’s physicality and vision 
upfront gave the side good ball into the opposition 
D providing us with key attacking opportunities and 
adding to the strikers’ speed and finishing ability.
Tshiamo Makhubedu: Tshiamo’s composure and 
distribution at the back contributed to moving 
the ball from our defence to our strikers. His cool-
headed style of playing and his ability to read the 
game helped the team escape sticky situations at the 
back when they were under pressure.
Lesedi Mokobaki: Lesedi is a skillful player 
whose love of the game showed in matches and in 
practices. His skill and knowledge of hockey made a 
big impact up front and helped to present the team 
with many scoring opportunities.
TJ Ringane: TJ’s physical presence on the field 
added to the intimidating force of the strikers. His 
speed and skill were crucial in performing counter 
attacks and creating opportunities against our 
opponents. His knowledge of the game influenced 
those around him. He was of great value to the team.

Nicholas Pio
Coach
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As the coach, I am incredibly proud of the D Team’s 
attitude and performance throughout the entire season. 
The boys came out unbeaten, performing consistently 
and outstandingly throughout. They worked together 
and there was very little showing-off. They had great 
team cohesiveness and charisma, always backing each 
other and doing everything with a smile. 
Gunther (GK) – hardworking and never complains, 
always there for his team, never missing any 
practices or meetings unless it was inevitable.
Rohan – calm and collected, Rohan was composed 
in intense situations and great at “out letting” from 
the back.
Ruben – the rock at the back, doesn’t miss stopping 
a ball getting smashed through by the opponent. 
Has good strength on the ball.
Nathan – works hard and has good vision; occupied 
a solid position in the team.
Paballo – came up from the lower team and shone in 
any position in which he found himself. He always 
worked hard back to goals. 
Daine – had fire when he played, working hard all 
the time on the field.
Mourice – great strength and skill on the ball; always 
making himself an option and going forward on the 

ball, in mid-field and as a forward.
Nic – quiet but deadly, had skills and was great with 
keeping things simple going towards the goals.
Kami – always finds the pass, has great vision and 
skills in mid-field. Is able to switch channels and 
find anyone – works hard.
Grundles – another key mid-fielder, good at 
distributing the ball and determined not to lose it.
Andre – quick and nippy at the top; would often get 
on the ball and get into good scoring opportunities 
and score goals. 
Connor (captain) – solid and composed at the top, 
leading the team well, always keeping a sound mind 
and thinking in situations.
Alex Radlof – he is strong and has hands in the final 
3rd of the field, setting up lots of goals.
Lusedi – loud and cheerful, his speed on the ball 
was key in getting behind defenders and getting the 
play to the D in no time. Is a great striker and has 
loads of stamina.
Tumi – good at finishing and finding passes at the top 
of the field; kept it simple and did well by doing that. 

Jason Coombes
Coach

Hockey U16D 

Hockey U16E
“The EEZI U16Es”
The 2019 season was one that was filled with a lot 
of ups and downs for the team. They got off to a 
very slow start in the first three games, suffering 
close-fought losses to KES, Maritzburg College, 
and Eldoraigne U16B. After a shaky start, the team 
knew that they were good enough to turn the season 
around, and did so in the very next fixture against 
Parktown Boys. After getting their first victory, the 
team was on a winning streak, winning the next 4 in 
a row. Although we ended off the season with a loss, 
the team had an unbelievable season and showed 
great spirit throughout the season. 

Ethan de Charmoy
Coach

1.  Sello Mgayiya and Anton Marx winning the ball on attack against 
Wynberg Boys High School

2.  Keegan Trollip winning the ball against Hoërskool Menlopark in the 
U16A PTA Hockey League Final

3.  Wisani Mushwana (1st XI) on attack against Hoërskool Garsfontein

2.

1. 3.
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Hockey
Hockey U16F
Andreas Bester – Andreas always does what is 
asked of him. He is polite and co-operative. As the 
season progressed, he improved in numerous areas 
from composure on the ball to holding the stick with 
two hands.
Franco Kruger – Franco was committed to the team, 
participating in most matches and practices. He 
consistently gave of his best. His hard work and 
dedication to the team were appreciated.
Pedran Wessels – Pedran’s enthusiasm and will 
to improve made him a sturdy central defender, 
making some impressive tackles. He consistently 
gave of his best and his efforts were appreciated. 
Brett Barnard – Brett’s personality added character 
to the dynamic of the team. His enthusiasm and 
hard work on match days resulted in gradual 
improvement throughout the season. A bit more 
consistency and effort in practice would improve his 
game dramatically. 
David de Villiers – David’s enthusiasm and unique 
character brought something special to the team. 
He always had a smile on his face, no matter the 
circumstances. I wish him the best for the future.
Nic Botha – Nic, at the beginning of the season, 
volunteered to step in as goalie. Without him, the 
team would not have been successful. His dedication 
throughout the season resulted in a massive 
improvement in his ability by the end of the season. 
Alex Rowse – Alex always gave of his best. His kind 
nature made him a delight to coach. Fitness however 
was his downfall. A few more jogs and his game will 
improve drastically. 
Jakobus Dreyer – Jakobus was a rock at the back, 
consistently giving and trying his best. His efforts 
were appreciated by the team. 
Keagen Thiele – Keagen in the links, played a key 
role. His eye for the ball and ability to read the game, 
made him an asset. If he puts in extra effort, he has 
the ability to progress to higher teams. 
Yuvish Bejay – Yuvi was well-liked by the team. He 

was a team player and consistently gave of his best. 
His hard work never went unnoticed. He has the 
ability to progress to higher teams if he puts in the 
necessary effort. I wish him all the best.
Lesego Mathebela – Lesego’s enthusiasm and kind 
nature made him a delight to coach. His ability to read 
the game, his ball speed and hard work paid dividends 
to his overall improvement throughout the season. 
Michael Matchett – Michael was a pleasure to coach. 
He always gave of his best. I wish him the best for 
the future. 
Hlogi Phetla – Hlogi’s skill and speed were a lethal 
weapon. He was liked by the team. He has the ability 
to move up to higher teams. 
Jayden Wills – Jayden played for the U16Fs at the 
beginning of the season and filled in on several 
occasions. His drive to improve, and his eye for the 
ball allowed him to move up and be an asset to the 
team. Keep working hard. 
Leo Sadler – Leo is a well-mannered boy, who 
always gives of his best to the team. His ability to 
strike the ball was a plus for the team. Leo has the 
ability to progress to higher teams. I wish him the 
best for the future. 
Ndzalo Manganye – As the season progressed, 
Ndzalo felt more and more comfortable in the team, 
which resulted in a noticeable improvement in 
passing and tackling. I wish him the best. 
Ryan John – Ryan is a well-mannered boy, who is a 
delight to coach. He consistently gives of his best, and 
runs till the final second of the game. His confidence 
on the ball has increased, which has resulted in 
moments of good play. I wish him all the best. 
Yadav Singh – Yadav when he came to practice, had 
the potential to be a good hockey player with a little 
bit more effort and consistency. His ability on the 
ball made an impact on the game. 

Luke Mallon 
Coach

Keegan Trollip (U16A) pushing the ball out in a penalty  
corner against KES

Joshua Warren (2nd XI) on the ball against KES
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Hockey U14A
The U14A Hockey Team of 2019 had a successful 
season. The boys were incredibly passionate 
and driven. They signed their contracts which 
emphasised the importance of eating correctly, 
staying hydrated, training to their potential and 
going to bed early: thus ensuring quick recovery.

The team was captained by David Baxter, a 
phenomenal leader who always gave of his best. 
As expected, the team was rusty at the start of the 
season. However, they never stopped believing in 
themselves. We travelled to Wynberg for the annual 
Nomads Festival. We convincingly beat Wynberg 
4-2 (after being 2-0 down at half time). We went on to 
draw to Rondebosch 1-1 and beat Bishops 4-1.Sadly 
we lost 1-5 to Hilton and SACS. The festival was 
important because it humbled the team and the boys 
learnt that they were not as good as they believed 
themselves to be. There were a few moments during 
the season that made my chest swell with pride, but 
our result against Hilton College (away) will give 
you some insight into the character of this team.

We were the underdogs after being drubbed 1-5 
by Hilton at the Nomads Festival. Before the game, 
it was clear that our opposition had under estimated 
us. We used their lack of respect as a motivational 
tool. We started the fixture with intensity and 
completely outplayed Hilton. We won the first half 
1-0. Unfortunately, we lacked concentration and 
conceded three quick goals at the start of the second 
half. We were down 1-3 with three minutes left to 
play. We were awarded a short corner and slotted 
the opportunity. The atmosphere on the field lifted 
and we continued to fight back. With a minute left 
to play, we scored again: 3-3 with under a minute 
left to play. We turned Hilton over and attacked once 
again, sadly striking the post and the final result 
standing at 3-3. The boys turned a 1-5 defeat to a 3-3 
draw. What a game and what sensational character. 

 As the season progressed, we grew from strength 
to strength and started playing wonderful hockey. I 
measure the success of our season by the manner in 
which we concluded the season. Our first fixture of 
the 3rd term was against Menlo Park. Menlo had been 
unbeaten until they faced us in the semi-final of the 
Pretoria League. It was an exciting game of hockey 
and our victory set the wheels in motion for the next 
four fixtures. We faced Maritzburg College away 
and, after suffering a 1-2 defeat earlier in the year, we 
were hungry for revenge. It was a titanic clash and 
my proudest moment as a hockey coach. We won the 
match 3-2. It was the first time in the history of the 
exchange that the Boys High U14A team had won 
at College. The boys returned with their “tails up” 

and we played Garsfontein in the Pretoria League 
final. Garsfontein had beaten us 1-4 during the group 
stages of the league. We were now a completely 
different beast and the boys were confident.

We played a phenomenal game of hockey and 
crushed Garsfontein 4-1, winning the league. Our 
fixture against KES was also an important game 
because they had beaten us earlier in the season (1-0). 
We were definitely the better team and our 3-1 victory 
proved that we were stronger. Our final fixture was 
against Affies and I am proud to say that we won 
that fixture too. It is the first time for me as a coach, 
that the season has ended so successfully. Winning 
those last 5 fixtures against tough opposition makes 
me feel incredibly confident regarding the future of 
Pretoria Boys High hockey. 

The boys were true gentlemen off the field and 
on the field they did what was necessary to win. It 
is comforting to know that there are some boys that 
have a bit of “Dog” in them. I wish you all the best 
for the future, boys. 

Played: 26 Won: 18 Lost: 6 (KES, Hilton, 
Marizburg College, Garsfontein, SACS, Jeppe). We 
turned 4 of the losses around during our second 
encounters. 

Drew: 2

Christopher Oldnall and Donovan Ferreira
Coaches

1.  Anton Marx (1st XI) distributing the ball against Maritzburg College
2.  Thomas Pearse playing in a 1st XI hockey warm-up fixture against 

Hoërskool Noordheuwel

2.

1.
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Hockey
Hockey U14B
In sport, as in life, one has two choices: adapt or die.

The opening match again the formidable U14A 
Team revealed that adjustments were crucial 
and luckily, the changes made us stronger. Kian 
Goodrum, Liam Von Schaeffer, Akhil Joshi, Talent 
Ncube, Joel Doncan and Luann Bester were all 
recruited from the original C-team and a solid 
structure started to form. Anrich de Kock’s hat-trick 
for the C-team also earned him a full-time spot about 
halfway through the season. We were then lucky to 
be joined by Phakedi Manamela. Our 5-0 defeat of 
Hoërskool Garsfontein at the end of the season was 
largely due to his hard work and determination. He 
was later selected to represent Northern Gauteng’s 
U14B side.

Talent Ncube scored an impressive goal against 
Maritzburg College during their first visit, tapping 
the ball into the goals with the finesse that soon 
became his trademark. The narrow loss to Maritzburg 
College was a brave start to a very difficult season – 
Joel Doncan’s face will never look the same again. 

Gareth Aird was an impressive forward right 
from the start, always working hard and never 
wavering in his enthusiasm. Dain Roxton Wiggill 
developed immensely as an individual and team 

player. He also scored an impressive goal for U14A 
against Sutherland High School.

Our two all-rounders, Liam von Schaeffer and 
Juan Schutte were responsible for protecting the 
midfield this season. Juan reads the game well and 
his calm nature works its magic on his teammates. 
Liam has flair that is recognised by players of all 
ages and he impresses everyone who watches him.

Ethan Butler was by far the most valuable player 
of the year. Having never played hockey before, his 
will and determination to learn and improve made 
him a force to be reckoned with. The mark of a good 
hockey player is his ability to utilise instruction and 
improve and Ethan is an excellent listener.

Broden Exter was the heart and soul of the team 
this season. His contribution was instrumental in 
every victory both on and off the field.

Kian Goodrum, or “The Wall” as he was 
affectionately known, was the glue that kept the 
U14B Team together. He is an admirable leader and 
a thoroughly reliable human being. It was a pleasure 
to have him lead the team as captain this year. 

Jeanne Prinsloo
Coach

1.  Halloran Stratford (1st XI) on the ball against Maritzburg College 
with Hanu Viljoen and Wisani Mushwana in support

2.  Jethro Stoltz and Claudio Jardim (U16A) winning the ball against 
St John’s College

3.  Devin Allen (1st XI) on attack against KES
4.  Joshua Warren (2nd XI) winning the ball against St John’s College 

with Michael Miles in support

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Hockey U14C
2019 has brought many new and exciting 
experiences to these young U14C hockey boys, 
starting the season on a high by beating KES 1–0 in 
Johannesburg. This was a great start. As the season 
continued into the Pretoria B League fixtures, we 
were faced with playing surrounding schools’ A and 
B teams which was a challenge. We faced them head 
on in true Boys’ High spirit after a narrow 0–1 loss 
against Hoërskool Montana U14A. 

Some notable season highlights were: a 
resounding win of 2–0 against Jeppe, beating St 
Alban’s College and St Benedict’s College 3–1, 
as well as a victory of 3–0 against St John’s and 
coming away with a convincing win of 5–1 against 
Parktown Boys High. 

Other exciting experiences for the boys were 
the Hilton and Maritzburg College exchanges 

where the boys had the opportunity to make some 
interprovincial friends from the Natal schools and 
play hockey in a different part of South Africa. 

Special mention must be made of our captain, 
Shaun Rein, for his outstanding leadership 
throughout the season; to Francois Cooper for 
consistently working hard, from starting the season 
with the U14Es to settling into the U14C Team; to 
Byron Barnes for being our Most Improved Player; 
to Musa Sebopa awarded Most Valued Player.

Although this team may be young, they have 
shown such grace and maturity through their losses 
and victories. It has been a pleasure to coach these 
fine Boys High gentlemen. 

Tannah Webster 
Coach

Hockey U14D

The U14D hockey boys never failed to impress 
me throughout the season. The start of the season 
showed that the team as a whole needed to improve 
immensely in terms of structure, communication and 
discipline. Some individuals came into the team with 
unbelievable technical skills. Others came in with 
qualities like passion and commitment, qualities 
that rubbed off on other players and resulted in 
a team that was always keen for a challenge (if it 
didn’t involve fitness) and ready to fight hard for 
Boys High’s name. The D Team saw a few of its 
players deservedly move up to the C Team and 
absolutely flourish there, while other players moved 
to the E Team in order to help their skills develop 
before playing at a higher level. Some players that 
were moved to the E Team ended up back in the D 
Team and showed how much they had improved. 
They proved to be vital parts of the team.

Major highlights of the season would definitely 
have to be the improvement against Maritzburg 
College, where, in the first game, we lost 0-1. In 
the second game towards the end of the season, 
we drew 1-1. Even though both games were evenly 
matched, the improvement in the boys’ structure 
and general skills was apparent and they made 
Maritzburg work for that goal. Their performance 
had improved to such an extent that the coach of 
Maritzburg’s U14Ds came to me after the game and 

expressed how impressed he was with the team. The 
season also saw the U14Ds beat Affies U16D 1-0 with 
a player down and no goalkeeper. The last game of 
the season showed the extreme improvement of the 
boys and the team dynamic when the U14Ds beat 
Affies U14D 4-1. Even though the structural play of 
Affies was flawed, the boys stuck to what they knew 
and fought hard until the very end, never forgetting 
their structure or discipline. Players that I had been 
reminding all season to stay on post finally did so, 
and boys that had seemed afraid to stand too far on 
the wings, realised how much space they had if they 
stood there and ended up making great runs up the 
line. 

The team would not have gelled as well as it did 
if it weren’t for the captain, Benjamin Solomon and 
vice-captains, Trent Rodseth, who joined the C Team 
halfway through the season, and Dirk Krause, who 
joined us from the E Team. Thank you to everyone 
who committed themselves to hockey this year and 
played with passion and pride until the very end. To 
the many goalkeepers, defenders, links and strikers: 
you all made this season unforgettable for me and 
showed me the joy that comes from coaching hockey. 
Thank you!

Kirsty Robertson
Coach
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Hockey

This year’s hockey season for the U14E Hockey 
Team was definitely a season to remember. I cannot 
express how proud I am of each player that I had the 
privilege of coaching.

The season started off exceptionally well with us 
winning our first 3 games by a large margin. With 
the improvement in many of our players, they were 
moved up into higher teams. However, a few players 
that were asked to move up chose not to leave. 
With the continuous flow of new players coming 
into the U14E Team, as well as people moving into 
different teams, it was difficult as a coach to keep a 
solid structure. This is where our captain, Nicholas 
Selby, and our vice-captain, Jonathan Le Roux, really 
stepped up and took charge. Without them I don’t 
know if this team could have done the great things 
we did. I am truly grateful to have coached them 
this year.

Every single player in the team has improved in 
some way or another. Jared Williams turned out to 
be an exceptional defender. I could always rely on 
him to clear the ball. Michael Roux also surprised 
me with his great improvement in defence. Sashlin 
Moonsamy and Mahad Shah, playing left and right 
link, were stars this season and with Jonathan Le 

Roux and Atlegang Bapela keeping control in the 
centre field, I knew I could always count on them 
to keep structure in the team. Kai Bakker, Sebastian 
Windt, Cornelis de Jager and Yongama Bini (AKA 
“bini”) were always brilliant defenders that 
everyone could count on. Up front we had the some 
of the most talented strikers I have ever coached, 
including Tristan Visagie, Nicholas Selby, Thato 
Nong, Vulombe Mabobo and the “underdog”, Vito 
Vukomanovic, who was promoted to our team. With 
this group I knew that anything was possible.

The best goal we had this year was definitely 
against Maritzburg College. The best “shorty” of 
the season was where Nick scored one of the best 
goals. The top goal scorer this year was our captain, 
Nicholas Selby. Vito is still promising to score a 
goal for the team; Jonathan is still screaming for the 
ball; Atlegang is still injured but can run somehow; 
Tristan is still trying to shake my hand and Thato is 
still chilling. Gentlemen, I cannot thank you enough 
for this incredible season. It definitely has been one 
to remember.

Caid Jacobsz 
Coach

Hockey U14E 

I started with a team of 16. Not long after the team 
was selected, three of the boys were pulled up to 
the U14E Team. Throughout the season more boys 
found an interest in hockey and joined the team. 
The majority of the boys attended every practice 
with enthusiasm to learn and improve their skills. I 
would often have a few matrics join in the practice 
sessions, showing great commitment to the sport. 
These boys really helped the U14s grow and improve 
their skills. The matrics made a huge impact on the 
U14s. The boys looked up to the matrics. The U14s 
showed a lot of interest in the sport, wanting to learn 
new things every practice. One thing the boys really 
enjoyed was playing mini games. I enjoyed being 
able to play with them, showing them the different 
ways to play in different scenarios or situations.

Overall, the boys played three official matches. 
Their opponents were: KES, Maritzburg College and 
Pretoria Boys High School (U14D Team). The team 
showed dedication, hard work and an unremitting 
devotion in the games, never giving up. The score-
board did not reflect the way they played. 

Many of these boys played hockey for the first 
time in 2019. They showed great improvement and 

many of them want to make a higher team next 
year. Towards the end of the season they played a 
few matches against the U14E Team and showed 
tremendous growth from the beginning of the 
season.

Tristan Crawford
Coach

Hockey U14F

Robert Jordaan (U16A) on attack against Maritzburg College
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1.  Callen Stephen and Joshua Rossouw (U16A) on the ball against 
Maritzburg College 

2.  Joshua Warren (2nd XI) on attack against St John’s College with Tim 
Ferguson looking on in support

3.  Tim Ferguson (2nd XI) on the ball against St John’s College
4.  Hanu Viljoen (1st XI) pushing the ball out in an attacking penalty corner 

5.  Nathan Duff (3rd XI) attempting to win the ball against Hilton 
College

6.  Andre Le Roux (2nd XI) on attack against Hilton College
7.  Tino Chirozvi (U16A) on attack against Hilton College
8.  Brandon Fourie (2nd XI) winning the ball against KES

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

7. 8.
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Rugby
1st XV Rugby
It is only appropriate to start this year’s rugby 
report with the moment in October 2018 when it was 
announced that Mr Paul Anthony, fondly known as 
the “Lion of Lebanon”, would be returning to Boys 
High as the newly appointed Director of Rugby. 
Everybody was well aware of Mr Anthony’s coaching 
credentials and his longstanding relationship 
with the school – so the excitement in the air was 
palpable, and rightly so. However, I must admit to 
being flabbergasted and a little concerned to see how 
quickly the social media hype led to a plethora of 
unrealistic expectations coupled with an enormous 
amount of pressure that must have caused the “The 
Legend” a couple of sleepless nights long before his 
official date of appointment. Mr Wian Geldenhuys 
was appointed as the new backline coach and with 
the new team of coaches in place, we wasted no time 
in getting the strategic planning and conditioning 
programmes for 2019 under way.

January marks the start of pre-season rugby 
training at Boys High, but it’s also that time of the 
year when one has to deal with post-Christmas 
weariness and extreme conditions of heat and 
humidity – not to mention the incessant disruptions 
caused by the lightning siren, usually just after 
warm-up and, often, without any trace in the skies 
of the terrible thunderstorm that we have to seek 
shelter from. 

Our first test was in the form of a friendly 
encounter against Hoërskool Frikkie Meyer at the 
annual Loftus Prestige Day. We took a big squad 
to Loftus and the players were extremely eager to 
impress, but it terms of expectation, it was perhaps 
a case of too much too soon. We were disappointed 
with the poor execution in many key areas, but there 
was simply no other option than to keep moving 
forward and to stay positive. We believed in the 
players and in the brand of rugby we envisaged, 
and we had to remind ourselves that it was still very 
early in the year.

At Boys High, though, there is no such thing as an 
easy start to the season and we were acutely aware 
of the fact that we didn’t have much time to address 
the weaknesses and flawed combinations exposed at 
Loftus. Good progress was made during two more 
warm-up matches at Camp Discovery, but as coaches 
we were once again reminded of how extremely 
difficult it was to “unlearn” some of the bad playing 
habits that the boys had developed over the years. 
This is definitely an area that needed to be addressed 
and I am delighted to say that Mr Anthony has done 
a sterling job already, of establishing a more uniform 
style of play across all Boys High teams. This will 
go hand-in-hand with non-negotiable skill sets 

required at every age-group which, with the buy-
in of every single rugby coach, player and parent at 
the school, will most certainly lead to a flourishing 
rugby system with proper player development and 
better results at its core.

All too soon, however, the official start of the 
rugby season was upon us, and despite a growing 
sense of confidence amongst the boys, we opened 
our account with two disappointing losses against 
KES and Maritzburg College respectively. Losses are 
never easy to deal with, but in both encounters it was 
clear that the players were starting to comprehend 
and execute their roles much better. Small mistakes 
and basic errors still prevented a more clinical 
implementation of the game plan, but our ability 
to score well-structured tries as frequently as we 
did, proved that we were making huge strides in 
the right direction. The boys were eager to continue 
building on this foundation and the impending 
Kearsney Easter Rugby Festival would provide the 
perfect platform to do just that. 

With Easter a little later than usual, it meant that 
we travelled down to Kearsney College three weeks 
into the second term. The players always enjoyed 
the Kearsney experience, but particularly the 
opportunity to measure themselves against some 
of the best teams in the country. All went well in the 
opener against the hosts, but we knew that a titanic 
battle awaited us against the light blue jerseys of 
Hoërskool Transvalia. This victory was probably 
the highlight of our festival as an inspired Candies 
side came out with guns blazing, putting the 
opposition under tremendous amounts of pressure 
and simply never allowing them an opportunity 
to settle or establish any ascendency. Not only was 
it a brutal display of physicality both on attack 
and defence, but it also sent out a strong message 
to other teams never to underestimate the Candy 
Stripes. With one match to go, we found ourselves 
facing the unusual prospect of potentially being the 
only unbeaten side at the tournament. Sadly, this 
was not meant to be as HTS Middelburg managed 
their first win despite a superb hat-trick of tries by 
Mikhail Edwards.

Team morale was high on our return from 
Kearsney although we also had some serious 
concerns about the number of injuries sustained 
by key players. We were hit hardest in the midfield 
and the coaching staff was forced to be inventive 
in selecting the line-up that would face a strong 
Jeppe side the next weekend. With hindsight, I have 
to admit that the selection was perhaps a little too 
creative as we were overpowered by a well-oiled 
black and white machine that managed to play to 
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their strengths and exploit our weaknesses.
Things were looking much better against 

Parktown, but then followed probably the most 
disappointing performance of the season. It was 
the away fixture against Hilton College and we 
were looking forward to repaying them in kind 
after their victory on Brooks the previous year. On 
the picturesque setting of their main field, however, 
our efforts came to nothing as we produced a 
substandard performance riddled with basic 
mistakes and tactical unawareness. The fact that 
we never stopped playing and managed to score 
some well-worked tries from deep inside our own 
territory deserves to be mentioned though, and we 
were extremely proud to see this kind of character 
shown by our boys. We finished Term 2 with 
convincing victories against St Alban’s, St Stithians 
and St Benedict’s, only to drop the ball against St 
John’s, so to speak, in our final encounter before the 
June holidays.

The challenge during this break is always to 
ensure that players stay well-conditioned and on top 
of their game – ready for the three brutal encounters 

that traditionally follow immediately after the 
holidays. To play the likes of King Edward VII, 
Maritzburg College and Affies on three consecutive 
Saturdays at the end of a long season, borders on 
the absurd. The players and coaching staff were 
in unison, though, that we were going all-out, one 
match at a time, to finish the season with three wins 
out of three.

It proved to be yet another uphill battle on home 
turf against KES, while, for the umpteenth time 
in recent years, Maritzburg somehow managed a 
victory on Goldstones by the narrowest of margins. 
Things weren’t looking great in terms of how we 
wanted to finish the year, but one thing was certain – 
we could not have wished for any better preparation 
than playing two of the country’s top teams in the 
weeks leading up to the Affies derby. 

The 116th clash between Boys High and Affies 
was as much anticipated as ever, despite a couple 
of disappointing Candies performances in recent 
years. A number of injuries to key players, most 
notably that of captain, Aidan Bristow, threatened 
to disrupt preparations during the Term 3, but the 

1st XV Rugby Team

Seated L–R: J Nortjé, T Calenborne, A Bristow (Captain), J Cross (Vice Captain), R Nel, M Caldwell. 
First Row L–R: Mr W Geldenhuys (Coach), W Madodonke, B Mayekiso, H Mashabane, J Collaros, O Makhafola, Mr E Rust (Coach). 

Second Row L–R: T Glatthaar, B Anderson, M Neser, J Jonker, M Coenraad, P Twala.
Third Row L–R: M Edwards, J Minny, S Krugel, L Hartig, R van Rooyen.
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players adjusted remarkably well and were looking 
forward to a thrilling finale.

On game day, opening exchanges were as fierce 
as ever, but sustained pressure by Affies saw them 
crossing the whitewash twice and establishing 
a fairly commanding scoreline of 14-0 after 28 
minutes. For the side playing catch-up, this is a 
perilous position to be in as they can either hit back 
immediately or gradually lose any kind of grip on 
proceedings. For the “Wit Bulle” it seemed as if it 
was going to be business as usual, but then followed 
a spark of individual brilliance that managed to 
inspire not only the players on the field, but an 
entire school and its faithful supporters. A box kick 
was fielded by Phoenix Twala a few metres outside 
his own 10-metre line. He stepped to his inside, 
then outside and as soon as a bit of space opened 
up, he stepped on the accelerator to dance his way 
through some frantic defence and score one of the 
most memorable tries on Brooks right on the stroke 
on half-time. 

Within the first minute of the second half, Boys 
High was awarded a penalty five metres from the 
Affies goal line. It seemed as if Justin Cross was 
lining up his kick to the touch line by the scoreboard, 
but instead he chipped it across into the waiting 
hands of Reinhardt Nel who collected it calmly and 
powered his way over the goal line for our second 
try! The successful conversion meant that the scores 
were level at 14-14 and everybody knew that we 
had a game on our hands. The Candies were on fire 
and as Justin Cross dotted down under the crossbar 
ten minutes later, we took the lead for the first time. 
A successful penalty kick stretched the gap to ten 
points before Affies clawed their way back into 
the game with a converted maul try. Boys High 
retaliated almost immediately, thanks to a dramatic 
Tom Calenborne try, and with ten minutes to go the 
score on Brooks was 31-21 in favour of the Candies. 

A ten point margin in rugby is no reason to 
take the foot off the accelerator, but it does mean 
that the opposition has to score twice, at least, to 
regain the lead. It was clear, though, that the boys 
weren’t going to rely on fate alone to break the 11-
year stranglehold Affies had enjoyed. Matters were 
taken into own hands as a “famished” Boys High 
side went into overdrive to ensure that the desired 
outcome was achieved. The final blow was delivered 
in the 34th minute when Reinhardt Nel ripped the 
ball from a lineout maul and ran strongly before 
feeding Matthew Caldwell on his outside. A ruck 
was set up and secured when Bradley Mayekiso 
arrived to stand in as scrumhalf. As he gathered the 
ball, he ran across the field before stepping to his 
inside and darting his way through the scrambling 

Affies defence. Just as defenders were closing in 
on the fleet-footed Mayekiso, Jandré Minny, who 
followed through from the blind side of the previous 
ruck, became the perfect option on his inside. 
Bradley released the ball at just the right moment 
to send a diving Minny over in the corner amidst 
the triumphant roar of the crowd. They had done it! 
Boys High had beaten Affies in convincing fashion! 
Final score 38-21.

A plethora of emotional and memorable scenes 
followed as an entire community celebrated the 
victory and breathed a collective sigh of relief. 
One can never judge the success of a season on the 
result of one match only, but I have no doubt that 
anybody even remotely connected to the school 
will understand exactly what a special occasion 
this was. 

All things considered, it has been a season with 
many highlights, but we also need to be honest 
enough to admit there is still a long way to go 
before we will be able to take up our rightful place 
on the South African schoolboy rugby scene. One 
thing is certain though, – this giant has slowly 
started awakening during the last couple of years 
and it’s filled with a terrible resolve – terrible for 
the opposition, I’m afraid and, hopefully, terribly 
exciting for a next generation of Boys High boys.

I would like to thank every player who had the 
honour of wearing a Candies jersey this year for his 
commitment and daring attitude to every challenge 
that we faced. My sincere thanks go to our courageous 
captain, Aidan Bristow, and his deputy, Justin Cross. 
Your leadership was exemplary and you earned the 
respect of the entire team. I would also like to convey 
my appreciation to our physiotherapist, Ms Marissa 
Dahms, our biokineticist, Mr Nico Grobler and 
our strength and conditioning coach, Mr Laurence 
Stewart, for their support behind the scenes. Your 
dedication, loyal support and professional approach 
made you an indispensable part of this team and 
your untiring efforts certainly did not go unnoticed. 
Lastly, I would like to express my sincere gratitude 
to Messrs Paul Anthony and Wian Geldenhuys for 
the immense contributions they made this year. You 
have made a massive impact in a short space of time 
and I appreciate your attention to detail coupled with 
your passion for the game. Maybe a final word to 
those privileged enough to wear the Candies jersey 
next year: let us take it a step forward by continuing 
the tradition of being tough and uncompromising 
competitors. The mark has been set and we have to 
better this year’s results. I cannot wait.

Erlo Rust
Coach

Rugby
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1. Kyle Meadows streaks away from the Maritzburg defender
2.  St Alban’s is no match for our Head Boy, Justin Cross
3.  Tom Calenborne is airborne as he tries to break through the  

Hilton defenders
4.  Tim Glatthaar goes to ground against Maritzburg College with a host of 

Boys High support
5.  Jaden Collaros is held by the KES defence.

6.  Justin Cross won’t be stopped by the Hilton defence
7.  Kian Kurz scores a great try against Jeppe
8.  The St Alban’s defender is too late to stop Tom Calenborne’s pass
9.  Kyle Meadows scores with a great dive
10.  Jaden Collaros trying to get away from the grip of the  

St John’s players

1. 2. 3.

4. 5.

6. 7. 8.

9. 10.
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Rugby
Player Profiles:

Forwards by Erlo Rust:
Omphile Makhafola (Utility Front Row – 10 Caps):
Omphile is a versatile front ranker, equally 
comfortable at loosehead prop or hooker. He 
accumulated five starting caps this year, but his 
biggest contribution was probably as an impact 
player in the second half towards the latter part of 
the season. He is a sturdy and determined player 
with a quiet demeanour and a fantastic attitude. 
He always produced an excellent work rate and 
was more than happy to slog away and do the dirty 
work that was perhaps not always recognised.
Matthew Coenraad (Loose Head Prop – 9 Caps, 2 
Tries):
Matthew was not a regular in the side during the 
first half of the season. He kept persevering, though, 
and eventually all the toil and sweat bore fruit when 
he got a starting cap against St Stithians. He was 
thoroughly impressive on the day and subsequently 
started as loose head for all the remaining matches 
of the season. He is a strong and skilful scrummager 
who added a lot of value with his lifting in the 
lineouts. He was a stalwart on defence and could 
always be relied upon to gain yards with the ball in 
hand. Perhaps one of his most underutilised skills 
was his silky pair of hands that many a backline 
player yearned for.
Matthew Caldwell (Hooker – 15 Caps, 7 Tries):
Matthew accumulated eight caps during the 2018 
season and was fortunate enough to start in all 
fifteen of the official 2019 fixtures. Fondly know 
by his teammates as Kudu (or rather Kuru), he 
played a pivotal role in securing possession from 
set-pieces while his impact at the breakdown laid 
a solid platform from which good-quality quick 
ball could be generated. His positive and cheerful 
demeanour always inspired those around him while 
his delightful sense of humour often provided some 
welcome relief in tense situations. He is commended 
on his service to rugby at Boys High and we wish 
him well for the future.
Wandile Madodonke (Utility Front Row – 6 Caps, 
1 Try):
Wandile is a dedicated sportsman. He has a terrific 
attitude and is extremely coachable. It is a real pity that 
his high school rugby career was constantly disrupted 
by injuries and I sincerely hope that he gets an 
opportunity after school to truly realise his potential. 
His biggest strengths were probably his scrumming 
capabilities anywhere in the front row as well as his 
ability to remain calm in pressure situations.
Reinhardt Nel (Tight Head Prop – 15 Caps, 3 Tries):
Reinhardt joined the Candies at the start of 2018 and 
was fortunate enough to play in all the matches in 

2019. In the process he has amassed thirty caps and 
made a tremendous contribution to rugby at Boys 
High. Playing at tight head prop, he was worth gold 
at scrum time where his experience and physical 
dominance always ensured that we were on the front 
foot with good-quality ball to attack. He was a key 
factor in lineout successes, especially in the setting 
up of driving mauls, while his efforts as a ball carrier 
were staggering and inspiring. One of his biggest 
improvements from 2018 was his increased work ethic 
and mobility and this was especially noticeable on 
defence. As a player and one of the characters in this 
team, Reinhardt will be sorely missed next season.
Aiden Bristow (Lock/Flanker – 12 Caps):
I had the privilege of working with this young man 
when he first arrived at Boys High and played for 
the U14A team. Back then, he assured me that he 
had played some rugby at primary school level and 
I had no reason to doubt him. Recently, however, I 
discovered that this was perhaps not the whole truth 
and that Aiden told the little white lie either to promote 
his non-existent rugby career at the time or to avoid 
embarrassment in front of his new boarder friends. 
The scrawny young boy from a farm in Limpopo 
developed into a respected leader who captained the 
Candies in his final school year. It makes me very 
proud to have been a part of this journey.
Stephan Krugel (Lock – 15 Caps):
It is always good to have a player in a team who 
can intimidate the opposition, even before kick-
off, with his towering physique and serious facial 
expressions. For us, this player was none other than 
Stephan who joined the squad this year as a Form 4 
player with an abundance of potential. He has done 
exceptionally well to play in all fifteen matches this 
season and has, at times, shown glimpses of what he 
is truly capable of. The challenge to get Goliath to 
lower his body height when tackling, cleaning rucks 
or carrying the ball has proven to be a formidable 
one, but I am more determined than ever to find a 
way to change this setting in the season to come. 
Liam Hartig (Lock – 6 Caps):
When I coached Liam a couple of years ago as an 
U15B cricket player, his work ethic was severely 
lacking. Something clearly happened on his way to 
matric, because an imposing and determined young 
man with a fantastic attitude reported for duty at 
the end of 2018. He was eager to learn and willing 
to do whatever it took to earn his spot in the team. 
He made remarkable progress and soon became the 
first choice to wear the number four jersey. Liam was 
unlucky to be sidelined by injury for the better part 
of the season, but whenever he played he made an 
immense contribution to the team.
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Jandré Minny (Flanker – 14 Caps, 2 Tries):
Jandré is an exciting young player who joined 
our ranks this year. He is still in Form 4, but has 
proven already that he has a plethora of skills on the 
rugby field. He is probably the only player I have 
ever coached who can jump without any support 
in the lineout and still be a real threat to steal the 
opposition ball. Reluctantly, I have to admit that his 
basketball skills, at times, came in very handy on 
the pitch. Jandré has a superb attitude and his work 
rate this season has been beyond comparison. I look 
forward to seeing him flourish next year.
Tom Calenborne (Eighth man – 15 Caps, 8 Tries):
In last year’s rugby report I mentioned this young 
man’s exceptional talent and said that he was 
definitely one to look out for this year. Tom did not 
disappoint. He has played in all fifteen encounters 
this season, accumulating a total of 24 caps in a 
Candies jersey. His humility and fighting spirit made 
it an absolute pleasure to work with him, while his 
leadership qualities often inspired those around 
him. Among his many skills, Tom will probably 
be remembered most vividly for his powerful runs 
with ball in hand and the fact that he scored eight 
tries this season is testimony to this. He was an 
outstanding role-model for young players and we 
wish him well in his future endeavours.
Backline by Wian Geldenhuys:
Jaden Collaros (Scrumhalf – 14 Caps, 47 points – 7 
Tries):
Jaden was the perfect link between the forwards 
and backs. With a solid pass and educated boot he 
steered us into good areas to put opposition teams 
under enormous pressure. He does the basics very 
well, but what sets him apart from other players 
is his ability to take the game into his own hands 
and do something special for the team. Jaden has 
so much X-factor and the positive spin-off is that 
he will be back next year. There were too many 
examples during the season where Jaden created 
absolute havoc among opposing teams, whether 
it was scoring solo tries to making cover tackles to 
prevent the opposition from scoring. Jaden has a lot 
of leadership qualities and hopefully the experience 
that he picked up will be of great value to the 
Candies in 2020. He has the ability and talent to go 
all the way in rugby. I hope that Jaden will work 
hard during the off-season to put him in contention 
for higher honours next year. 
Justin Cross (Flyhalf – 14 Caps, 159 points – 7 Tries):
Justin was vice-captain for most of the season, 
but on occasion took the captaincy armband. The 
most memorable of these was the last and most 
memorable Candies game in the last 11 years. 
Justin worked through some disappointments but 

bounced back every time. An injury to his knee was 
a very hard time for him mentally as it was during a 
slump that the team went through as well as the time 
when provincial selection took place. Justin was in 
contention to be selected for the Craven Week Team 
and he ended up in the Craven Week XV (B-team). 
Justin still produced during Craven Week and was 
the 3rd highest point scorer. During Term 3 Justin 
overcame a huge mental challenge. In the match 
against Maritzburg College he missed a kick from 
the touchline in front of the College crowd which 
would have won the game for us. This, after slotting 
an earlier conversion from the exact same place. 
The fairy tale came a week later, however, when he 
led and guided the Candies to victory against our 
arch rivals, Affies. As fate would have it, he nailed 
the last conversion from the same place on the field 
where he had missed the week before. This defined 
Justin’s resilience. We will remember this on many 
occasions in the future. We salute you!
Kyle Meadows (Centre – 7 Caps, 3 Tries):
To sum up Kyle’s season would be to say that it 
was partly memorable. Sadly he was side-lined by 
concussion. Kyle is a big strong centre who needs 
to work on his distribution skills which would 
make him capable of achieving higher honours in 
rugby. What makes Kyle an absolute prodigy is that 
he can break defensive lines effortlessly and finish 
with 5 points on the score-board. He developed his 
defensive capabilities tremendously this season. The 
midfield is a hard place to defend and he showed 
that he understood and most importantly, could 
implement that in game situations. I look forward 
to seeing Kyle’s progress next year. He was missed 
dearly when he was not available for selection. 
Mikhail Edwards (Centre – 10 Caps, 9 Tries):
Mikhail was the top try scorer even though he missed 
the middle part of the season because of a broken jaw. 
He was the ultimate opportunist to sniff out cracks 
in opposing defences. He scored a few sublime tries 
this year. What I enjoyed about coaching him was 
his willingness to learn more. Mikhail oozes with 
confidence when he was on the park. Apart from 
scoring a hat-trick on two occasions, my best memory 
of Mikhail this year was a try-saving tackle against 
St Stithians. It happened during his comeback game 
after the injury. With Mikhail in need of another 
gear in the speed department, he hunted down an 
absolute speedster from behind and stopped him 
from scoring. Mikhail is a player that will never give 
up and that showed this year. 
Bradley Mayekiso (Wing – 15 Caps, 2 Tries):
Bradley played in every 1st XV match this year. As 
a Form 4 that is a huge accomplishment. Bradley 
also gained selection to the Blue Bulls Craven Week 
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Team which progressed to the unofficial final of 
the Craven Week. He has a lot of natural ability as 
a player and understands the game very well. His 
biggest challenge next year will be to focus on the 
right things at the right time. He can also play in 
the midfield and we will have to make sure that we 
utilise him correctly so that he can perform optimally. 
Bradley saved his best game for last this year. This 
shows a lot of courage as he went through a slump 
in his self-confidence during the season. I still believe 
that Bradley has more to offer the team and himself. 
He just needs to realise that and work for it. 
Hope Mashabane (Wing – 11 Caps, 8 Tries):
Hope was the surprise package of the season, the 
most improved 1st XV player. After initially not 
making the squad of 23 that toured to Kearsney 
College, he became a regular selection in the starting 
line-up. He also gained selection for the Craven 
Week Team. When Hope got his chance in the 
Candies jersey, he never looked back. He is capable 
of beating defenders without a lot of space. With his 
smaller stature, he is a powerful runner with a lot of 
speed and it often takes more than one defender to 
stop him. I look forward to watching him develop 
even further next year. 
Jamie Nortje (Wing/Fullback – 15 Caps, 3 Tries):
Jamie brought with him a wealth of experience 
having played for the Candies in the previous 
year. Jamie was a solid player and brought a lot 
of confidence to his teammates by just being on 
the field. When he was asked to move to fullback 
he slotted in effortlessly. Jamie provided the team 
with a lot of balance in the back-three. He is a very 
unselfish player who puts his teammates first. With 
electrifying speed he tore defences apart. His one-
on-one tackling was also very good. Jamie is a very 
talented rugby player and I would like to see him 
continuing his rugby career after school. 
Ruan van Rooyen (Scrumhalf – 10 Caps, 2 Tries):
It was an absolute pleasure to have Ruan available 
during this past season. In 2018 he was the incumbent 
scrumhalf and in any other year he would have 
been the first choice in his position. Whenever he 
was picked, he did a sterling job. He is as tough as 
they come and his demeanour can be compared to 
someone like the late Joost van der Westhuizen. To 
have a player with this much experience at 1st XV 
level provided us with a lot of depth and calm if 
injuries occurred. 
Timothy Glatthaar (Wing/Centre – 11 Caps):
Timothy is a workhorse of note. With a limited range 
of abilities, Timothy is one of those players that you 
want to make room for. I am sure that he learnt a 
great deal this year and it will help him next year. 
Timothy was one of the unsung heroes in the victory 

against Affies. He had an exceptional game. He had 
to do a certain job and did it to perfection. Whether 
Timothy will play on the wing or at centre next year 
will be interesting to see, but one thing is for sure, I 
know he will give absolutely everything that he has 
got to the team he plays for. 
Matthew Neser (Centre/Fullback – 10 Caps, 
2 Tries):
Matthew is a humble player who is willing to fit in 
at any time. When we were dealt a few hard injury 
blows, he stepped up and gave his best. During a 
time when he was in the team one week and out 
the next, as players returned from injury or were 
injured, he always turned up, willing to make it 
count. He accepted his role and was very modest 
when we communicated with him, even though 
I know he was yearning for a permanent starting 
position. Matthew’s humility is something that I will 
remember for a very long time. 
Phoenix Twala (Fullback – 6 Caps, 2 Tries):
Phoenix had a limited season because of an injury at 
the wrong time. He is a prodigious talent and he will 
hopefully enjoy a full season next year and spread 
his wings to play awesome rugby. 
Janco Jonker (Flyhalf/Fullback – 7 Caps):
Janco is one of those players who never stop working. 
He is a very humble, consistent rugby player. I hope 
that Janco can reach his potential in 2020 and go 
from strength to strength. He will do anything for 
the team he plays for.

Rugby

Justin Cross strikes the ball at poles against AHS
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1.  Omphile Makhafola engages the Hilton defence, Tom Calenborne is 
in support 

2.  Justin Cross drawing a Jeppe defender and passing to his 
supporting players

3. Dean Nel goes in to help bring down an AHS attacker
4.  Liam Hartig takes on the Maritzburg defenders with Stephan 

Krugel in support
5.  Kai Brett scores against Maritzburg College with Juan Schoeman 

in support
6. Jaden Collaros looking to break through the Kes defence.
7.  Jamie Nortjé has a split second to offload before being tackled
8.  Connor Porter taking on a Marizburg defender
9.  Ruan Van Rooyen scores against St Stithians with Pieter van der 

Merwe and Onka Segooa in support
10.  Janco Jonker looks to beat the Maritzburg defenders, Bruce 

Anderson in support

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6. 7.

8. 9. 10.
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Rugby

Unfortunately the 2019 2nd XV was particularly hard 
hit by injuries and eventually ended up using 34 
players in the season. As the injury toll mounted or 
players got pulled up to the 1st XV, the games became 
harder to win. The boys showed incredible fight in 
some of the games and in one or two, with a bit more 
luck, they could have gone their way. 

The season started with the usual trials and once 
the 1st XV had being selected for the opening match 
of the season against KES, the 2nd XV was announced. 
With some egos already bruised from not being 
included in the 1st XV, a few more had to be dropped 
to the 3rds! The 2nds could not have asked for a better 
start, as they scored a very impressive win against 
KES 2nds, which was a credit to some really good 
defence. The second match was a reality check for 
the team as they were given a lesson in rugby when 
they lost convincingly to Maritzburg College. With 
an Easter Festival for the 2nd/3rd/4th combined Team 
at Krugersdorp, reality kicked in again and the team 
was soundly beaten by Monument 2nd Team at full 
strength and Eye of the Tiger Rugby Club 1st Team. In 
the final game against Kagiso, the team managed to 
get some pride back and were up when the game was 
called off due to lighting. 

The next game was against Jeppe and with a 
large number of players either called up to the 1st 
Team and others being injured, the team played 
some really good rugby. It was a game that should 
have been won, but a yellow card and the bounce 
of the ball handed us another defeat. Parktown was 
next and although we got a victory, we made life 
very difficult for ourselves. Our first trip to Hilton 
College was a memorable one. A weakness is our 
inability to start a game on the front foot. Hilton was 
no exception: 10-0 down in the first 20 mins and they 
again had to play catch-up. Credit must go to the 
boys who scored and converted and when the final 
whistle went, PBHS was the dominant team.

We then had the four “Saints Schools” in a row, St 
Stithians, St Alban’s, St Benedict’s and St John’s. We 
managed to beat all four and the team’s performance 
against St Alban’s was outstanding, winning 77-5. St 
John’s was the last game of Term 2 and we nearly let 
it slip after starting fairly well. It was hard to believe 
that would be our last win of the season.

Term 3 arrived and so did the BIG 3. KES was 
first up and again our slow start had us 0-12 down 
and then 7-19 down. The comeback was a team 
effort, although credit must go to Ethan Bloem as he 
turned the game on its head by scoring 3 tries and 
2 conversions to have us 19 all with two minutes 
left on the clock. The next 2 minutes were such a 
disappointment as KES scored in the last minute 
to win 26-19. Our failure to communicate was the 
reason that a KES player picked up a loose ball and 

ran, unopposed, to score next to the posts.
Our trip to Maritzburg College was another “if 

only” game. Again we failed to start strongly and 
found ourselves 0-12 down after fifteen minutes. We 
then produced some of the best phase play rugby of 
the season and in that period we got back to 12-10 
down. These were the last points we scored during 
the year and College went on to win 29-10. The 
final game was the much anticipated Affies match. 
The lead-up to the game was not ideal as we lost 
two players and then a third on the Wednesday 
afternoon. Well, no excuses, the boys were up for a 
game and another slow start had the Affies 2nd Team 
12-0 up at half time. In the second half the team 
clicked into gear and the boys started to get the 
better of the Affies team. They say during any sort 
of game there are defining moments that can change 
a game. With us 5 metres from the Affies goal line, 
a missed lineout had Affies picking up the ball and 
running the full length of the field to within 5 metres 
of our line and eventually scoring close to a 14 point 
swing. The final nail in the coffin was an interception 
that lead to another try and the end score 31-0 was a 
bitter pill to swallow.

While the last term was disappointing results-
wise, I must give credit to the boys for showing true 
Boys High grit until the final whistle.

It would be unfair of me to single out players, 
as each one played his part to ensure the team 
produced a good brand of rugby. However, special 
mention must be made of the two leaders in the 
team, Ruan Van Rooyen and Pieter Van der Merwe. 
The captaincy swopped a number of times as these 
two would often be moved up to the 1st XV. I would 
like to take this opportunity to thank them for their 
input and leadership during the season.

The other two members of the team who must be 
mentioned are the two players who shared the award 
at the Winter Sports Award Evening for the Most 
Improved Player: Ronan Perring and Tino Ajay. 

Finally, to the Director of Rugby, and the two 1st 
XV coaches, thank you for allowing us to run and 
train against the 1st XV during the season.

To the parents who supported the team throughout 
the year, your boys appreciated the loyal support. 

I wish all the matrics who represented the “Black 
Shorts” during the season everything of the best 
for the future. Hopefully you will return to support 
your beloved school in the years to come. Those 
boys that are back in 2020, work hard during the off-
season and even if you don’t ever get to pull on the 
“Candies” jersey, make sure you enjoy your rugby 
and have fun while playing.

Mike Housdon
Coach

Rugby 2nd XV 
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Rugby 3rd Team 
2019 was a frustrating season for the 3rd XV. They 
played breathtaking rugby on occasion but an 
inability to play and stick to a game plan for both 
halves, cost us time and again. To win only six out of 
twelve games is really not good enough for a team 
of their evident talent. To be fair, many of the losses 
were tight but there is no reason that the 3rd XV 
could not have won a few more.

The 3rd XV trained hard and played hard. 
Regardless of the result on the weekend, on Tuesday 
they were present and ready. Determination and 
commitment characterised the young men of 
this team. A large number of the team went on to 
represent higher sides which pleased me immensely.

In a season of highs and lows, a positive for me 
would be the heavy wins achieved against our 
Johannesburg rivals (with the exception of KES who 
beat us home and away). A low point would be the 

game away to Hilton College. We just didn’t “pitch 
up” and received a rugby lesson.

I enjoyed coaching this group of young men. Results 
aside, young men of this calibre remind me why I 
started teaching in the first place. Good humour and a 
positive attitude made my afternoons worthwhile.

I would like to thank my co-coaches, Mr 
O’Donoghue and Mr Reintjies, for their time, effort 
and care shown the boys. I would also like to thank 
the parents who hosted and supported.

In conclusion, I learnt as much as I taught. Thank 
you, boys. I am proud of you.
Captain:   Riley Meyer
Player of the Season: Aiden Downing 
Most Improved Player:  Riley Meyer 

CA McBride
Coach

Rugby 4th Team
The 2019 rugby season proved to be a very long but 
enjoyable journey, not only for the boys, but for all 
involved. Our six-month-long season started with a 
chaotic week of trials where every boy played his 
heart out and nothing was left on the field. It was 
evident from the start that there was real potential 
within this group of young men and that all they 
needed to do was realise that. The talent on display 
led us to believe that the team would have what it 
takes to make the 2019 season a success. Our first 
real dilemma was selecting players in the position 
that best suited them and organising the best 
combinations. A few bad habits had crept in during 
the 2018 season and these needed to be eradicated. 
Fitness and physical conditioning was also an issue 
that needed to be addressed.

Following a limited time to practice and get 
structures in place, it was time for our first test 
of the year against KES. Unfortunately we were 
unprepared for this game and made a number of 
unforced errors resulting in a 9–29 loss.

Our second fixture of the year was against a very 
tough Maritzburg College team that exploited our 
weaknesses on defence and ran out 19–0 winners 
after a very messy game. The rest of Term 2 saw us 
come away with healthy wins against Akasia 1st XV, 
St Albans and St Benedict’s. Our only mishap in this 
run was a scrappy 0–12 loss away to Hilton College.

Following a three-week break, we hosted KES for 
our return fixture. This once again proved to be a tightly 
contested affair which ended in a scintillating 8–8 draw. 

The second fixture of Term 3 was the away fixture 
against Maritzburg College. This must rate as the 

game of the season. Having conceded a try early on, 
we clawed our way back into the game after some 
excellent running rugby and well planned set moves 
and defending our own line for what felt like an 
eternity, we emerged with an 12–11 win. During this 
game the improvements in terms of handling skills, 
defensive alignment and self-belief were most evident. 
It was clear that we had come a long way since the 
beginning of the season. Our last game in 2019 saw 
us take on an extremely athletic Affies side. After a 
physical confrontation and, again a very good start, we 
were unable to hold on and lost the match 3–27.

Throughout the season the team spirit was 
excellent. The boys were serious when they needed 
to be but were able to throw in a joke or two during 
the tougher training sessions, which lightened the 
mood. It was a pleasure watching the team grow as 
a whole and seeing the individual boys mature.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank 
Messrs Craig McBride and Andrew Reintjies for their 
loyal support and constructive input throughout the 
season. Their dedication and commitment to the team 
has been unquestionable. They are very focused and 
talented coaches who always put the needs of the 
boys first. Thanks must also go to Mr Paul Anthony 
for his invaluable input. His knowledge of the game 
is immense and the boys reacted very well to him. 

I would also like to thank the parents who showed 
us their support. We thank you for everything that 
you have done for us this year.

Ryan O’Donoghue
Coach
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Rugby
Rugby 5th and 6th Teams
This has been my first year of coaching the 5th and 6th 
Rugby XVs and it has been a privilege. I believe that 
it is at this level where the ordinary Boys High boy 
plays and gives his all in every match. There are two 
main purposes for the teams this year: the first is to 
play and serve their beloved school through playing 
with passion; the second is to be ready for the call up 
into higher teams.

We, as coaches, took great pleasure in watching 
the development of the boys both as players and as 
young men. We took great pride in the large number 
of boys whose play and dedication saw them 
promoted to the 4th and even 3rd Rugby XVs.

Our first match of the season set the tone as the 5th 
XV drew to KES 5th 17–17 while the 6th XV beat KES 6th 
17–9. The boys were a bit rusty but we ironed out the 
mistakes within the next couple of matches. We had 
convincing wins against our old foes, Jeppe, Hilton, 
Parktown, St Alban’s and St Stithians which earned 
us the title from Mr Anthony as the “Bankers”! He 
could count on us to supply the school with a win. 

I was impressed by the determination, energy, 
bravery and tenacity shown by the boys as we 
played many teams who were bigger and stronger 
but could not match us in determination and heart!

Our matrics have led from the front, playing for 
their team and leading by example. There are too 
many matrics to mention but I would like to thank 
Ethan Geerthsen of the 5th XV and More Skosana of the 
6th XV for the remarkable energy and positivity they 
brought to their respective teams. Special mention 
must be made of the two captains, Tshepiso Ntuli (5th) 
and Lloyd Hansmeyer (6th) for inspiring their troops.

I would like to thank: my “partner-in-crime”, 
from whom I learnt a lot, Coach Thomas Pieterse, 
for the experience and energy that he has brought to 
the players; our new Director of Rugby, Mr Anthony, 
for the effort he put into all the coaches and teams 
and the game plan and shape that he taught us. Your 
knowledge and insight have been valuable and we 
are all better coaches and players for it. 

Barend Engelbrecht
Coach

As an outside rugby coach, the past season at Boys 
high with the 5th and 6th XVs has been one of my best 
so far as a coach.

It was such a great experience coaching at a school 
with so much history and so many traditions and I 
was really impressed with the discipline and respect 
shown by all learners of this great school. It was the 
first time in my life anyone called me “Sir”, and was 
something I had to get used to.

On the rugby field these two teams really became 
brothers and played for each other. We had our ups 
and downs, but the way these two teams performed 
this year was great to see and makes me very excited 
to see what some of these boys can do next season. I 
am proud of each and every player that wore the 5th 
and 6th XV jerseys this season.

I would like to thank Mr Paul Anthony for 
giving me the opportunity to coach these teams. I 
also enjoyed working with Mr Barend Engelbrecht. 
To all the players I would like to say thank you for 
welcoming me into your teams and all the best for 
the future. I would love to work with these teams 
again as I really think we have some unfinished 
business to attend to.

Thomas Pieterse
Coach

1.  Hope Mashabane leaves the Jeppe defenders standing as he races to 
the goal line

2.  Tom Calenborne getting rid of a would-be Jeppe defenderThe score board tells the tale of the match

1.

2.
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Rugby 7th Team 
The 2019 season was a tough one for the “Mud 
Dogs”. We went down in 5 of our 8 fixtures. In 
saying that, 7 of our 8 fixtures were against the 
bigger schools on our fixture list. The boys were 
exceptional this season, they were committed week 
in and week out. We had a tough run of cancelled 
fixtures in the season, due to the opposition not 
being able to field enough teams. These were games 
the boys could’ve won and built confidence in, but 
throughout these disappointments the boys still 
came to every practice and worked hard to improve 
and be ready for the next fixtures. A big thank you 
to each and every boy I coached this season. It was a 
pleasure coaching this great group!

A big thank you to Mr. JP Dumas and Mr. Cade 
Robertson for the season. It was a great team to be 
part of! Once a “Mud Dog”, always a “Mud Dog”!

Dylan Goosen 
Coach

Lost	 29–0	vs	KES	–	Away		
Lost		 3–46	vs	Maritzburg	College	–	Home
Won		 14–5	vs	Akasia	–	Away
Won		 27–0	vs	Jeppe	–	Away	
Won		 24–12	vs	Hilton	–	Away	
Lost		 0–27	vs	KES	–	Home	
Lost		 10–38	vs	Maritzburg	College	–	Away	
Lost	 0–61	vs	Affies	–	Home

Rugby 8th Team

The Mud Dogs never cease to surprise me. 
Their commitment and passion for the sport is 
something that I will always admire. The season 
was not ideal for the team. Finding opposition 
at an 8th Team level was a struggle but that did 
not stop the boys from giving their absolute all at 
every practice.

The season kicked off with a fixture against Jeppe. 
Playing two levels up against a 6th Team would be 
tough but the boys came out firing and took an 
early lead. The second half was a dog-fight with the 
momentum swinging back and forth. Unfortunately 
Boys High narrowly lost 19–26. Following that, 
we had a difficult game against Maritzburg who 
dominated the contest which we lost 0–36. This 
disappointment inspired the team to knuckle down 
at practice and focus on the next task – an away 
game against Hilton. 

The boys were incredible, dominating each aspect 
of the game to win 54–10. Finally, the big game 
against Affies arrived. They were bigger, stronger 
and had better skills, but this game for me sticks 
out as the performance of the season. The result was 
flattering for Affies with them winning 0–52. A bad 
patch in the middle of the game when we lost focus 
saw too many easy tries being conceded. However, 
the boys played their hearts out. They never stopped 
trying in that game and some incredible hits made 
by our boys will stay with me forever.

I want to thank the Mud Dogs for the season. 
Their spirit remains as awesome as it has always 
been. Gentlemen, you never disappoint and I wish 
you all the best for the year to come.

JP Dumas
Mud Dog Manager

Shiloh Maposa looking to dominate the Jeppe defenders Justin Cross scoring against AHS with Mickael Edwards in support
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Rugby
Rugby U16A
“When we change the way we look at things, the things 
we look at change.” – Wayne Dyer

With a new Director of Rugby having started at 
the end of 2018, we had a few adjustments to make. 
We had to change the way we played to a new Boys 
High “blue-print”. It was absolutely worth it and 
the fine-tuning that took place tactically, the change 
in our pattern and shape on attack and defense, all 
started coming together as we progressed through 
the season. 

During the pre-season, we started with the new 
attacking shape and defence with the boys. It was 
very difficult to gauge and get a feel of whether we 
had made the necessary progress quickly enough 
with many of the eventual A team players still being 
involved in water polo, cricket and basketball. The 
season started early in March with trials and we 
were faced with a very good problem. The A and B 
team players were very close to each other in terms 
of ability, skill set, conditioning etc. Fortunately, we 
decided that the A and B teams were going to form 
one squad that would work together all year long 
to streamline the movements of players up or down 
into these two teams.

Unfortunately, after establishing the squad, we 
didn’t have a fixture to confirm selections and gain 
confidence and momentum. We went on holiday 
without a tournament or festival due to the Easter 
long weekend falling outside of the March holidays. 
We did come back two days earlier for a mini-
training camp to get rid of the rust in the system and 
to start building up momentum for our first fixture 
against KES. 

Our first two fixtures were very tough. Away 
against KES we started very well, but unfortunately 
got a red card against us early in the second half 
which didn’t help a team who wasn’t match fit. 
Eventually, playing with 14 vs 15 men got the better 
of us, and we lost the opening match of the season. 
The next match against Martizburg College (home) 
was a disaster where we absolutely imploded, and 
we became our own worst enemies. 

We were determined to have a very successful 
Jeppe Festival during the Easter long weekend. We 
lost narrowly against a very strong Westville side 
and all signs indicated that in our next match we 
had a very strong chance against Michaelhouse. 
Once again, our emotions got the better of us and we 
lost our cool when it mattered most. We lost another 
one that we should have won. The third match of the 
Festival was rained out. 

We really worked hard to increase our intensity 
but remain calm and collected on the field at the 

same time, especially when things didn’t go our 
way. Our match against Jeppe was played at Jeppe 
and it was a cracker. The scoreboard changed every 
few minutes and the outcome of the match was not 
secured until the last minute. Unfortunately, we 
missed 3 vital tackles in a row to concede the final 
try to give Jeppe the match. Five matches played, 
five lost. It didn’t look good, even though we only 
had one poor performance. As a team, we decided 
to focus only on the process, our individual roles, 
attacking and defensive shape etc. If we got that 
right, the scoreboard would take care of itself. With 
that as our focus, we managed to secure our first win 
for the season against Parktown away. 

The next weekend we played a very strong Hilton 
team at Hilton and our old problem resurfaced. Our 
emotions got the better of us and, even though we 
created many opportunities, we imploded towards 
the end to suffer another big defeat. Seven matches 
and six defeats. Two poor performances and our 
lack of composure were the story of our season. If 
we could fix that and get confidence, we would be 
a different team that would pose more threats than 
opportunities to the opposition. 

Our next four matches were against the four 
“Saints” teams. We had an easy win against St 
Alban’s, then St Stithians, and on Founders Day we 
demolished St Benedict’s. Our last match in Term 2 
was against St John’s and with three wins in a row 
and our composure and confidence up, we managed 
to come back from being behind, after trailing 0–17, 
to win the match 34–24. Progress was evident and 
from a coaching perspective, that was one of the best 
comebacks and matches we played in 2019. Four 
wins in a row. We had momentum and belief but 
unfortunately the holidays came up with a forced 
break of three weeks. After the holidays we had 
rematches with KES and Maritzburg College and 
our final fixture against Affies.

We brought the boys back a day earlier from 
the holidays to have a contact session against 
Zwartkops to get us back into the swing of things 
and to activate us for the big return match against 
KES. In the past five fixtures against KES, this team 
had never won but we were positive, having won 
our last four matches against the “Saints” schools. 
The match was an absolute humdinger with us 
trailing 12–20 at a stage. The opportunity presented 
itself for this bunch of boys to reveal character and to 
grow from boys to men. We worked ourselves back 
into contention to eventually trail 26–27 with only 
a few minutes to go. Without losing our cool and 
with the utmost composure, the boys worked their 
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way through a couple of phases until they crossed 
the line for a converted try to seal the match 33–26. 
This was by far my proudest moment of the season. 
These boys managed to turn things around from a 
7–57 defeat in 2017 (Form 1) to having secured this 
season’s defining victory. Well done, boys! 

The boys really did give it their all during the 
remaining two matches against Maritzburg College 
as well as against Affies. Unfortunately, we didn’t 
manage to win those. We have ended up winning 
only 43% of our matches, but it could have so easily 
been much higher. This is a talented bunch of boys 
who can beat any of the teams that they have lost 
to this year. Their emotions are part of what makes 
this team special: caring, easy to motivate and 
devastating to play against once they have a sniff 
that they can win. Unfortunately, that is also their 
biggest downfall; fighting amongst each other on 
the field when the chips are down; negative body 
language when behind on the scoreboard etc. Once 
the emotions are under control, they are unstoppable. 
This is a well-balanced team, very easy to coach with 
a very welcoming and embracing spirit. We had 
nine boys who represented the school in the three 
U16 provincial teams, which is testament to the 
quality of the boys we have worked with. We also 
had a few boys who were very unlucky not to make 
any of those teams. Good luck on your quest to wear 
the majestic Candies strip next year. I am convinced 
that we will see many of you there, making us very 
proud. 

Allow me to express my gratitude towards a 
few people, without whom we would not have 
been as successful. Thank you to Mr Jacques Venter 
who has been our backline coach and who has 
been with this team for the past 3 years. Your calm 
and player-centred approach has been a good fit 
with my personality and I really did enjoy being 
supported and for being willing to give advice, 

and more importantly, for giving players to us. Our 
new Director of Rugby, Mr Paul Anthony, thank 
you for your leadership, creativity and willingness 
to jump in and help when needed. Mr Laurence 
Stewart and his conditioning team, thank you for 
looking after these young men and their bodies 
that took a hammering every weekend after being 
in the trenches each Saturday. Joshua Mitchell, our 
captain, your enthusiasm and energy have no end 
and it was awesome having you leading this team 
of talented you men without fear, from the front, 
setting the example. Thank you. Last but not least, 
thank you to the players who made this season a 
most memorable one. Not a day has gone by where I 
haven’t looked forward to going down to “my office 
between the four lines”. 

“Hard work spotlights the character of people: some 
turn up their sleeves, some turn up their noses, some 
don’t turn up at all” – Sam Ewing

Thanks for turning up, gentlemen!

Mike Smuts
Coach 

Opponent   Date Outcome
KES	away		 	 6	April	 Lost	13–29
Martizburg	home	 	 13	April	 Lost	3–55
Westville	(Jeppe	Festival)	 18	April	 Lost	8–19
Michaelhouse	(Jeppe	Festival)	 20	April	 Lost	9–14
Jeppe		 	 	 27	April	 Lost	23–29
Parktown	 	 	 4	May	 Won	22–10
Hilton	away	 	 11	May	 Lost	15–58
St	Alban’s		 	 18	May	 Won	48–3
St	Stithians	 	 25	May	 Won	35–17
St	Benedict’s	 	 1	June	 Won	56–0
St	John’s	 	 	 8	June	 Won	34–24
KES	home		 	 13	July	 Won	33–27
Maritzburg	away	 	 20	July	 Lost	22–49
Affies	 	 	 27	July	 Lost	23–45

 2019 2018 2017
Matches played 14 16 19
Matches won 6 7 4
Matches lost 8 9 15
Win/loss ratio 43% 44% 21%
Point for (per match) 344 (24.6) 355 (22.2) 131 (6.9)
Points against (per match) 379 (27.1) 349 (21.8) 588 (30.9)

Phoenix Twala leaves the Jeppe 
defenders in his wake
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Rugby
Rugby U16B 

The 2019 U16B rugby season was one that, as a coach, 
I will always remember. I will remember boys who 
had a love and a passion for the game, who were 
willing to work hard and put in the hard yards so that 
Saturdays would be fun. I will remember this season 
as it was one of my most enjoyable seasons as a coach. 

The season started off well with the team being 
able to get a couple of good wins under its belt. The 
boys worked hard as a unit with the A team, always 
pushing each other and trying to improve themselves 
and their team mates. Trials were hard and it took a 
lot of head scratching to make sure we had the players 
and combinations we were looking for. 

The season for the B XV was one that was filled 
with very entertaining rugby. We worked hard from 
Monday to Thursday to put us into a position to play 
the type of rugby we wanted to play. All the boys 
improved their skills and it showed on the field. 
The boys could play the rugby they wanted to play, 
express themselves and get good results with that. 
The team would even get under the skin of the A XV 
when we did training sessions against one another 
on a Thursday. This was all temporary as we were 
all one big team that worked together. 

One of the biggest compliments for us as a team was 
the ease with which the boys slotted into the A team if 
there were any injuries or if one got called up. This just 

showed that the boys were improving and playing at a 
good enough level to be considered for the A XV. 

As results are always one of the biggest measures 
of the work that has been put in, the proof was in 
the pudding for the U16 B XV, who picked up great 
results as the season went on. We got big wins 
over Saints, Waterkloof and a number of our other 
rivals that we played against on a regular basis. 
Unfortunately one or two games just seemed one 
step too far on that given day, and a win over Affies 
or away against Hilton would have been the cherry 
on top of an already brilliant season. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all 
the boys that played for this amazing team in 2019. It 
was a privilege to coach each one of you. You made 
it a pleasure to go down to the fields in the week, 
and as I told you a couple of times, “It is a pleasure 
for me to wake up on a Saturday morning to come 
and watch you play. I can’t think of any other way I 
would choose to spend my Saturdays.” 

I would also like to thank Messrs Smuts and 
Venter who allowed me to be part of the U16 A and B 
XVs. Coaching with the two of you is a real privilege 
and a pleasure. 

Francois Schuld
Coach 

Rugby U16C

The U16C XV had an enjoyable and productive 2019 
rugby season. It started off well with a decisive victory 
over Sutherland High School. Our first major fixture 
was against KES and the boys did not perform as well 
as they would have liked to. This game preceded a 
string of victories, including a narrow 8–6 victory over 
Jeppe at Jeppe. The highlights of the season would 
be our away victories against Hilton and Maritzburg 
College. The boys dug deep and resoundingly beat 
Maritzburg College away at College. Whilst the 
season ended with losses to KES and Affies at home, 
the season can be seen as one of growth, passion 
and massive improvement. I would like to thank the 
U16C XV players for their continuous effort, passion 
and never-say-die attitude. These boys never gave up 
and came to practice every day hungry to improve 
and ready for their next game. 

I would like to thank all the boys who played for 
the U16C XV this season, including stalwarts such 
as Owethu Mda, Blessing Mavuso, Thato Nako, CJ 
Hiwa, Jan Wessels, Tristan Storm, Byron Andrews, 
Joshua Bakker, Edumisa Dlulemnyango, Aku 
Malaila, Thando Mkhabela, Lonwabo Mankanku (c), 

Andries Fourie, Lutho Mahanjana, Itu Maphakisa, 
Kieron Croome, Ayden Adams, Tshiamo Shuping 
and Travis Green. What set this season apart from 
others was the commitment of the team to the 
rugby programme. I look forward to watching their 
progress and growth over the coming years. 

Rob Fourie
Coach

Kyle Hattingh at full pace
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1.  Ruan Van 
Rooyen is all 
concentration 
as he delivers a 
penalty kick at 
goal

2.  Kyle Hattingh 
fighting above 
his weight 
against the 
Jeppe defenders

3.  Ethan Bloem 
breaking 
through the 
KES defence

4.  Juan Schoeman 
breaking 
through the 
St Stithians 
players. Ethan 
Bloem and 
Brandon 
Mathey looking 
on

5.  A “Candy 
Stripe” in the 
making leads 
Justin Cross's 
1st Team onto 
Brooks

6.  Matthew 
Caldwell scores 
against KES 
with Jandré 
Minny looking 
on

7.  Timothy 
Glatthaar 
looking to 
outfox the 
Maritzburg 
defenders

8.  Tsepo Ntuli, 
not a defender 
in sight, goes 
full throttle for 
the line

1.

2.

3.

4. 5.

6.

7. 8.
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Rugby
Rugby U15A
The U15A XV started off with a very positive pre-
season at the end of 2018. Our biggest challenge was 
to change the mind-set and culture that the boys had 
towards rugby. Being introduced to boys who were 
not given a chance in their Form 1 rugby season, we, 
as coaches, knew we had plenty of work to do. 

We selected a squad of boys who were going to 
compete in pre-season games at Camp Discovery. 
These two games were vital to our preparation for 
the upcoming season. The small tour gave us a good 
start in terms of seeing the boys in action because 
we used our trials as training sessions as advised by 
the highly experienced Director of Rugby, Mr Paul 
Anthony. A squad of 24 was selected to compete 
and we got a good opportunity to identify skills, 
combinations and physical abilities. 

Our first game was against a strong and well-
structured Hoërskool Pretoria Noord. In a tough 
battle, we managed to come out victorious, winning 
the game 26-17. This win gave us more confidence 
going into our second game against Curro in which 
we managed a last minute try to win the game. 
Although we had already won two matches, there 
was still a whole lot of work to be put in. 

We kicked off the season a month later after the 
holidays, against a very strong and successful KES 
side (away). After the final whistle went, we were 50-0 
down. The end result did not matter to us as much 
because our main focus was getting the structure we 
were introduced to in place. We took every game as 
a brick which we laid to build a successful team. We 
took positives and negatives and used them to our 
advantage or as a tool in our building process. 

From here we could already identify our strong 
points in the team and the individuals with immense 
talent. In our match against Maritzburg College, a 
few boys put their hands up by putting in a great 
performance. One to mention was Lilitha Matsiliza 
whom the opponents did not seem to handle. His 
size and strength managed to provide us with some 
momentum. During the first half College managed to 
score 5 tries against us. We calmly pointed out our 
strong points and let the boys focus on them. When 
the second half ended, both teams had scored 1 try. 
Our strongest game was clearly a forward-orientated 
game. With the likes of Hannu van der Merwe who is 
possibly one of the tallest 15-year-olds in South Africa, 
his dominance at lineout time gave all our opponents 
a hard time. Our match against Jeppe highlighted 
the fact that our forward game was our strong point. 
An example from this game is that they kicked a few 
times into touch and we took the majority of their 
balls. This is when they started running everything, 
even penalties in their own 22m.

At the end of the season, we deemed the 2019 
season a big success because not only did the 
boys win more matches than they had in Form 1, 
they started playing a very entertaining and well-
structured game of rugby. Matches against St John’s 
as well as St Alban’s prove this point. 

A player who showed great development was 
William Olivier who started playing in the D team 
and worked his way up into a permanent spot in the 
A team. Players like him always prove to coaches that 
the whole age group plays a vital role in the success 
of the A team. Another player worth mentioning 
was Ben Janse van Rensburg. We dropped Ben 
into the B team and he just carried on playing with 
great passion and improved the flaws that we had 
advised him on and worked his way back into the A 
team. Our goal, which was to develop players’ skills 
and attitude towards rugby, was a success. Towards 
the end of the year, 10 of our players were selected 
by the Blue Bulls U16 High Performance Training 
Squad. This meant that more than half of our team 
was going to compete against the best in Northern 
Gauteng. Six of these players have progressed into 
the final stages and are currently in the last group 
that will attend the HP training camp during the 
holidays. As coaches, it made us extremely proud 
that in the end we did our part in improving the 
quality of Boys High rugby. 

We had a few internal awards after our last game 
where we acknowledged boys who were very 
influential and played a huge role in the success 
of the team. The first award went to our captain, 
Levi Bartz, who grew immensely throughout the 
season. He showed great leadership, commitment 
and played with his heart, body and soul and led by 
example. Best Forward of the Year was awarded to 
John Ford and the backline award went to Matthew 
Cassel. Lastly the Player of the Year award went to 
Lilitha Matsiliza who not only made the provincial 
U16 XV at age 15, but also played every game with 
great courage and consistently gave his best in 
standing up for his school. 

Lastly I would like to thank all the U15 parents 
and coaching staff that assisted in improving the 
way the boys grew and played. The parents played 
a vital role in our success by co-operating with the 
coaches and sacrificing their time over the holidays 
to bring the boys to the practices and matches we 
had. An extended thank you to Mr Ryan Townsend 
who took over the duties as our backline coach while 
Mr Adendorff was away due to knee surgery. 

Romeo Matsolo and Nick Adendorff
Coaches
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Rugby U15B
The 2019 U15B rugby season can be looked at with 
mixed emotions. Although we did not have the 
start we wanted with a couple of early fixtures not 
going our way, the boys really worked hard and 
managed to end the season on a very positive note. 
As our captain Neil Krugel will tell you, our season 
only really kicked off after a very heart-wrenching 
draw to St. Alban’s. After this particular game, Neil 
managed to do a superb job of rallying the boys 
and ensuring that commitment to the team never 
faltered. This new-found energy saw the team go on 
to have some impressive wins. 

Being a coach, the best things to see was not the 
winning rugby but the passion the players showed 
to one another. The team stayed dedicated through 
the entirety of the season and numbers at practices 
never dropped. As a coach this is all that you can 
ask for. The boys remained hungry and were always 
eager to learn. At many times throughout the season 
there was a feeling that the boys had gone beyond 
a team and started to play like a family. This was 

evident to the coaching staff and to the boys.
The highlight of the season would come in our 

second last game during the yearly exchange down 
to Pietermaritzburg, where we would face College 
at home. Any current Boys High or Old Boy would 
tell you this is always a very tough fixture. The boys 
showed true character when they were able to beat 
a very strong College team away, which is a true 
reflection of how much they had grown during the 
season. The team managed to turn around a loss of 
5–35 at home at the beginning of the year. 

Looking back at the end of the season as a coach, 
I feel there are definitely a games in which we could 
have done a lot better. However, I still believe that 
that this season was a major success, I feel that the 
2019 season will serve as a catalyst for a great group of 
boys who, with a lot of hard work and commitment, 
will really fly the Boys High flag with pride.

Glen Botha and Ryan Townsend
Coaches

1.  Tim Glatthaar stops the KES player in his tracks, Pieter van der Merwe covering just in case
2.  Jandré Minny gathers the lineout ball against KES supported by Matthew Coenraad and Reinhardt Nel
3.  Ruan van Rooyen relieves pressure against AHS
4. Brandon Mathey finishing against KES with Hope Mashabane in support

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Rugby
Rugby U15C and D
2019 started off as a very exciting year for Pretoria 
Boys High rugby. We had a new Rugby Director, Mr 
Paul Anthony. But it was also exciting to see that the 
Form 1s from 2018 had grown and were ready for 
their next year of Boys High rugby.

The season started with a lot of excitement as 
we embarked on KES as our first game. The new 
pattern emphasised at the school worked extremely 
well as the results against KES were better than last 
year but unfortunately still a loss. Sadly this was 
the trademark of the whole season. The C and Ds 
trained from 4:00 until 5:30 every day from Monday 
to Thursday. The boys sweated and hurt together 
from the start of the season until the end. They 
showed great courage and strength and never ever 
gave up, no matter what.

The highlight of the rugby season will be the win 
against Hilton College away. The determination, 
heart and passion shown by the boys in the C and 
D XVs were admirable. The season was long and 
tough, and the enthusiasm grew towards the “tri-
nations” as it is called. This is so-named because 
of the last three games of the season against KES, 
Maritzburg College and Affies. The most heart-
breaking moment for a coach is that moment when 
you know that the game has been lost – but the 
passion, heart and effort never ease up until the last 
whistle has blown, and that is what counts.

It is difficult to identify standout players because 
where would a player be without another 14 players 
on the field with him? Here are all the players who 
represented the C and D XVs: Louis Pretorius (captain 
of the C), Luke Knight (vice-captain of the C), Sebastian 
Papaikonomou, Sicebiso Zotwane, Tino Mukiwa, 
Joshua Labuschagne, Struan Hine, Aiden Reyneke, 
Baki Mokoatle, Wandile Shozi, Nikwa Msomi, Connor 
Behrens, Gareth Mac Donald, Tumisho Maserumule, 
Michael Tabane, Beckham Ntike (captain of the D), 
Oatile Tsolo, Onthakgile Chiloane, Christian Keil, 
Acelon Pruss, Andzani Ntlemo, Stein Louw, Aiden 
Albon, Sino Mashele, Nolan Burnard, Trystyn 
Govender, Liam Jooste, Reinaldo Moreira, Reuben 
Louw, Adrien Parrott, Tristan Antunes, Andre 
Badenhorst, Andrew Holdt, Murendeni Masibigiri, 
Mukhodeni Masibigiri, Jonathan Davies, Emeka 
Nkem-Abonta, Kitso Phadi and Matthew Malan. 

I could not ask for a better bunch of boys to play 
for me and the school. These boys will forever be 
part of me as the struggle they and I endured was 
side by side. The memories will always be dear to 
me. A big thank you to Mr Ryan Townsend (Student 
Coach) who was a vital member of the coaching staff 
for all the commitment, hard work and guidance.

Kyle Wilson and Ryan Townsend
Coaches

As is usual with E teams, we often have to wait for 
selections to be made in higher teams before we can 
sort out the final XV for a game. Many of the boys 
had never played the game before, and so there was 
a lot to be learned. Unfortunately we were only able 
to play six games in the season, with many other 
schools not having E teams. When one looks at the 
results, all the games were against top schools. What 
the new players needed most was the experience 
of playing games in which they could learn and 
improve their experience.

Many of the boys in the team had to play in various 
positions through the season. In fact, one player 
started some games at hooker and then moved 
to scrumhalf later in the season. Unusually, most 
players were forwards, and so there was always a 
shortage of backline players. There were times when 
flanks found themselves at centre or wing. There 
were however several talented backs with pace and 
the ability to step and they will undoubtedly move 
up next year.

Our best game of the season was the first one in 
which we played KES and lost 15–26.

It was a pity that we were not able to play against 
Hilton, a game which we could have won but did 
not have the opportunity of the bus trip.

The best thing about the season was that boys 
new to the game have something to build on and 
will at least start next year with some experience.

Dave van Suilichem 
Manager

Rugby U15E

Opponent For Against Result
KES  15 26 L
Martizburg 5 74 L
Jeppe  5 44 L
Maritzburg College 0 42 L
KES  12 43 L
Affies  0 80 L
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Rugby U14A
I can say with unshakable belief that there has been 
real and tangible growth, both on and off the field, 
in our under 14A Rugby XV this season. Before 2019, 
many of our boys had not played any rugby, or at 
least not at a level comparable to our traditional 
rivals. As a result, 2019 was a steep learning curve 
for our boys and as coaches it was a privilege to 
observe, at close quarters, how the boys’ passion for 
rugby, its values, knowledge of the game and their 
rugby skills took root in a fertile environment.

The season started off with three matches at the 
Parktown U14 Rugby Festival. Our boys got off to 
a winning start by beating Parktown 28–5. Next up 
was a strong Northwood team from KZN. Boys High 
took the lead, but in the second half, Northwood 
came storming back with a try. Northwood then sent 
wave after wave of attack and besieged the Boys 
High try line. Through sheer guts and determination, 
our boys held on for a memorable 13–10 win. The 
character the boys showed against Northwood 
was an important moment in our season as the 
boys realised what they could accomplish if they 
committed themselves to the team. Next we played 
a humungous Hoërskool Helpmekaar team that had 
a number of boys weighing over 100 kilograms. We 
didn’t cope with the incredible physicality of their 
forwards and the speed and skill of their backline. 
By half time, a half century or more score looked to 

be on the cards. Our boys then decided to stand up 
for themselves and work together. The boys fought 
back and put their bodies on the line for each other. 
Helpmekaar eventually won 29–3, but not without a 
fight from our boys. 

At the start of the second term, we played KES 
and we were on the receiving end of a proper rugby 
lesson – we could not cope with their size, speed and 
skill. I remember Mr Tucker speaking to our boys 
behind their poles just after we had conceded three 
tries in a matter of minutes – the boys then played 
with renewed purpose and pride for the closing 
minutes, but KES still won 45–7. Next we hosted 
Maritzburg College and with the lessons of the 
previous week fresh in our memory we played very 
well, keeping the ball through a number of phases, 
but we could not convert our opportunities and 
possession into points. Maritzburg College won 15–
0. We then travelled to Jeppe, where our late arrival 
by bus resulted in extremely limited warm-up time 
and it showed in all facets of our play as we lacked 
energy and cohesion from the start. Jeppe won 
27–5. Our poor performance against Jeppe seemed 
to awaken something within the boys as we then 
embarked on an impressive run of five consecutive 
victories by beating Parktown 28–0 (away) and St 
Alban’s 33–0 (away). Next, the boys put in a brutal, 
physical performance to beat St Stithians 40–7 in 

1.  A mark of respect by the AHS and Boys High teams to the AHS boy 
who had passed away in the preceding week

2.  Thabang Mphela on the charge against St Benedict’s

3.  Stephan Krugel and Bruce Anderson stop the AHS attacker in his 
tracks

4.  Brandon Mathey looking to get away from the KES defender

1.

2. 3. 4.
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Rugby
their own backyard. We then beat St Benedict’s 31–
14 (home) and St John’s 17–3 (home).

At the start of Term 3, the three remaining 
matches against KES, Maritburg College and Affies 
represented the challenge of a World Cup quarter-
final, semi-final and final. Against KES, the boys met 
their challenge head on and showed that the gap 
between the two teams had narrowed significantly. 
We were competitive for long periods of the match, 
but unfortunately KES punished our mistakes 
and eventually won 35–5. We then travelled to 
Maritzburg College for one last road trip. Two soft 
tries early in the match gave Maritzburg College 
a crucial lead that they did not relinquish, despite 
the pride and fight shown by our boys. Maritzburg 
College won 31–10. In the last match of our season 
against Affies, we again conceded a couple of soft 
tries early in the match which rattled our team. The 
boys managed to regain their composure and took 
the fight to Affies until the final whistle, but Affies 
still ran out winners 34–6. Our boys’ performances 
in these last three matches demonstrated their 
tremendous growth individually and collectively 
over the past six months. It showed that we have 
nothing to fear and deep down, our boys know 
that if they continue to work hard and intelligently 
together, a victory against our old foes is coming …
and so do our opponents!

The following boys played the majority of the 
matches for the U14As in 2019: Dirk van der Hoff, 
Julian Vos, Rearabilwe Moche, Cobus Kok, Jordan 

Minter, Shaun Schurmann, Etienne du Preez, Jason 
van der Merwe, Joshua Naude, Justin Tattersall, 
Mohau Thembekwayo, Keethan Fitz, Kyle Hezlett, 
Christopher Smith, Reice Kruger. 

One of the off-field highlights of our 2019 season 
happened during the June/July holidays – the 
Springboks had a two-week Rugby World Cup 
camp at Loftus Versfeld. We were privileged to have 
the 2019 Rugby World Cup Springbok Captain, Siya 
Kolisi, as well as reserve loose forward, Kwagga 
Smith, each post inspirational messages on our 
U14A and B XV’s Whatsapp group. This gave our 
team some real motivation to work hard during the 
holidays. 

I would like to thank the boys for “emptying 
the tank” in each of our matches and at our tough 
training sessions. I believe the emphasis on team 
work, knowledge of the game, proper conditioning, 
technique and contact skills were major contributing 
factors to our performances as well as our very low 
injury toll throughout 2019. I would like to thank Mr 
Tucker and Mr Haynes for investing their dedication, 
passion and rugby intelligence throughout the 2019 
season. I would also like thank Mr Anthony for his 
incredible, hands-on input, as well as his wise and 
inspirational leadership. 

Jaydon Kelly 
Coach  
Jocelyn Tucker and Luke Haynes
Assistant Coaches

1.  Mikhail Edwards gets brought to ground by an AHS defender
2.  Adrian Olckers looking to clear from the base against  

Maritzburg College 
3.  Ruan van Rooyen puts in a copybook tackle against AHS

1.

2. 3.
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One can look back at the 2019 U14B XV season 
with great pride and a steady eye on the horizon 
as a result of the growth of this group. The season’s 
focus was on skill development, conditioning and 
the integration of new attack and defence systems. 

The boys can reflect on an immense amount 
of effort put into a fitness base that propelled us 
into some memorable moments of defensive grit 
and attacking flair. Skill development was the key 
element in order to integrate the work rate we 
developed alongside attack and defensive systems. 
With the team’s skill sets improving, it allowed the 
boys to intialise the different phases of play better 
and explore various options to create space on 
attack and limit threats on defence. It was simply 
phenomenal to witness the daily improvement of 
individual skill sets.

There were two matches that demonstrated just 
how important the correct attitude is in life and on 
the rugby field. The first match was on our road trip 
to Hilton. In the first half, we put in a feeble effort 
and were completely outplayed. Shortly after half 
time, Hilton scored a try to reach 50–0, their referee 
then blew the final whistle. Both Mr Tucker and I 
immediately approached the referee and we insisted 
that no matter what the final score, our boys would 
play the rest of the available time. After a few choice 
words from their coaches, the boys flicked a switch 
and started to play some decent rugby and we even 
managed an impressive try – the last 15 minutes 
played out 5–5! The second match was at home 
against a strong KES team. Frankly, our performance 
in the first half was embarrassing and we were 45–0 

down at half time. After a few tough words, the boys 
decided that they were going to play rugby as a team 
and implement what they had trained for in the past 
six months. Despite losing the 2nd half 15–0, the boys 
played some good rugby, hanging onto the ball for 
a number of phases, but we just lacked the cutting 
edge to score a try. It is important for our boys to 
learn to “throw the first punch” (not literally!) and 
impose themselves on the opposition.

The U14B XV results were as follows: vs KES lost 
46–0; vs Maritzburg College lost 46–0; vs Jeppe lost 
15–5; vs Parktown won 29–0; vs Hilton lost 55–5; vs 
St Stithians won 41–0; vs St Benedict’s won 58–0; vs 
St John’s won 33–12; vs KES lost 60–0; vs Maritzburg 
College lost 34–0; vs Affies lost 72–0. 

I believe the challenge for this group is whether 
they can sustain the work ethic and desire to 
learn above and beyond what our rival schools 
are prepared to do. There is certainly no lack of 
talent and potential. It was a pleasure to witness 
some brutal driving mauls, expansive attacking 
moves and gritty efforts on defence. I would like 
to congratulate the boys on a positive season and a 
rising tide of red, white and green that is set to land 
in 2020 and beyond.

Lastly, thank you to Messrs Anthony, Kelly 
and Tucker for the joy and privilege of coaching 
alongside you.

Luke Haynes
Coach 
Jaydon Kelly and Jocelyn Tucker
Assistant Coaches 

Rugby U14B

Nathan Jammine and Juan Schoeman look determined as they attack Another one bites the dust as Tom Calenborne gets rid of 
an AHS defender 
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Rugby
Rugby U14 C
This was an unforgettable season for the U14C XV. 
With a fantastic group of boys all willing to work 
hard to improve their skills, we achieved a lot of 
success. The aim of the season was to coach the 
boys to improve their skills and develop a passion 
for rugby. All the boys were on board with Mr 
Anthony’s shape and gameplay structure and 
showed great improvement throughout the season. 
The sportsmanship and camaraderie shown by the 
boys was a stand-out for me. We had nine Rissik 
boys in the starting XV at one point and I think 13 

boarders in total (Unbelievable!).
I am looking forward to seeing this group of 

boys develop into great rugby players and I believe 
that a couple of them have the potential to play 
for the Candies in the future. I would like to make 
special mention of Ntando Jele, who courageously 
captained the side and set a fine example for the rest 
of the team both on and off the field.

Gareth Hudson and Josh Mimbulu
Coaches

1.  Liam Hartig breaks through the KES 
players

2.  Justin Cross scores under the poles 
against AHS. Mikhail Edwards shows 
his delight

3.  Bradley Mayekiso keeps the KES 
defender guessing

4.  Kewan Holman relieves pressure 
against Jeppe 

5.  Hope Mashabane gets his second try 
against Jeppe

6.   What more can one say “A picture 
paints a 1000 words on the fields of 
Boys High!”

1. 2.

3. 4. 5.

6.
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A wise man once told me that if a young boy keeps 
on playing the sport he knew nothing about for years 
to come, you have done your job right. This is what 
the 2019 rugby season with my U14D and E Team 
was all about. Thirty-five very spirited young men 
arrived one day in March on “Mulvenna”, my field of 
magic. Thirty-five young men who knew absolutely 
NOTHING about rugby, but thirty-five young men 
who, I believe have had the time of their lives.

We got absolutely massacred by KES in our very 
first match, but all the boys remember is the one and 
only phenomenal try that was scored against them. 
After the Easter holidays some serious weight gain 
had to be shed. Monday fitness was feared by most, 
but made the boys realise the importance of Mr. 
Anthony’s healthy habits. Weekend fixtures came 
and went. We lost more than we won, but the boys 
developed skills. They developed some talent and 
a love of a sport they knew nothing about, but will 
keep on playing for years. 

Every weekend I had a saying from “Let’s build 
character, become a team, be part of a team” but the 
one they will remember forever is my saying of our 
two exchanges: “Let’s build memories.” Will the 
boys remember how they played against Hilton? 
Probably not! But will they remember the war cries 
on Hilton’s turf? Definitely! Will they remember 
their pillow fight in the dorm they stayed in, and 
who actually won? Always! Will Chetty remember 
the horrible feeling of the chip he ate with double 
cheese sauce just before he went on to play the 
second half? Always! And isn’t schoolboy rugby all 
about building memories? Our wet, cold, miserable, 
total massacre exchange with Mariztburg will be 
remembered by who hosted them: how they got to 
go to the beach, ate pizza with their host, played on 
the latest Wii, the movie “Dodge Ball” that they got 
to watch on the bus. 

I have been saying for years that this is my last 
year of coaching rugby. Let me tell you, it’s not 
always easy being the only female coach around. But 
the boys I coach and the staff I coach with remind me 
how special this game is. That no matter how tough 
it gets, so does life. The game of rugby teaches us life 
skills. It teaches us about the importance of being 
part of a team. That the team is and will always be 
there for you, through good times and bad. It’s not 
always about winning. It’s about making sure you 
keep on playing, you keep on moving forward.

Alexandra Bolduc
Coach

267

Rugby U14D and E

1.  Phoenix Twala looking for the offload against AHS
2.  Justin Cross looks to offload the ball against AHS
3.  Reinhardt Nel powers his way over for a try against AHS
4.  Jarryd de Jager looking for a way through the KES defence

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Soccer
1st XV Soccer
The 2019 Boys High soccer season was an incredibly 
special one for a number of reasons. Firstly, this 
was the first year that saw soccer as an officially 
recognised school sport. This meant that 1st Team 
soccer players would be recognised and awarded 
Colours for soccer. This was also the introduction of 
our very own, one of a kind and beautifully designed, 
1st Team soccer jersey, which was the envy of every 
schoolboy and Old Boy who laid eyes on it. The 
boys very quickly and appropriately nicknamed the 
new kit “Stripes”, and the amount of pride shown 
by each and every player lucky enough to wear the 
incredible jersey was evident for all to see.

The season started with a bang against a very 
strong, well drilled and highly physical Jeppe team. 
It was an intense battle with both teams at some 
point taking the lead. It took a moment of brilliance 
from winger, Lesego Maloma, who scored in the 
dying minutes to earn a well-deserved 2–2 draw. 
It was an excellent first game of the year for the 
team and quite possibly one of the best and most 
intense schoolboy soccer matches that I have had the 
privilege of watching.

The rest of the season was, in all, a tremendous 
success. At times, results didn’t always go our way. 
The high demands of an incredibly hectic and busy 
schedule were evident and fatigue often set in. The 
manner in which the boys carried themselves on the 
field and the way that they embraced and executed 
a very specific, and oftentimes quite technical, game 
plan, were a pleasure to watch. The general skill 
level, tactical awareness and massive heart that this 
very special group of players displayed throughout 
the year, will live long in my memories. It will 
always be a season to cherish. 

One particular moment during the season that 
deserves special mention was a run of 4 wins during 

a very busy 7-day period. The first of these games 
was a nail-biting, come-from-behind victory against 
Zimbabwean opposition, Falcon College. This 
was the start of a great week which saw the boys 
play some quite beautiful football and score some 
amazing team goals, winning the following 3 games 
comfortably 5–0, 2–0 and 4–0. 

As a whole, each and every player in the 16-man 
squad performed brilliantly throughout the season.

Special mention must go to the following players 
for their contributions: Justin Loutfie, Claudio 
Antoniazzi and Lesego Maloma must be lauded 
for their consistent performances, dedication and 
leadership.

The most improved player of the year, Dylan 
Jones, started the year in the 2nd Team but after some 
stellar displays, managed to end the season as a 
starting player in the 1st Team.

Daniel Keil was our top scorer of the year with 
9 goals. Daniel was an absolute menace to all 
opposition defenders with his work rate, intensity 
and pin-point finishing.

The player of the year and captain was Gianpierro 
Signorelli. “GP” was a true leader and inspiration 
throughout the year. He led by example impeccably 
in every single game and training session. Gianpierro 
will go down in Boys High history as the first boy to 
receive Full Colours for soccer. He should be very 
proud of himself.

Overall, it has been a season to remember with a 
very special and highly talented group of players. 
They should all be extremely proud of their 
achievements and the massive contribution that they 
have made to the soccer legacy at our great school.

Craig Serfontein
Coach

2nd XV Soccer
What a great bunch of youngsters. They are the best. 
They were unbeaten and the boys are extremely 
proud of this feat.

In a few tight games the boys worked hard to grind 
out a result and in others they showed confidence in 
their ability. Their passion contributed immensely to 
the positive results.

There is steady progress in soccer at the school 
and the players are taking the game far more 
seriously. The gap between the 1st and 2nd Teams is 
tight and six players progressed to the 1st Team for 
a game or two during the short season. This shows 

the strength in depth which will provide a great 
platform in the future.

There are areas that need improvement. The boys 
need to play for more than just 20 minutes. A player 
cannot train for 90 minutes and only play hard for a 
fraction of the time. This needs to be looked at.

Finally, I really enjoyed this season. More technical 
sessions have been introduced in the training due to 
the progress the boys are making. Well done!

Darren Alexander
Coach
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1st XV Soccer Team

SeatedL–R: M Skosana, D Jones, J Loutfie, Mr C Serfontein (Coach), G Signorelli (Captain), L Maloma, R Botsheleng. 
First Row L–R: L Maja, T Ntuli, K Moumakoe, L Mayekiso, P Mokgabudi.

Second Row L–R: Mr D van Suilichem (Manager), N Schaaf, C Antoniazzi, M Nozigqwaba, I Maina, D Keil.

3rd XV Soccer
The 2019 soccer season for the 3rds was short but 
extremely successful. During the six-game season, 
the team was unbeaten. They typically lined up in a 
4–3–3 formation. The team scored 22 goals and only 
conceded 3. This was a pleasing reflection of the 
team’s attack and defence capabilities. 

The boys trained hard and exhibited their passion 
for the school and the game, which made coaching 
them an absolute delight. Regular players for the 
3rd Team were Resego Komane, Colby de Freitas, 
Kamesh Dayal, Sanda Mgedezi, Aodhan Xavier, 
Jayden Speelman, Kaylin Valla, Amahle Nkosi, 
Boipelo Morokolo, Avinaash Mangalmurti and 
Mpho Maleka. The team had strong leaders and this 
was definitely a contributory factor to the success 
of the team. The 3rd Team was captained by Justin 
Cross and the vice-captain was Alvin Drabile. They 
both had a fantastic season. 

The most improved player was Kamesh Dayal 
and the player of the season was Ayavuya Mteto.

To those who remain for another year, enjoy the 
opportunities of friendships and good competition 
under the African sun. To the boys who leave, 

may your journey ahead be blessed and may your 
schoolboy memories always be pure joy as you 
remember all your wonderful games at this beautiful 
school. 

NO Mills 
Coach

Phomello Mokgabudi taking on his Southdowns opponent
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Soccer
Soccer U16 A
2019 started with 90 talented boys attending the 
trials. For selectors/coaches the hardest part was 
that we could select only 60 players out of the 90 
boys. 

As the U16A coach, I can write a story about 
each player. However, there were no individuals, 
no selfish players, no disrespectful players, no ill-
disciplined players – only a family of brothers. 

Our first match was not good and one could see 
the boys were disappointed. At our next practice I 
took the boys aside and motivated them with words 
from Nelson Mandela: “A good leader and a good 
sportsman is the one who gets up, no matter how 
big the disappointment is, and who fights back!”

The boys stood up and said, “We want to fight 
back!” and after that the team remained unbeaten. 

Cameron and his defensive line-up were 
exemplary. Our goalkeeper and captain, Paledi, kept 
the team positive and encouraged the players during 
matches. In the midfield Olerato and his team were 
strong in their tackles and passes and the forwards, 
led by Hlogi, had many goal-scoring opportunities, 
many misses, but brilliant goals too. 

The team played 8 matches: won 5, drew 2, lost 
1 – scoring 21 goals and conceding 5. 

Herman Ras 
Coach

Soccer U16 B
The team had a very successful season, winning 6 
out of the 8 games played. One game was drawn 
and one was lost. The first game against Jeppe Boys 
proved to be the most challenging but the team won 
that game 3–2. The biggest win of the season came 
against CBC Boksburg with a 6–0 score. 

Special mention must go to Lowin Kounga, the 
vice-captain of the team whose motivation, strong 
work ethic and leadership skills inspired the team. In 
the end “A successful team beats with ONE heart.” 

Roland van der Merwe
Coach 

1.  Justin Loutfie looking for the perfect pass
2.  Gianpierro Signorelli strong in defence, again.
3.  Avile Maja driving up the left-wing in the game against Jeppe
4.  Phomello Makgabudi outwitting the KES defence

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Soccer U16 C
With trials underway, it quickly became apparent 
that we had a very talented age group in our U16s. 
This excited all the coaches and we couldn’t wait to 
get to work. The boys impressed at trials and their 
first test was just a few days later. 

Game 1 vs Jeppe started off really well. Boys High 
controlled the midfield and had some quality build-
up play, but unfortunately could not capitalise on 
chances. We unfortunately made a few mistakes and 
got punished by the boys from Johannesburg and 
lost the game 0–4.

Game 2 vs our arch rivals, King Edward VII 
School: we knew it would be a tough game as KES 
always showcase their depth in all sports. With two 
teams of similar qualities going head to head, it was 
always going to come down to the physical aspect of 
the game. KES showed their dominance in this area 
by outrunning and outworking us which, in the end, 
showed on the scoreboard. We had to take a 0–4 loss 
in this fixture.

In Game 3 of this great rivalry we took on KES 
in their own backyard, the boys were determined 
to make things right and to show that they were 
better than the 4–0 defeat the week before. We were 
0–1 down at the break but equalised early on in 
the second half, making it 1–1. It was a fight till the 
end and unfortunately KES managed to score the 
winning goal in the third-last minute of the game 
due to a PBHS error. A disappointing result but a 
performance the boys could be proud of.

We spent the next couple of training sessions 
focusing solely on finishing and positioning as these 
were two areas which we had struggled with. 

In Game 4 we came up against a tough opponent 
in Springs High School, who fielded some A and B 
team players, but the boys were determined to show 
their quality. We started the game having most of the 
possession, stringing passes together and playing as 
a team, but we lacked the cutting edge. We went in 

level at the break. The boys came out for the second 
half and created chance after chance, but could not 
find the back of the net. We then conceded a goal 
against the run of play to make it 0–1 to Springs. We 
continued to put pressure on the Springs defense 
and got a corner with 5 minutes to go. The corner 
was whipped in and it was 1–1. The last 4 minutes 
of the game was all Boys High but we could not 
manage to find the winning goal. The game ended 
up being a hard-fought 1–1 draw.

Game 5: One last game for the team to get its 
first win of the season was a surprise game against 
Affies, after having thought our season was over. 
We wanted that first win and set out to do so from 
the kick-off. We piled the pressure on and it paid off 
with our striker Bukho bagging a brace early on in 
the game. Our quick-footed winger Lutho then got 
our third and put us in the driving seat.

Affies, however, pulled one back and kept the 
game alive. Joshua Fouché bagged our fourth goal 
with a strike from just inside the box making it 4–1 
at half-time. We were awarded a penalty soon after 
the start of the second half which was scored by 
Joshua hitting the inside of the left upright and then 
finding the back of the net. Affies managed to score 
two quick goals to put themselves back in the game, 
but goals from Ipeleng Mmampe and two more 
from Joshua Fouché killed the game off and the team 
secured their first win of the season.

A tough season for the boys, but a season where 
many lessons were learnt, many friendships were 
made and where the beautiful game was enjoyed. 
Special mention goes to our most improved players 
Leroi De Wet, Ipeleng Mmampe and Omo Motsepe. 
The joint players of the season were Joshua Fouché 
and Sethu Zwane. 

Yonic Mack
Coach 

Soccer U16 D
The 2019 soccer season was a great success. The boys 
showed character at each fixture and gave their all to 
win their matches.

Their first match was against Jeppe and they won 
4–3. The goal scorers were Yaseen Amod, Fouzan 
Moosa, Callum Steyn and an own goal scored by 
Jeppe. Our second game was against KES and was 
won 1–0, with a goal from Joshua Fouche. Most 
schools that PBHS play against have a limited 

number of teams.
I am proud of the D Team. I was pleased with 

the improvement of Callum Steyn, Yaseen Amod, 
Fouzan Moosa, Liam Dippenaar, Ofentse Modisane, 
Piletjie Mailula. I believe they will be a good addition 
to 2020s PBHS Open soccer teams.

Clement Mongatane
Coach
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Soccer
Soccer U15 A
The season started with us knowing the impact that the 
Bush School would have on the selection of the team. 
We had to plan accordingly and chose a game plan 
that would be suitable for the players we had. To my 
surprise the players took to the game plan very well 
at the first practice. I had to explain to them that the 
effect of the Bush School was not an excuse and that 
together we had to find solutions to be competitive 
in every game. However, I could sense a lot of doubt 
in the boys. Our halftime talk probably changed the 
nature of the season for us because that is when we 
realised just how competitive we could be. 

Despite the first few games not going as well as 
planned, I was pleased with how the boys performed 
and how they carried themselves in the face of some 
disappointing results.

This group showed that when faced with a 
challenge, it was better to focus on the positives to 
help find viable solutions. The team was very proud 
to have improved on the results from last year. 

Special mention must be made of K. Mamba who, 
despite being asked to play a few games for the B 
Team, came back to score the winning goal against 
Springs Boys High School. Cristian van Rooyen 
played in every position the team needed including 
goalkeeper. 

I was very proud of all the players for their 
exemplary manners and for wearing the Boys High 
colours with distinction. 

Dennis Maduna
Coach

Soccer U15 B
The 2019 season for the U15B soccer team was a tale of 
two halves. In the first half we faced many difficulties 
and produced 1 draw and 3 defeats. The second half 
was a different story with 3 victories and a draw.

Despite the early losses, the team never let it 
get them down. They came back to every training 
session wanting to work harder and in the end, they 
deservedly got their reward. 

The players deserving of a special mention are:
Babalwe Beza (captain) whose brilliant leadership 

and strength of character kept the team motivated 
and focused.

Thapelo Mampane who was the most improved 
player in the team. Initially starting as a bench 

player, his patience and fortitude were rewarded 
with a place in the starting eleven. His improvement 
and strength of character were most certainly 
contributing factors to the team’s victories in the 
second half of the season.

Ikhona Mahlangu was the player of the season 
due to his dedication towards the team and his 
grittiness as a midfield player.

The highlight of the season was the 8–0 victory 
over St Alban’s. All in all, it was a great season and 
the boys’ only wish was that it would last longer. 

Pedro Alves  
Coach 

Claudio Antoniazzi distributing the ball from mid-field Avile Maja driving up the left-wing in the game against Jeppe
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Soccer U15 C 
“Hard work beats talent when talent does not work 
hard.” This was our motto for the soccer season 
ahead.

The team was full of talented individuals who 
worked hard at every training session and put up 
a strong performance during all matches. It was an 
honour and privilege to work with these individuals 
and getting to know them more fully.

Like any other season, we had our ups and 
downs. 3 drawn matches and 1 loss were not what 
was expected, but we never gave up. The toughest 
game was against King Edward VII School. A strong 
performance in the first half saw the team leading 
2–0. However, in the second half, after conceding a 
penalty, the game ended in a 2–2 draw. This game 
was the team’s biggest learning experience during 
the season. We had plenty of opportunities to score, 
but we just could not convert these into goals.

All the players in the team will improve and play at 
the highest levels in the future. The captain, Bohlale 
Masemola and vice-captain, Tshepo Mokoena, 
performed like champions throughout every game. 
Dimitri, Luyanda, Murendeni, Ntando, Josh, Liam, 
Michael and Lesego also had a very good season. 
Ikhona Giyose was called up to the B Team and was 
rewarded with some game time in that team.

We all taught each other new skills and 
experiences which will last a lifetime. I'd like to 
thank Messrs Ogunbade, Moodley and Franken, for 
trusting me with coaching these boys and for giving 
me the opportunity to share this experience with 
them. The game of soccer is still young at PBHS and 
it will continue to grow. 

Gibran Cassim 
Coach

Soccer U15 D
The goalkeeper, Bobo Sekano, was loud and 
commanded the defence with his powerful voice. In 
the unfortunate loss to King Edward VII School (1–
3), Bobo received the Man-of-the-Match award after 
making two consecutive penalty saves, rekindling 
the boys’ hopes of a comeback. 

Special mention must go to Manfred Spiwak, 
who, eventhough he had never played soccer before, 
became the team’s starting centre-half player. The 
wing-backs, Thlogi Mathopa and Panu Economou, 
played their hearts out in every game. Milisa 
Mashanquane, a centre-midfielder, whose “never-
say-die” attitude and tenacious tackling skills helped 
turn over possession many times this season. 

The highlight of the season was probably our first 
game. Playing away at Jeppe Boys, we went in with 
a determined resolution to control the game in terms 

of keeping possession of the ball. This bore fruit in 
that chance after chance was created. The game 
was ours for the taking. However, against the run 
of play, Jeppe scored first and then another 2 goals 
in quick succession. We went into the half-time 
break 0–3 down. Heading into the second half with 
emotions high, but low on time, the boys pulled a 
goal back, 1–3. Soon after, we scored another goal! 
Now time was really running out and with almost 
no one defending and squeezing in a last shot before 
the final whistle… a goal-line clearance from Jeppe 
secured their victory. Overall, it was a rewarding 
learning experience for everybody and enhanced 
the real truths about the beautiful game.

David Kunte
Coach

Daniel Kiel’s blistering pace being thwarted this time by his  
KES opponent

More Skosana crossing the ball from the right-back position in the 
game against Jeppe
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What more can I say? The U14As love the game of 
soccer. The season was very good for them. 

A loss against KES and St David’s and a draw 
against St Alban’s demonstrated the increasing 
development, strength and pride in Boys High 
soccer. Though some matches were difficult for the 
team, they managed to record a 75% win ratio this 
season, beating schools such as Jeppe Boys, Benoni 
High School and The Glen High School.

The players learned quickly and adapted to the 
new style of Boys High soccer and implemented 
this style with finesse and skill. The captain of the 
season, leading goal scorer (8 goals) and player of 
the season, was Itu Nkosi. He showed great strength 
of character and started every game.

Lelo Mange, the most improved player of the 
season, showed very good intuitive defensive 
positioning and was always willing to learn. He 
improved in every practice session and match.

Phakedi Manamela, Sakhile Mbolekwa, Reagile 
Langa and Fivoz Rossides were also valued and 
strong players in the team. I am proud to have 
coached such as special group of boys this season. I 
believe that they will bring more praise to the school 
and the soccer community in the 2020 season.

Tshiamo Legoabe.
Coach

Soccer
Soccer U14 A 

The story of the U14B team in the 2019 season is like 
a Hollywood-inspired piece written by hard work 
and perseverance, but its ending has been far more 
meaningful than that of its big screen counterparts.

It was a disappointing, humbling start to the 
season for the team as they lost their first game 1–8. 
This was, of course, the catalyst for what was to 
come next. They conceded just 4 goals in their next 6 
games. They lost their second game 0–1 to KES but 
then the following week beat KES in an intense 2–1 
victory, with a goal coming in the final minute. The 
next 4 games saw them score 18 goals and concede 
only 2, winning a game 8–1. With two games to go, 
they were ready to pull themselves to the top of 
highest mountain.

They played their second-last game against 
St John’s and lost 2–3 in what was a frustrating 
encounter. They then drew 1–1 with St David’s, 
although they showed themselves to be the 
better team for most of the game. But soccer is an 

unpredictable game and when the team is on top, 
it must make the most of it. All it takes is one lapse 
of concentration and the opposition has a chance. 
The team was close to the top and worked hard to 
get there, but slipped at the last moment. C’est la vie 
and everyone experiences it.

Overall, it has been a great season and as a coach, 
to say that I am proud of these young men is an 
understatement. It has been a privilege to coach 
them and I see a bright future for Boys High soccer.

Choosing player of the season was difficult, but 
consistency is not just key but king. The player of 
the season was Uya Talimba for his consistently 
good performance and for his dedication. The most 
improved player was Abdul Oboirien who moulded 
himself into the winger position and ended the 
season as top goal scorer.

Jean-Claude do Val 
Coach

Soccer U14 B

1.  Bradley Mayekiso going in hard against KES. More Skosana crossing 
the ball from the right-back position in the game against Jeppe

2.  Daniel Kiel’s blistering pace being thwarted this time by his  
KES opponent

1.

2.
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Soccer U14 C
An exciting U14 season began on a crisp Thursday 
afternoon on 1 August. After trials, we four coaches 
assigned to the U14 teams, had some very long 
discussions to enable us to select carefully. After the 
sun had set and the rest of the coaching staff had 
already left, the four of us finally had our teams.

I am proud to say that coaching the U14C team 
was thrilling with ups and downs. I was fully 
committed and the boys even more so. Of the six 
games we played we lost four and won two, scoring 
10 goals and conceding 11. The losses we had were 
nailbiting material. To give you some idea, in our 
last game away at St David’s, we lost by a single 
goal. We had our fair share of chances, hitting the 
woodwork on three occasions with player of the 
season, Tshimo Maloma’s, shot out of the box hitting 
the crossbar and the ball bouncing on the wrong side 
of the line. Unfortunately a lapse in concentration 
saw St David’s equalise.

Our losses were much about losing concentration 
at the wrong moment, although at other times it 
gave our opposition a headache. The win that was 
the highlight was without a doubt against St John’s, 
beating them by scoring 2 beautiful goals – although 
we should have scored two more. The player of the 
season was Luc Davel.

Jean van der Walt
Coach

Soccer U14 C
It has been a short but very productive season for 
this year’s U14D Team. One of the biggest challenges 
I saw coming into this season, was how to motivate 
the boys after their disappointment of only making 
the D team. To my surprise, every single one of them 
showed a fantastic attitude to training every day. 
This only made my job easier. 

Unfortunately there were not many games for the 
boys this season but they continued to show great 
commitment to improving their skills. This showed 
in that more than 8 players were promoted to either 
the A or the B Team by the end of the season. This 
is something that fills me with immense pride 
because once they were moved up, they continued 
to perform well and show their talent. 

As for the boys who remained, we played 3 games 
together during the season, with each game showing 
their continued improvement. Our first game was 
against Jeppe Boys High, which was a difficult one 

that ended in a 0–3 loss. While for many this type of 
result would have deflated their spirits, these boys 
came back to training on the following Monday with 
the same positive attitude and willingness to work 
hard. The results from then on bore the fruit of all 
the hard work they put in on the training field. It 
began with a 3–1 victory against KES and ended 
with a resounding 4–1 victory against St David’s. 

I could not be any prouder of every single boy. 
The attitude that they showed throughout this 
season will not only serve them well in soccer, but 
in whatever else they choose to do in life. I am 
extremely grateful to have met the boys and wish 
them all the best in the future.

Player of the Season: Francois Cooper 
Most Improved Player: Israel Kalombo 

David Mahlangu
Coach 

1.

2.

1.  Thando Ndlovu crossing the ball into the box
2.  Avile Maja being brought down illegally by the KES number 5
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The Squash Club continued to grow at Pretoria Boys 
High School in 2019 with the total number of players 
approaching 120. This allowed us to enter 11 teams 
in the NJSA Schools League, compared with 8 teams 
in 2018. 

It was great to see so many boys taking part in 
the NJSA League in 2019 and the NJSA committee 
is to be commended on the improvements that they 
made to make the league more enjoyable and easier 
to organise.

The results for the 11 Pretoria Boys High School 
teams entered into the NJSA School League were as 
follows:

It must be mentioned that these results can be 
misleading as school and team strengths can differ 
dramatically: the 6th League, for example, consisted 
of the 10th and 11th Teams from Pretoria Boys High, 
the 4th Team from Midstream and the 1st Teams 
from Crawford and Sutherland. The latter won the 
league.

The 2019 season was disappointing from a derby 
match perspective, as the only derby match that was 
played was at home against Maritzburg College. 
These fixtures are difficult to arrange and we may 
have to look into other ways of playing against 
these schools and finding new opposition in 2020 to 
ensure that our boys get more opportunities to test 
their skills against schoolboy opposition.

We are very proud of the following boys who 
earned their Northern Gauteng Colours in 2019:

We would like to congratulate Gareth Craigen 
on being placed 6th in SA Schools Top 10 in 2019.

The heartbreak experienced at the Top Schools 
Qualifiers will always stand out for me and those 
who were there to witness the fixture. I can only 
say how proud I was of the boys on that day – no 
matter how difficult the match and how badly 
they wanted to win, their sportsmanship and good 
manners were never in doubt.

I am in the unfortunate position of having to 
explain why the 2019 squash season is considered 
a success despite the 1st Team not qualifying for 
National Top Schools Championships. I know that 
the 2019 squash season was a success because there 
are over 100 boys who have played and enjoyed 
squash and I hope that in their time on court this 
year, they will have picked up some of the love for 
the game that each of our coaches shows on a daily 
basis and that this love will keep them returning to 
the squash courts for the rest of their lives.

This success comes at the hands of the 
phenomenal team of staff responsible for managing 
this setup and the value of their contributions 
cannot be overstated. Mesdames Bouwer and 
MacDonald managed the administration behind the 
scenes perfectly and ensured that our teams were 
filled and on time for every fixture. The coaches, 
Mark Schickerling, Barry Coetzee, Mr Barend 
Engelbrecht and Muhammad Adnan Abraham 
manage their training squads in a professional way 
which ensures that the squash system continues to 
produce players of excellent standard, but more 
importantly, players who love the game. Thank 
you to all the above.

On a personal note, the matric group of 2019 
started playing squash in 2014 – my first year as 
Master in Charge of squash at Pretoria Boys High 
School. I have many fond memories of training, 
fixtures and tours with these boys as the person 
responsible for their holistic squash development. 
More than that, I am immensely proud of the 
players and gentlemen that they have grown into 
and grateful to have been a witness to, and a part 
of, this growth.

Craig Stephens
Master in Charge

Boys 1st League: 1st	Team	–	2nd 
Boys 2nd League: 2nd	Team	–	1st, 3rd	Team	–	6th 
Boys 3rd League: 4th	Team	–	2nd, 5th	Team	–	4th 
Boys 4th League: 6th	Team	–	2nd, 7th	Team	–	4th 
Boys 5th League: 8th	Team	–	3rd, 9th	Team	–	5th 
Boys 6th League: 10th	Team	–	4th, 11th	Team	–	5th 

U19A:	No	5	–	Gabriel	de	Ponte
U19B:	No	1	–	Kian	Trathen	and	No	6	–	Calvin	Botha
U16A:	No	2	–	Gareth	Craigen	and	No	5	–	Jarrod	Cousins

Squash

Squash 1st Team

The 2019 season kicked off with a nervous and 
youthful squad. Our 1st Team in particular had big 
shoes to fill as we had bade farewell to three key 
members of the team who had matriculated in 2018.

With a deep breath of anticipation for the season 

ahead, the new squad of 16 members began training 
in Term 3 of 2018. High intensity on-court drills 
were combined with weekly 1.4km time trials, 
“track days”, speed-work up “Suicide” and ongoing 
challenge matches. 
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Squash
The team’s first test would be at the annual Stayers 

Festival in Cape Town, where they would have to face 
rival teams from across South Africa for the first time 
as the 2019 Pretoria Boys High School 1st Squash Team.

The Stayers Festival took place in October 2018 
with our new 1st Team: Gareth Craigen, Gabriel de 
Ponte, Kian Trathen, Calvin Botha, Jarrod Cousins 
and Kyle Holloway, a team that would remain 
unchanged for the entire season. The team went 
unbeaten at the Stayers Festival, winning matches 
against Bishops, Kingswood College, Grey High 
School, Michaelhouse and Maritzburg College. 

The pre-season training had paid off and the team set 
their sights on qualifying for and winning Top Schools 
in August 2019. While in Cape Town, the team had the 
opportunity to have a session on court with Rodney 
Durbach at his home club, Fish Hoek Squash Club. 
Rodney is an Old Boy who won many South African 
National Men’s Championships and competed for 
many years on the Professional Squash Association’s 
World Tour. He gave the team and coaches direction 
to aid in reaching our goal and shared his wisdom on 
the modern game of squash. One piece of advice in 
particular stuck out: match practice is key. 

2019 started with the annual School 
Championships which was won for the first time 
by Gareth Craigen. Kian Trathen was selected as 
captain of the team, with Gabriel de Ponte being 
selected as the vice-captain. 

The hard work that was done leading up to the 
Stayers Festival was marred by the lack of training 
over the November and December period, which 
led to a disastrous St Andrew’s Festival in February, 
where the team lost to Maritzburg College, Selborne 
College, KES and Grey High School and managed 
only one win – over Kearsney College. These results 
made the team realise just how much work they 
would have to do to win the Northerns Top Schools 
Tournament to qualify for the National Tournament.

The team leadership decided that some drastic 
changes needed to be made and immediately set 
to work on an extensive strength and conditioning 
programme that would give them the physical 
advantage over their opponents on court. The team 
also followed Rodney's advice and took every 
opportunity to compete and play matches. The team 
took part in the NJSA Schools’ League and most of 
them also competed in the Northerns Men’s League 
and all the necessary junior tournaments to qualify 
for the Northerns Junior teams.

In addition to all these tournaments and matches, 
the team attended school training sessions four times 
a week in which they continued to work harder than 
ever before to ensure that they were ready for the 
Top Schools Qualifiers in May. 

The team arrived at the Top Schools Qualifiers 

confident in knowing that they had done everything 
in their power to prepare. The team showed their 
dominance against Zwartkops, an NJSA Invitation 
Side, Midstream and Eldoraigne to earn their spot in 
the final against St Alban’s. 

The final fixture was an incredible display of 
squash as a team sport – there is no such thing as an 
easy match and the momentum of a fixture can shift 
within the blink of an eye. The day ended in heartbreak 
for Pretoria Boys High School, who lost the deciding 
match 2–3 to St Alban’s. The entire team was in tears 
and we had the impossible task of trying to console a 
group of boys who had given their hearts and souls 
to their preparation and each of their matches – and 
had come up a centimetre short. The lesson was a 
tough but valuable one: sometimes, despite one’s best 
efforts, the result goes the other way.

The end of the 2019 squash season forces us to say 
farewell to five matric boys who have been a part of the 
squash family at Pretoria Boys High School – Gabriel 
de Ponte, Kian Trathen, Christiaan Kohlmeyer, Noko 
Phukubye and Thai Nyugen. Although Christiaan, 
Noko and Thai never represented the 1st Squash 
Team, they have been invaluable members of the 
squad and squash setup. Their efforts to train hard 
and give 100% for the school set a sterling example 
for the rest of the squash players to follow. We are 
immensely grateful for your service and hope that 
you continue to play the great game as you become 
the wonderful men you promise to be.

Gabriel de Ponte and Kian Trathen are living proof 
that the Pretoria Boys High School Squash Club can 
create great squash players, but more importantly, it 
can create good men. It has been an absolute pleasure 
having you as a part of our squash setup since the 
start of your Form I year. We are immensely proud 
to have seen both of you selected for the Northerns 
U19A and B sides respectively, but even more proud 
of the way in which you have led squash at Pretoria 
Boys High School. We wish you nothing but the best 
and trust that the lessons that you have learnt on and 
off court will serve you well in the years to come.

The end of a squash season is always bitter-
sweet, as we say farewell to one group while we 
are nervously putting a squad together to carry the 
torch in 2020. We are very excited at the prospects 
for the new season and have no doubt that those that 
remain will learn from the successes and failures of 
those who have gone before them.

We would like to thank all the boys who play squash 
at Pretoria Boys High School. Without the broad 
foundation of keen squash players it would not be 
possible for the 1st Squash Team to reach these heights.

Mark Schickerling and Craig Stephens
Coach and Manager
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Squash
Squash 2nd Team
The Pretoria Boys High squash system essentially 
aims to produce well-rounded squash players, who 
enjoy playing the game in a gentlemanly fashion 
and players who will continue to play the game 
long after their schooldays are over. This year the 
2nd Team was made up of players in Forms 3–5, the 
majority of whom had been in the squad for the past 
year or two.

It was a privilege to see how so many of these boys 
had developed their squash skills over the years and 
how their love for the game had grown. Although 
the primary focus of the 2nd Team was to feed the 1st 
Team, it also served to accommodate those players 
who treated squash less as a competitive sport and 
more as an enjoyable extra-mural sporting activity. 

I am confident that the 2nd Team fulfilled its 
secondary purpose especially well. With the type 
of training that the squad facilitates, it was possible 
for these boys to improve steadily and surely along 
a balanced growth path over the year, while they 
enjoyed it one hundred percent throughout.

As coaches, we must often remind ourselves that 
some boys play sport purely for the love thereof and 
not necessarily to achieve sporting Full Colours. That 
being said, the primary focus of the 2nd Team is still to 
get those boys with ambition to reach their optimum 
level of potential and stand a chance to make it into 
the 1st Team. This includes getting their level of skill 
as well as physicality to such a stage where they can 
be competitive at 1st Team level. These sometimes 
prove to be difficult tasks for younger players who 
are still growing up and maturing physically. The 
second element, however, lies in training the boys’ 
minds to be prepared to strive for such greatness. 
For the older players this sometimes proves to be a 
problem, as many of them don’t necessarily fancy 
spending their last 2 years at Boys High purely 
playing squash. For the younger players, however, 
this has been one of the key elements of growth – to 
instill in them an element of ambition and aspiration 
that extends beyond just one or two years – a desire 
to improve rapidly and continuously at the highest, 
most efficient rate possible.

Great success can be observed in this regard in 
the way that two very young players were moved 
up into the 1st Team at the end of the 2019 season. 
Teagan Primmer and Justin van den Boogaard, both 
currently in Form 2, showed exemplary commitment 
throughout the year. By attending every single session 
and giving their all every time they were on court, they 
were able to prove what the PBHS squash system can 
achieve if bought into wholeheartedly. These boys are 
now training at a much higher level in the capable 

hands of Mr Stephens and Mr Shickerling, where 
they are building on the foundations developed in 
the 2nd Team.

Daniel Kim, Form 5 Sunnyside, must also be 
commended for the splendid example of leadership 
and dedication he set throughout the season. Daniel 
has been in the squad for 3 years and definitely made 
the most of every session, always working hard and 
leading from the front. As a matric this year, he was a 
great leader in the squad. He was able to share some 
of his experience with the younger up-and-coming 
players – an iconic and vital element of the hierarchy 
tradition that spans all the spheres of the school.

Just before the preliminary examinations comes 
the end of the official squash season. The matrics 
stop training and the new boys from lower squads 
move up into higher ones. This is my favourite part 
of the year as I see it as an opportunity for immense 
growth. The first two weeks of pre-season training 
saw us mostly playing matches to sort out rankings, 
while even more players from the 3rd Team who 
seemed fit for the challenge were identified to move 
up into 2nd Team training.

Great emphasis was placed on attendance this 
year as the only way to improve one’s game is 
actually to get to training and train! Therefore, we 
tried our best to fill the majority of the squad with 
young players who had shown a keen interest in 
improving their game, based on their personal 
attendance history. In most cases, a restructuring 
of the foundations of squash was necessary for 
many of the new players, which saw us once again 
training basic skills for at least 8 weeks. This is 
generally an underestimated yet crucial part of a 
squash player’s development, so I was very careful 
not to overlook it. However simple it might sound 
to “use the correct swing”, or “utilise the ‘sweet-
spot’ of the racket,” or “move around the court 
the right way”, these basic foundations of squash 
training are too often neglected, resulting in dire 
consequences and limitations later on. Carefully 
focusing on these basics early on allowed us to set 
and match the pace of the younger players’ physical 
conditioning, which complemented the players’ 
rate of improvement thus far. I am excited about 
the future of the 2nd Team as it continues to grow in 
scope, quality and standard, year upon year.

A typical week of training consists of three 
sessions of ninety minutes each: thirty minutes 
of each session would be dedicated to fitness and 
physical conditioning, with the remaining sixty 
minutes allocated to on-court time. A good incentive 
this year, I believe, was encouraging the boys to 
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bring their own squash balls to training. As simple 
as this might seem, it is often overlooked by many 
players who come to training expecting everything 
to be available to them (including a squash racquet, 
sometimes!). This essentially enabled the boys to 
hit more shots during a session as each boy worked 
with his own squash ball, at his own pace. Compare 
this to having 2 or 3 boys per court with one squash 
ball among them. This method proves to have much 
greater efficiency and better results in the long run.

Another incentive has been to encourage the boys 
to start playing local NJSA (Northerns Junior Squash 
Association) tournaments. Northern Gauteng is 
one of the leading squash provinces in the country, 
especially when it comes to junior squash. These 
tournaments are some of the few times where the 
boys get the chance to play against a variety of 
other strong opponents who are also at a similar 
skill level, ranging from 4–6 matches per weekend. 
This is opposed to one possibly weak opponent 
per weekend for a weekend exchange, where only 

the boys in top teams get to go. Becoming part of 
the wider squash community is thus key to both 
functions of the 2nd Team.

As has already been mentioned, while the primary 
focus of the 2nd Team is to improve and feed players 
into the 1st Team, its secondary purpose is also to 
accommodate those boys who play squash purely 
for the fun of it. Some of the key factors to achieve 
these goals are facilitating quality on-court training 
as well as intense physical conditioning, identifying 
and encouraging young boys with ambition to 
strive for greatness and finally, getting the boys to 
voluntarily join the wider squash community. This 
should prepare those with potential for the 1st Team 
while at the same time producing players who will 
love playing the game long after their schooldays – 
in the gentlemanly fashion that the school aims to 
instil in all the boys.

Barry Coetzee
Coach

Seated L–R: G Craigen, K Trathen (Captain), G de Ponte, C Botha.
First Row L–R: Mr M Schickerling (Assistant Coach), J Cousins, K Holloway, Mr C Stephens (MIC & Coach).

1st Squash Team
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Squash

Squash 4rd Team
“Every accomplishment starts with the decision to 
try.” – John F. Kennedy. 

The 4th Team featured as a pilot development 
programme in the 2019 squash season and was a 
great success. The majority of players in the group 
was young and included our new intake of Form 
1s as well as some older boys trying the sport for 
the first time.

Training occurred on a bi-weekly basis and 
combined on-court training with some basic 
strength and conditioning training. The diverse 
range of physical cross-training, as well as many 
coordination and basic skills which the players 
managed to develop, will create a strong athletic 

foundation that will serve them well in the years 
to come.

I would like to thank all the boys for participating 
diligently in training and for representing the school 
in league and exchanges. I would particularly like to 
thank Mrs Bouwer for her support in administration 
and following up with the boys at school and Mr 
Stephens for conceptualising this initiative.

The success of this year will be judged by the 
improvement seen as these players advance their 
squash careers and I will follow them all closely.

Mark Schickerling
Coach

2019 was my first year of coaching and I am glad to 
have received this specific group of boys to train and 
mentor. At first it seemed like a daunting task – taking 
a group of young men and taking their squash to the 
next level, while at the same time helping them learn 
something new about themselves in order to help 
them grow.

This was a group of light-hearted boys with, 
at times, a questionable sense of humour. They 
were always dedicated to their squash and rarely 
complained about any of the training, apart from 
the fitness – which always called for debate. But 
ultimately, they always did what was expected of 
them, and they did it with enthusiasm. Over the 
year, I have seen many of them develop into great 
squash players, and they can be proud of how far 
they have come.

After having spent my school career at Boys High, 
I already knew a number of them, which allowed 
me to build a good relationship with the squad and 
more so with each player on a more personal level 
and, as a result, I have learned many new things 
myself. Through this we were able to develop a 
group dynamic that would drive each player to keep 
pushing hard during the season to reach greater 
heights in his squash game.

If I were to name individual players of the squad 
for their contributions to the team, I would need to 
name every player. I would like to thank all of them 
for their contributions in developing one another’s 
level of squash as well as their own.

Muhammad Adnan Abraham
Coach

Squash 3rd Team
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Swimming
Swimming Report
What a lovely season we have had! 

As always, on our first day back: TRIALS! I love 
to see the young ones’ belief that they can conquer 
mountains and that they can swim across the English 
Channel, even though we often need to go in and 
rescue some of them. Needless to say, we struck gold. 
Ben-Johan, Matthew, Jason, Daniel and Graham: it 
has been both an honour and a privilege to watch 
you swim this season. Josh and Hugo, thank you. 
That willingness to swim whatever, whenever was 
a blessing. 

Then it was Friday, 18 January, and the Inter-
House Gala. Ten extremely competitive Houses 
challenged one another for the ultimate title, for the 
ultimate trophy. The weather was on our side; the 
spectators were there in full force and the evening 
was breathtaking. In every sense of the word, it ended 
with absolute magic. Mr Ferreira’s MIT technology 
once again made the candle race spectacular, simply 
one to remember. Every spectator present felt a rush 
of adrenaline, of passion, of magic. The boys didn’t 
swim as simple boys on top of the hill, they swam 
like boys on top of the world.

And it is with that love that they swam throughout 
the rest of the season. Our A Team swam in the 
Johannesburg League every week with dedication 
and pure sportsmanship, very often coming 3rd.

During our Durban tour, at the Westville 
Invitational, we came 7th. We weren’t there to win, 
but to enjoy a friendly all boys school gala. 

The next day at the Albert Burt 10 School Gala 
we were a force to be reckoned with. Even though 
Westville dominated, we came 3rd, very close behind 
Saint David’s. Boys, next year! That silver medal is 
ours for the taking.

Mr Ferreira and I lost many hours of sleep having 
been entrusted with organising the Pretoria A League 
Inter High. Somehow we did it and we did it with 
Boys High pride – which the boys so often show us. 
It ran beautifully – except for having to lower the 
level of the pool in order to make sure that the toilets 
could be flushed. It was an event to remember. The 
weather the next day was just as hot, but our B Team 
swam like giants and came 2nd.

At the Summer Sports Awards Evening the boys’ 
talents were recognised and the following awards 
were made. Apart from awarding the top achievers, 
we also acknowledged swimmers for other reasons.
We acknowledged:
Most Promising Swimmer/s: 
This award is made to new, talented swimmers or 
swimmers who have stepped up to a new level of 
excellence or variety of swimming strokes: 

Matthew Deutschmann; Jason van der Merwe; Fritz 
Potgieter; James Banyard
Most Improved Swimmer/s: 
This award is made to swimmers, who, throughout 
the season or over years, have shown huge 
improvement in their times and have made a 
significant contribution to the success of the team. 
Since last year, JohnLouis Landskron went from 
being an average swimmer to an exceptional 
backstroke swimmer.
Dedication Excellence: 
These swimmers are an example to their peers 
of their willingness to participate for the school 
whenever called upon. They train hard and are 
involved in various activities at school. They never 
let the team down and continue their training with 
the intention of improving participation for the 
benefit of the school.
Wandre Prinsloo; Liam Freel
Best Junior Swimmer: 
He is a young man who is always willing to swim 
the extra mile. He is always prepared to give his 
time and talent to the A or B Team. He constantly 
contributes with every stroke and many distances.
Ben-Johan Laubscher
Best Senior Swimmer: 
He is an exceptional swimmer in various strokes. 
Recently he has gone from being an incredible 
distance swimmer to an exceptional sprinter. 
Ivan Horak
The Kurz Trophy
The trophy is awarded to a swimmer of note who 
has adhered to the ethos of the Boys High swimming 
team and who supports the team to the best of his 
ability throughout his career at Boys High. Rialdo 
Roeloffze’s assistance on pool deck has always been 
remarkable. His time and devotion to the team are 
noted and rewarded.

PBHS Inter-House Gala, Form IV 4 x 50m Medley Relay
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A friend posted a beautiful article to explain what 
swimming is all about:
It is about moments when:
• even though you are so tired you feel like 

quitting, you don’t.
• swimming is not just about movement, but 

about life.
• swimming teaches you discipline.
• swimming teaches you to work with others and 

to be a proud, supportive, kind and respectful 
team member.

• swimming teaches you disappointment, and how 
to make sure you do your best the next time around.

• swimming teaches you that success does not 
happen overnight. It takes hard work, long hours 
and dedication to be the best.

To the team of 2020, remember how massive your 
hearts are. How no one has blood as red, as white and 
as green as yours. Training as a team made a difference 
so let’s keep on training as a team, warm up as a team, 
be a team and not individuals that are part of a team. 
Encourage and be there for one another.

To conclude, I must once again thank my 
phenomenal pit crew. I would not be standing 

here tonight if it weren’t for the support and the 
dedication of many:

Simoneé Viljoen, Bianca Nel, Lerine Kriel, 
Hedwig Coetzee, Nikki Kock, Daniela Albers, 
Denise Roode, Peter Franken…thank you! Thank 
you, for your willingness to give up countless 
hours of your time to ensure that all the galas we 
attended or hosted ran smoothly.

To Frank, thank you! Thank you for your support, 
your calming words, your craziness, your laughter.

To Mrs Tracey Housdon, Mr Patrick Vermeulen, 
and their staff, Mr Glen Botha, Mrs Cathy Louw, 
thank you.

To Levi, the most amazing pool boy, thank you.
To the parents who supported us all through the 

season: your sons would not be here tonight if it 
weren’t for you. Thank you.

And finally, to you, the boys, thank you. It has 
been a wonderful season. You stood strong, you 
stood proud, you made me proud. You always swam 
brilliantly, like giants on top of the world.

Alexandra Bolduc
Master in Charge

Swimming

1st Swimming Team

Seated L–R: J Landskron, R du Preez, N Jammine, A Malan, R Roeloffze (Captain), M Neser (Vice-Captain), C Venn, H Stratford, K Venter. 
 First Row L–R: M Deutschmann, J Banyard, W Fairhurst, I Horak, C Watson, J Lifschitz, F Litvinov, Jason Hugo. 

Second Row L–R: Mrs A Bolduc (MIC), O Mahan, F Potgieter, C Pretorius, A Montalto, R Gillensen, B Laubscher, J van der Merwe,  
Mr F Ferreira (MIC).

Third Row L–R: J Mitchell, W Prinsloo, E Cronje, G Gibberd, J Fouche, D Condes.
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1.  The Pretoria A-League Inter-High Swimming Gala organised by 
PBHS at Hillcrest Swimming Pool.

2.  Johnlouis Landskron at the starting block for his 100m backstroke 
race at the Pretoria A-League Inter-High Gala

3.  Connor Venn diving in for his race at the Pretoria A-League Inter-
High Gala

4.  Joshua Mitchell diving in for his race at the Pretoria A-League 
Inter-High Gala

5.  Owethu Mahan diving in for his race at the Pretoria A-League 
Inter-High Gala

1.

2. 3.

4. 5.
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Tennis
Coach's Report
2019 was a productive year for PBHS tennis. We 
entered four junior and four senior teams to play in the 
Gauteng North League which is played in the Terms 
2 and 3. The 1st Team also competed in the Gauteng 
South League (Johannesburg schools) in Terms 1 and 
4 where they played in the Premier League.

The 1st Junior Team played in the National Junior 
festival held in Pretoria in which 12 schools from 
around the country participated. They made us 
proud by ending 4th out of 12.

Our 1st Team was invited to play in five Top Schools’ 
Tennis Festivals around the country. It was a hard 
year as the team is rebuilding after many top senior 
players departed over the last two years. It is always 
a pleasure to travel with the boys and this year they 
showed exceptional spirit and sportsmanship. They 
were true ambassadors for this great school.

Our intake for 2019 was a healthy one and with 
the right attitude and work ethic, the future for 
PBHS tennis will be positive. Good luck and thank 
you to the departing matrics – Logan Repko, Kganya 
Ranamane, Scott Hudson, Dylan Nel, Tokelo Masoek 
and Muzi Mabena.

Gerald Stoffberg
Coach

2019 Tennis results:
Inter-House Winners:  Sunnyside
Senior Singles Champion: Logan Repko
Junior Singles Champion:  Colby Paxinos
Senior Doubles Champions:   Kganya Ranamane and  

Scott Hudson
Junior Doubles Champions:  Lamine Jeppie and Colby Paxinos
Awards: 
Full Colours: Logan Repko, Kganya Ranamane
Half Colours: Scott Hudson, Felix Erken
Team:  Alex Moniodis, Dylan Nel,  

Tokelo Masoek
Festival Results:
Paul Roos Festival:  11th out of 12 schools
Saints Festival:  4th out of 8 schools
Kearsney Festival: 6th out of 8 schools
Menlopark Festival:  3rd out of 8 schools
Grey College Festival:  7th out of 8 schools
National U15 Festival:  4th out of 12 schools

Senior Tennis Team

Seated L–R: F Erken, S Hudson, L Repko (Captain), K Ranamane, D Nel, T Masoek.
First Row L–R: Mrs E Müller (Manager), C Paxinos, Mr G Stoffberg (Coach), A Moniodis.
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1.  The best doubles couple in School House
2.  George Zacharias nailing a smash
3.  Solomon House hoping to win this point
4.  Felix Erken fighting for his house during Inter-House Tennis

5.  Great focus from Scott Hudson
6.  The coaches admiring captain Logan Repko’s form
7.  Tucker Vorster and Richard Higgs supported the players at the 

school finals

1. 2.

3. 4.

5.

6. 7.
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Tennis
Captain’s Report
It has been an honour and a privilege to be the 
2019 captain of Boys High's 1st Tennis Team and 
to have been part of the team during my school 
years. We knew 2019 was going to be a difficult 
year. We had lost two of our top three players due 
to their matriculation in 2018. Despite this, the 
team was able to produce good results as the year 
progressed.

The National School Tennis Festivals that we 
take part in are prestigious events in which the top 
schools in the country participate. To play in these 
events is not only special, but extremely difficult. 
Despite this, it is still the favourite part of the year 
for all school tennis players. 

The Paul Roos Tennis Festival in February showed 
the team just how much harder we needed to work 
as we started the season off coming 11th out of 12 
schools. As the year progressed, the team went from 
strength-to-strength to achieve a 4th position at the St 
Stithians Easter Sports Festival and a 6th position at 
the Kearsney College Festival. The highlight of the 
year was the Menlopark Festival where we narrowly 
missed the finals by two games and then proceeded 
to achieve a 3rd position.

These achievements throughout the year would 
not be possible without two important individuals 
whom I would like to thank, namely, Mr Stoffberg 
and Mrs Muller. Mrs Muller is the team's fitness 
coach, physiotherapist and biggest supporter. 
Without her, nothing would function properly. Her 
efforts for and love of the game, school and team can 
be seen on and off the court. 

Mr Stoffberg, in my opinion, is the best tennis 
coach this country has to offer. He definitely plays a 
key role in all our performances. The dedication he 
has displayed over the years is astonishing and truly 
something to behold. And, not only is Mr Stoffberg 
our tennis coach, but he is someone I, and the team, 
can all look up to.

I will forever be grateful to both Mr Stoffberg and 
Mrs Muller for all they have taught me. It has truly 
been an honour.

I would like to wish Boys High Tennis the best 
of luck in their future endeavours. May they have 
success in the years to come.

Logan Repko
Captain

Scott Hudson wants to hurt this ball Kganya Ranamane will be hitting lobs like this in the USA in 2020
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The year got off to an exciting start with a tough 
match between the 1st Team and the Old Boys. 
Despite, a brave performance, the 1st Team narrowly 
lost the match 14–16. The trials then commenced in 
early February with a record number of boys trying 
out for selection into the school team. Finally, only 
20 boys made the cut and commenced practice for 
the Pretoria League. Boys High participated in both 
the A and B Leagues. Due to the change in format 
of the League into two pools, the matches played 
in each league were fewer than in previous years. 
Nevertheless, our 1st Team, once again, was the 
overall winner of the A League and our 2nd Team 
came third overall in the B League. Well done to all 
the players.

In April this year, Boys High hosted Maritzburg 
College when, in an exciting final, we beat College 
15–10. At the end of July we travelled down to 
College where we were not as successful. They were 
definitely seeking revenge and beat us 20–10. Despite 
the loss, the boys thoroughly enjoyed the experience. 

College has definitely been a worthy opponent and 
we look forward to a continued exchange.

The following boys were awarded Colours this 
year: 

Reza Mahomed received Full Colours and 
Brandon Robertson received Half Colours. Well 
done, boys. Another noteworthy achievement was 
the selection of Ahmed Karim (Form 1) to the U15 
and Storm Speranza ( Form 3) to the U17 Gauteng 
North Squads respectively. 

At the annual Winter Sports Gala Dinner, Stoyan 
Simov accepted the trophy on behalf of the 1st Team 
for winning the Pretoria League and Anrich Le Roux 
was awarded a trophy for the most improved player.

Finally, I would like to thank Stoyan Simov for 
leading and inspiring the team, Coach Kuda Mhurure 
for his great coaching skills and enthusiasm for the 
sport, and Mr Chris Davies for assisting with matches.

Chan Dowra
Master in Charge

Seated L–R: B Robinson, J Wisniewski, Mr C Dowra (MIC), S Simov (Captain), R Mahomed, U Kim.
First Row L–R: A Karim, J King, S Speranza, A Le Roux.

287
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Water Polo

Seated L–R: N Fogwill, T Ntuli, T Calenborne, M Neser (Captain), B Anderson, T Lunt, R Perring.
First Row L–R: Mr A Steele (Coach), B October, M Wessels, J Lifschitz, W Fairhurst, Mr J P Dumas (MIC). 

Second Row L–R: R. Tosi; L. McKenzie

1st Water Polo Team

Water Polo 1st Team
This was a particularly hard year for the boys in the 
1st Team. There was a change in coaching only a week 
before the annual Boys High Festival and a mere 
three weeks before the KES Tournament, arguably 
the most prestigious schoolboy tournament in the 
country. 

The boys managed to produce some stellar results 
at the Festival, with a great win over St David’s, 
which, for many of the boys, was the first time they 
had beaten that particular team in their 5 years of 
playing the sport. The KES Tournament proved to be 
a difficult one with us not making the quarter-finals. 
However, the boys did manage to learn and grow as 
a team, taking down a very strong Hilton side in the 
playoffs, a team we had lost to by 4 goals in our first 
game. Nathan Fogwill, our keeper, scored the final 
penalty to win the game!

The next endeavour was the SACS Tournament 
which is held on the last weekend of Term 3. 
The boys started a hard pre-season in July and 
worked throughout the winter. Their effort 
and determination during those months was 
magnificent. The pre-season tournaments saw 
us beating every top team in Gauteng, including 

St John’s, St Stithians and Jeppe. The tournament 
itself went very well, with the boys finishing 2nd in 
their pool and 5/6th overall. The highlight of the 
tournament was beating St Andrew’s by two goals, 
who then went on to play in the final. The final 
game of the matric season showed the team beating 
Affies convincingly at home.

As a coach, I need to thank all the boys for 
reminding me what it means to be a Boys High 
water polo player, for showing true grit and 
never giving up, regardless of the circumstances. 
I hope that they will remember this season for 
the rest of their lives, and remember what they 
are capable of as they become men and venture 
into the world.

A special thank you must go to Matthew Neser and 
Thomas Calenborne for showing great leadership 
throughout the season. They became role models for 
the entire school through their passion and talent for 
the sport, as well as their leadership, sportsmanship 
and dedication throughout the season.

Angus Steele
Coach
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This year was a great one for the 2nd Team as it saw 
players such as Jean Robinson, Luigi Bevilacqua, 
Byron Andrew, Liam Mckenzie and Joshua Mitchell 
putting in terrific displays. In Term 4 the top 8 teams 
in Gauteng were invited to a 2nd Team Tournament. 
We saw amazing displays from Brandon October 
and Joshua Fouche on defence, Luigi on attack and 
Shandu in goals throughout the tournament. We 
ended up losing 8–7 in the semi-inals to Affies who 
eventually won the tournament, with our 2nd Team 
coming 3rd.

Throughout the season, the team lost only 2 
games (both to Affies and both by one goal) thus 

showing the heart and spirit this team had in every 
game! After playing some 1st Team games, Julian 
Neser played a small number of 2nd Team games in 
which he was extremely strong.

Considering the results of the season, one 
wouldn’t know that they had gone through an entire 
system change. This speaks highly of the boys and 
how they are able to adapt and perform at a high 
level! I am extremely proud of my whole team. It 
was an absolute joy to coach all of you.

Chris Ford
Coach

Water Polo 2nd Team

Water Polo 3rd Team
After taking over the 3rd Team at the beginning of 
Term 4, three goals were established: an undefeated 
season, playing good water polo, and, most 
importantly, enjoying the time in the water both at 
practice and during the game. 

Term 4 started off with an unfortunate 6–7 defeat 
to closest rivals, Affies. One could see the players 
were still a bit rusty and lacked the correct awareness 
in the pool. However, in the coming weeks the boys 
sharpened up all the basics and started playing 
attractive water polo. All the hard work paid off 
with good results against St Alban’s College in our 

weekly games, claiming wins in both of them and to 
end off the season with a 7–4 victory against KES.

I really am in a fortunate position to have an 
incredible group of young men who have come a 
long way. As their coach, I am looking forward to 
seeing this side flourish in the next year.

Jason Reynders
Coach

Player of the Season –	Cornel	Watson
Most Improved Player of the Season –	Oliver	Binks

1.  Matthew Gall 
taking a shot

2.  Matthew Neser 
“bokking” the 
opposition 
goalkeeper

3.  Nathan Fogwill 
giving his all to 
save a shot

4.  Karl Müller 
taking a shot

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Water Polo
Water Polo 4th Team
The 4th Team had a balanced season. The boys 
played with determination, but also had fun. 
Mainly playing friendlies against St Alban’s, 
Affies and internal teams, the team showed effort 
in every game played. These games included great 
moments from some of the players resulting in 
wins and close losses throughout the term which 
proved a motivator to push further. Like anything, 
there is always possibility of improvement and 
with a strong work ethic and determination, every 
single player has the potential to be the man of 
the match. This was especially clear with certain 
players being given the opportunity to move up 
into teams. I hope the team can reflect on the 
season and take what they have learned forward 
into 2020.

Travis Hadley
Coach

Water Polo 5th and 6th Teams
Each year our goal is to achieve top levels of 
participation at the school. With the “Submarines”, 
as these teams are fondly known, this is exactly 
where that happens. Our numbers have never been 
consistent and each week we have new boys joining 
us to play their part in the incredible ecosystem 
that is Boys High. Everyone always hates the first 
30 minutes of a Monday practice, but once we get 
into the game, it is where the character comes out. 
As we mostly play in the IPL, the players get highly 
competitive and their skill levels suddenly triple.

I want to thank the boys who come down often 
and give it their all. To find time between the pre-
season squad training and courage for those who 
are not good swimmers, I want to say thank you. 
Thank you for contributing to the best school in the 
world. “2.. 3.. Submarines!”

Glen Botha 
Coach

1.  Bruce 
Anderson 
looking to 
make a pass

2.  Tom 
Calenborne 
releasing 
the ball to a 
teammate

3.  Ronan 
Perring 
moving to 
attack the 
goals

4.  Joshua 
Lifschitz 
giving a 
pass

5.  Matthew 
Neser 
making a 
pass

6.  Luigi 
Bevilacqua 
“bokking” 
the 
goalkeeper

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.
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Water Polo 5th and 6th Teams Water Polo U16A
The 2019 season for the U16 group is always a 
pivotal one. It marks the end of the boys’ time in 
age groups, and the start of their move to playing 
Opens. I don’t know for sure where each of the boys 
from this U16A team will end up, but I do know that 
there will be many 1st Team caps.

The boys had an incredibly successful season, 
winning 4 out of 6 fixtures, and only losing by 1 goal 
in the two losses. While it is not a 100% record, I think 
that the commitment of these boys deserves even 
more commendation. I was told by many sources 
that the U16 age group across South Africa is one 
of the strongest, and that we were going to struggle. 
This, in fact, ended up the other way around. Even 
in the two games we lost, these boys were a force 
to be reckoned with. They were committed, fit, and 
fierce. We spent many an early Friday morning at 
a freezing pool practicing set-up, not at the coach’s 
request, but at the boys’. They would arrive at 
training half exhausted from their morning training, 
1st Team squad training and gym session, but always 
(or most of the time) they gave 100% commitment, 
focus and, most importantly, effort. As much praise 
as these boys have had, I think they deserve double. 
To witness the shift in mindset from our first fitness 
session to the last has been incredible. This is the 
type of group that a coach can only hope to be lucky 
enough to coach, even though what we did was 
more fine-tuning than anything else.

Most teams can only look at a slight performance 
to determine improvement. However, luckily for us, 
we had an opportunity to show off our growth, and 
to face a team to whom we had previously lost. 

The second game of the season saw us go down 
2–1 in an incredibly unlucky final minute against 
Jeppe at Jeppe. The boys were heartbroken, emotions 
were high, but morale wasn’t low. For the next two 
weeks, the boys attacked practice with commitment 
and drive. They wouldn’t let something like that 
happen again. For two weeks we trained without 
a game, early mornings, late nights and we were 
eventually rewarded with a double header, again at 
Jeppe, against St, John’s and then Jeppe once again. 

We arrived early enough to witness the game 
between our two opponents, with St. John’s narrowly 
beating Jeppe 4–3. With our previous loss still fresh 
and acting as a motivator, we prepared to take on 
what we thought might be the toughest game yet. 
According to “them” this St John’s team was good.

In the pool our boys made their opponents look 
flustered. Goal after goal kept coming, with shots as 
strong as our defence. We set up around them, out 
swam them and out played them for a convincing 

7–2 victory. 
The boys were then granted a whole half an hour 

to rest before we were back in the pool, for Round 
2. In what ended up being an incredible display 
of individual talent and team coordination, the 
boys were, again, 7–2 up, at the start of the third. 
This game would have ended up in a 12 or 13 goal 
routing had it not been for the lightning that called 
the match off at the start of the 3rd chukka. 

The boys were buzzing, exhausted, but buzzing. 
The hours and hours of swimming, set-up and 
game planning had culminated in an incredible 
performance that made the coaches so proud. I think 
we’ll still be talking about it next season. Well done, 
boys, well done! 

The entire team deserves commendation, but the 
individual stand-outs, which are incredibly hard to 
pick out from this group, included Jean in goals, the 
“Magician”, as the team called him; Shiloh at centre 
forward; back up by Dyllan on the defensive side 
and our hard-working wing, Kian. 

It was an honour to work with such a group of 
boys, I wish them all the best of luck in their future 
successes and good lessons from their future defeats. 
Remember, boys, you play for the badge on your 
cap, the passion in your heart, and the friends either 
side of you.

Captains: Shiloh Maposa and Matthew Gall

Jason Reynders and Sacha Zachariades
Coaches

1.  Joshua 
Lifschitz 
drawing 
in two 
players

2.  Matthew 
Neser 
looking  
to make  
a pass

1.

2.
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The U16C Team ended the season unbeaten against 
“outside” opposition. (They did lose two internal 
games against the U16B and 4th Teams.) This was a 
remarkable achievement especially considering that 
they played other schools’ B-Teams and once even 
an A side. This achievement is testimony to the hard 
work, determination and team work of the boys in 
the squad.

I found it particularly gratifying to see the 
improvement in skills of individual players. Credit 
for this must go to Mr Dumas whose attention to 
detail and ability to identify areas in a player’s game 
that needed work was enviable. I would also like to 
thank the 1st and 2nd Team players who gave up their 
time to work with the U16C players on position 
specific skills. Their contribution was invaluable.

I really enjoyed coaching this group of young 
men who were committed and competitive with 
a good dose of humour. I enjoyed each and every 
practice. I truly believe that, should they continue 
to work hard, there are a number of players that can 
challenge for higher honours next season.

Thank you for the season, boys.

Craig McBride
Coach

Water Polo
Water Polo U16B 
This season was a great step forward for all the boys 
in the team as they developed the finer skills of their 
positions and movements within the D-formation, 
such as Jan becoming a very powerful whole-
man and Andreas playing very well on the wing 
with Joshua Bakker and Wandre moving to the A 
Team. Huge praise has to go to Josh for moving to 
goalkeeper and becoming a very good one in a short 
space of time because of hard work and a never-say-
die work ethic in practice. By the end of the season 
in the last three games, he conceded only 10 goals. 

In the first week of the season, we lost 5–8 to Jeppe 
Boys U16B and when it came to the penultimate 
game of the season against them, the boys showed 
what they could do with work under their belts and 
won 9–3. 

Throughout the entire season, Daniel played 
whole-man marker superbly with only receiving 1 
kick out and dominating centre forwards whom he 
came up against, even when we narrowly lost 8–5 to 
the 1st Team from Pecanwood.

Special mention needs to be made of a few players 
who played good consistent polo in practice and in 
games: Rohan and Willie for dedication to the game 
of water polo and always steadily improving in 
knowledge and skill; Heinrich moved to wing and 
became a good weapon at double whole on attack 
and was a great defender who could eliminate the 
other team’s best player on attack. 

The attack of the team was centred on two players, 
Vian and Fouche, who did an extremely good job 
of distributing the ball from the fetches and scoring 
goals. They were able to play long stretches and at 
times carry the team on offence. With the change in 
rules this year, they had to change and adapt their 
games a lot around the 6 metre and they did a great 
job.

I am very proud of this team this year. It was an 
absolute pleasure to coach you.

Chris Ford
Coach

Water Polo U16C

1.  Ross Tosi looking to make 
a plan

2.  Tom Calenborne receiving a 
pass from Ronan Perring

1.

2.
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Water Polo U15A
The 2018 Second season has been a successful one 

The Term 4 season for the U15A players started 
off slowly. Our first fixture was against Affies and 
unfortunately the boys were a bit off the pace and 
suffered a defeat. After a hard week of training, 
they played against St Alban’s, a fixture in which 
we had previously struggled. This time, though, 
the boys stuck their hands up and only lost 5–7 – 
a big improvement from previous encounters. 
Following this, the U15s participated at Reddam 
Helderfontein’s Cup of Honour. This tournament 
produced a mixed bag of results for the boys, who 
I believe were a bit overwhelmed playing against 
top Johannesburg sides. They drew against KES and 
beat Beaulieu College. On the second day they lost 
against St Stithians and narrowly lost to St Peter’s 
(eventual silver medallists) 3–4. 

The tournament proved to be a great learning 
curve for the boys and the team as a whole. 
Levi Bartz and Cebastien Neser were standout 
performers for the team and were honoured in the 
All Star game. 

The last game of the season for the boys was 
the Kitto Cup against KES. Unfortunately the boys 
started the game really slowly and failed to recover, 
succumbing to defeat against KES. 

A special mention has to go to Keagan Trollip 
who, in his first season as a goalkeeper, performed 
admirably as did Levi Bartz and Cebastien Neser 
who led the team in the best way and gave their all 
in every performance. 

Anele Matukane 
Coach

After what essentially started as a very daunting 
season, I am happy to report that the team came 
together well to finish their season strongly. The 
boys finally learnt to communicate, pass, and play 
as a team. There was great enthusiasm and it was 
wonderful to see the unique characteristics in every 
team member. I look forward to watching the boys 
play, as I can proudly appreciate the fact that they 
have used the learnt skills and tactics and can 
successfully apply them.

I must mention as a highlight the boys’ game against 

a girls’ team. They looked at me with fearful eyes, but 
soon realised the girls would hold, scratch and kick 
them at every opportunity. I am happy to report that 
the boys survived and learnt valuable lessons: “hold 
back; stop complaining about her scratching you; she 
will drown you during the attack; she will swim over 
you; don’t be afraid of her!” The match became comical 
and the boys truly enjoyed the challenge.

Roxy Meaker
Coach

Water Polo U15B

The U15C Team only came together during Term 
4. Earlier in the year there were, unfortunately, not 
enough numbers to make a C Team. However, with 
a bit of pushing and pulling, within a week of the 
new water polo season, we had enough to make a 
full C team. Many of the boys were new to the sport 
and I feared after the first fitness session that they 
would disappear. Thankfully, I was mistaken and 
the boys came back the very next day, eager for more 
water polo, with less swimming.

After this, the boys’ development was incredible. 
From struggling with the basics, they were soon able 
to control the ball, get the set-up going, and even score 
some outstanding goals. Our two fixtures of the term 
were against Girls High U15A, a 4-4 draw in a game in 
which we were dominant until the final chukka, and a 

tough test against St Alban’s U15B, the game I was most 
proud of. The boys started the game mentally defeated 
and took a hammering in the first half. However, in the 
second half, the players realised that they could keep 
up with a team seen as superior to them and started 
fighting back. They ended up losing the last chukka 
1–2, an outstanding improvement and it showed what 
the team was capable of.

I would like to thank my U15C Team for their 
commitment and willingness to learn throughout 
the season. I enjoyed every moment with the “Sub-
Marines” and I am incredibly excited to see them 
develop over the coming years.

JP Dumas
Coach

Water Polo U15C
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Water Polo
Water Polo U14A
The PBHS U14A team in 2019 was one with character 
and heart. After trials at the start of the year, it was 
clear that this age group is talented. A lot of the boys 
had represented Northern Tigers at U13 level. Under 
the leadership of Jason van der Merwe (captain) 
and Daniel Manley (vice-captain), the team started 
well but couldn’t really compete at the Ken Short 
Tournament as they were inexperienced due to their 
lack of game time. 

After the winter break, the boys came back 
stronger and more focused, but again couldn’t pull 
together as a team and we lost the last couple of 
games. However, I strongly believe that these boys 
are a medal-winning side. I can’t wait to see them 
grow and become better water polo players.

Deon Schürmann 
Coach

Water Polo U14B
I had the privilege of coaching the U14B water polo 
Team for the 2019 season. The boys whom I came to 
know and train, quickly showed off their individual 
talent and teamwork skills. After starting the season 
off losing 1–12 to an extremely fit Affies team, the 
boys quickly readjusted their focus, determination 
and willingness to improve and play to a standard 
to which the school is accustomed. It did not take 
too long before the team started to gel and to 
become very attractive to watch and to see develop 
in character and ability. We finished the rest of the 
season unbeaten with our last two games beating 
KES (12–4) and Jeppe (10–3). As the season matured, 
so too did the players.

Every training session was a pleasure as the boys 
showed respect to me and to their peers, and a 
willingness to remain teachable and humble made 
coaching them a great pleasure. It is thus no surprise 
that as the season progressed, players were invited 

to move up to the A Team and very quickly showed 
why they deserved to be there.

I have great confidence in the players of the 
B Team and my message to them would be to 
carry on growing, learning, training hard and 
remaining humble. If this trend continues, I 
have no doubt that higher teams will be calling 
them up in the seasons to come. I can confidently 
say that future 1st Team players lie within this  
U14B Team.

The U14B Team consisted of the following players: 
Marinus Louw, Michael van Jaarsveld, Ben 

Solomon, Andrej Ristic, Graham Tenkrooden, 
Christopher Smith, Julien Vos, Martin Crafford, 
Jasper Mare, Luc Davel, Joshua Venn, Joshua 
Bezuidenhout and Kieran Binks.

Shaun Edmond 
Coach

1.  Matthew Gall looking to 
make a pass down the pool

2.  PBHS playing a fixture 
against Affies

1.

2.

Matthew Neser with a foul and shot Karl Müller passing the ball
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During the end of the year season we focused 
on skills and match fitness. The U14D players 
improved tremendously on their basic skills as well 
as in their match play. They set up the D in matches 
as well as scoring goals. Their awareness in the pool 
has improved and so has the players’ awareness 
of the ball and their fellow team mates. I saw their 
enthusiasm and dedication for the sport grow as 
well as their commitment to improving in all areas. 
Being the coach, I am proud to see the dedication 
and improvement. I can’t wait to see them grow and 
develop as water polo players. 

Gemma Thomas
Coach

Water Polo U14C
An inexperienced manager in charge of an U14C 
Team, the pivotal age group for a young polo player, 
would sound like madness and danger to most. 
However, thanks to the trust put in me by the school 
as well as Ferdi Louw, this season turned out to be 
an even better season than anyone expected. 

The boys did a lot of fitness and every training 
session was far from easy, but the players 
persevered. The boys’ hard work and dedication 
were well rewarded and this led to a lot of very 
good results and some very decent results against 
some tough opponents. The boys’ knowledge and 
understanding of the game grew as the season 
progressed.

The greatest moment of the season for me was 
when one of the boys told me that he had learnt 

something and was grateful to have me as a coach. 
Yes, it is all well and good to have your boys get 
moved up because of their impressive performances, 
but the best thing as a coach is being able to teach a 
player something. 

I am eternally grateful for this opportunity and I 
would like to wish all the boys the best for the rest 
of their water polo careers. You are a great bunch of 
lads and I am certain that a handful of you will play 
for the school’s 1st Team. I know it seems crazy now, 
but you all have the potential to represent the school 
at 1st Team level. It is only crazy or impossible until 
you do it. Have faith and good luck!

Thabang Madi
Coach

Water Polo U14D

1.  Keanu Adamson taking a shot at goals
2.  Matthew Neser getting ready to take a shot
3.  Nathan Fogwill in the process of saving a quality shot

1.

2. 3.
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1.  Coaches Anele Maryhane and Angus Steele with the PBHS First Team
2.  Coach Angus Steele strategising with the First Team

1.

2.
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1.  Thomas Pearce taking a 
practice shot

2.  Captain Matthew 
Neser taking a shot

3.  PBHS defending a goal 
against Affies

4.  Ronan Perring focused 
on the goals.  

5.  Tristan Lunt taking 
a shot at the PBHS 
Festival

6.  Ross Tosi taking a shot at 
the PBHS Festival

7.  Mr McBride coaching 
the infamous 
“Submarines”

8.  Mr JP Dumas reffing 
a game at the PBHS 
Festival

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

7. 8.
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